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Beyond the Manual 
Worksheets: Excel Worksheets (including Server Mode Details) are located in the SEER-MFG 
Tools subdirectory. 
Online Resources: We constantly update our website with a variety of materials. Check us out 
at www.galorath.com.  
Tech Notes: For technical notes, contact SEER Technical Support (support@galorath.com or 
310-414-3222) or: 
1. Go to www.galorath.com  
2. Log into Support 
3. Select Other Information > Tech Notes from the SEER-MFG listing. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 
SEER-MFG was developed by Galorath Incorporated to automate the evaluation of alternative 
designs for a diverse array of manufactured products.   SEER-MFG gives product development 
teams an exceptionally flexible and accurate means of determining the critical financial 
aspects of their designs.  Judicious use of SEER-MFG will help you translate the theoretical 
ideals of Design for Manufacturability and Assembly into reality.   

Contents 

Starting Up........................................................................................................................ 1 
System Requirements ....................................................................................................................... 2 
Installation ......................................................................................................................................... 2 
SEER-MFG Directories ....................................................................................................................... 2 
Registration........................................................................................................................................ 3 

Detailed Reference Conventions...................................................................................... 4 
Technical Support ............................................................................................................. 4 

How to Reach Galorath Incorporated ............................................................................................... 5 
Technical Support Checklist.............................................................................................................. 5 

The SEER Estimation Family ............................................................................................ 5 

Starting Up 
Your SEER-MFG kit includes this Detailed Reference and SEER-MFG installation media, as well 
as several spreadsheets and forms.  A ‘what’s new’ supplement describing new program 
features may be included.  You can also select What's New in SEER-MFG from the main help 
window for new release information. 
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System Requirements 
SEER-MFG Version 7.0 requires an Intel chipset (or compatible) PC running Microsoft 
WindowsTM XP, Vista, or Windows 7, at least 96 MB disk space and 256 MB memory (RAM), 
512 or higher MB recommended.   

SEER-MFG is best viewed with a 1024 x 768 (or higher) screen resolution. 

Installation 
Look for the SEER-MFG folder, which will either be on your hard drive, or on a CD and run 
setup.exe to install. 

SEER-MFG installation creates a new Start Menu Program folder named SEER (if that group 
does not already exist) and places shortcuts for the new version in a subfolder. 

Upgrade Installation.  An upgrade installation of SEER-MFG requires SEER-MFG to already be 
installed on your system with an unexpired license.  The installer will ask you for the location of 
the previous version of SEER-MFG and copy the license information contained in the earlier 
SEER-MFG.  After you have installed the new SEER-MFG, you may uninstall the earlier version. 

Installation Requirements.  You will have to log on with administrative privileges in order to 
install SEER-MFG. 

Note: Detailed technical installation guides are available upon request. 

SEER-MFG Directories 
By default, when you install SEER-MFG on a single (non-network) system, it places the main 
program files in the following directory: 

Directory Contains 

C:\Program 
Files\SEER\SEER-MFG 7.0 

The main SEER-MFG program, along with associated DLL, INI, Help, 
and other supporting files. 

Note:  The actual SEER-MFG directory name, along with the names of some of the files in the 
Tools directory, will depend on the version of the program being installed.  SEER-MFG version 
7.0 will be installed in the SEER-MFG 7.0 directory, and the default installation directories for 
later versions will be numbered accordingly (SEER-MFG 6.2, SEER-MFG 6.3, etc.). 
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Depending on your install configuration and operating system, Document (Sample Projects, 
Tools, KBases, Export Templates) and Application Data (customizable program settings and 
data files) files are installed in the following locations: 

Operating 
System 

Document Files paths Contains 

Vista / 
Windows 7 

\Users\[USER 
NAME]\Documents\SEER\SEER-
MFG 7.0\ 

XP  \Documents and Settings\[USER 
NAME]\My Documents\SEER\SEER-
MFG 7.0\ 

The SEER-MFG knowledge base files. Flexible 
Export Templates, Sample SEER-MFG project 
files, along with Custom Calc templates. The 
SEER-MFG ‘what’s new’ supplement (which 
includes a detailed description of changes to 
the program since the last upgrade) in PDF 
format, along with SEER-MFG Server Mode 
Details, MFG Tools (for modifying materials.ini, 
composites.ini, MFGData.ini), in Excel format. 

 

Operating 
System 

Application Data Files paths Contains 

Local Installs: 
Vista / 
Windows 7 

\Users\[USER 
NAME]\AppData\Local\SEER\SEER-
MFG 7.0\ 

XP \Documents and Settings\[USER 
NAME]\Local Settings\Application 
Data\SEER\SEER-MFG 7.0\ 

Customizable program settings, and data files 
such as a materials.ini (materials data), 
composites.ini (detailed composite data), 
MFGData.ini (process and work element 
specific data). 

Client Installs / Users: 
Vista / 
Windows 7 

\Users\[USER NAME]\AppData 
\Roaming\SEER\SEER-MFG 7.0\ 

XP  \Documents and Settings\[USER 
NAME]\Application Data 
\SEER\SEER-MFG 7.0\ 

Customizable program settings, and data files 
such as a materials.ini (materials data), 
composites.ini (detailed composite data), 
MFGData.ini (process and work element 
specific data). 

Registration 
Your copy of SEER-MFG is registered with your company name and location prior to shipment.  

We offer informative online updates as well.  Visit www.galorath.com and log on to the support 
site, where you will receive a personal user name and password. 

http://www.galorath.com/
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Detailed Reference Conventions 
We want your SEER-MFG learning experience to be positive and efficient.  Listed in the table 
below are special words and symbols used in this detailed reference, along with their 
meanings. For example, when you see the symbol , you know that it  will be followed by a 
series of steps which will walk you through a SEER-MFG process. 

Term Action 

Click Press the left mouse button once. 

Double-click Press the left mouse button twice, quickly. 

Right-click Press the right mouse button once. 

 To… Announces the start of a series of steps in a SEER-MFG procedure. 

Any phrase in the format 
Menu / Command 

Open the menu indicated and select the command. Menus are located in 
the bar at the top of a window.  

ENTER, TAB, or any 
keyboard term in small 
caps 

Press the corresponding key on your keyboard. 

 
This arrow points to See Also topics, which refer you to places in the 
detailed reference where you can find out more about the subject in 
question. 

 
This icon indicates a note or alert — something that you should be aware 
of when you use the program. 

Key commands in the 
format key1+key2, such 
as ALT+F10 

Press the first key and hold it down while pressing the second key. 

Note: The program screens shown throughout this detailed reference may differ somewhat 
from those in your copy of the program, due to version or vendor enhancements. 

Technical Support 
Authorized users have access to SEER-MFG technical support as per individual license 
agreements. The Galorath technical support website is at www.galorath.com.  To register for 
online support, log onto www.galorath.com and register for free user support. 

Galorath offers a full range of workshops, trainings, and consulting services. Contact us for 
more information. 

http://www.galorath.com/
http://www.galorath.com/
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How to Reach Galorath Incorporated 
Please feel free to contact us at Galorath for technical support or any other reason: 

Voice: (310) 414-3222 
Fax: (310) 414-3220 
E-Mail: support@galorath.com 
Internet: www.galorath.com/UserSupport 

We are happy to answer any questions you may have. 

Technical Support Checklist 
To help us give you the best technical support possible, please have the following information 
ready when you contact us: 

 Registration information, including company name and contact name. 
 Your serial number, found on the program’s main screen before loading a project. 
 The version number of SEER-MFG that you are using. 
 Your computer model and the amount of memory that it uses. 
 Your Windows operating system type, version number, and service pack level. 

The SEER Estimation Family 
SEER-MFG is part of the SEER family of tools produced by Galorath Incorporated.  These tools 
are designed to provide a combination of ease of use and flexibility, together with an extensive 
and current library of estimating expertise in the form of knowledge bases.  You can generate 
estimates quickly and easily, then refine them to greater precision. 

The SEER family includes: 

 SEER-SEM: Software Estimation, Planning and Project Control 
 SEER Microsoft Project™ Integration 
 SEER Estimate by Comparison 
 SEER-H:  Hardware Estimation, Planning, and Project Control   
 SEER-IT:  Estimating IT Projects 
 SEER-MFG:  Cost Design for Parts, Process and Assembly 

The SEER prefix stands for System Evaluation and Estimation of Resources. 
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 This page can be used for notes and comments. 
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General Concepts 
What is SEER-MFG? 

The SEER approach to Design for Manufacturability is to analyze cost, time-to-produce, 
baseline factors associated with product manufacture, and other life-cycle concerns. 

SEER-MFG

Design for 
Manufacturability 

Design for Assembly 

 
By modeling production materials and processes, SEER-MFG lets you fine-tune manufacturing 
options for nearly any product, resulting in lower costs, increased efficiency, more engineering 
flexibility, and shorter time to market.  Analyses use eleven functional process types: 

 Machining 
 Fabrication 
 Electrical Assembly 
 Assembly 
 Molding/Casting/Forging/Powdered Metals 
 PC Board  
 Finish & Heat Treat 
 Composites 
 Additional Items 
 Purchased Part 
 Detailed Composites 
 Tube, Fab, Weld, & Processing 

SEER-MFG outputs encompass not only total process time, which includes setup, direct time, 
inspection and rework, but also material, vendor, tooling and other costs where appropriate.  
Material and labor costs may be burdened to include both direct and indirect costs. 

PC Board Fabrication Machining 

Add'l Items Finishing Composites 

Electronics Mechanical Molding 

Tube Fab Purch. Part Det. Composites 
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The Potential for SEER-MFG 
SEER-MFG supports both high-level evaluation (quantity, rate, etc.) and detailed analysis 
(tolerances, machining options, etc.).  You can use SEER-MFG at every stage of the product 
cycle — as an early concept and design tool, and to evaluate shop floor and sourcing options.  
SEER-MFG will also provide solid feedback for strategic planning tasks where quick technical 
feedback is required, such as in competitive reengineering. 

SEER-MFG: The Who-What-When-Where-Why-How 
Best Practices, Value Analysis, Concurrent Engineering, Design to Cost, Total Quality 
Management... do these sound familiar?  SEER-MFG is built for people in management and 
finance, for engineers, designers, and anyone else who cares about solid results.  Right out of 
the box, SEER-MFG lets you quickly and accurately run through design and manufacturing 
scenarios.  It's the Power of Parametrics: Just a few inputs allow quick, detailed, and intuitive 
trade-off analyses.  You can fully specify production tasks, then “put them through the wringer” 
by describing them in terms of their processes and the experience and equipment available.  
Here are some typical uses for SEER-MFG: 

New product design Old product improvement 
Simplified approaches New technologies 
Fewer parts Different materials 
Ease of fabrication Parts availability 
Ease of assembly Competitive issues 
Failure and repair Customer and marketing issues  

The maxims of good product engineering find expression in SEER-MFG: 

 Design drives life-cycle costs — SEER-MFG hammers this home to your designers with its 
many cost- and time-based outputs. 

 Use SEER-MFG’s risk and trade-off capabilities for quick, easy trade-off studies in your 
design phase to introduce more flexibility and better oversight into product development.   

 SEER-MFG handles tooling, capability, and production size trade-offs (necessary for 
manufacturing optimization and integration) by means of easily adjustable parameters. 

Detailed or General, Broad or Specific Analysis 
The following chart summarizes the many roles of SEER-MFG. 

Level Task 

Executive Major capital investments, reengineering, competitive analysis, 
Marketing, and sales projections. 
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Manufacturing 
Integration 

Supplier sourcing, Tooling. 

Detailed Engineering Detailed engineering decisions (tolerances, parts, fasteners, etc.), type 
of tooling or production processes, time to failure and repair. 

Basics of Operation 
Inside SEER-MFG 

Multiple Models, Divided Functionality.  The internal mathematical algorithms that drive 
SEER-MFG describe processes and types of assembly.  Using the mathematical algorithms to 
calculate an estimate, SEER-MFG outputs direct and indirect times that may be burdened to 
include labor overhead, along with materials and other expenses. Because the algorithms that 
underlie SEER-MFG are so diverse, parameter details are included in the corresponding 
process types chapters. 

When analyzing a manufacturing project, you divide its operations into work elements.  The 
manufacturing of various basic parts might be modeled using the PC Board, Machining, 
Fabrication, or Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals process types.  The integration of the 
resulting parts into an assembly might then be modeled as an assembly or an electrical 
assembly operation.  Each of these would be a separate work element. 

General Process Type Characteristics 
Following are a few basic capabilities of SEER-MFG process types: 

Characteristic Description 

Quick work up SEER-MFG does not require extensive preloading of individual machine 
characteristics or other production rules. 

Broad scope A diverse set of processes can be modeled from within SEER-MFG.  For 
example, the Fabrication process type allows everything from hand craft 
to progressive dies. 

Sensitivity Assembly times are subject to quantity relations, machine tool condition, 
production experience, environmental restrictions, etc. 

Design review SEER-MFG Alerts warn you of approaches that might need changes. 

Producibility review Reports for both machining and fabrication contain inherent trade-off 
capabilities.  Machining reports allow you to compare the cost of starting 
from raw stock versus various castings, while fabrication reports lay out 
expenses according to the class of processes used. 

Full time spent SEER-MFG models not only compute direct times, but also set up, 
inspection, and rework times. 
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Estimating Approach — How To Use SEER-MFG 
 This is a very basic outline for creating an estimate: 

1. Create your new project file.  You start by creating a new project file. 
2. Define your work elements.  Define the project by parts, assemblies, or process steps. 
3. Specify element parameters.  Enter detailed parameters in the the Parameters Window. 

What SEER-MFG Gives You 
After you specify the element parameters, SEER-MFG gives you an estimate in terms of Labor, 
Additional Costs, and Additional Data:  

Labor Additional Costs Additional Data 

Setup Material Manufacturing Index  
Direct Vendor Raw Weight  
Inspection Tooling Finished Weight  
Rework Other Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) 
  Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) 

Detailed definitions depend on the work element type (Machining, Fabrication, etc.).  Labor is 
estimated as minutes per unit, cost per unit, and total labor cost.  Additional Costs are per unit, 
total, and amortized.  Additional data covers nonlabor, noncost items, such as manufacturing 
index, labor allocations for manufacturing processes, and reliability metrics. 

Labor 
The labor component of a SEER-MFG estimate is broken down into many activities — in 
particular set-up, direct, inspection, and rework.  Specific activities included in the direct labor 
component will vary with the selected work element type.   

Activity Description 

Setup The shop or floor setup effort required for the immediate production run. 
Setup is calculated for all process types; you may implicitly include or 
exclude setup for any given estimate. 

Direct Time for actual manufacturing or assembly process, or runtime. Includes 
Load/Unload and Operation Cycle.  Load/Unload is calculated for all 
process types, and can be implicitly included or excluded for Machining 
and Fabrication.  Activities vary with work element type and operation.  
See Work Element Types and Direct Labor Activities, below. 
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Inspection Routine floor inspection during production. 

Rework Time correcting production defects discovered in test and inspection. 

Work Element Types and Direct Labor Activities 
Work Element Type Direct Labor Activities 

 
Rollup Covers all activities included in subordinate work elements. 

 
Mold/Cast/ Forge/ 
Powdered Metals 

Direct time for Molding, Casting, and Forging.  

 
PC Board Blank Board Fabrication, PCB Assembly, and PCB Test. 

 
Machining Direct time for all specified Machining Operations (Mill, Bore, 

Grind, etc.). 

 
Fabrication Direct time for Conventional Machines, CNC Turret Press, 

CNC Laser Beam Cutting, CNC Plasma Arc Cutting, CNC Gas 
Flame Cutting, Plate Rolling, Tube Bending, Dedicated Tools 
& Dies, Progressive Dies, Spin Forming, and Routing. 

 
Electrical Assembly Cable Fabrication time, Harness Fabrication time, and Part 

Preparation direct time. 

 
Assembly Assembly time, and direct time for Welding, Brazing, 

Rivet/Stake, and Adhesive Bonding. 

 
Finish & Heat Treat Direct time for all specified Finish & Heat Treat Operations 

(Spray, E-Coat, etc.). 

 
Composites Direct time for all specified Composite  Operations. 

 
Additional Items All direct labor time for each specified operation. 

 
Purchased Parts Purchased Cost for each item entered. 

 
Detailed Composites All specified Detailed Composite operations direct times. 

 
Tube, Fab, Weld, & 
Processing 

All specified tube fabrication, welding, and finishing 
operations direct times. 
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Additional Costs 
This covers all nonlabor costs associated with the work element.  Additional costs include 
Material, Molding, Tooling, and Other Costs as described here. 

Cost Description 

Material The cost of all material used in the production of the work element.  Material 
cost cover raw stock, scrap, components cost, and parts costs.  Material costs 
may be derived by SEER-MFG, specified as an input, or a combination of both, 
depending on specific work element input settings. 

Vendor Vendor's cost per hour for a Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals operation. 

Tooling Tooling costs for manufacturing and assembly, including dies, molds, fixtures, 
jigs, etc.  Can be specified or derived automatically. 

Other Costs Any costs other than material and tooling costs, including inventory, machine 
rental, finance, royalties, outside operations, etc. 

Additional Data 
SEER-MFG computes many noncost, nonlabor items, including key reliability, maintainability, 
quality, and complexity metrics, allowing you to compare design and manufacturing options.  
Additional Data elements vary with the work element.  General definitions appear below. 
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Item Description 

Manufacturing 
Index 

A measure of manufacturing capability independent of the item produced, 
decreasing with improvement to an optimum of 1.  Production Experience, 
Machine Capacity, Tooling Type, and Machine Tool Condition affect this index.   

 

Manufacturing Index Ranges 

Raw Weight The weight of the raw material.  This may be computed by SEER-MFG if the 
finished weight is known, or if the shape, dimensions, and material selection 
are known. 

Finished Weight The weight of the finished product. This value may be computed analytically by 
SEER-MFG, or input as Finished Weight.  Finished Weight applies to Fabrication, 
Machining, Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals, and Detailed Composites work 
elements.  Finished Weight is expressed in either pounds or kilograms, depending 
on the measurement system (imperial or metric) selected. 

MTBF Mean Time Between Failure, in hours, of the work element.  This reliability 
measure is the expected number of hours between failures experienced during 
normal operation of the work element. The inverse of MTBF is often thought of 
as a failure rate.  MTBF does not include scheduled maintenance actions, 
preventative maintenance or induced failures.  Applicable to Mechanical 
Assembly work elements, MTBF is based on the number of assembly parts, the 
assembly difficulty of the parts, and the degree of mechanization used for 
assembly. 

MTTR Mean Time to Repair, in hours, of the work element.  This maintainability 
measure is the expected number of hours required to repair a failed work 
element.  MTTR includes time spent for disassembly, diagnosis, isolation, 
removal and replacement of failed parts, and reassembly.  Applicable to 
Mechanical Assembly work elements, MTTR is based on the number of 
assembly parts, the assembly difficulty of the parts, the degree of 
mechanization used for assembly, and original assembly time. 
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Chapter 3 

Operating Specifics 
This chapter guides you through basic SEER-MFG operations, from creating a project through 
working with estimates.  As you become proficient in working with SEER-MFG, refer to chapter 
8:  Special Topics for more advanced information.  Chapter 4: Tutorial steps you through the 
process of creating a new project, specifying parameter values, and obtaining estimates. 
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Viewing Reports ...............................................................................................................................17 
Viewing Charts..................................................................................................................................17 
Copying and Pasting Reports and Charts .......................................................................................18 
Exporting and Publishing Reports ...................................................................................................19 

Start Up Options 
The SEER-MFG Start Up Options window provides quick, convenient access to recent project 
files and SEER-MFG help.  

 

Start Up Options 

Access SEER-
MFG help. 

Create new 
projects.  

Create new 
projects from 
existing projects. 

Open projects 
from the 
recent files list.

Option Description 

Open a project Lists the last five projects.   Resize the window to view path and file 
name.   

New project Provides a direct link for creating a new project.   

New from existing 
project 

Use an existing project as the basis for a new project.  Select an existing 
project, and SEER-MFG will open a copy of it with the file name untitled.  
To rename the file, select Save As from the File menu.  

Help This option opens up the main SEER-MFG help index.  
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Creating a New Project 
From Windows Start/Programs menu, select SEER-MFG, located in the SEER folder (the actual 
Start menu listing at your facility may be different).  SEER-MFG will display its opening screen. 

 

SEER-MFG Opening Screen  

To begin working with SEER-MFG you must create a project.  Projects store the work layout, 
parametric entries, and notes of an estimate.  Only one project may be open in the program 
window, although you may run multiple instances of SEER-MFG. 

 To create a project: 

1. Click on Blank under the New Project heading in the Startup Options window, or select 
New from the File menu. The Create/Modify Project Element dialog box will appear: 

 

Create/Modify Project Element Dialog Box 
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2. Type a description into the Name field.  This is the project or the product name and not 
the file name.  

3. Type your name or other appropriate identification into the Analyst field. 

Screen Layout 
The following screen layout is the default for SEER-MFG, although windows may be 
repositioned. 

You can move through the SEER-MFG screen using either the keyboard or the mouse. 

Item Description 

Menu commands Select SEER-MFG commands from the menu bar at top of the program 
window.  Commonly used commands also appear as buttons on the 
graphical toolbar (just below the menu). 

Work elements window At the upper left of the screen is the Work Elements window.  This 
window lets you create and navigate through your project.  Projects or 
products are laid out in indented list form with the name at top and work 
elements following.  Work elements can be individual parts, routing 
operations or assemblies.  They may further be tied into functional 
subgroups, called rollups (Σ), which summarize subordinate work 
elements.  Work elements are also assigned numbers which indicate the 
position and level of indentation in the Work Elements window.   

Input window At the upper right is the Input window, with the inputs to the SEER-MFG 
analysis engine.  It displays the parameters for the current selected work 
element organized under the following tabs:  General, Process Specific, 
Tooling, Inspection/Rework, and Mark/Package.  You will do most of 
your work here. 

Reports and charts SEER-MFG outputs are usually displayed in the bottom half of the 
screen, with reports on the left and charts on the right.  Multiple reports 
and charts can be displayed at once.  Consecutive reports and charts 
may be stacked on top of one another.  With large projects and with 
multiple reports and charts on screen, you may wish to deactivate auto 
recalculation, which can use a large amount of program overhead.  

Notes and alerts Positioning your mouse pointer and holding down the left button on top 
of work elements and parameters displays notes entered in either the 
Parameter or Edit / Unit Note dialog boxes.  If the Alerts function has 
been activated by the Alerts button on the Toolbar ( ), then parameter 
alerts will also be displayed, if there are any.  These contain any 
cautionary advice that SEER-MFG may have about your inputs. 
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Work 
Elements. 

Parameters. 

 
 

 Charts. Reports. 

Typical SEER-MFG Screen 

There are a number of ways to view active but unseen reports and charts.  Because reports 
and charts are often layered on top of one another, you may simply drag away windows to get 
at hidden ones.  You may also select an active report or chart from the Report and Chart 
menus.  Right clicking in a window will pop up a list of active reports or charts, and right 
clicking the title bar of the window will display the next report or chart.  

Work Elements 
When working with SEER-MFG, you model your manufacturing processes using work elements.  
Work elements can be a part, an assembly or a routing operation.  A list of the work elements 
that you have created for the current project is visible in the Work Elements window.  In this 
window, you create a rollup to organize work elements by function or some other criteria.  
Rollups contain summary estimates for all their subordinate work elements. 
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Project element.
Currently selected 
element is 
highlighted. 

Rollup element.

 

Work Element Window 

Item Description 

PROJECT (Σ) This topmost element is defined when you first create your project.  
When the cursor is positioned on this element, various SEER-MFG 
reports and charts will give full summaries of all project information. 

ROLLUP (Σ) These are optional.  Rollups are a convenient means of combining work 
elements that belong together.  For the example shown, the rollup 
element is for the Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) Assembly.  It 
combines all of the manufactured parts and the GFCI Assembly 
(purchased parts and assembly labor) listed below this level of 
indentation.  When you select a rollup, all reports and charts will show 
summary estimates for its subordinate work elements only. 

WORK ELEMENT 
( , ...) 

Work elements are defined according to the various SEER-MFG process 
modules.  Graphical icons to the left of each work element help to show 
what process model is being used.  When the cursor is positioned on a 
work element, its parameters become available for editing in the 
parameters window. 

 

  Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly in chapter 9:   Common Process 
Parameters 

 Chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 
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Creating a New Work Element 
 To create a work element: 

1. In the Work Elements window, right-click where you want the new element to be inserted.  
(If this is a new project, the element will be automatically inserted at the top of the list.)  
You will see the Work Elements window pop-up menu.  If you prefer, you can also click 
with the left mouse button, then select the Edit menu. 

2. In the pop-up (or Edit) menu, select Insert Work Element.  You will see the Insert Work 
Element dialog box. 

 

 

Create/Modify Work Element Dialog Box 

Enter descriptive 
information here.

Specify the 
process used. 

Specify the 
element’s 
position in the 
project hierarchy.

Pick a knowledge 
base. 

3. In the Name field, enter a functional description or a proper name. 

4. In the Analyst field, enter your name, the engineering team, or other appropriate 
identification. 

5. In the Process Type drop box, select the process being used with this work element. 

6. In the Make This Item drop box, select the indentation level for the work element being 
created. 

7. Choose a knowledge base to preset certain parameters.  You may also save individual 
work elements as knowledge bases to incorporate prior work into future analyses. 

 Edit / Insert Work Element in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
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Knowledge Bases 
SEER-MFG knowledge bases are simply repositories of information.  When you create a new 
work element and specify a knowledge base, you preload various parameters with information 
contained in the knowledge base. Knowledge bases supplied with SEER-MFG cover diverse 
operations, from riveted airframes to prototype electrical harnesses to chemical milling.  As 
time goes on, you may want to create knowledge bases describing your own operations. 

Knowledge bases are specific to work elements, and so are loaded using the Create/Modify 
Work Element dialog box.  you can use the File / Save As Knowledge Base Template command 
to create new knowledge bases.   

 File / Save As Knowledge Base Template in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Hierarchy Arrangement 
Remember that project elements may be inserted and arranged in a hierarchy or tree 
structure.  When you create a work element you choose where in the tree it should reside: 

 
The default settings place all work elements at the same level.  Level numbers refer to the 
levels of indentation on the project tree; the project level is always level 1. 

Item Description 

Previous Item Is Displays the level of indentation of the previous work element. 

Make This Item Allows you to select the level of indentation of the work element being 
created.  You can select the appropriate level from the pull-down menu. 

 

Notes for Work Elements 
Every work element may have its own note, which you can edit by selecting the work element 
and choosing Element Note from the Edit menu, clicking the Edit Element Note button ( ) on 
the toolbar, or using the keyboard shortcut F2. 
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Parameters 
The Inputs window lists the parameter inputs which you will use to define the work elements 
that you will combine into an actual representation of your manufacturing project.   

  

Category Labels 
start with a +. 

Currently selected 
parameter is 
highlighted. 

Each parameter 
has a set of inputs 
associated with it. 

Inputs Window for Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals 

The Process Specific tab has a unique set of parameters for each manufacturing model in 
SEER-MFG, although it may include some features that are common to several work elements. 

The General, Tooling, Inspection/Rework, and Mark/Package tabs contain parameters tht are 
common to most or all work elements. 

Item Description 

Parameters Each parameter is on a single line, although it may have multiple inputs. 

Category Labels Category labels describe groups of parameters.  These always start with 
a plus (+) sign.  Values are not entered into a category label but into the 
parameters below.  To hide a category of parameters, either double-click 
on the parameter or select it and press the minus key (-) on your 
keyboard’s numeric keypad.   

Work elements often contain parameters describing several different processes that may be 
very different from one another, but that are all a subset of the same process group.  For 
instance, Electrical Assembly contains methods for cable assembly, harness assembly, and 
part preparation. 

 Chapter 9:  Common Process Parameters 
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Parameter Dialog Box 
Parameters are changed via dialog boxes.  To access a parameter dialog box, double-click on a 
parameter or select it and press ENTER. 

Item Description 

Notes You can enter any information that seems appropriate into the Notes 
text box.  Notes will be saved for each parameter and can be printed 
using the Inputs with Notes report.  A larger note editing area is available 
when Maximize Note is clicked. 

Inputs Shown below are three numeric inputs, although the number and format 
of inputs can vary depending on the parameter chosen.  See the 
following section for more details. 

Prev / Next buttons Pressing these buttons allows you to edit the previous or next 
parameters, without having to leave the dialog box. 

Kbase / Inputs toggle 
button 

If you loaded knowledge bases when the current work element was 
created, this button will toggle back and forth between your entry and 
the knowledge base default. it will be labeled Kbase when your inputs 
are loaded, or Inputs when the knowledge base values are loaded. 

More Help Parameters have short descriptions that are viewable at the bottom of 
the parameter entry dialog box.  Press the More Help button for detailed 
help. 

 

  

Free-form 
notes window. 

Each 
parameter has 
unique help. 

Dialog Box for Blank Dimensions 
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Parameter Inputs 
Parameter entry is so important to using SEER-MFG that it is explained in more detail here.  
Each parameter has a set of inputs, which may vary both in number and format. 

Certainty Ranges 
Certainty Ranges Come Closer to Matching Intuition.  SEER-MFG allows you to describe 
many parameters as a range using least, likely, and most possible cases.  If you are absolutely 
certain of a parameter, these values will be the same.  Values should be rated as follows. 

Least 
The lowest probable value that the parameter will take.  For example, if the parameter were 
morning rush hour traffic, this would be light traffic with few stops or little slowing. 

 

The Least Input 

Likely 
The likely expected case, where a few problems may occur, but nothing out of the ordinary.  
For rush hour traffic, the likely case probably involves some heavy slowing near the downtown 
area, perhaps with some light construction, or a minor accident to slow things up. 

 

The Likely Input 

Most 
The highest probable value — you are 99% sure that things can’t get any worse.  Traffic would 
be bumper to bumper the whole way, with construction closing several lanes and a major 
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accident.  Note that this is the toughest situation to expect, but not necessarily an all-out 
disaster.  Unexpected disasters are not accounted for in the scope of a normal MFG analysis. 

 

The Most Input 

In summary, by accepting parameters as a range, you can compensate for normal levels of 
uncertainty in the planning process. 

 Probability and Risk in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Input Formats 
Input formats vary; three of the most common inputs are shown below.   

Qualitative Inputs 
Typically from Very Low to Very High, with gradations defined at the bottom of the dialog box.   

 

Parameter Input Dialog Box Using Sliders 

Numeric Inputs 
Used for percent, labor rates, quantities, and other inputs describing hardware characteristics. 

 

Three-Input Least/Likely/Most 
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List Inputs 
List inputs contain predefined, selectable options. 

 

Parameter Input Dialog Box Using List Inputs 

Three-input qualitative and numeric input dialog boxes (Least/Likely/Most, for example) 
typically have a small button labeled > below the right end of the leftmost field.  You can use 
this button to fill all three fields with the value that you enter in that field.   

Copying and Pasting Parameters  
Edit / Copy lets you copy a list of parameters,  including their names, values, and notes, to the 
Windows clipboard.  Use Edit / Paste to paste them into another work element or application, 
such as a word processor or spreadsheet (where they will be pasted as tab-delimited text). 

 To copy parameters: 

1. In the Work Elements window, select the work element to copy parameters from. 

2. Select the parameters you want to copy.  Use SHIFT or CTRL to select multiple parameters. 

3. From the Edit menu, select Copy to copy the parameters to the Windows clipboard. 

 To paste parameters to another work element: 

1. In the Work Elements window, select the work element to paste parameters to. 

2. From the Edit menu, select Paste.  If you are pasting to different work element type, only 
parameters present in both types will be pasted. 

Working with an Estimate 
This section reviews features of SEER-MFG that make creating estimates easier.  Refer to 
chapter 4: Tutorial for more detailed information on creating an estimate. 
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Quick Estimates 
The Quick Estimate report is usually SEER-MFG’s default report.  It can be viewed on the 
screen from the moment you load an existing project or create a new one.  It offers instant 
access to a range of estimates, including labor minutes and cost, material cost, etc. 

 

Quick Estimate Report 
To change the contents of the Quick Estimate report, use Estimate / Quick Estimate Options. 

  Estimate / Quick Estimate Options in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 Quick Estimate in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 

Trade-off Evaluations 
SEER-MFG's Set Reference feature lets you compare estimates against a reference baseline.   

 To perform a trade-off: 

1. First complete an estimate. 
2. Select Estimate / Set Reference. 
3. Enter a description for the reference. 
4. Adjust the desired parameters. 

The relative impacts of the trade-off are reflected in the Quick Estimate and Trade-off Analysis 
reports.  These will compare the current estimate to the reference baseline. 

 

Quick Estimate Report with Reference Set 

  Estimate / Set Reference in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 Trade-off Report in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 
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More on Working with Projects and Elements 
Saving a Project 

Save your work early and often, locally or on your network.  SEER-MFG project files use the 
extension .MFG, which we recommend you do not change.   

 To save a project: 

1. Choose File/Save from the menu bar.  The Save As dialog box appears. 
2. Type the name of the project in the text box.  Click OK. 

 File / Save in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Opening a Saved Project 
 To open an existing project: 

1. Choose File/Open from the menu bar. 

2. Choose the file in the list box or type the file name in the File Name text box.  Click OK. 

 File / Save in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Duplicating a Work Element 
 To make a duplicate work element: 

1. In the Work Elements window, select the work element you want to copy. 

2. Select Copy from the Edit menu or from the right mouse button popup menu. 

3. Select a position in the project to insert the duplicate work element. 

4. From the Edit menu, select Insert/Paste.   

The copied work element will be inserted below the currently selected work element. 

Merging Projects 
 To merge a saved project with your existing one: 

1. In the Work Elements window, select a position to insert the existing project. 

2. Select File / Merge Subproject to bring up the Merge Subproject dialog box. 

3. Choose the desired file in the list box or type its name in the File Name text box.  Click OK. 

The existing file will be inserted below the currently selected work element. 
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Note: When merging subprojects SEER-MFG warns you of any updates that will be made to the 
merged subproject. Merged subprojects inherit the current project's parameter settings. If any 
of the following four project parameters are different within the merged subproject: 

 Learning Curve Analysis 
 Unit of Measure 
 Number of Passes 
 Exchange Rate 

SEER-MFG will caution you about the updates that will be made when you select Yes. The 
example below illustrates a case where all four project parameters of the merged subproject 
will be updated.  

 

Merge Subproject Caution 

Getting On-Line Help 
Press F1, or click on a Help or More Help button to use the help system.  You will see the 
appropriate help topic for the currently active dialog box, parameter, work element, or other 
SEER-MFG program element.  If you select a help option from the Help menu, you will see the 
main help contents window. 

Quitting SEER-MFG 
 To quit the program: 

1. Choose File / Exit from the menu bar. 

2. SEER-MFG asks if you want to save the project, if it has changed.   

3. Select Yes to save your changes. 
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Reports and Charts 
SEER-MFG reports and charts provide immediate feedback on estimates.  You may view 
reports and charts on the screen, print them, or copy them into another application.  You can 
use reports and charts to interactively evaluate the parametric impacts of trade-offs quickly 
and easily. 

Viewing Reports 
To view a report, select Choose Available Reports from the Report menu.  From the Choose 
Available Reports dialog box, select a report by clicking on its name: 

 

Choose Available Reports Dialog Box 

All activated report windows are stacked at the bottom left corner of the main SEER-MFG 
window and can be moved and resized.  Clicking your right mouse button on a report title bar 
will bring up the next active report beneath.  Click the right mouse button anywhere else in a 
report to activate a special menu that lets you choose other reports, or set a reference. 

Viewing Charts 
To view a chart you must first activate it by selecting Chart / Choose Available Charts.  The 
Choose Available Charts dialog box appears: 
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Choose Available Charts Dialog Box 

To activate a chart, click on its name so that the checkbox next to it is marked.  All active chart 
windows are stacked at the lower right corner of the screen, and can be moved and resized.  
Click the right mouse button on a chart title bar to bring up the next active chart beneath.   

 

Quick View of Chart Element Information (Using Left Mouse Button) 

Click to left mouse button in an active area of the chart (part of a bar or circle graph, for 
example), for a quick view of the information represented by that element of the chart.  
Clicking the right mouse button on the chart area (but off of mouse hot spot areas) will to 
activate a special menu that lets you choose other charts, or copy them to the Windows 
clipboard. 

Copying and Pasting Reports and Charts 
With the Edit / Copy command, you can copy report and charts and paste them into other 
applications.  Reports are stored as text, and charts are stored in Windows’ metafile format.  
The metafile format offers a graphic resolution (dots per inch) that can meet the requirements 
of any output device. 
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 To copy and paste a report: 

1. In the Report menu, select Choose Available Reports.  

2. If the desired report is not already activated, click the box next to the report name. 

3. Right-click the Report window title bar until you see the desired report. 

4. In the Edit menu, select Copy. 

You can now paste the report into another application. 

You may need to change to a fixed width font such as Courier to have the columns line up 
properly. 

If you want to delimit the report or customize the outputs to be copied and pasted, use the File 
/ Flexible Export command. 

 To copy and paste a chart: 

1. In the Chart menu, select Choose Available Charts.  

2. If the desired chart is not already activated, click the box next to the chart name. 

3. Right-click the Chart window title bar until you see the desired chart. 

4. In the Edit menu, select Copy. 

You can now paste the chart into another application. 

Exporting and Publishing Reports 
You can also export SEER-MFG reports to other formats, such as Excel, HTML, and PDF, using 
Export Report from the Tools menu or from the report context menu, or print and export 
enhanced SEER-MFG reports using Publish Reports under the File menu. 

  Tools / Export Reports in chapter 6: Command Reference 
 File / Publish Reports in chapter 6: Command Reference 
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This page can be used for notes and comments. 
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Chapter 4 

Tutorial 
In this chapter a typical SEER-MFG session is demonstrated to familiarize you with some of the 
program’s capabilities and features.  You should already have installed SEER-MFG; if not, see 
the instructions that came with your CD-ROM. 

The tutorial will explain every basic operation in detail, proceeding more rapidly only as you 
become familiar with basic operations.  Each operation includes instructions. 

 This flag denotes narrative sections that this tutorial contains. 

Contents 
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e Project: A New Electrical Outlet 
Imagine that you are a manufacturer of electrical switches.  Management has decided to 
introduce a new GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter, an outlet with a built-in circuit breaker), 
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but other than the proverbial “back-of-the-envelope” musings and a competitor’s product, 
you’ve got nothing more to work with.  Using little flags in the margin, we will narrate the story 

 

ich will help to enforce a hard-nosed and ultimately effective path 

ned to quickly translate 
your early intuition into firm and workable facts. Let’s get started! 

Create a New Project 
When you start up SEER-MFG this is what you first see: 

of our outlet design throughout the tutorial. 

This is a classic SEER-MFG problem.  You need to work up a design, but you also need to be
competitive from the start.  The key to this is very early identification of manufacturing cost 
and design trade-offs, wh
towards a final product. 

In this tutorial, you will identify key components of the proposed product and refine them 
parametrically.  In the process, you will see how SEER-MFG is desig

 

SEER-MFG Opening Screen  

Command menus are organized along the very top of the screen, from File through Help.  The 
command toolbar, located directly beneath the command menus, provides convenient access 
to commonly used commands. 

Ope
 

roject dialog box.  The current date and time will be displayed in the lower 
left hand corner. 

n the Create/Modify Project Element dialog box 
Select the File /New command by clicking on the File menu, and then choosing New.  Pictured
below is the New P
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Notice that a blinking text cursor appears when you click in (or TAB over to) the Name and 
Analyst spaces.  See the next steps. 

 

Create/Modify Project Element Dialog Box 

Enter a name 
You should enter a description of the overall project in the Name text box.  For this example, 
enter GFCI Outlet. 

Enter an analyst’s name 
The Analyst text box contains the name of the main analyst for this project.  Enter your own 
name here. 

Accept your entries 
Press the OK button.  The New Project dialog box will disappear and you will now see the initial 
screen for the Outlet project.  The Work Elements window is at top left, the Parameters window 
is at right, and below lie the Quick Estimate report and Cost Allocation chart.  Nothing has 
been entered, so the estimate will be zero at this point. 
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New Project Screen 

Creating the First Work Element: PC Board Assembly 
Now that you have created the Outlet project, you need to fill it in with information using work 
elements.  These are the specific components out of which a project is built, with each work 
element containing a separate element of the overall design.  You don’t have to create all the 
work elements for a project at once. 

 Let’s say that management is particularly concerned about the electronics in the outlet; this is 
the first work element that you will create. 

 Insert a new work element using the Edit / Insert Work Element command.  Select the 
Edit menu, then Insert Work Element. You may also press the corresponding command toolbar 
button, which is pictured in the margin.  Toolbar buttons are located across the top of the 
screen, just below the menu command bar. 
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Adding a New Work Element 

Describe the first work element 
Type in PC Board Assembly, the first work element's name. The Analyst name that you entered 
earlier (in the New Project dialog box) appears here.  You may change it now, if you wish. 

Select a process type 
Click on the Process Type box (below the Analyst text box) to select the appropriate process 
type from the drop-down list — in this case, PC Board. 

Work element hierarchy (Make This Item) 
The Make This item field allows you to set the indentation level of the work element.  
Indentation determines the level that an element occupies in the work-element list, which is 
hierarchal.  Normally, a new element is inserted at the same level as previous ones.  However, 
since this work element is the first to be inserted, it is indented one level below that of the 
project element itself.  You do not need to change this setting. 

Knowledge Bases 
In the Knowledge Base Template field, you can select knowledge bases that may aid you in 
securing proper inputs, particularly if you do not have all the information you need.  In our 
tutorial, we will use some of SEER-MFG’s most generalized and widely applicable knowledge 
bases, rather than those which are industry- or application-specific. 

In the Create/Modify Work Element dialog box, click on the Knowledge Base Template field 
and select general PCB from the list. 
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Note:  The information contained in SEER-MFG’s knowledge bases is updated with each new 
release to reflect current industry conditions.  As a result, default parameter values cited in 
this tutorial may not always correspond to those included in the knowledge bases for your 
release of SEER-MFG.  If this happens, you can use the values that you see on the screen. 

Accept your choices 
Press the OK button.  The Create/Modify Work Element dialog box will disappear and you will 
see the parameters for your new work element: 

 

SEER-MFG Parameter Window 

You will probably have to scroll through the parameter list to see all the values, as they 
generally don't fit on your monitor’s screen all at once. 

Entering Parameters 
You have successfully created the first work element, intended to describe the electronics of 
the proposed outlet.  A work element is essentially a framework, waiting for its parameters to 
be filled in. 

Enter the Production Quantity 
The Production Quantity parameter, located near the top of the parameter list, refers to the 
total number of circuit boards to be produced in each manufacturing lot.  Each line in the 
Parameter window constitutes a single parameter, although a given parameter may have more 
than one input.  When you double-click on this parameter you will see a single-input parameter 
dialog box like the one shown below. 
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Production Quantity Dialog Box with One Input 

The planned initial production lot for the outlet is 10,000 — and you plan on producing the 
same number of electronic components as the planned total production lot — so enter 10,000.  
Accept the values you just entered by pressing OK, and these new settings will be reflected in 
the Parameter View: 

 

Parameter View of Production Quantity 

Enter an Manufacturing Hourly Labor Rate 
 The Manufacturing Hourly Labor Rate parameter is located directly below Production Quantity.  

(To navigate through the parameter list with the keyboard instead of the mouse, either use the 
ARROW keys, or press the key with the letter that corresponds to the first letter of the 
parameter’s name — in this case M — until you find the right parameter.)  Note that the 
General PC Board knowledge base defaults to a rate of $100/hour.  Let’s say your intended 
production facility has labor rates that are average for your industry, so the default rate is fine. 
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Manufacturing Hourly Labor Rate Dialog Box 

Change the Production Experience 
Production Experience relates to the producer’s experience at completing the type of work 
planned for in this element.  SEER-MFG assigns default values for production experience, 
which you will change.  Double-click on the Production Experience dialog box: 

 

Production Experience Dialog Box 

The inputs to this parameter are called sliders because they literally slide up and down to 
represent where (on a qualitative scale) a setting belongs.  The Least slider is highlighted 
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when the dialog box first opens.  Least is the lowest possible production experience, Likely is 
the likely production experience, and Most is the highest possible production experience.  You 
can move to the Likely and Most sliders using the TAB key. 

 You are using a subcontractor for this component, one that is highly experienced with this sort 
of work.  Enter these values: 

Least   = VHi 
Likely   = VHi+ 
Most   = EHi- 

Remove Board Fabrication from your estimate 
 This particular work element does not call for any PC board fabrication because the board will 

be purchased, so you may remove the Board Fabrication method from this work element.  
Simply double-click on the BOARD FABRICATION parameter and enter No. 

+  BOARD FABRICATION  NO 

+ ASSEMBLY & TEST YES 

If you change your mind later, you can enter Yes and recall any parameters that you entered. 

Enter the number of discrete circuits 
 After some consultation, or after having examined competing or similar products, you have a 

basic idea of how many discrete components will be required.  You estimate between 10 and 
25, most likely 17.  Bring up the Leaded Discretes parameter (press the L key to find it quickly) 
and make the following entries: 

Least   = 10 
Likely   = 17 
Most   = 25 

 

Enter the Percent of Machine-Inserted Parts 
Your contractor is highly experienced and has a fully mechanized insertion process.  Bring up 
the Percent of Machine-Inserted Parts parameter and make the following entries: 

Least   = 100 
Likely   = 100 
Most   = 100 
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Enter the Test Method 
Your contractor also has a computerized module tester.  Bring up the Test Method parameter 
and select Automated Module Tester. 

 

Enter a simple Bill of Materials 
For simplicity, let’s assume that the price of the leaded discretes used averages out to 4 cents 
each.  Double-click on Add Next Component Here below the Bill of Materials heading.  In the 
Add Next Component Here dialog box, enter the following settings. 

Component Type   = Discrete  
Quantity  = 17 
Cost = 0.04 

 
Note:  When you see an entry in the Parameter list labeled Add Next Component Here or Add 
Next Item Here, you can double-click on it to add an item under the heading that precedes it.  
The list of items under such a heading can grow to accommodate your project's requirements. 

First Estimates 
With even a few entries made, SEER-MFG will start to produce estimates.  Examine the Quick 
Estimate report at the bottom of the screen: 

 

Quick Estimate Report 

The Quick Estimate report provides instantaneous feedback on your entries, and is a key part 
of SEER-MFG’s interactive design.  The report produces a variety of estimates and may be 
customized.  More details on Quick Estimate options will be provided later. 
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Save Your Work 

Save your work after all significant changes, using File / Save or the Save toolbar button. 

 To save your project under a different name, use the File / Save As command. 
 A file extension of .MFG is automatically added. 

For this tutorial, save the file under the name outlet. 

Create More Work Elements 
 Although the final product will have many parts, management wants you to focus on a few 

critical ones.  You will first create work elements, then go back to fully specify their 
parameters.  

Create the Reset Plunger work element 

This is a critical moving part.  Before you create the Reset Plunger work element, select PC 
Board in the Work Elements list to make it active.  Now, click on the Insert Element toolbar 
button to insert a new, blank work element below it. Make these entries and choices:  

Name:  Reset Plunger 
Process:  Machining 
Knowledge Base template:  General Machining 

 

Dialog Box for Reset Plunger Element 

Don’t exit this dialog box!  Click on Insert Next Element to create the next work element. 
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Create the GFI Assembly work element 
Unlike the work elements created so far, this element will describe the physical assembly 
required for a subcomponent. 

Name:  GFI Assembly 
Process:  Assembly 
Knowledge Base Template:  General Mechanical Assembly 

 

Dialog Box for GFI Assembly 

This is the last work element, so select the OK button to accept this entry and also close the 
dialog box. 

Fine-Tune the Parameters 
You have learned how to select parameters using the ARROW keys, mouse, or lettered keys, 
and you have also learned how parameters are laid out and edited using dialog boxes.  Now 
comes the time when you must fully specify the work elements that you have created.  As you 
modify parameters, be sure to watch how estimates change in the Quick Estimate report. 

Modify parameters for the Reset Plunger work element 
We have an approximate idea of the Reset Plunger design, its dimensions, materials, and 
probable machining methods.  If the design changes, you can easily change the parameters.  
For now, the key to the entries is that you can get rapid and accurate feedback at a very early 
stage.  Select the Reset Plunger work element in the Work Elements list and enter the 
parameters shown in the following illustration: 
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See next picture 
for entry details. 

Reset Plunger Parameter List 

Notice that some parameters are in bold typeface, while others are not; bold parameters have 
been changed from SEER-MFG default values, while non-bold parameters are unchanged.  
Look at Tooling Amortization Quantity; it is set to 5,000,000.  SEER-MFG will properly amortize 
the tooling over the tooling life or per the company's financial policy. 

 

Reset Plunger Machining Operation 
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Modify Parameters for the GFI Assembly Work Element. 
Recall that the GFI Assembly work element is for estimating assembly tasks that use both 
mechanical assembly and riveting/staking operations.  The parameters in this work element 
reflect this by allowing you to enter a parts list, extent of mechanization, assembly difficulty, 
and so forth.  (It is best to define separate assembly work elements when subcomponents can 
be physically isolated from one another, or if the assembly tasks are markedly different.)  Enter 
the values shown in the following illustration: 

 

Double-click on 
Add Next Part 
Here to add new 
lines for parts 
entry. 

GFI Assembly Parameter List 

When you enter machining operations and parts lists, new entries are automatically created.  
This allows you to specify work elements of varying complexity.  SEER-MFG is structured in this 
manner because your needs will vary from element to element and from project to project. 

In general, work elements should correspond to easily divisible manufacturing process steps, 
combined with departmental and organizational considerations.  There is no prescribed work 
breakdown that you must follow, although you may want to ensure that work elements always 
remain small enough to fit the process type selected.   
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After the above entries have been made, our screen should look something like this: 

 

Project GFCI Outlet with Three Work Elements 

Viewing Reports 

 When you enter parameters, you can also view estimates in the Report windows.  You will 
always be able to see results for the current work element; those in black type are current, 
while estimates in gray must be updated before viewing.  To recalculate estimates, press the 
F9 key or click on the Calculate Now toolbar button (pictured in the left margin). 

For larger reports, use the scroll bars, or press CTRL + F10 to maximize the report to fit the 
entire screen.  Reports are stacked on top of one another, in the order in which they appear in 
the Report menu. 

Activate the GFI Assembly work element 
Click on the GFI Assembly work element in the Work Elements window. 
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Activate a report 
A report is not active unless you position the mouse pointer on it and click.   Reports lie on top 
of one another, so if you know that a report is active but not visible, right-click on the report 
title bar and underlying reports will be brought into view. 

 

Right-click here to 
see other active 
reports. 

Quick Estimate Report 

Activating new reports 
You may select which reports will appear onscreen by selecting the Reports / Choose Available 
Reports command.  The following dialog box will appear: 

 

Choose Available Reports Dialog Box 

Currently active reports have a check mark.  For this tutorial, add the Trade-off Analysis and 
the DFM/DFA Cost Avoidance reports to the set of currently active reports.  Do this by clicking 
on their names in the Choose Available Reports dialog box. 

View the new reports 
You can move report windows in the SEER-MFG screen to view several at one time. 
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Selecting Quick Estimate Options 
The Quick Estimate report is especially versatile.  It stands out because you may select the 
items that appear in it.  When you select Estimate / Quick Estimate Options, a screen listing of 
all available estimate line items will appear: 

 

Quick Estimate Options Dialog Box 

Currently selected line items have a check mark.  Activate and deactivate choices using either 
the spacebar key, or else by clicking on the appropriate items with your left mouse button. 

What is the Total Tooling Cost and the Total Production Cost for the GFI Assembly? 

To determine this, select the GFI Assembly work element, choose Estimate / Quick Estimate 
Options, and then add Total Tooling Cost and Total Production Cost to the list of active line 
items.  The Quick Estimate report for GFI Assembly will look something like this: 

 

Quick Estimate Report for GFI Assembly 
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Viewing and Selecting Charts 
SEER-MFG’s charts provide a graphical perspective on estimate results.  Chart selection is 
similar to report selection. 

How will changing the number of Leaded IC’s affect cost?   

1. In the PC Board Assembly work element, enter 2, 4 and 6 in the Leaded IC’s parameter 
under NUMBER OF COMPONENTS.  

2. Select Charts / Choose Available Charts and choose the Cost Sensitivity chart.  The chart 
will look something like this: 

 

Cost Sensitivity Chart 

Printing Reports and Charts 
All reports and charts can be printed, even those not currently activated. 

Select the File / Print command: 

 

Print Reports and Charts Dialog Box 
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Your options are:  

Option Result 

Reports Print all currently active reports. 

Charts Print all currently active charts. 

Lower Level Work 
Elements 

Print reports for the selected work element and for all subordinate work 
elements. This is useful for printing an entire project or portions of a 
project. 

The Select Reports or Select Charts buttons bring up the Choose dialog so that you can 
change the currently active list.  See preceding sections on how to choose reports and charts. 

Insert a Rollup 
You may decide that certain work elements in this project should be grouped for clarity, 
whether functionally, by subcontractor responsibility, or some other criteria.  Rollups perform 
this function.  For this example you will group electronics under a common rollup.  Since there 
is only one electronic work element, this will not take long: 

 

Work Elements Layout — Before 

Activate the Outlet Project Rollup Element 
Rollups are placed after the currently active work element.  For a work element to become part 
of a rollup, it must be positioned below the rollup.  You can move work elements (as described 
below) but it is convenient to start by inserting the rollup in the correct location.  Select GFCI 
Outlet in the Work Elements list; the rollup will be placed immediately below it. 

Insert a Rollup 
Click on the Insert Element button.  This time, choose the process called ROLLUP.  The only 
entries allowed for rollups are Name and Analyst.  Under Name, enter Electronics and click OK.  
The next step is to make the PC Board Assembly work element a part of the Electronics rollup. 
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Use the Arrange Elements Toolbar  
The Arrange Elements toolbar allows you to rearrange work elements: 

 

 

 

 

Promote WBS 
Element

Demote WBS 
Element

Move WBS 
Element Down

Move WBS 
Element Up

 

 

Try a few exercises to familiarize yourself with element layout. 

1. Click on the PC Board Assembly work element. 

2. Click on the Demote toolbar button. 

You have now demoted this work element so that it lies within the Electronics rollup. 

3. Click on the Reset Plunger work element. 

4. Click on the Demote toolbar button. 

This element now also lies within the Electronics rollup - oops! 

5. Click on the Promote toolbar button. 

This element now lies outside the Electronics rollup. 

Your work element list should now look something like this: 

 

Work Elements Layout — After 
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Getting Help 
SEER-MFG provides two types of help: 

General Help.  This is indexed by topic and may be called at any time by choosing one of the 
Help menu commands, including Help / Search for Help On and Help / Index. 

Context-Sensitive Help.  Context help provides information on whatever you are currently 
doing.  Menu items, parameters, dialog boxes and other SEER-MFG features are all indexed to 
context-sensitive help.  Use the F1 key to activate help. 

Highlight the Work Elements window by clicking on it.  Press F1. Help for the Input / Work 
Elements menu command will come up. 

Exit Help by choosing the File / Exit command or simply pressing the ESCAPE key. 

Leaving SEER-MFG 
This concludes the tutorial.   

 To leave, select File / Exit.  If you have made changes to this file since you last saved, SEER-
MFG will allow you the option of saving them. 

 If you are just learning to use SEER-MFG, you should also look at these chapters: 
 Chapter 3: Operational Specifics 
 Chapter 9: Common Process Parameters 
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This page can be used for notes and comments. 
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Chapter 5 

SEER-MFG Concepts 
SEER-MFG is all about making the ideals of Design For Manufacturability and Assembly a 
reality through the use of parametric modeling.  This chapter will offer you some very specific 
examples of how this is done.  If you are just getting started, have you worked through chapter 
4: Tutorial yet?  Doing so will help you get the most out of this chapter. 

SEER-MFG exists because design trade-offs should be quantified to be accepted.  When you 
reduce a part count or otherwise simplify a design, what you have done should translate into 
hard facts.  Have you reduced cost, lowered assembly time, reduced complexity, raised 
reliability?  If you are engineering concurrently and trying to please more than one party, what 
sorts of trade-offs are you looking at? 
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ropriate Technology.................................................................................................... 2 
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Appropriate Technology 

 
Appropriate technology is all about matching personnel ability and technology to the job at 
hand.  SEER-MFG parameters allow appropriate technology to be examined from several 
perspectives, including both people and tooling.  For example, given a design requirement, 
should you go with the simple job shop or with a premier contractor, or should you retrofit your 
own facilities?  Varying production sophistication parameters allow you to quickly evaluate the 
trade-offs of alternative sourcing options. 

Process Type Options 

All Models The Production Experience and Labor Calibration parameters impact 
sophistication evaluations in all models.  Better sources are also going to 
cost more, which can be specified in the Labor Rate parameter.  Use the 
Optional parameters to amortize your own tooling investments. 

Machining Machine Tool Condition and Tooling Type both help model the 
sophistication of the production operation, both in terms of basic 
technology and upkeep. 

Assembly Mechanization parameters are available for each type of joining 
operation, allowing you to specify anything from manual to completely 
robotic assembly. 

Mold/Cast/Forge/ 
Powdered Metals 

Machine Capacity or cycle time gives a general indication of the 
sophistication of the equipment. 

Composites Consider structural composite lay ups, when static and dynamic loads 
and mass property considerations suggest that they would be 
appropriate technology. 

Finishing The proper surface treatment or surface finish trade-off will narrow the 
selection of the most applicable technology for product endurance and 
consumer appeal. 
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Assembly Difficulty  

 
Assembly difficulty is specifically captured in the Assembly model, using the Difficulty inputs for 
the Summary Part List parameters.  What makes something difficult to assemble?  Parts that 
are neither symmetric nor highly asymmetric, that are not self-positioning, are inaccessible, 
bulky, or difficult to grip, are all candidates for “difficult to assemble.” 

Process Type Options 

Assembly Consider design modifications to eliminate any of the above assembly 
problems.  Use SEER-MFG to evaluate the trade-off between lowering 
difficulty for a particular part and the production changes which ease of 
assembly necessitates, perhaps in another work element such as 
Machining.  The parameters Assembly Difficulty and Special Problems 
will directly impact assembly times.  Product Classification relates more 
to post-production inspection. 

Machining It may be easier to cast or form one single part rather than assemble it 
from multiple parts.  This is especially true for high production quantities, 
and especially if you have access to automated multi-axis machine tools, 
capable of milling complex parts. 

Fabrication This is analogous to the machining example above.  Cutting, bending, 
punching and stamping a single blank of metal may be more efficient 
than assembling an equivalent unit out of numerous parts. 
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 Fastening 

 
How will your parts be joined?  Fastening is a significant contributor to overall assembly costs.  
Alignment, positioning, and tool changes all lengthen fastening times.  Whenever possible, 
consider redesigns that eliminate fasteners altogether and reduce the variety and count of 
those that are used. 

Process Type Options 

Electrical Assembly For harnesses and cables, evaluate the gains from fewer breakouts and 
terminations.  You can also examine the trade-offs between the 
numerous joining techniques used in electrical assembly, including 
manual and automatic soldering, fastening, crimping, etc. 

PC Board Evaluate the gains from reduced part count, preparation and complexity. 

Assembly The Number of Fasteners parameter and also the Welding, Brazing and 
Rivet/Stake categories all describe fastening operations.  Specify the 
difficulty of applying these fasteners using the Difficulty input for 
Summary Parts List parameters. 

Fabrication, Machining, 
Mold/Cast/Forge/ 
Powdered Metals 

Often a more elegant design can reduce the number of parts by 
combining functions, but the remaining parts may be more complex.  
You can model the trade-offs between fewer parts and increased part 
complexity. 

Composites Evaluate fastening methods between composite parts and between 
metals and composites. 
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Flexibility 

 
If you can create different products using very similar production methods or building blocks, 
then you are being flexible.  For the use of building blocks flexibility means standardization 
with variation:  producing parts that are essentially the same, but modified slightly to suit 
various specifications.  Production quantities for building blocks would thus be higher, lowering 
unit cost, but additional assembly steps are then required to further customize parts. 

You can create standardized subassemblies and then save these as unique Projects.  When 
you create a new Project using the subassembly, reload it with Merge Subproject.  You can 
also create knowledge bases to capture and reproduce standard work element configurations. 

Technology Type Options 

Machining Machined building blocks may require parts conforming to secondary 
requirements on the first pass, so some parameters such as tolerance 
may need upwards adjustment.  You may need to drill more holes, for 
different final configurations, and allow for more jiggable surfaces. 

Fabrication Sheet metal considerations are similar to those for machining.  You can 
model the design of parts and processes that support easy variation. 

Assembly More production flexibility often means added assembly requirements. 

Electrical Assembly When possible, use cables with the same number of strands, and vary 
their terminations.  Purchase linear raw material (cable, stripping, bar) in 
quantity and then cut it to size as needed.  You will either require 
multiple work elements to model different cables and harnesses, or you 
can enter averages for the number of terminations and length, although 
doing this will degrade estimate accuracy. 

PC Board It is sometimes cheaper to build excess functionality into a single board 
than it is to manufacture to slightly different requirements.  The 
assembly parameters let you model the potential savings to a single long 
run vs. smaller runs with more specific specs. 

Finishing Application of surface treatments and undercoating can be flexible.  The 
final finish can often be obtained with different processes. 
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Human Factors  

 
This refers to minimizing the chance of mistakes in assembly, use and maintenance.  Mistakes 
are more likely to arise, for example, when assembly steps are not ordered in an obvious 
fashion, when proper part orientation is not readily apparent, or when assemblers must work 
within severe time constraints, as on an inflexible assembly line.  Sometimes you can design 
for human factors.  If so, model these design changes and compare any increase in production 
costs with the decrease in costs due to a decline in assembly difficulty (Assembly model) or 
required production experience. 

Life Cycle Design  

 
Life cycle strategies are concerned with trade-offs between product manufacture and the need 
to maintain that product, once it has left the factory and for the life of its use.  Repair 
strategies influence design in quite a number of ways.  For instance, ease of disassembly is 
itself a matter of standardization, assembly and fastening methods, extent of subassemblies 
and their replaceability, accessibility of product components to service personnel, etc. 

Should you add that extra access hatch, add extra vibration absorbers, use screws instead of 
snap-in components?  A good strategy is to lay out alternative designs and quickly determine 
the cost of implementing these, so that you can narrow down the best mix of up-front cost and 
life-cycle expense. 

A key indicator of life-cycle expense is Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean Time To 
Repair (MTTR).  Various SEER-MFG reports provide estimates of  these factors for mechanical 
assemblies.  An especially useful strategy is to compare MTBF and MTTR ratings among 
competing designs. 
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Make/Buy 

 
For small parts you probably don’t need to be reminded about this rule of thumb: delegate and 
purchase.  Obtain catalogued parts whenever possible and integrate purchased assemblies 
into your designs wherever possible.  The invariable result is lowered cost, increased quality 
and decreased uncertainty.  For large or highly customized parts, the delegation rule is less 
certain. 

When using SEER-MFG the best tactic for evaluating alternative sourcing is to model your part 
and then compare estimated cost to a straightforward outside purchase.  If the latter comes in 
at lower cost, then outsourcing is probably warranted.  If your cost is lower, what is the 
Production Quantity?  Might it actually be better to pay a little more, buying a little at a time, in 
return for lower inventory and increased flexibility? 

Technology Types Options 

Mechanical & Electrical 
Assembly 

Useful for determining the effort required to integrate purchased parts, 
including any necessary modifications, versus producing the part from 
scratch. 

PC Board, Machining, 
Mold/Cast/Forge/ 
Powdered Metals, and 
Fabrication 

Use cost reports to evaluate vendor “should cost” against bids, to verify 
and substantiate outsourcing expenses, and to justify make-buy 
decisions. 
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Mass Production  

 
The more you produce, other factors aside, the lower the unit cost.  Even in a world of just-in-
time (JIT), mass production generally has a prime role to play, and the Production Quantity 
parameter captures this fact.  Keep in mind that there is a general trade-off between shop 
floor setup, production volume and manufacturing flexibility.  At very early stages of product 
design and facility specification, you still have some control over these: 

Volume

Flexibility

Custom machines

Standard machines

Computer-integrated manufacturing

Machine cells

 

Volume and Flexibility 

Just-in-Time 
A good JIT regime may cost something more up front because production quantities are kept 
fairly low; SEER-MFG will truly reflect this.  The savings will be in such things as reduced 
inventory and wastage. 

Production Experience for JIT suppliers should be rated highly, as such an arrangement 
requires a nimble supplier (internal or external) who is able to independently maintain high 
quality standards. 

Inputs to your product may be provided in relatively small batches under JIT, so how do you 
specify production quantity?  Find out how many of the goods are being produced at one time 
by your supplier, and enter this amount.  It may be that your supplier is keeping stocks, 
although chances are that if you are practicing JIT then you have chosen suppliers who are so 
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tightly coupled with your operation that they are also practicing JIT, so their production 
quantities are also low. 

Most of the suggestions below are aimed at making high volume operations more efficient.  
SEER-MFG assumes that increased production quantities will result in fewer setups as well as 
learned process improvements, and automatically adjusts unit costs downward.  Fewer 
process steps and decreased assembly difficulty also affect unit (and thus total) cost. 

Technology Type Options 

Machining Keep machining operations (the number of new setups) to a minimum, 
and use one tool for as many operations as possible.  Transferring a 
piece to a new station requires a new work element and the time penalty 
for this is high. 

Fabrication For high volume operations, custom tools or progressive dies are usually 
most cost-effective. 

Assembly The Difficulty input for each part, the number of fasteners required and 
the Mechanization parameter are major determinants of assembly cost, 
mean time before failure and mean time to repair.  In big runs, 
differences in assembly difficulty will quickly show. 

Quality and Test Levels 

 
Identify key determinants of product quality so that it is not necessary to maintain equally 
rigorous standards or tolerances across all parts.  If you are producing for industrial or military 
end users, must all components meet their typically high specifications?  If they accept 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware then you may be able to decrease the Product 
Classification parameter for one or more work elements to commercial standards. 

Higher product quality often requires better people and machines.  This can be easily reflected 
in a higher Production Experience (all models).  Hourly Labor Rate will probably rise too! 
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Technology Type Options 

Fabrication Depending on your definition of quality, a product may have to be 
especially durable (heavy gauge) or particularly lightweight (thin gauge).  
If you are constrained by weight requirements, ignore gauge and set only 
area and weight — the gauge will be calculated automatically.  Given 
design constraints, keep in mind that the material may be varied, so it 
may make sense to compare alternative metals if possible. 

Assembly Key quality determinants are Mean Time Between Failure and Mean 
Time To Repair.  SEER-MFG provides estimates of both these factors, 
allowing you to conduct design trade-offs.  The Functional Test 
parameter signals a quality-control milestone in Assembly. 

Electrical Assembly, PC 
Board 

Reducing chip count, number of terminations, cable length, etc. not only 
reduces assembly cost but also has numerous quality implications, 
which can be easily modeled using the various assembly methods.  
Component grade will also impact reliability and material cost, while 
certification requirements will impact inspection and test time. 

Finishing Often the product’s durability and overall reliability is greatly dependent 
on its resistance to corrosive conditions.  The application of proper 
surface treatments and primer coatings can be evaluated. 

Reusability and Modularity  

 
If you create assemblies that can be reused from one product to another, then you have 
achieved reusability, a concept closely aligned with Flexible Manufacturing but with additional 
advantages.  In addition to easing new product development and production, modularity 
simplifies field repair, lowers inventory overhead, and even improves product testing because 
faults can be isolated at the modular level.  SEER-MFG will reflect the gains to modularity in 
lowered assembly costs due to simplification of tasks, and also in lowered failure rates. 

Technology Type Options 

Fabrication, PC Board, 
Machining, 
Mold/Cast/Forge/ 
Powdered Metals 

If custom tooling investments are required for fabricating reusable 
assemblies or parts, use the Tooling Amortization Quantity parameter to 
spread the costs of tooling across multiple lots. 
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Standardization  

 
Standardization involves more than just using similar parts, although that is itself important.  
Standard designs should take into account the wider picture, such as minimizing tool changes 
on automatic machines, using standardized tools for sheet metal work, etc. 

With standardization comes increased process certainty, thus reducing the risk built into your 
estimates.  Standardized parts allow the producer to gain experience, so the Production 
Experience parameter should be raised.  Familiar operations can be completed more quickly, 
allowing you to lower the variance to a degree determined by actual production conditions. 

For more than one unit of a standardized subassembly, such as twin shells for enclosures or 
identical meters for a panel, use the Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly parameter. 

Tolerances  

 
Tolerance considerations apply to operations and specifications beyond machining itself.  As 
you move towards higher automation, tolerances generally narrow, as illustrated below: 

Automatic 

Semi-Automatic 

Manual 

Zero Variation
 

Assembly Methods — Permissible Variation 
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Technology Type Options 

Machining “Never over-tolerance your designs.”  SEER-MFG keeps you sensitive to this 
maxim by requiring not only tolerance specifications, but also finish and 
surface area.  Carefully evaluate the tolerance requirements for each part 
and take surface area into special account.  Can you limit this to a very 
small amount of the overall part? 

Other considerations: Be wary of final tolerances in cumulative assemblies, 
as tolerances also have cumulative properties.  Keep in mind that a more 
sophisticated tool can machine to finer tolerances and finishes on its first 
pass, possibly reducing the need for additional operations.  The Machine 
Tool parameter captures this consideration. 

Assembly Increased mechanization frequently requires finer tolerances and accurate 
alignment.  One alternative is to design parts for mechanical assembly that 
compensate for potential abnormalities.  One example of such "design for 
assembly" is filleting so that parts can self-align. 

Fabrication To maintain overall tolerances you may need to take into account the 
properties of the material, such as its thermal stability or ductile strength.  
Select the material via the Material Selection parameter. 
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Chapter 6 
Command Reference 

Most SEER-MFG commands are accessed from the menu bar at the top of the screen. Some 
commonly used commands may also be found on the button toolbar directly beneath.  
Context-sensitive help can be called at any point simply by pressing the F1 key. 
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Many commonly used commands can be called from the command toolbars: 
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Standard Toolbar 
Command Description 

 New 
Starts a project file. 

 Open 
Opens a project file. 

 Save 
Saves a project file. 

 Copy 
Depending on selection, can be used to copy work element, parameter, 
report, or chart data. 

 Paste 
Pastes the copied data. 

 Print 
Print brings up the Print dialog box. 

 Print Preview 
Allows you preview reports and charts before printing them. 

 Undo 
Allows you to undo the last change you made to parameter values. 

Redo 
Allows you to redo the last undo made. 

About 
Displays the version, serial number, expiration date, and other relevant 
SEER-MFG program information. 

SEER-MFG Toolbar 
Command Description 

 Calculate Now 
Recalculates the project, updating report and charts. 

 Set Ref 
Sets a reference; allows new calculations while keeping the 
current ones available for side-by-side comparison. 

 Insert WBS Element  
Inserts a new work element below the current one. 

 Delete WBS Element 
Deletes the currently selected work element. 

Exclude Element 
Exclude the currently selected element from higher level rollup 
calculations. 

Edit Element Note 
Enter or edit a note for the currently selected work element. 

Promote WBS Element 
Move the currently selected work element to a higher level. 

Demote WBS Element 
Move the currently selected work element to a lower level. 
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Move WBS Element Up 
Move the currently selected work element higher in the list. 

Move WBS Element Down 
Move the currently selected work element lower in the list. 

Calculator 
Runs the Windows calculator. 

Alerts 
Shows parameters that have cautionary notes. 

SEER-Suite Toolbar 
Command Description 

 SEER-SEM 
Launches SEER-SEM (if installed). 

 SEER-IT 
Launches SEER-IT (if installed). 

 SEER-H 
Launches SEER-H (if installed). 

 SEER-MFG 
Launches another instance of SEER-MFG. 

 SEER-Estimate by Comparison 
Launches SEER-Estimate by Comparison (if installed). 

 SEER-Metrics 
Launches SEER-Metrics and Benchmarking (if installed). 

 Microsoft Project 
Launches Microsoft Project (if installed). 

Context-Sensitive Menus 
In the Report, Chart, and Work Elements windows, you may bring up mini-menus that allow you 
to choose from related commands.  The context-sensitive menus are activated by clicking the 
right mouse button. 
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Menus in the Report Window 
You may use Report and Chart window menus to select other currently activated reports and 
charts, to copy to the Clipboard, to print, and to set references (Quick Estimate, Trade-Off 
Analysis, and Inputs vs. Reference reports). 

 

 

Right click in window 
to get context-
sensitive menus. 

Context-Sensitive Menu for an Active Report  

Menus in the Work Elements Window 
You may use the Work Elements window menu to insert, delete, copy and paste work 
elements, and to make multiple changes to work element parameters. 

 
Context-Sensitive Menu for the Work Elements Window 
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File Menu 
You can create, open and close project files, and control printing using these commands: 
 New                 
 Open                
 Close               
 Save                
 Save As...          
 Save As Knowledge Base Template... 
 Merge Subproject... 
 Print       
 Print Preview 
 Publish Reports 
 Properties         
 (Recent Files List) 
 Exit                

File / New    
Creating a New Project 

File / New creates a new project, bringing up the Project dialog box.  A description of the 
project may be entered at this point. 

 
Project Dialog Box 

Setting Description 
Description Enter a descriptive name for the project. 

Analyst Enter the name of the analyst or team responsible for this project.  This 
name will be copied into work elements as they are created. 

File / Open    
File / Open brings up the Open dialog box and opens an existing project.  SEER-MFG 
recognizes two file types: *.MFG (default for 6.1 and newer) and *.DFM (default for 6.0 and 
older).  
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During file open, a temporary "lock" file is created in the same directory as the open file. The 
purpose of this file is to allow you or others to open a read only copy of an already open file. 
The lock file deleted upon file close. By default it is hidden, so depending on your folder option 
view settings, you may not see the mfglock file.  It uses the following syntax: 

.~.mfglock.[file name#] 
Where [file name] is the name of the currently open *.MFG file 
Also during file open, an file with the extension *.MFL is created (if it does not already exist). 
The purpose of this file is manage incoming com links. 

 File / Merge Subproject 

File / Close 
File / Close closes the opened project and deletes the temporary lock file (see File  / Open).  If 
the project has been modified again since it was last saved, SEER-MFG asks if you want to 
save again. 

Setting Description 
Yes Saves changes to the project. 

No Ignores (discards) changes to the project. 

Cancel Stops the close command and returns to the current project. 
 

 File / Open 

File / Save    
Save project changes.  If you haven't saved the project, the File / Save As dialog box will 
appear.  If an earlier version of the project file exists, it is renamed with the extension .BAK.  
The .BAK file serves as a file backup in case of an unfortunate event whereby the .MFG can no 
longer be opened. If for some reason you cannot open a .MFG file, rename the .BAK file 
extension to .MFG. and use SEER to open the file. 
We recommend that you save your work often, since power failures and other malfunctions do 
happen — you may lose changes you made since the last time you saved. 

 File / Save As 

File / Save As 
Making a copy of the current project.  File / Save As saves new projects or new versions of 
existing projects.  Use File / Save As to save a new project, to save a renamed project, or to 
save the project onto another disk or into another directory.  The default extension for SEER-
MFG project files is .MFG.  We recommend that you do not change this extension. 
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Note:  Existing projects are closed after save as is completed, and both a .~.MFGLOCK file and 
.MFL file are created for the newly saved file (see also File / Open).   

  File / Close 
 File / Open 

File / Save as Knowledge Base Template 
A saved copy of the current work element is called a knowledge base. 
SEER-MFG Knowledge bases are basically templates that load parameters with predefined 
settings.  A knowledge base is useful when you want to preload parameters with a specific 
process technique, or a common manufacturing process, or preset material costs.  Work 
elements preloaded with knowledge base settings can then be further modified. 

 You can create knowledge bases using the File / Save As Knowledge Base Template 
command.  Follow these steps: 

1. Create a work element and modify its parameters as necessary. 
2. Choose File / Save as Knowledge Base and specify a name for the knowledge base.   
3. Choose a name that indicates the subject of the knowledge base.  For instance, a 

knowledge base describing a contractor named Acme might get the name ACME, or a 
quick and dirty method for making sheet metal hoods might get the name QUIKHOOD. 

4. When you are ready to use a knowledge base, create a new work element and select the 
saved knowledge base.  The new work element will then be created with that knowledge 
base's settings loaded into its parameters. 

Knowledge bases must be saved in the SEER-MFG knowledge base directory to be accessible 
for later use.  The knowledge base path can be viewed and/or changed with the Option / Set 
Paths command.  You should also leave the default file extension intact (the file extension 
determines the work element to which the knowledge base applies). 

  Edit / Copy Work Element 
 Edit / Insert Work Element 
 Options / Set Paths 

File / Merge Subproject 
This command appends a saved project to the current project.  The merged project is added as 
a rollup below the current cursor position in the Work Elements window.   
The Merge Subproject command can be used a number of ways.  For example: 
 Subassemblies common to several products can be saved separately for repeated use. 
 If different teams in your organization are working on different portions of a project, they 

can work separately and then merge their efforts later. 
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SEER-MFG will alert you if any updates will be made to the merged sub-project. Merged 
subprojects inherit the project parameter settings of the project they are being merged into. If 
any of the following four project parameters are different within the merged subproject: 
 Learning Curve Analysis 
 Unit of Measure 
 Number of Passes 
 Exchange Rate 

SEER-MFG will caution you about the updates that will be made when you select Yes. 

  Merging and Copying Projects and Elements in chapter 3:  Operating Specifics 
 Edit / Copy Parameters 
 Edit / Copy Work Element 
 Edit / Arrange Work Element 

File / Print… 
Printing work elements.  The Print command prints reports and charts for the current work 
element.  Report and chart contents vary with the level of indentation, the model and the 
parameter chosen.  This command brings up the Print dialog box: 

 
Print Dialog Box 

You are allowed to select any available reports and charts, including those not currently active.  
You may include output for the current element or for lower level elements as well. 

Setting Description 
Include Reports Include all active reports. 

Include Charts Include all active charts. 

Include Lower Level 
Work Elements 

Include all work elements subordinate to the current one.  For example, 
to print the entire project, select the project element.   

Select Reports Select the reports to be included in this print job. 

Select Charts Select the charts to be included in this print job. 

OK Start the print job with the currently selected options. 

Cancel Cancel the print job. 

Help Bring up the on-line help system. 

Printer Setup Select printers and drivers.  SEER-MFG always uses the default printer. 
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  Chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 
 Report / Choose Available Reports 
 Charts / Choose Available Charts 

 File / Print Preview 
Print Preview enables you to preview reports and charts before you print them.  With Print 
Preview, you can, select the specific reports and charts that you want to print, preview each 
report and/or chart as it will appear in printed form, and Zoom in and out to view page details.  
The Print Preview command is available from the File menu or from the Standard toolbar. 

 
Print Preview Options Dialog Box 

Item Description 
Include Reports Check this box to preview reports.  By default, selecting this item 

previews all currently active reports. 

Include Charts Check this box to preview charts.  By default, selecting this item previews 
all currently active charts. 

Print in Color Check this box if you want your charts in color.  By default, charts are 
printed in black and white. 

Include Lower Level 
WBS elements 

Check this box if you wish to include any WBS elements that are children 
of the currently selected WBS element in this preview request. 

Select Reports Select reports in the Choose Available Reports dialog box.  The reports 
you select will be active and included in the preview. 

Select Charts: Select charts in the Choose Available Charts dialog box.  The charts you 
select will be active and included in the preview. 

OK Previews the selected reports and charts in the Print Preview window. 

Cancel Exits the dialog box without previewing. 

Help Provides online help. 
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Print Preview Window 
The Print Preview window displays the selected reports and charts (one page at a time) as they 
will appear when printed.   

 
Print Preview Window 

Item Description 
Previous Display the page before the one currently being previewed.  Not available if the first 

page is being previewed. 

Page Click on the down-arrow to select a page for preview from the drop-down list.  A 
report or chart may occupy more than one page. 

Next Display the page following the one currently being previewed.  Not available if the 
last page is being previewed. 

Zoom Out Reduce the scale of the page to display more of it in the preview window. 

Zoom In Increase the scale of the page to view it in greater detail. 

Print Print selected reports and charts.  Brings up the Windows printer selection dialog box. 

Close Exit the Print Preview window without printing. 
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File / Publish Reports 
To print and export enhanced SEER-MFG reports, choose Publish Reports under the File menu.       

 

Choose the range 
of export. 

Select Print Preview to 
see reports and export 
to alternate formats. 

Choose printer 
setup options. 

Publish Reports Dialog Box 

Include 
Setting Description 
Current Work Element 
Only 

Publish or preview reports for the currently selected work element only. 

Current Work Element 
Plus Subordinate Units 

Publish or preview reports for the currently selected work element and its 
subordinate elements, if any.   

Entire Project Publish or preview reports for the entire project.  

Select Reports 
Select the reports to publish.  Currently you can choose from Quick Estimate, Detailed Analysis, 
and Inputs with Notes. 

 

Default selections 
reflect the report 
selections of 
SEER-MFG. 

Select Reports Dialog Box 
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Printer Setup 
Choose Printer Setup if you want to change printer settings or change the default printer.   

Print Preview… 
Previews the reports available for printing, each in its own preview window.  Use the preview 
window toolbar to export, print, and navigate through the pages of your reports.  

Setting Description 

   First Page 
Display the first page of the document. 

   Previous Page 
Display the previous page. 

   Next Page 
Display the next page. 

   Last Page 
Display the last page. 

 Current Page 
The number of the page currently being displayed. 

   Print 
Print the document. 

   Export 
Export the document to a file, Microsoft Exchange, or e-mail. 

Magnification 
Change the magnification at which the page is displayed. 

 

 

Print Preview windows appear behind the SEER-MFG window.  To view them, use the 
Windows taskbar, or press ALT+TAB and choose a window. 
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Use the toolbar 
to export, print, 
zoom, or 
navigate through 
the report. 

Print Preview Example 

File / Properties  
Properties brings up the Create/Modify Work Element dialog box for the current work element.  
It is a menu-based alternative to double clicking on the work element label itself. 

File / Recent File List   
The most recently opened or saved SEER-MFG files will be listed near the bottom of the File 
menu, with the most recently accessed file at the top of the list.  To open a file, click on it. 

File / Exit   
This command ends a SEER-MFG session and returns to the operating system.  If you have 
made changes to the open project, SEER-MFG asks if you want to save the changes. 

  File / Close 
 File / Save 
 File / Save As 
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Edit Menu 
Add, delete or change the current work element.  The following commands are available: 
 Undo      CTRL+Z 
 Redo      CTRL+Y 
 Insert Work Element...    INS 
 Delete Work Element...    DEL 
 Delete Parameter/Operation...   DEL 
 Lock Parameter(s)    
 Unlock Parameter...    
 Hide Parameter(s)    
 Unhide Parameter...     
 Copy      CTRL+C 
 Paste      CTRL+V 
 Insert/Paste      CTRL+INS 
 Paste Special… 
 Copy Special… 
 Copy For SEER-H… 
 Select All…     CTRL+A 
 Find…      CTRL+F 
 Change Parameters in Multiple Work Elements…   
 Element Note…     F2 
 Arrange Work Element Commands 
 Change Outline Number 
 Links… 

Edit / Undo   
The last action that you performed in SEER-MFG can often be undone.  Changes to parameter 
settings, edit notes, and similar events with local effects can be restored to prior status.  If an 
action cannot be undone, Edit / Undo will be unavailable. 
Major changes to your project can often effectively be undone by closing the project file 
without saving it, or by saving it as a new file. 
Shortcut Key: CTRL+Z 

Edit / Redo   
If active, the Edit/Redo menu item redoes the last action that was undone with Edit / Undo.  
Actions that cannot be redone leave the Edit/Redo menu item gray. 
Shortcut Key: CTRL+Y 
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Edit / Insert Work Element   
This command brings up the Create/Modify Work Element dialog box.  To create a new work 
element, specify the type of manufacturing operation using the Process Type drop down list.  
New work elements are inserted after the currently selected work element. 

 
Create/Modify Work Element Dialog Box 

Setting Description 
Name Enter the work element name. 

Analyst The name of the analyst or team.  It will appear on new work elements. 

Process Type Open the drop box and select the desired process. 

Copy Common 
Parameters 

Copies common parameters only from the currently selected work 
element into that being created. 

Make This Item Select the level of indentation for the work element being created.  The 
default level is that of the previous work element. 

Knowledge Base 
Template 

Select the knowledge base which applies to the work element. 

OK Accepts the current inputs and creates a new work element. 

Cancel Aborts creation of a new work element. 

Insert Next Element Inserts a new work element with the current inputs used as defaults. 
Each new work element is inserted following the one previously created. 

Shortcut Key:  INS 

  File / Merge Subproject 
 Edit / Copy Work Element 
 Edit / Arrange Work Elements 
 File / Save As Knowledge Base Template 
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Edit / Delete Work Element   
This command deletes the selected element from the project.  The program will ask you to 
confirm the deletion.  Click on OK to do so.  Click on Cancel to cancel the deletion.  To retrieve 
an element after deleting it, either exit the program without saving any changes (including the 
deletion), or restore the project file from a backup.   
Shortcut key:  DELETE  

Edit / Delete Parameter/Operation 
This option is active only when growing list parameters are selected — for example, the Add 
Next Here, Additional Items, or Learning Step parameter groups.  Delete Parameter/Operation 
allows you to delete a selected operation from the list. 
Shortcut key:  DELETE, when you are in a growing list. 

Edit / Lock Parameters 
You can lock one or more parameters in a work element so that they cannot be edited or 
deleted. When a parameter is locked, a padlock symbol appears to the left of the parameter 
name. If a user double-clicks on the parameter, the program displays a message saying the 
parameter is locked and cannot be edited.  Locked parameters are saved with the project, and 
they may also be saved with knowledge bases. 
When locked parameters are copied and pasted (either as parameters or as part of a work 
element) they remain locked. 
To unlock locked parameters, use the Edit / Unlock Parameters command. 

Server Mode 
Parameters may be locked (but not unlocked) in server mode using a special "lock" command 
at the end of a parameter set command. 

Edit / Unlock Parameters 
You can unlock locked parameters by using the Edit / Unlock Parameters command, which 
brings up the Unlock Parameters dialog box: 

Unlock  Parameters Dialog Box 
The Unlock Parameters dialog box allows you to select locked parameters and unlock them. 
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Item Description 
Work Elements window The Unlock Parameters dialog allows you to select locked parameters 

and unlock them.The Work Elements window displays the project's work 
elements in tree-structure format. If a parameter is locked, it will be 
listed under the work element which includes it. To view or conceal the 
items listed under a rollup (or a work element with locked parameters), 
click on the +/- symbol to the left of its name. Each rollup, work element, 
and parameter listed has a checkbox. You can select an item to be 
unlocked by clicking on the checkbox so that it is marked; clicking on a 
marked checkbox unmarks it. When you click on the checkbox of a rollup 
or on a work element with locked parameters, all items which are 
subordinate to it will be marked (or unmarked). 

OK Exit and unlock the marked items. 

Cancel Exit without making any changes. 

Help Bring up this help system. 

Edit / Hide Parameters 
You can hide one or more parameters in a work element so that they cannot be seen. When a 
parameter is hidden, it is not visible at all in the work element's parameter list.  
Hidden parameters cannot be pasted into another work element.  When an entire work 
element with hidden parameters is copied and pasted, however, the hidden parameters are 
pasted with it, and remain hidden.  Hidden parameters are saved with the project, and they 
may also be saved with knowledge bases.  
To unhide hidden parameters, use the Edit / Unhide Parameters command. 

Server Mode 
Parameters may be hidden (but not unhidden) in server mode using a special "hide" command 
at the end of a parameter set command. 

Edit / Unhide Parameters 
You can unhide hidden parameters by using the Edit / Unhide Parameters command, which 
brings up the Unhide Parameters dialog box: 

Unhide  Parameters Dialog Box 
The Unhide Parameters dialog box allows you to select hidden parameters and unhide them. 
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Item Description 
Work Elements window The Unhide Parameters dialog allows you to select hidden parameters 

and unhide them.The Work Elements window displays the project's 
work elements in tree-structure format. If a parameter is hidden, it will 
be listed under the work element which includes it. To view or conceal 
the items listed under a rollup (or a work element with hidden 
parameters), click on the +/- symbol to the left of its name. Each rollup, 
work element, and parameter listed has a checkbox. You can select an 
item to be unhidden by clicking on the checkbox so that it is marked; 
clicking on a marked checkbox unmarks it. When you click on the 
checkbox of a rollup or on a work element with hidden parameters, all 
items which are subordinate to it will be marked (or unmarked). 

OK Exit and unhide the marked items. 

Cancel Exit without making any changes. 

Help Bring up this help system. 
 

Edit / Copy 
Highlight the element listed in the left column below and use Edit / Copy from the main toolbar 
menu or Copy from the right mouse button popup menu to copy its data to the clipboard.  This 
command can be used in a variety of ways:   

What can I copy? What can I do next? 
Work Element Insert/Paste the work element into the project, creating a new work 

element with identical parameters. 
Paste the work element to another work element (same model 
types only — e.g., Fabrication to Fabrication). 

Parameters Paste the selected parameters into other work elements. 

Reports Paste the report (tab-delimited text format) into other applications. 

Charts Paste the chart (metafile format) into other applications. 
Shortcut Key: CTRL+C 

Edit / Paste 
Pastes parameter settings, notes, and knowledge bases from one work element into the 
currently selected work element.  The work element name will remain intact. 
Shortcut Key: CTRL+V 

  Edit / Copy Work Element 
 Edit / Paste Parameters 
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Edit / Insert/Paste 
Used in conjunction with Edit / Cut when cutting and pasting work elements. 
Select the work element above the insertion spot, then use Edit / Insert Paste. 

Edit / Paste Special  
Provides paste or link options appropriate to the data in the clipboard.   

 
Paste Special Dialog Box 

Setting Description 
Paste The default paste type.  Works just like Edit /Paste. 

Paste Link Paste parameter settings with a persistent link to the source.  If, for 
example, you paste data from an Excel spreadsheet into a parameter, 
then update the spreadsheet, the program automatically updates the 
parameter.  When you create links, the program asks if you want to 
update them each time you open the file.  If you double-click on a linked 
parameter, the program opens the file using the associated application. 

Insert New Work 
Element and Paste 

This is the same as Edit / Insert Paste.  It creates a new work element 
and pastes all attributes of the copied work element into it. The new 
element's name will be identical to that of its source until you change it. 

Linking 
You can copy data as a linked object between SEER-MFG and any program that supports 
Microsoft Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), such as Microsoft Excel.  The data will remain 
in the original file.  The destination program stores the location of the data, which it can display 
and use, but not modify.  If you modify the data in the source file (an Excel workbook, for 
example), it will be updated in the destination file (such as a SEER-MFG project) as well. 

 How to copy information from an existing file as a linked object: 
1. In an application which supports OLE, select the data to be copied as a linked object. 
2. Use that application's Copy command to copy the information. 
3. Switch to the SEER-MFG project that you want to place the information in. 
4. Select the WBS element and parameter in which you want the information to appear. 
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5. On the Edit menu, select Paste Special. 
6. In the Paste Special dialog box, select Paste Link.  

 
The data that you copy needs to be in a format that is compatible with the target data in the 
SEER-MFG project.  For example, a choice parameter such as Programmer Capabilities 
cannot accept numeric inputs.  To check the syntax and format of a parameter, you can copy 
it, then paste it into the application from which you will be linking. 

 How to copy information from SEER-MFG to another application as a linked object: 
1. In SEER-MFG select the data to copy.  This could be a report, or data selected with Copy 

Special or Flexible Export. 
2. Select Edit / Copy. 
3. Switch to the other application and select the place where the data should go. 
4. On the application's Edit menu, click Paste Special. 
5. To paste the information as a linked object, click Paste Link. 

The Form of Information Pasted from the Clipboard 
Data from SEER-MFG is pasted, if possible, in a format that the destination program can edit. 
For example, reports and input parameters may be pasted into Excel as text or as a picture. 

 To control the format of pasted data, use Edit / Paste Special instead of Edit / Paste. 
 To delete, trace, or edit a link:  Edit / Links lets you disassociate a link from its source (using 

Break Link), find or change the source of a linked object, and make manual updates. 

Avoid These Types of Link: 
Recursive Links.  Linking a parameter to itself or linking an output (such as hours ) into an 
input parameter (such as production quantity) can cause an endless chain of updates.  This 
can happen if you link a size input into a component or subordinate work element. 
Multiple Incoming Links.  An input parameter can have incoming data linked from multiple 
sources.  This can be confusing and is not advised. 
Complex Links.  Complex scenarios that link many files together or in a chain can be difficult 
to track and maintain.  It is best to limit the number of files being used for incoming links. 
You can link between different MFG projects, if you observe the following restrictions: 
 If you copy data for linking from an object that is itself newly linked, be sure to save the 

project before you close it so that you can open the project that will become linked. 
 Do not attempt to modify a linked object in a SEER-MFG project if its source link is in 

another SEER-MFG project. 
More help on troubleshooting links is available in the SEER-MFG online help. 
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Edit / Copy Special 
The Copy Special function expands the basic copy command.  You can copy more complex 
arrangements of data, format data, and easily repeat your copy operation. 

 
Copy Special Dialog Box 

This dialog box allows you to create or modify a flexible export list or template and export the 
data to the Clipboard or a file. 
There are three tabs in this dialog box:  Load/Save Template, Options, and Template.   If you 
are using an existing template to define your export, you need use only the Load / Save 
Template tab. 
Across the bottom of the dialog box is the description of the current template (if titled), and the 
four operational buttons: 

Button Description 
Export Creates a report or file based on the current settings.  This operation requires a 

template to have either been created (Template tab) or loaded (Load/Save 
Template tab).  Export filenames should have a ".flx" extension. 

Save Template Saves the current template as a file so that it can be loaded for any subsequent 
use.  Files are not overwritten without your confirmation. Template filenames 
should have a ".flx" extension. 

Close Closes the Flexible Export dialog box and returns you to SEER-H.  All Flexible 
Export settings are retained throughout your SEER-H session. 

Help Provides online help.  Help for a specific tab is obtained by selecting its name 
from the initial help topic.  
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Load/Save Template Tab 
Item Description 
Select Directory If you have stored templates in a location other than the SEER for Manufacturing 

program directory, use Select Directory to switch paths.  By default at installation, 
templates are stored in the SEER-MFG tools directory. 

File List Box This window displays all available Flexible Export templates in the current path.  
You can select a template by double clicking it. 

Load Loads the highlighted template. 

New Creates a new template.  Clicking this button will take you to the Template tab. 

Delete Deletes the highlighted template. 

  SEER-MFG Directories in chapter 1:  Introduction 

Options Tab 
Item Description 
Output To  

Clipboard Copies the output to the Windows Clipboard.  You can then paste it into 
other applications. 

File Brings up the Save As dialog box.  You can then save the output in text-
file format. 

Report Activates the Report Info section of the Flexible Export dialog box so that 
you can name and create a new report for display in SEER for 
Manufacturing's Report View.  You will subsequently be able to select 
this custom report from the Report menu. 

Output By  

Rows Organizes your outputs by rows.  Each line will have one row heading and 
corresponding output.  This is generally more useful than column output 
for data with more than one field (e.g., least-likely-most parameters). 

Columns Organizes your outputs by columns.  For example, the first line contains 
the column headings and the second line contains the actual data.   

Include Row/Column 
Headings 

Includes the headings (as displayed in the Template tab) in your export. 

Include Commas in 
Numbers 

Inserts commas to show thousands, hundred thousands, etc. 

Include Parameter 
Notes 

Available only when exporting by rows.   
 

Report Info  

Report Select a name from the list if you want to use an existing custom report 
window.  Select [new] from this list if you want to create a new report 
window.  You may have up to 6 custom reports open at a time. 
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Name Type in a name or identifier for the custom report.  The name will appear 
on the title bar of the report window. 

Work Element  

Current Work Element 
Only 

Exports data for only the currently selected work element. 

Current Work Element 
Plus Subordinate Units 

Exports data for the current work element and its subordinate elements.   

Entire Project Exports data at all work element levels, including the project level.   

Include Types Selects the process types to include in the export. 

Delimiter Select the field separator for delimited text output. 

Tab Inserts a tab between each field. 

Comma Inserts a comma between each field. 

Other Lets you select a character or symbol to delimit the export data. 

Templates Tab 
Available Outputs and Inputs 

This is a list of available SEER-MFG outputs typically seen in reports, inputs, and work element 
information, organized in a collapsible tree structure.  Click on the + next to an item list name 
to see the appropriate list.  To move individual items to the Selected Choices window, double-
click on them or drag them with the mouse.  To move an entire category, drag the category 
name over to the Selected Choices window.  You can select multiple items by holding down the 
CTRL key while clicking your choices.  

Selected Choices 
This is a list of your current template.  You can customize the contents and ordering and then 
save it for future use. The following buttons are specific to the Templates tab: 

Setting Definition 
Move Up Moves the highlighted item higher in the list order.  

Move Down Moves the highlighted item lower in the list order. 

Remove Removes the highlighted item(s).  More than one can be highlighted and 
removed by using the CTRL key.  

Remove All Removes all items from the Selected Choices window. 

 Tools / Flexible Export… 
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Edit / Copy For SEER-H… 

Use this option to copy SEER-MFG estimates to the clipboard ready for pasting, or paste linking 
into SEER-H. Mechanical and Electrical work elements in SEER-H7.0 and higher include a set 
of SEER-MFG (Optional) parameters specially designed to accept estimates from the Copy for 
SEER-H option. SEER-MFG estimates will be included in SEER-H production schedules, and 
O&S analysis. Copy for SEER-H brings up the Copy for SEER-H Options dialog box: 

 
Copy For SEER-H… Dialog Box 

By default, all the options to copy are selected, but you can choose the items you want to copy 
for SEER-H.  

Item Description 
APUC Fabrication Labor 
Hours 

Check this option to include the average fabrication hours per unit.  No 
assembly related hours are included in the fabrication labor hours. 

APUC Integration & 
Assembly Labor Hours 

Check this option to include the average integration and assembly hours 
per unit. No fabrication related hours are included in the assembly labor 
hours. 

APUC Material Cost Check this option to include the average material cost per unit of the 
SEER-MFG model. 

Tooling Hours Check this option to include the total tooling hours for at least one set of 
life time tooling. The tooling amortization quantity is used to define how 
many sets of life time tooling are required. 

Tooling Material Cost Check this option to include the total tooling material cost for at least 
one set of life time tooling. The tooling amortization quantity is used to 
define how many sets of life time tooling cost required.  

Based on the options selected, the data sent to the clipboard uses the following format: 

SEER-MFG ESTIMATE (OPTIONAL) → YES → PARAMETER NOTE* 
APUC Fabrication Labor Hours  →   0.00 
APUC Integration & Assembly Labor Hours  → 0.00 
APUC Material Cost  →    0.00 
Tooling Hours  →    0.00 
Tooling Material Cost  →    0.00 

Where → denotes a {TAB} separator 
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*Parameter Note - each time data is sent to clipboard, the following note is included to provide 
an audit trail within SEER-H: 

"SEER-MFG Estimate copied for SEER-H on [TODAY'S DATE], from the [MFG FILE 
NAME] file, saved in the following directory [FILE PATH]."  

Note – Copy for SEER-H returns data to the windows clipboard for the currently selected work 
element. 
The Copy for SEER-H outputs are included as Available Outputs in the Flexible Export dialog 
box. They may be selected and exported in the same manner as all other available outputs. 

 File / Flexible Export 

Edit / Select All 
Highlights all parameters for the current work element.  You can copy them using Edit / Copy.  
To deselect or reselect individual items, hold down CTRL and click the item with your mouse. 
Shortcut Key:  CTRL + A 

Edit / Find 
Use Find to search for, find, and access work elements and parameters.  This feature works by 
searches for full or partial names of either work elements or parameters. 
Shortcut Key:  CTRL + F 

Edit / Change Parameters in Multiple Work Elements 
This command lets you make changes to parameters in many work elements at once.  You 
may change parameters in all work elements or only in selected ones: 
1. In the Change Parameters dialog box, double-click on each parameter that you want to 

change.  This will bring up the parameter input dialog box, allowing you to make changes. 
2. Once all parameters have been changed, click on the OK button. 
3. For each work element, Change Parameters will ask you if parameters should be changed.  

If you select Yes to All, changes will be made to every applicable work element. 
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Change Multiple Parameters Dialog Box 

Setting Description 
OK Accept all parameter changes. 

Cancel Exit this dialog box without changing any work elements. 

Clear All Clear all parameter settings.   

Clear Single Clear changes made to the currently selected parameter.   

Help Display the help text. 

 Edit / Copy Parameters 

Edit / Element Note 
Work elements may have overall notes in addition to those associated with their parameters.  
Use Edit / Element Note to create or edit these notes.  Notes can record changes, rationale, 
issues, concerns, ground rules, assumptions, etc., and can be time- and date-stamped for 
ease of tracking.  Copy or paste text using standard keyboard commands (CTRL+C to copy, 
CTRL+V to paste) and the mouse.  Element notes are included in the Inputs with Notes report. 
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Notes Dialog Box 

The following items are found on the Edit Note dialog box: 

Item Description 
Edit Area Click in this area to edit notes. 

OK Accept all changes and exit the dialog box. 

Cancel Abort all changes and exit the dialog box. 

Help Display help information. 

Copy Copy selected text from the note edit area to the windows clipboard. 

Paste Paste the contents of the windows clipboard into the note edit area. 

Date/Time Insert the current time and date (as text) at the cursor location. 

Insert File Link… Opens the Insert File Link dialog box. Select a file.  A URL link to the file 
will appear in the note. 

 

  Screen Layout in chapter 3:  Operating Specifics 
 Inputs with Notes Report in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 

Edit / Arrange Work Element Commands 
This menu’s item is used to change the order of work elements within a project.  To move an 
element, select an operation from the submenu.  Arrange Work Elements commands are also 
available as buttons on the main SEER-MFG toolbar. 
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Item Description 

Promote WBS Element 
Raises the current work element one level.  This highest level is 
below the project rollup. 

Demote WBS Element 
Indents the current work element one level.  If no lower level 
exists, you will be asked whether a new rollup should be 
automatically created.  The element will then be placed under the 
new rollup. 

Move WBS Element Up 
Move the selected element up in the work element list, keeping it 
on the same level. 

Move WBS Element Down 
Move the selected element down in the work element list, 
keeping it on the same level. 

 Command Toolbar (in this chapter) 

Edit / Change Outline Number… 
Use this option to change the outline number for a work element.  Edit / Change Outline 
Number brings up a dialog box which lets you enter a new outline number.  This option is also 
available on the work element context (right-click) menu. 

 
Change Outline Number Dialog Box 

Item Description 
Enter a new outline number Edit the outline number or enter a new one.  You change 

numbers and add or remove outline levels. 

Renumber subordinate 
elements 

If the element that you selected is a rollup, then all elements which 
are subordinate to that rollup will also be renumbered accordingly.  
Any changes which you made to their numbering will be lost. 

OK Exit and apply the changes to the work element. 

Cancel Exit without applying the changes. 

Edit / Links… 
The Links function allows you to update, change, open or break a linked object.  It provides a 
means to update references to data that have sources in files which were renamed or moved.  
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Links Dialog Box 

The Links dialog box includes the following items: 

Item Description 
Link listing (untitled) Lists any currently linked data in any work element of the open project. 

Links Lists the source file(s) and locations of incoming linked data.   Links may 
be incoming from other SEER for Manufacturing project files, Excel or 
any other application. 

Type Application program related to the incoming link. 

Update Automatic or manual update when the incoming link data is changed. 

Update Now* Manually establishes current master data in the link Update Now – 
update the information in the selected link.  This is not necessary unless 
a link has been set to require manual updates. 

Open Source* Opens the source file containing the selected link. 

Change Source* Changes the source file for the selected link.  This is useful when your 
source data has been moved or renamed. 

Break Link* Disconnects the incoming data from the source file.  The affected link 
becomes entirely independent. 

Source* Identification of the link. 

Type* Identification of the link. 

Update, Automatic or 
Manual* 

Newly created links immediately (automatically) reflect data in the 
incoming link.  Links can be set to require manual updates instead; the 
Update Now feature in this dialog box performs the update. 

* These operations apply to the link selected in the listing. 
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Estimate Menu 
Commands that are used to control SEER-MFG’s estimation machinery. 
 Quick Estimate Options...  
 Calculate Now      F9 
 Exclude Element from Rollups/Totals  
 Set Reference 
 Next Reference  
 Clear Reference 
 Clear All References  
 Revert To Reference 
 Load Standard Component Cost From Kbase...  

Estimate / Quick Estimate Options 
Controls which information will be included in the Quick Estimate report.  Outputs marked with 
a  will be included. Mark a box with a  by clicking on it with the mouse. 

  Quick Estimate Report in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 
 Options / Set Project Parameters 

 
Quick Estimate Options Dialog Box 

Estimate / Calculate Now   
This forces a recalculation of all active charts and reports.  Reports with grayed text are 
uncalculated and may be refreshed by using this function. 
Shortcut Key:  F9 

 Command Toolbar (in this chapter) 
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Estimate / Exclude Element from Rollups/Totals 
Allows you to exclude a selected work element from project-level calculations.  The excluded 
element is marked with a bisected circle (the No symbol). 

Estimate / Set Reference   
Assigns current work element settings as a reference.  Use the Quick Estimate, Trade-Off 
Analysis, or Inputs vs. Reference reports to compare a reference against changes.  References 
remain set until you use Edit / Clear Reference, close the project, or exit the program. 
You may also create different work elements containing different estimation scenarios, and 
then compare one work element to another by moving within the Project structure. 

  Command Toolbar (in this chapter) 
 Estimate / Quick Estimate Options 
 Estimate / Clear Reference 
 Tradeoff Analysis Report in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 
 Inputs vs. Reference Report in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 

Estimate / Next Reference 
Only available with multiple references.  Shifts references from right to left, allowing you to 
position a specific reference next to your current estimate.   

 Estimate / Revert To Reference 

Estimate / Clear Reference 
Edit / Clear Reference removes the reference to the right of the current estimate.  Changes 
made to the work element since the reference was set are kept. 

  Estimate / Quick Estimate Options 
 Estimate / Set Reference 
 Estimate / Clear All References 

Estimate / Clear All References 
Clears all references and removes comparisons from the Quick Estimate, Trade-Off Analysis, 
and Inputs vs. Reference reports.  All changes made since references were set are kept. 

  Estimate / Quick Estimate Options 
 Estimate / Set Reference 

Estimate / Revert to Reference 
Resets current parameter settings to the reference settings. 
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  Estimate / Set Reference 
 Estimate / Clear Reference 
 Edit / Copy Parameters 

Estimate / Load Standard Component Cost From Kbase...  
Replaces the cost of the current component with the cost from the specified knowledge base.  
It does not affect user-created components and noncost parameters.  
Note. This option is only applicable for the PC Board work element. 

 Knowledge Bases in chapter 3:  Operating Specifics 

View Menu 
The View Menu commands tailor your SEER-MFG project display. The following options are 
available. 
 Work Elements 
 input tabs 
 Font … 
 Linked Parameter Color … 
 SEER-MFG Output Parameters Color... 
 Set Background Color … 
 Set Notes Text Color … 
 Set Alerts Text Color … 
 Show Work Element Outline 
 Show Work Element Icons 
 Show Machining Details parameters 
 Show Assembly Details parameters 
 Toolbars 
 Status Bar 

View / Work Elements 
Use this command or click on the Work Elements window to make it active.   
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Work Elements Window 

Shortcut Key:  F6 when in the Parameters window 

  Screen Layout in chapter 3:  Operating Specifics 
 View / Parameters 

View / Input tabs 
When you select one of the Inputs window tabs (General, Process Specific, Tooling, 
Inspection/Rework, or Mark/Package) from the View menu, the Inputs window will be the 
active window, with the selected tab brought to the front. 

  Screen Layout in chapter 3:  Operating Specifics 
 View / Work Elements 

View / Tag Parameter(s)/Work Elements 
You can tag one or more parameters or work elements to mark them for special attention by 
highlighting them with any of eight colors.  Tagging an item does not affect the way that it 
functions in the program or in an estimate.  It merely highlights the parameter or work element 
visually.   
Tagging is general-purpose.  Within your organization or working group, you can assign a 
specific meaning to each tagging color ("needs review," "to be done," "get engineering specs," 
etc.) based on your needs and priorities. 
To tag one or more parameters or work elements, select them, then select Tag 
Parameter(s)/Work Elements from the View menu (or from the appropriate context menu) and 
select the tagging color.  Tagging a work element does not affect the tagging color of its 
parameters, and tagging a rollup or category-level parameter does not affect the color of its 
subordinates. 
To untag an item, select it, then select None from the tagging color list. 
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Server Mode 
Parameters may be tagged (but not untagged) in server mode using a special "tag" command 
plus the appropriate color code at the end of a parameter set command. 

View / Highlight Changed Parameters 
When Highlight Changed Parameters is turned on (marked with a check in the View menu), all 
parameters which have been changed from their default values (by user input or otherwise) 
will be highlighted. 
To turn Highlight Changed Parameters on or off, select it in the View menu. 
Note: While Highlight Changed Parameters is on, color tagging of parameters (View / Tag 
Parameters) is turned off. Tagging of work elements is not affected. 

View / Font 
Set font type, color, and size in the Work Elements, Parameters, and Report (but not Chart) 
windows using the standard Windows font dialog box.  The Windows Font dialog box allows you 
to choose any supported font (typeface) for whatever text-based window is currently active 
(Chart fonts cannot be changed).  Because the Font dialog box is a standard one for Windows, 
it is best to consult Windows Help for details. This option affects only the current window.  
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

 Options / Save Configuration 

View / Linked Parameter Color  
This menu item calls the Windows color dialog box and enables you to set the font color that 
distinguishes linked data objects in the Parameters view, displayed between << and >> 
brackets.  All previously set, current, and future links will be set to the new color.  Link sources 
are not affected. Because the Color dialog box is a standard one for Windows, it is best to 
consult Windows Help for details. 
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

  Linking 
 Options / Save Configuration 
 Edit / Links 

View / SEER-MFG Output Parameters Color  
This option allows you to change the color of SEER for Manufacturing output parameters. 
To save your selection for future SEER for Manufacturing sessions, use Options / Save 
Configuration. 

  Options / Save Configuration 
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View / Set Background Color  
This option enables you to set the background color of the Work Elements, Parameter, and 
Report windows, but not the Chart window. Because the Color dialog box is a standard one for 
Windows, it is best to consult Windows Help for details. 
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

  Options / Save Configuration 
 View / Font 

View / Set Notes Text Color 
Clicking on a parameter or work element and keeping the mouse key pressed brings up a little 
box containing user-entered notes. This option changes the color of these notes. Because the 
Color dialog box is a standard one for Windows, it is best to consult Windows Help for details.  
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

  Options / Save Configuration 

View / Set Alerts Text Color 
Some inputs have advisories, called alerts.  When you press the Alerts button on the toolbar, 
inputs with alerts will be highlighted.  When you hold the mouse down over one of these inputs, 
you will see the alert text.  This option sets the color of the alert highlighting and text. Because 
the Color dialog box is a standard one for Windows, it is best to consult Windows Help for details. 
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

  Options / Save Configuration 

View / Show Work Element Outline 
The Work Elements window shows hierarchical outline identification numbers next to each work 
element.  This setting determines whether these hierarchical codes are to be displayed or not. If 
unchecked, indentation is represented graphically but without numbers. 
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

  Options / Save Configuration 
 View / Show Work Element Icons 
 Command Toolbar 

View / Show Work Element Icons 
The Work Elements window shows pictorial representations (icons) of work element types next 
to each element.  This flag determines whether these icons are to be displayed or not. If 
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checked, this menu command displays Work Element with icons appropriate to their type.  If 
unchecked, the program displays a simple stick tree. 
To save your selection for future SEER-MFG sessions, use Options / Save Configuration. 

  Options / Save Configuration 
 View / Show Work Element Outline 
 Command Toolbar 

View / Show Machining Details Parameters 
The View / Show Machining Details Parameters menu command allows you to display or not 
display Machining Details.  The default setting is to show Machining Details.   
If you uncheck the Show Machining Details Parameters menu item, the machining details will 
be hidden from view.  If machining detail parameters values have been entered, although 
hidden from view, their impact will still be included within the final estimate.  Unchecking the 
flag simply hides the parameters from view, not the impact of their input values. 

 Machine Details 

View / Show Assembly Details Parameters 
The View / Show Assembly Details Parameters menu command allows you to determine whether 
or not the Assembly Details are displayed.  The default setting is to show Assembly Details.   
If you uncheck the Show Assembly Details Parameters menu item, the Assembly details will be 
hidden from view.  If Assembly detail parameters values have been entered, although hidden 
from view, their impact will still be included within the final estimate.  Unchecking the flag 
simply hides the parameters from view, not the impact of their input values. 

 Assembly Details 

View / Toolbars 
View / Toolbar allows you to hide or show sections of the command toolbar below the menu at 
the top of the SEER-MFG main window.  To display a toolbar, click next to the toolbar name so 
a check appears.  To hide a toolbar, click on the check box next to it so the check is removed.   
The toolbar is broken into three main sections: the Standard toolbar to the left, with buttons 
that are standard to most Windows programs, the SEER-MFG toolbar in the center, with 
buttons specific to MFG operations, and the SEER Suite toolbar to the right, with buttons 
specific for launching other installed SEER applications. For details about each of these 
options, see the Command Toolbars section above. 

 Command Toolbars 
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View / Status Bar 
View / Status Bar hides or shows the status bar at the bottom of SEER-MFG’s main window.  
The status bar displays messages about SEER-MFG’s ongoing processes and calculations. It is 
also used to display parameter and work element notes. 

 Edit / Element Note… 

Report Menu 
The report menu allows you to select which reports will be displayed and printed. For 
information about each report, see chapter 7 (SEER-MFG Outputs). 
 Choose Available Reports...  
 Create Custom Report… 
 Cover Sheet 
 Quick Estimate 
 Detailed Analysis 
 Trade-Off Analysis 
 Cost Contribution Summary 
 DFM/DFA Cost Avoidance Report 
 Rollup Total Production Cost Risk 
 Production Lot 
 Lot Tooling 
 Hourly Labor Rate Details 
 Multi Currency Summary 
 Inputs 
 Inputs with Notes 
 Inputs vs. Knowledge Base 
 

 
Inputs vs. Reference 

See chapter 7: SEER-MFG Outputs. 
Report / Choose Available Reports 

Select reports to view or print.  Reports are stacked in the lower left corner of the SEER-MFG 
window.  Each one takes time to calculate, which may be a consideration on some systems.   
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Choose Available Reports Dialog Box 

Report / Create Custom Report 
A custom report is actually a Flexible Export template configured as a report, using Output To 
Report on the Options tab.  You can use a custom report like a standard SEER-MFG report.  A 
custom report can be activated, printed, and viewed just as can any standard SEER-MFG report. 

 File / Flexible Export 

Report / (Specific Reports)  
To view a currently active report, select its name in the Report menu.   

  Reports / Choose Available Reports  
 Chapter 7: SEER-MFG Outputs 

Chart Menu 
The Chart menu allows you to select which charts will be displayed and printed.  
 Choose Available Charts... 
 Next Chart 
 Cost Allocation 
 Cost Analysis 
 Cost Risk 
 Cost Sensitivity 
 Production Lot 
 Direct hourly Labor Rate 
 Setup Hourly Labor Rate 

 See chapter 7: SEER-MFG Outputs for information on specific charts. 
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Chart / Choose Available Charts 
Select charts for viewing or printing.  Charts are first displayed in windows at the lower right of 
the screen, stacked on top of one another.  Each chart takes time to draw; if you find that this 
process slows your system down, you may want to be selective in activating charts. 

 
Choose Available Charts Dialog Box 

  Chart / Next Chart 
 Options / Save Configuration 
 Options / Chart Auto Recalc Options 

Chart / Next Chart 
This commands displays the next chart. 
Shortcut Key: F6 when in the Chart Window. 

 Chart / Choose Available Charts 

Chart / (Specific Charts)  
To view a currently active chart, select its name in the Chart menu.   

  Chart / Choose Available Charts 
 Chapter 7: SEER-MFG Outputs 

Tools Menu 
Advanced features for building estimates and interfacing with other applications. 
 Flexible Export  
 Export Report 
 Export Commands... 
 Run Command File…  
 Run Commands from Clipboard 
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Tools / Flexible Export… 
This powerful feature allows you to create customized reports that can be exported as text 
files, copied onto the Windows clipboard, or displayed in the Reports View.  Flexible Export also 
allows you to format information for other applications, including project management tools 
and spreadsheets. 
You can create templates that capture any combination of SEER-MFG outputs or inputs: 
 Display the outputs by rows or by columns 
 Display outputs for a single unit, a unit and its subordinate elements, or the entire project 
 Select a delimiter for your output (tab, comma, etc.) 

Several templates are included in SEER-MFG; you can use them as starting points when you 
create your own.  Flexible Export uses the following dialog box. 

 
Flexible Export Dialog Box (Load/Save Template tab) 

Flexible Export Dialog Box 
This dialog box allows you to create or modify a flexible export list or template and export the 
data to the Clipboard or a file. There are three tabs in this dialog box:  Load/Save Template, 
Options, and Template.   If you are using an existing template to define your export, you need 
use only the Load / Save Template tab. 
Across the bottom of the dialog box is the description of the current template (if titled), and the 
four operational buttons: 

Setting Description 
Export Creates a report or file based on the current settings.  This operation 

requires a template to have either been created (Template tab) or loaded 
(Load/Save Template tab).  Export filenames should have a ".flx" 
extension. 
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Save Template Saves the current template as a file so that it can be loaded for any 
subsequent use.  Files are not overwritten without your confirmation. 
Template filenames should have a ".flx" extension. 

Close Closes the Flexible Export dialog box and returns you to SEER-MFG. All 
Flexible Export settings are retained throughout your SEER-MFG session. 

Help Provides online help.  Help for a specific tab is obtained by selecting its 
name from the initial help topic. 

Load/Save Template Tab 
The following items appear in the Load/Save Template tab: 

Item Description 
Select Directory If you have stored templates in a location other than the SEER for Manufacturing 

program directory, use Select Directory to switch paths.  By default at installation, 
templates are stored in the SEER-MFG tools directory. 

File List Box This window displays all available Flexible Export templates in the current path.  
You can select a template by double clicking it. 

Load Loads the highlighted template. 

New Creates a new template.  Clicking this button will take you to the Template tab. 

Delete Deletes the highlighted template. 

  SEER-MFG Directories in chapter 1:  Introduction 

Options Tab 
The following items appear in the Options tab: 
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Flexible Export Dialog Box (Options Tab) 

Output To 
Setting Description 
Clipboard Copies the output to the Windows Clipboard.  You can then paste it into 

other applications. 

File Brings up the Save As dialog box.  You can save the output in text format. 

Report Activates the Report Info section of the Flexible Export dialog box; you can 
name and create a new SEER-MFG report.  You will subsequently be able 
to select this custom report from the Report menu. 

Output By 
Setting Description 
Rows Organizes your outputs by rows.  Each line will have one row heading and 

corresponding output.  This is generally more useful than column output 
for data with more than one field (e.g., least-likely-most parameters). 
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Output by Rows into a Spreadsheet 

Columns Organizes your outputs by columns.  For example, the first line contains 
the column headings and the second line contains the actual data.   

 
Output by Columns into a Spreadsheet 

Include Row/Column 
Headings 

Includes the headings (as displayed in the Template tab) in your export. 

Include Commas in 
Numbers 

Inserts commas to show thousands, hundred thousands, etc. 

Include Parameter 
Notes 

Available only when exporting by rows.   

Report Info 
Setting Description 
Report Select a name from the list if you want to use an existing custom report 

window.  Select [new] from this list if you want to create a new report 
window.  You may have up to 6 custom reports open at a time. 

Name Type in a name or identifier for the custom report.  The name will appear 
on the title bar of the report window. 
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Work Element 
Setting Description 
Current Work Element 
Only 

Exports data for only the currently selected work element. 

Current Work Element 
Plus Subordinate Units 

Exports data for the current work element and its subordinate elements.   

Entire Project Exports data at all work element levels, including the project level.   

Include Types Selects the process types to include in the export. 

Delimiter 
Setting Description 
Tab Inserts a tab between each field. 

Comma Inserts a comma between each field. 

Other Lets you select a character or symbol to delimit the export data. 
 

Templates Tab 
The following items appear in the Template tab: 

 
Flexible Export Dialog Box (Template Tab) 

Available Outputs and Inputs 
This is a list of available SEER-MFG outputs typically seen in reports, inputs, and work element 
information, organized in a collapsible tree structure.  Click on the + next to an item list name 
to see the appropriate list.  To move individual items to the Selected Choices window, double-
click on them or drag them with the mouse.  To move an entire category, drag the category 
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name over to the Selected Choices window.  You can select multiple items by holding down the 
CTRL key while clicking your choices.  

Selected Choices 
This is a list of your current template.  You can customize the contents and ordering and then 
save it for future use. The following buttons are specific to the Templates tab: 

Setting Definition 
Move Up Moves the highlighted item higher in the list order.  

Move Down Moves the highlighted item lower in the list order. 

Remove Removes the highlighted item(s).  More than one can be highlighted and 
removed by using the CTRL key.  

Remove All Removes all items from the Selected Choices window. 

Tools / Export Report 
To export SEER-MFG reports to other formats such as Excel, HTML, and PDF, choose Export 
Report from the Tools menu or from the report context menu (right-click on a report window). 
You are provided with the option to select the reports you want to export, export the entire 
project, the selected WBS, or the selected branch of the WBS. 

 
Export Report Dialog Box 

Include 
Setting Description 
Current Work Element 
Only 

Export reports for the currently selected work element only. 

Current Work Element 
Plus Subordinate Units 

Export reports for the currently selected work element and its 
subordinate elements, if any.   

Entire Project Export reports for the entire project.  

Preview… 
When you choose Preview…, you will see the reports that can be printed. Preview displays a 
preview of the report.  The toolbar of the preview window allows you to export, print, and 
navigate through the pages of your report. 

 File / Publish Reports/Print Preview 
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Reports… 
If you want to export a report other than the currently selected one, choose Reports.  A list of 
reports will be displayed, allowing you to choose which to export. 

 
Select Report Dialog Box 

 
By default, Export Report exports the report currently displayed in the Report window.  If you 
want to export another report, or if the currently displayed report not available for export, 
click on the Report button and select a report from the list.   

Choose Format 
Choose Format lets you select both the export file format and the file destination. 

 
Export Dialog Box 

Format 
Choose from the following export formats: 

Format Description 
Acrobat (PDF) PDF file — can be opened with Adobe Acrobat. 
Excel (XLS) Excel file — versions 5.0, 7.0, 8.0, standard and Extended formats. 
HTML HTML 3.2 or HTML 4.0 (DHTML) — can be viewed in Web browser. 
Paginated Text Text file with basic layout and page numbering.  Extension .TXT. 
Rich Text (Exact) RTF file - can be opened with word processing or desktop publishing 

applications, including Microsoft Word. 
Tab Separated Text Text file with fields separated by tabs, and text fields in quotes.  

Extension .TTX. 
Text Standard text file with basic layout.  Extension .TXT. 
Word for Windows DOC file — can be opened with Microsoft Word. 
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Destination 
Choose from the following export destinations: 

Destination Description 
Disk File Export the report or chart as a file. 

Exchange Folder If you use Microsoft Exchange as a mail server, export to another 
user’s server folder or to an accessible public folder. This allows you 
to publish reports to common workgroup areas for group review. 

Microsoft Mail (MAPI) E-mail the report or chart using Windows’ native mail protocol.  
Does not require Microsoft Outlook as your mail reader. 

Export Options 
After you’ve made your format and destination selections, and click OK, you will see the Export 
Options dialog box, which lets you choose which pages you will export.  

 
Export Options 

Setting Description 
All Export all pages of the report or chart. 

Page Range Export only those pages which fall within the indicated range. 

From/To The beginning and end of the page range to be exported. 

Column Headers Displays the name of each column in the Excel File. Once you have made 
a selection from identification or parameters, select the column where 
the data is located in the Excel file. 

Tools / Export Commands...  
You can automatically generate server mode script for all or part of a project. While projects 
created in SEER-MFG 6.1 are not backwards compatible with earlier versions of SEER-MFG, 
you can use exported commands and script to transfer files to them (with one exception: new 
parameters cannot be recreated in earlier versions).  
Export Commands also lets you copy multiple work elements within a project, which can be 
pasted back into the same project using the Run Commands from Clipboard or Paste options.  
Selecting Export Commands... from the Tools menu, displays the Export Commands entry 
dialog box. This entry dialog box allows you to export commands using various configurations, 
to the windows Clipboard or to a text File. 
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Export Commands Dialog Box 
Lets you export commands to the Windows clipboard or a text file. The Export Commands 
dialog box is divided into three main sections, Work Element, Output To, and Output With: 

 
Export Commands Dialog Box Options 

Setting Description 
Work Element 

Current Work Element 
Only 

Exports commands for the currently selected work element only. 

Current Work Element 
Plus Subordinate Units 

Exports commands for the current work element and its subordinate 
elements.  

Entire Project Exports commands at all project levels, including the project level create 
command.   

Include Types Selects the process types to include in the export. 

Output To 
Clipboard Copies the export commands to the Windows clipboard.  You can then 

paste them into other applications such as Microsoft Excel, or use Edit / 
Paste or Tools / Run Commands from Clipboard to paste a copy of the 
Export Commands… data back into your SEER-MFG project.  

File Brings up the Save As dialog box. You can save the template in a text-file 
format.  Enter the extension .TXT after the name to open the file as text. 

Output With 
KBase Optional. Includes knowledge bases with your export commands.  

Parameters Optional. Includes all parameters with your export commands. 
 Note: if you do not select any Output With options, only the commands 

required to recreate the work element structure will be exported. 

Export  Exports the server mode commands based on the current list's settings.  
Click this button only after you have carefully selected your options.  

Close  Closes the Export Commands dialog box. 

Help  Brings up the appropriate help topic. 
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How to Copy and Paste Multiple Work Elements Using Export Commands 
Suppose we want to copy and paste the Racecar.MFG sample project's Electronic Control Box 
assembly rollup including all of the subordinate work elements. The following example shows 
how you can use Export Commands and Run Commands from Clipboard or Paste to do this. 
1. Select the Electronic Control Box rollup. 
2. Select Export Commands from the Tools menu. 
3. From the Work Element options, select the Current Work Element Plus Subordinates, and 

include all types of work elements. 
4. From the Output To options, select Clipboard. 
5. From the Output With options, check both KBase and Parameters. 

 
Selecting a Rollup to Copy and Paste 

After you select the above options, the Export Commands dialog box should look like this: 

 
Export Commands Copy and Paste Options 

6. Select the Export button. The dialog box will close once the copy procedure is complete.  
7. Select where in the project tree you would like to paste your copied data.  
8. Click Paste or go to the Tools menu and select the Run Commands from Clipboard option. 
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Newly Pasted Work Element 

 
Copied or exported data will be pasted into the work element structure at the level 
from which it was copied or exported.  For example, if you export commands from 
level 4 of a work element structure using Current Work Element plus Subordinates, 
you will only be able to paste it in to level 4 of the target work element structure. 

Tools / Run Command File… 
You can enter projects, work elements, knowledge base selections, and parameter values into 
SEER-MFG as command strings from a text file.  Command files are a powerful feature of 
SEER-MFG.  Among other functions, they allow rapid work-ups and configuration of detailed 
estimates from outside SEER-MFG.  Command files also permit SEER-MFG to be used as a 
behind-the-scenes detailed costing server. 
Run Command File brings up a standard Windows Open File dialog box, allowing you to select 
the file which contains the commands.  The default command file extension is .TXT. 

 Server Mode in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Tools / Run Command File From Clipboard 
You can also enter projects, work elements, knowledge base selections, and parameter values 
into SEER-MFG as command strings from the Windows clipboard, allowing you to quickly 
translate data from one format, such as an Excel spreadsheet, to SEER-MFG project formats. 

 Server Mode in chapter 8:  Special Topics 
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Options Menu 
Provides special commands for configuring SEER-MFG. 
 Auto Recalculation 
 Chart Auto Recalc Options… 
 Enable Project/Rollup Risk Calculation 
 Memory Usage 
 Save Configuration          
 Set Project Parameters... 
 Set Paths…   

Options / Automatic Recalculation 
Turns the Automatic Recalculation switch on or off.  If Automatic Recalculation is on, the 
program immediately recalculates estimates after input parameters are modified.  If it is off, 
recalculate manually by pressing either the F9 key or the Calc Now button.  To automatically 
refresh charts, use the Chart Auto Recalc Options command. 
You can disable automatic recalculation if your computer slows down during recalculation. 

  Estimate / Calculate Now 
 Command Toolbar 
 Options / Save Configuration 

Options / Chart Auto Recalc Options 
Controls automatic chart recalculation or refresh.  When an estimate has changed, or when 
you move to a new input parameter or work element, the contents of charts may need to be 
refreshed.  You can disable refreshing if your computer slows excessively during recalculation.   
You can also refresh a chart by clicking on it, regardless of the current Auto Recalc settings. 

 
Chart Recalculation Options Dialog Box 
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Setting Description 
Selected Chart Each chart may have separate recalculation settings. 

Automatically update the selected chart when 

A new work element is 
selected in the Work 
Elements window 

Check this box if you want the selected chart to be refreshed each time 
you change work elements. 

A new Parameter is 
selected in the 
Parameters window 

Check this box if you want the chart to be refreshed each time a different 
parameter is selected in the Parameters window.  This option is useful 
for charts that are tied to a particular parameter, such as the effort 
sensitivity charts. 

New data values are 
entered in the 
Parameters window 

Check this box if you want charts to be refreshed each time you change 
estimation parameters. 

OK Accept the selected options and exit the dialog box. 

Cancel Discard any changes and exit the dialog box. 

Help Display the dialog box's help topic. 

Set All Set the current options for all charts.  Replaces settings for other charts. 

  Estimate / Calculate Now 
 Command Toolbar 
 Options / Save Configuration 

Options / Enable Project/Rollup Risk Calculation 
Enables SEER-MFG project/rollup risk analysis, permitting cumulative risk-based assessments 
to be conducted at the project and rollup levels.  With rollup risk analysis enabled, the Monte 
Carlo model is run whenever you initiate a recalculation and the cursor is on the project or a 
rollup element.  Depending on the speed of your machine and the size of your project, 
calculation time will vary greatly, so you may want to exercise discretion about turning Monte 
Carlo estimation on.   

  Project/Rollup Cost Risk Report in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs  
 Cost Risk Chart in chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 
 Probability and Risk in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Memory Usage 
Note: Options / Memory Usage only becomes available when there is no project open in SEER 
for Manufacturing. If you want to set memory usage for a project that is currently open, you 
can save the project, close it, set memory usage, and reopen the project. 
The Project Memory Usage dialog box allows you to control how much of your computer's 
available memory will be used for your SEER for Manufacturing projects. 
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Item Description 
Percentage The percentage of available memory which will be used for SEER for 

Manufacturing projects. A lower percentage leaves more memory available fo 
other applications. A higher percentage can improve response and 
performance when you are working on a SEER for Manufacturing project. The 
range is 10% to 80%. 

Available physical 
memory (in MB) 

The amount of physical RAM available for use, in megabytes. This number will 
depend on both the actual amount of physical RAM installed, and the amount 
of memory used by other programs which are currently running, including 
Windows itself.  

Number of Work Elements The number of work elements which a project can have. This number will 
increase or decrease, depending on the percentage of available memory 
which you allocate to SEER for Manufacturing. 

 

Options / Save Configuration 
Saves user-chosen SEER-MFG defaults in the SEERMFG settings.ini file, including: 

Setting Description 
Default Reports Reports that are automatically opened, set in the Report menu. 

Default Charts Charts that are automatically opened, set in the Chart menu. 

Auto or Manual 
Recalculation of 
Estimates 

Set in the Options menu. 

Chart Auto Recalc Option Set in the Options menu. 

Hide Unused Methods Controls display of unused process methods in reports, set in the 
Reports menu. 

Color Settings As these apply to various types of text, set in the Options menu. 

Custom Window 
Positions 

Sets the startup positions of SEER-MFG windows, reports and charts.  
Window / Default Window Positions restores default positions. 

Copy Parameters list Sets the default list of parameters for Edit/Copy Parameters. 

Quick Estimate options Determines outputs for the Quick Estimate report. 

Recent Files list Recently opened project files appear at the bottom of the File menu. This 
option determines whether or not that list is displayed. 

Font Information Sets the fonts in the Work Elements, Parameters and Reports windows.  
Different fonts may be used in each window.  Note that the font selected 
for the Report window is also used when the report is printed. 

Project Parameters Various settings from the Set Project Parameters dialog box. 
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Options / Set Project Parameters 
Allows entry and settings of various global variables. 

 
Project Parameter Options Dialog Box 

Setting Description 
WBS Numbering  
(Line or Outline) 

Choose the way in which you would like the work elements to be 
numbered in the project structure, as displayed in the Work Elements 
window: 
Line Work elements will be numbered consecutively, from top 

to bottom, without regard to whether one element is 
subordinate to another. 

Outline Work elements are numbered according to their positions 
in the project structure, using a numeric outline format. 

WBS Numbering  
(Outline Start Number) 

The default value for this option is 1.  You may want to input a different 
number here if you are breaking a large project into smaller pieces. 

Unit of Measure 
(Imperial or Metric) 

This converts default inputs found in the SEERMFG settings.ini file such 
as material cost per lb.  Pounds will change to kilograms, inches to 
centimeters, and vice versa, but entered quantities will not be converted.  
If you enter 1 foot using the English system and your unit of measure 
changes to Metric, it will become 1 meter. 

Number of Passes 
(User Specified or 
Computed by SEER-MFG)

Normally set so that SEER-MFG automatically calculates the number of 
passes in machining work elements.  You can select the User Specified 
option if you already know these numbers. 
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Labor Rate Details 
(Direct and Set-up) 

You can optionally display labor rate details for both Direct and Set-up or 
choose either Direct or Setup. If you check the Labor Rate Detail options, 
additional parameters are displayed in the parameter window. The 
program will ask you if you want to use previously-entered detailed labor 
rate parameter values (if there are any).  SEER-MFG will calculate labor 
rates for you based on the detailed parameter values.  The actual Direct 
and Setup Hourly Labor Rate parameters will appear in colored type 
within brackets, since they will be computed from the detailed rates.   

Labor Rate Details in chapter 09: Common Process Parameters. 
 

Fabrication  
(Part Based Processing) 

Turn Part Based Processing on to hide the Parts Per Blank parameter 
when you prefer to enter operation details and lengths of cut relative to a 
single part and not the total sheet. 

Machining Database Some of the analytical models in SEER for Manufacturing rely upon an 
external database of information, which may be specified here.   
Note:  Galorath recommend using the newest database. Older databases 
are retained to insure estimates created in earlier versions of SEER-MFG 
are maintained in the most recent SEER version. 
Like all project parameters, this setting applies to the entire project, 
rather than individual work elements.  If you change the machining 
database for an existing project, it will affect all applicable operations. 

Appendix C: Machining Databases. 

Monte Carlo Iterations This parameter specifies the number of loops for the Monte Carlo 
calculation used for project/rollup risk calculations. 

Currency and Exchange 
Rate (Selection) 

Select a currency to automatically set the Exchange Rate, Currency Code, 
and Currency Symbol.  Currency and Exchange Rate Data are stored in 
the MFGData.INI, file which may be customized as required.  The 
Selected Currency, Symbol, and Exchange Rate are displayed on the 
detailed analysis report. 

Configuration Files in chapter 8:  Special Topics. 

Currency and Exchange 
Rate (Code & Symbol) 

Automatically set by the Currency Selection.   
Configuration Files in chapter 8:  Special Topics. 
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Currency and Exchange 
Rate (Exchange Rate) 

The default value is Automatically set by the Currency Selection; it can also 
be set manually. The exchange rate parameter is applied to material and 
tooling costs when these are left un-entered by you and thus generated 
automatically by SEER-MFG.  These costs are built into the models as US$ 
and the exchange rate is used to carry out any necessary conversions.  
Note that the exchange rate parameter acts upon material and tooling 
costs only; labor rates must be entered by you and must already be in the 
appropriate native currency.   
Default inputs found in the application data files (material.ini, 
composites.ini, mfgdata.ini) such as material cost per lb. will be converted.  

 Configuration Files in chapter 8:  Special Topics. 

Format Outputs 
(Precision) 

You can control the decimal precision in your reports (up to four decimal 
points) for these outputs: cost, minutes, hours, quantity, dimension, 
weight, volume, rate, and percentage. 

Custom Output 
Categories (Edit) 

If you are using custom output categories, you can add or omit titles, and 
manipulate the sequence in which they occur in your SEER-MFG reports, 
by selecting "Edit" to change the current list.  The list, as composed here, 
is included in new custom calculation templates for definition, and 
recurs with the Quick Estimate Options command so that individual titles 
can be excluded from the Quick Estimate Report. 

 Custom Calculations in chapter 8:  Special Topics. 
 

Stepped Learning 
(Learning Curve 
Analysis) 

The relative productive impacts of skill and learning can be estimated 
with greater precision by setting this option "on" with a check mark.  
When set, the Labor Calibration for each work element will include a 
parameter for Stepped Learning, in addition to Prior Production Units. 

Stepped Learning 
(Compute T1 Based on 
Slope) 

Checking this option enables the automated computation of T1 (First 
Unit) time based on the stepped learning curve values entered and the 
SEER-MFG Standard (unit 1000). The learning slope(s) for step 
quantities up to 1000 units are used to compute the T1. The SEER-MFG 
Standard becomes the fixed point from which T1 is computed.  
The computed T1 for an 85% slope will be greater compared to a 90% 
slope, since to achieve the SEER-MFG Standard time based on an 85% 
curve would require a steeper rate of learning from an initial higher T1 
unit time.  

Stepped Learning (Use 
Default Slopes & 
Quantity) 

Checking this option automatically applies a default learning slope and 
quantity value each time a new work element is inserted. The default 
slopes and quantities are defined in the [STEP-LEARNING] table in the 
MFGData.ini file; these defaults may be modified as required. 

 Configuration Files in chapter 8:  Special Topics. 
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Unit / Cumulative 
Average 

Select the learning theory to be used with the Learning Curve Percent 
parameter:: 

 Unit (Crawford) 
 Cumulative Average (Wright) 

Numerous mathematical models have been devised to capture cost 
improvement over the course of production, and large data bases have 
been developed to test these theories for a variety of products and 
production methods. While all theories agree that the cost of production 
decreases over the production quantity, they tend to differ on the shape 
of the curve this decrease will follow and on how long it takes for the 
production cost to reach steady state (the point at which no more 
advantage is to be had from learning).  The two most widely recognized 
learning curve theories are the Crawford Unit Theory and the Wright 
Cumulative Average Theory.  
Unit cost calculations for 1) total cumulative cost, 2) average cumulative 
cost, and 3) unit cost will always produce higher values for the Crawford 
Unit Theory than for the Wright Cumulative Average Theory.  After the 
first few units, the cost reduction per unit is approximately the same. 

Options / Set Paths  
Set Paths allows you to control where projects, knowledge bases and other programs are 
located.  You may need to change these settings if you are running SEER-MFG on a network; 
consult your network administrator before doing so.  If you are running SEER-MFG locally, 
Project Files would normally be the only setting which you would change. 

 
Path Selection Dialog Box 

Setting Description 
Project Files Enter the default directory for File / Open and File / Save. 

Knowledge Bases Enter the default path to stored knowledge bases. There are two sets; 
Imperial and Metric. We recommend changing this path to the set for 
your main unit of measure. Click Change to change this path. 
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Program Files Enter the location of SEER-MFG program files.   
Note:  This parameter is normally not changed. 

Application Data INI 
Files 

Enter the location of the application data INI files.  You can use this to 
point to a common/shared set of application data INI files.  The path 
should point to a folder that contains a complete set of these files. 

OK Accept these options and exit the dialog box. 

Cancel Discard these changes and exit the dialog box. 

Help Display this help message. 

Note: Confirmed changes in this dialog box become the new default paths for future projects. 

 Options / Save Configuration in this chapter 

Custom Calc Menu 
Commands for Custom Calculations.   
 Create New Custom Calc  
 Edit Attached Custom Calc 
 Attach Existing Custom Calc… 
 Detach Custom Calc 

 Custom Calculations in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Custom Calc / Create New Custom Calc 
Loads a new Excel Custom Calculations window, where you can create, modify and save 
custom calculations for later use.  For more information on editing a custom calculations 
template, see Creating Custom Calculations in Chapter 8:  Special Topics. 

Custom Calc / Edit Attached Custom Calc 
Opens an attached custom calculations template for editing in Excel. 
To save, use the Excel SEER Custom Calc menu option.   

Custom Calc / Attach Custom Calc  
Assigns an existing custom calculations template for use with the current work element.  You 
can attach only one template to a given work element, although the same template can be 
attached to several work elements at the same time.   

Custom Calc / Detach Custom Calc  
Unloads the currently attached template.  If you want to attach a different template, first 
detach the currently loaded one.  If you detach a template after data has been entered into 
user-defined parameters, the user-defined parameters will disappear from the parameter list 
but the values will be saved.  The next time you attach that template, the values will reappear. 
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Window Menu 
Options for display, including placement of windows. 
 Arrange All 
 Custom Window Positions 
 Select Next Window   CTRL+F6 
 Select Previous Window 
 Display Next In Selected Window  F6 
 Display Previous In Selected Window SHIFT+F6 
 Maximize Selected Window   
 Expand One Level   + 
 Expand Branch    * 
 Expand All    CTRL + * 
 Collapse Branch    - 
 Collapse to Level 0   CTRL + - 
 Prev Work Element   CTRL + P 
 Next Work Element   CTRL + N 

Window / Arrange All 
Sets windows to normal startup positions, as shown in chapter 3: Operating Specifics.  Similar 
to the standard Windows Arrange All command. 

Window / Custom Window Positions 
Sets windows to custom positions.  Custom window positions are chosen by arranging windows 
and then choosing Options / Save Configuration to save their positions, along with other 
information. 

Window / Select Next Window 
Selects the next window on the screen.  The order of selection is Parameters window or Work 
Elements window, Report window, Chart window, and back again.  Whether the Parameters or 
Work Elements window is chosen depends on which one was last selected. 

Window / Select Previous Window 
Works like Select Next Window, except that the cycle of selected windows is reversed. 

Window / Display Next in Selected Window 
Displays the next report or chart, or switches between the Work Elements and the Parameters 
windows, depending on the currently selected window.  Reports and charts display in the order 
in which they appear in the selection dialog boxes. 
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Window / Display Previous in Selected Window 
This command is like Display Next in Selected Window, except that the cycle is reversed. 

Window / Maximize Selected Window 
Switches the window between full screen and normal size. 
To return to the standard four-window MFG display, select Window / Default Window Positions. 

Window / Expand One Level 
Expands the Parameters or Work Elements lists.  If the current line is collapsed (with a plus 
sign to the left), subordinate detail lines will be displayed.  Applies only to the selected line. 

Window / Expand Branch 
Expands all levels of indentation subordinate to the currently selected line.  

Window / Expand All 
Expands all levels of indentation in the Parameters or Work Elements window. 

Window / Collapse Branch 
Hides the selected line's details to simplify printing or viewing. 

Window / Collapse To Level 0 
Collapses work elements down to rollups, or parameters to highest level input categories. 

Window / Previous Work Element 
Selects the previous element in the project. 

Window / Next Work Element 
Selects the next element in the project. 
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Help Menu 
Indexed help is available via the following commands: 
 SEER-MFG Help 
 Search for Help On… 
 About… 

SEER-MFG has several kinds of online help: 

Help Option Description 
Indexed Help Chosen through the Help menu. 

Parameter Help Appears in each parameter entry dialog box. 

Context-Sensitive Help Press F1 for help with the currently selected item. 

Help / SEER-Aero Help 
Displays the help contents window for the optional SEER-Aerostructures plug-in, when it is 
installed. 
Note:  SEER-Aerostructures requires a separate license.  Please contact Galorath, 
Incorporated to inquire about purchasing SEER-Aerostructures. 

Help / SEER-MFG Help 
Displays the main SEER-MFG help contents window. 

Help / Search for Help On… 
A keyword search in the help system. 

Help / About… 
Version, serial number, expiration date, and other relevant SEER-MFG program information.  
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This page can be used for notes and comments. 
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Chapter 7 

SEER-MFG Outputs 
This chapter describes SEER-MFG reports and charts. 
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Key Features of SEER-MFG Reports and Charts 
 Reports and charts change interactively and instantly as input parameters change. 
 Information appears in a variety of formats, allowing you to get what you need, the way you 

need it.  Summaries often change to suit project structure and work element / process type. 
 You can view, print, or copy report content to the clipboard for use in other programs. 
 Reports and charts apply at a variety of levels and for various individual parameters. 

  Edit / Copy Report in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 Edit / Copy Chart in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Key Components of a SEER-MFG Estimate 
A SEER-MFG analysis covers many aspects of the manufacturing environment, and reports a 
large number of output elements.  The various SEER-MFG reports present this information in a 
variety of ways to support your analysis and decision-making process.  The three main output 
categories are Labor, Additional Costs, and Additional Data, as shown in the table below. 

Labor Additional Costs Additional Data 
Setup 
Direct 
Inspection 
Rework 

Material 
Tooling 
Other 

Manufacturing Index 
Raw Weight 
Finished Weight 
MTBF & MTTR 

Details of these categories vary with the work element type (Machining, Fabrication, etc.).  
Labor estimates are reported in terms of minutes per unit, cost per unit and total labor cost.  
Additional Costs are reported as per unit, total, and amortized over specified quantities.  
Additional data covers nonlabor, noncost items in the estimate, such as manufacturing index, 
labor allocations for various manufacturing processes, and reliability metrics. 

Labor 
The labor component of a SEER-MFG estimate is broken down into many activities, particularly 
Setup, Direct, Inspection, Rework and Part Assembly.  Specific activities included in the Direct 
labor component will vary with the selected work element type.   

Labor Component Description 

Setup The shop or production floor setup effort required to perform the 
immediate production run. 

Inspection Routine floor inspection during production. 
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Rework Time correcting production defects found in test and inspection. 

Part Assembly Contribution Time performing assembly operations related to this workpiece. 

Direct The time performing the actual manufacturing or assembly process.  
Sometimes termed runtime. Direct time includes load/unload time 
in addition to the operation cycle time.  Load/unload times and 
setup times are calculated for all process types.  In all operations in 
the Machining and Fabrication process types, load/unload times and 
setup times can be included or excluded.  Specific activities included 
in direct labor will vary with the work element type and specific 
operations. 

 
Work Element Type Direct Labor Activities 

 
Rollup Covers all activities included in subordinate work elements. 

 
Mold/Cast/Forge
/ Powdered 
Metals 

 Molding direct time 
 Casting direct time 
 Forging direct time 

 
PC Board  Blank Board Fabrication 

 PCB Assembly 
 PCB Test 

 
Machining Direct times for all specified machining operations (Mill, Bore, 

Grind, etc.). 

 
Fabrication Direct times for all specified fabrication operations (Conventional 

Machines, CNC Turret Press, CNC Laser Beam Cutting etc.) 

 
Electrical 
Assembly 

 Cable Fabrication time 
 Harness Fabrication time 
 Part Preparation direct time 

 
Assembly  Assembly Time 

 Welding direct time 
 Brazing direct time 
 Rivet/Stake direct time 
 Adhesive Bonding direct time 

 
Finishing All specified Finishing Operations (Spray, E-Coat, etc.) direct times. 

 
Composites All specified Composite operations direct times. 

 
Detailed 
Composites 

All specified Detailed Composite operations direct times. 
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Additional Items All direct labor time for each specified operation. 

 
Tube, Fab, Weld, 
& Processing 

All specified Tube, Fab, Weld, and Processing operations direct 
times. 

 
Purchased Part Direct labor is only included for optional Parts Assembly 

Contribution, Mark, Part, Package Part, and NDT. 

Work Element Types and Labor Activities 

Additional Costs 
This covers all nonlabor costs associated with the work element.  Additional costs include 
Material, Molding, Tooling, and Other Costs: 

Cost Description 

Material The cost of all material used in the production of the work element.  
Material cost covers raw stock, scrap, components, and parts costs, and 
may be derived analytically by SEER-MFG,  specified as an input, or a 
combination of both, depending on specific work element input settings. 

Tooling The tooling cost for a manufacturing or assembly operation work element.  
Tooling costs include dies, molds, fixtures, jigs, etc.  Tooling costs may be 
derived analytically by SEER-MFG or specified as an input. 

Other Costs Based on the optional Other Cost inputs, this output may include any 
costs other than material and tooling costs.  These may include inventory, 
machine rental, finance, royalties, outside operations, etc. 

Additional Data 
SEER-MFG computes many noncost, nonlabor items that enhance the DFM/DFA analysis.  Key 
reliability, maintainability, quality, and complexity metrics are presented under Additional Data.  
These figures allow you to do technical comparisons of alternative design and manufacturing 
options.  Specific Additional Data elements will vary with the selected work element type.  
General definitions are described here.  
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Item Description 

Manufacturing Index A composite index of manufacturing capability, independent of the item 
being produced; use this to get an overall feeling for your capabilities.  
The index decreases as your manufacturing capability improves, so an 
index of 1 represents the best possible scenario.  Parameters impacting 
the manufacturing index calculation include Production Experience, 
Machine Capacity, Tooling Type, and Machine Tool Condition.  
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Manufacturing Index Ranges 

Raw Weight The weight of the raw material used.  If not entered, raw weight will be 
calculated from finished weight or from the shape, dimensions, and 
material selection.  Raw weight is expressed in pounds or kilograms, 
depending on the measurement system selected. 

Finished Weight The weight of the finished product. This value may be computed 
analytically by SEER-MFG, or input as Finished Weight.  Finished Weight 
applies to Molding, Machining, Composites and Fabrication work 
elements.  Finished Weight is expressed in either pounds or kilograms, 
depending on the measurement system selected. 

MTBF Mean Time Between Failure, in hours, of the work element:  the expected 
number of hours between failures during normal operation. The inverse of 
MTBF is often thought of as failure rate.  MTBF does not include scheduled 
or preventive maintenance, or induced failures.  Applicable to Assembly 
work elements, MTBF is based on the number of assembly parts, assembly 
difficulty of the parts, and the degree of mechanization used for assembly. 

MTTR Mean Time To Repair, in hours, of the work element.  This maintainability 
measure is the expected number of hours required to repair a failed 
work element.  MTTR includes time spent for disassembly, diagnosis, 
isolation, removal and replacement of failed parts, and reassembly.  
Applicable to Assembly work elements, MTTR is based on the number of 
assembly parts, the assembly difficulty of the parts, the degree of 
mechanization used for assembly, and original assembly time. 
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Reports Summary 
SEER-MFG has thirteen standard report formats, detailed below. 

Reports That Present Estimates 
Name Key Purpose 

Cover Sheet Contains no estimates; helps organize a printed SEER-MFG analysis. 

Quick Estimate A quick look at specific time, labor and other factors.  Items shown on 
this report can be specified; references can be set for trade studies. 

Detailed Analysis A complete SEER-MFG estimate in one report, in particular detail; also 
shows parameter settings. 

Trade-Off Analysis Tracks alternative SEER-MFG analyses, showing differences in parameter 
settings and estimates.  You can set references for trade-off studies. 

Cost Contribution 
Summary 

Reports cost contributions across work elements; also shows estimated 
yield and rejection rate. 

DFM/DFA Cost 
Avoidance 

Quickly identifies options with the greatest labor or tooling savings 
potential. 

Production Lot Shows cost and labor hours allocated into production lots for the 
currently selected work element. 

Project/Rollup Cost Risk A project- or rollup-level report that accounts for distributional 
peculiarities of constituent work elements; shows total costs only. 

Lot Tooling Reports labor hours for tooling design and fabrication.  Outputs are 
divided among tooling design, fabrication and material. 

Reports That Present Parameters 
Name Parameter Information Key Purpose 

Inputs Parameter settings For printing input parameters. 

Inputs with Notes Parameter settings 
Parameter notes 

For printing and viewing 
parameters and annotations. 

Inputs vs. Knowledge Base Parameter settings 
Default parameter settings 
from knowledge base template 

To compare the current 
parameter settings against the 
knowledge base template. 

Inputs vs. Reference Parameter settings 
Parameter settings from 
current reference 

To compare the current 
parameter settings against the 
current reference. 
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Configuring Your Reports and Outputs 
SEER-MFG’s reports support a variety of analyses, in several different formats.  The Choose 
Available Reports command lets you choose which reports appear in the report window.  You 
can run this command from the Reports menu, or by right-clicking on any active report and 
selecting it from the context menu. 

 

Choose Available Reports Dialog Box 

The Quick Estimate Options command provides additional functionality, allowing you to select 
exactly what appears in the Quick Estimate Report.  This command may be accessed via the 
Estimate menu, or from the report context menu. 

 
Quick Estimate Options Dialog Box 
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Cover Sheet Report 
Provided as a convenience in preparing MFG reports and charts.   It includes no estimates. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 

Finishing 

 

Composites 

 

Additional Items

 

Purchased Part

 

Det. Composites

 

Tube, Fab, Weld  

                                          Design for Manufacturability  
                       
                                              Project: GFCI Outlet      
            
                                     Last Modified: 8/8/20xx at  1:09:52 PM                  
                                  
                       Project Filename: C:\Program Files\SEER\SEER-MFG 6.1\samples\GFAULT.MFG    
            
                                          Knowledge Base Template: N/A  
            
                       
                                       Custom Calculations Template: N/A                    
            
                                  
                                                  Prepared by:          
            
                                                  E. S. Timator          

Cover Sheet Report 

Cover Sheet Report Details 
Item Description 

Project Displays the name designated for the SEER-MFG project. 

Work Element Gives the name of the selected work element. 

Last Modified The date and time of the last change made to the work element. 

Project Filename The path and filename of the SEER-MFG project. 

Knowledge Base 
Template 

The name of any knowledge base template used for this work element. 

Custom Calculations 
Template 

The name of any custom calculations template used for this work 
element. 

Prepared By Displays the name entered as analyst. 
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Quick Estimate Report 
Provides a brief summary for quick analysis.  This report is configurable — you may control the 
contents of the Quick Estimate report by using the Estimate / Quick Estimate Options 
command.  Settings may be saved using the Options / Save Configuration command.   

Current work element results are in the first column.  References are in subsequent columns. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 
Finishing 

 
Composites 

 
Additional Items

 
Purchased Part

 
Det. Composites

 
Tube, Fab, Weld  

 Project : GFCI Outlet (GFAULT.MFG)                                                                     8/08/xx 
 PROJECT: 1: GFCI Outlet                                                                             2:21:32 PM         
                                                 Quick Estimate                             
                              Estimate              
                           ---------------          
 Total Minutes/Unit                   9.14          
 Total Labor Cost/Unit                3.64          
 Tooling Cost/Unit                    6.37          
 Lifetime Tooling Cost          618,380.45          
 Lot Tooling Cost                63,564.26          
 Total Hours/Unit                     0.15          

Quick Estimate Report 

Quick Estimate Report Details 

Totals 

Item Description 

Labor Mins The total labor minutes for all production units attributed to this 
production lot.  This represents the total labor minutes per unit 
multiplied by the production quantity.  

Labor Hrs The total labor hours for all production units attributed to this production 
lot.  Total labor min. ÷ 60. 

Labor Cost The total labor cost for all production units attributed to this production 
lot.  This represents the total labor cost per unit multiplied by the 
production quantity.  
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Tooling Cost The cost of tooling for all production units in this production lot.  Lot 
Tooling Cost is the total tooling cost divided by the optional Tooling 
Amortization Quantity input.  If Tooling Amortization Quantity is zero, Lot 
Tooling Cost is the same as the Total Tooling Cost.  Generally production 
lot refers to the production quantity of the work element.   However, if a 
particular tooling configuration supports production of other items, the 
lot is based on the optional Tooling Amortization Quantity input. 

Other Cost The cost of any other cost items included in the MFG analysis, based on 
the optional Other Costs input. 

Production Cost The total of all labor and additional costs for all production units.  
Includes setup, direct, inspection and rework labor plus material, lot 
tooling, and other specified costs.  
RollupCost =  ProductionQuantityRollup 

* Σ (CostWorkElement * QtyPerNextHigherAssemblyWorkElement) 
 SubordinateWorkElements 

Material Cost The total cost of material for all production units.  Material costs are 
based on various optional material cost inputs. 

Setup Cost The total cost of the setup labor for all production units. Setup cost is 
calculated from the setup labor rates and the estimated setup labor effort. 
This cost may be fully burdened if the specified labor rate input includes 
overhead and other burden factors. Setup cost is also included in total 
labor cost, but is broken out here so that you may directly examine it. 

Cost Per Unit 
Item Description 

Set-Up The cost of the setup labor per production unit.  Setup cost is calculated 
from the labor rate and the estimated setup labor effort.   This cost may 
be fully burdened if the specified labor rate input includes overhead and 
other burden factors.  Setup cost is also included in total labor cost, but 
is broken out here so that you may directly examine it. 

Labor The cost of the setup, direct, inspection and rework labor per production 
unit.  Labor cost is calculated from the labor effort estimated and the 
labor rate entered.   This cost may be fully burdened if the specified labor 
rate input includes overhead and other burden factors. 

Material The cost of all material stocks used per production unit.  Material costs 
are based on various optional material cost inputs.   

Tooling The lot tooling cost per production unit.  Tooling costs are estimated by 
SEER-MFG when the optional Tooling Cost input is zero. 
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Other The cost per production unit for any other cost items included in the MFG 
analysis.  This output is based on the optional Other Costs input. 

Total The total of all labor and additional costs per production unit.  Includes 
setup, direct, inspection and rework labor plus material, lot tooling, and 
other specified costs. 

APUC Reports the Average Unit Production Cost per production unit. Includes 
set-up, direct, inspection, rework, material, lot tooling, and other 
specified costs. 

Time per Unit 

Item Description 

Labor Mins The total labor minutes per production unit for setup, direct, inspection 
and rework. 

Labor Hrs The total labor hours per production unit for setup, direct, inspection and 
rework (= total labor min. ÷ 60). 

Set-Up Mins The average setup minutes per production unit.  Time to get all the 
tooling, bring it to the machine (going to the crib), install tooling into the 
equipment, verify tooling, and set-up maintenance during the production 
run (change tool bit, change cutters, tighten bolts, etc.). 

Set-Up Hrs The average setup hours per production unit (= setup min. ÷ 60). 

Direct Mins The average direct minutes per production unit.  Direct action time 
includes picking up the part, putting part into the machine tool, all 
physical operations (manual and machine), and removing the part.  Also 
includes idle time:  getting / waiting for raw material, instructions, 
routing sheets; lost time due to breaks, employee service allotment 
(vacation, sick time, absence), or any other nonproductive time. 

Direct Hrs The average direct hours per production unit (= direct min. ÷ 60). 

Inspection Mins The inspection minutes per production unit; time spent inspecting finished 
workpieces.  Inspections may range from 1st piece inspection, to statistical 
lot inspection, to 100% piece inspection.  The amount and degree of 
inspection time is related to the specification level (product classification) 
and the nature of the operation (i.e.,  more automation, less operator), etc. 

Inspection Hrs The inspection hours per production unit (= inspection min. ÷ 60). 

Rework Mins The rework minutes per production unit.  Time spent when inspection 
finds correctable deficiencies; this is the time for correcting the defects. 
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Rework Hrs The rework hours per production unit (= rework min. ÷ 60). 

 At rollups, unit costs are based on subordinate work elements. 

RollupCost / Unit = ΣCost / UnitWorkElement 
 SubordinateWorkElements 

 *QtyPerNextHigherAssemblyWorkElement 

Other Outputs 
Item Description 

Lifetime Tooling Cost Represents the cost for a single tooling set. The "Tooling Amortization 
Quantity" input is used to define how many sets of tooling are required for 
the production quantity specified. If tooling amortization quantity is greater 
than the production quantity, only part of the life time tooling cost will be 
included in the tooling cost per unit estimate. If tooling amortization 
quantity is less than the production quantity specified, then additional sets 
of life time tooling will be included in the tooling cost per unit estimate.  

Lot Tooling Cost Represents the total tooling cost required for the production quantity 
specified. Lot tooling cost may be more or less than the life time tooling 
cost depending on the tooling amortization quantity. For example, if 
tooling amortization quantity is set to half the production quantity 
specified, the lot tooling cost will represent the cost for two sets of life 
time tooling. Conversely, if tooling amortization quantity is set to twice 
the production quantity specified, the lot tooling cost will represent the 
cost of one half set of life time tooling cost. 

Production Quantity The production quantity for this work element, as specified by the 
"Production Quantity" input and set initially to 1.  At the rollup level, this 
output is the Quantity per Next Higher Assembly input. 

Raw Material Weight The weight of the raw material used.  If not entered, the start weight will be 
calculated from the finished weight or the raw shape, raw dimensions, and 
material selection.  Start weight is expressed in either pounds or kilograms, 
depending on the measurement system (imperial or metric) selected. 

Finished Weight The Finished Weight of this workpiece.  This estimate is only active at the 
work element level, and only for non-assembly work elements, where a 
Finished Weight parameter is provided.  When certain alternate 
parameters are specified, such as material, shape and dimension, or 
gauge and weight, finished weight will be automatically calculated. 

Cost Per Lb or Kg The cost per pound or kilogram (= total cost per unit ÷ finished weight).  
The total cost per unit is the total of all labor and additional costs per 
production unit.  Includes setup, direct, inspection and rework labor plus 
material, lot tooling, and other specified costs. 
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Manufacturing Index The index computed by SEER-MFG that measures the manufacturing 
capability independent of the product being produced.  The 
manufacturing index decreases towards 1 as your manufacturing 
capability improves. 

Std. to T1 Adjustment 

 

The computed Std. to T1 Adjustment factor based on the learning slopes 
entered. This factor is computed when the ‘Compute T1 Based on Slope’ 
option is checked in the Project Parameters dialog (see also: Project 
Parameter updates). If the option is not checked a value of 1 is reported. 

Custom Calculation 
Template 

Any user-defined custom calculation results are reported.  If a custom 
calculation template is not currently attached to the work element, this 
item is reported as "None."  Although custom calculations take effect at 
the work element level only, their impacts extend further and affect 
estimates at the Rollup and Project levels.  See Custom Calculations At 
The Rollup Level. 

First Unit Mins  (T1) This represents the first unit time in minutes, often called T1.  If no 
learning curve adjustments are applied, the T1, and Total Mins/Unit are 
equal.  If learning is applied, Total Mins/Unit will typically be less than 
the T1 value. 

First Unit Hrs  (T1) This represents the first unit hr. (= First Unit min. ÷ 60). 

MFG Std. Mins/Unit The total Standard Direct Minutes/Unit represents the average standard 
minutes per unit.  This reflects the standard time used by SEER-MFG, 
which are considered the optimum time to manufacture a part.  Most 
people require labor calibration and learning curve analysis to move 
toward the standard time.  

MFG Std. Hrs/Unit The total Standard Direct hours per unit (=MFG Std. Mins/Unit ÷ 60). 

Exchange Rate The exchange rate, as set in the Project Parameters dialog box. 

Options/Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Alerts Lists any alerts that have been generated for parameter inputs and not 
since resolved.  Remember that alerts are rule-based advisories that 
SEER-MFG generates in response to your inputs.  You may view alerts by 
pressing the Alerts button on the command toolbar. 

Custom Outputs If used, custom project outputs can be displayed.  Custom output 
categories are defined in the project parameters and values calculated 
are determined by a custom calculation template. 

  Estimate / Quick Estimate Options in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 Options / Save Configuration in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
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Detailed Analysis Report 
This report provides an overall view of key indicators, methodological alternatives and 
parametric inputs for a specific work element. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 
Finishing 

 
Composites 

 
Additional Items

 
Purchased Part

 
Det. Composites

 
Tube, Fab, Weld  

The selected work element type will determine specific output elements which appear on this 
report.  Sections of the report that are common to several element types are provided first. 
Specific details for each work element type are then provided. 

First Section - Detail Analysis 
The first section of the detailed analysis report applies all work elements.  The example below is 
for a Rollup. The first section of the report is for the most part consistent for all work element 
types; differences based on specific element types are discussed below. 

 Project : GFCI Outlet (GFAULT.MFG)                                                                     8/08/xx  
 PROJECT: 1: GFCI Outlet                                                                            2:21:36 PM  
                                                                                                       
                                               Detailed Analysis                                       
                                                                                                       
                                                                        Cost for                       
                                  Minutes/Unit       Cost/Unit           1 Unit                        
                                ----------------  ----------------  ----------------                   
 LABOR TOTAL                                9.14              3.64              3.64                   
                                                                                                       
   Manufacturing Labor Total                9.14              3.64              3.64                   
       Set-up                               0.30              0.18              0.18                   
       Direct                               8.12              3.22              3.22                   
       Inspection                           0.59              0.23              0.23                   
       Rework                               0.13              0.02              0.02                   
                                                                                                       
   Assembly Labor Contribution              0.00              0.00              0.00                   
                                                                                                       
 ADDITIONAL COST                                              8.94              8.94                   
       Purchased                                              0.00              0.00 
       Material                                               2.51              2.51                             
       Tooling                                                6.37              6.37                   
       Other                                                  0.05              0.05                   
                                                                                                       
 TOTAL COST                                                  12.58             12.58       
 
 CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE    
       Currency                                         US Dollars 
       Code                                                    USD                   
       Rate                                                   1.00 

First Section of Detail Analysis Report — (Rollup Example) 
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Item Description 

Per Unit Results The Production Quantity input defines the number of production units. For 
a rollup work element, the Quantity per Next Higher Assembly input defines 
the number of production units.   Minutes/Unit considers the Quantity per 
Next Higher Assembly input for the subordinate work elements. 

Total Results for XXX 
Units 

The labor minutes or cost for all production units.  The number of 
production units will be displayed in the report column header.  
Production units are specified by the Production Quantity input. 

LABOR TOTAL  

Item Description 
LABOR TOTAL columns 

Minutes/Unit The labor minutes per production unit for setup, direct, inspection, 
rework and assembly.  Labor minutes are detailed into manufacturing 
labor, which includes setup, direct, inspection and rework activities, and 
part assembly contribution labor. 

Cost The labor cost (per production unit or total) for setup, direct, inspection, 
rework and assembly. Labor costs are detailed into manufacturing labor, 
which includes setup, direct, inspection and rework activities, and part 
assembly contribution labor. 

LABOR TOTAL includes 

Manufacturing Labor The sum of setup, direct, inspection and rework activities. 

Manufacturing Labor:  
Setup 

Set-up time represents the total time needed to prepare and sustain the 
performing of a task or series of tasks forany given process. These 
activities can commence prior to, after, and between the process 
operational steps. 

Set up activities can include but are not limited to the following: 
• Review of drawings and work orders. 
•  Obtaining tools, shop aids and expendable supplies required while 

performing the process tasks. 
•  Obtaining and donning of personal protective clothing and equipment. 

(Coveralls, eyewear, masks, knee pads, etc.) 
•  Work area preparation (Cleaning or arranging). 
•  Drawing from the supply crib of materials (This changes by process 

e.g. laminate materials for the Composites models, fasteners for the 
Assembly and Fasten models, drill bits, countersinks for Machining 
and Drilling models, etc…) needed to perform the process tasks. 

•  Time to get all the tooling or tooling accessories needed, bring it to the 
equipment being utilized (going to the tool crib), install tooling into the 
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equipment, verify tooling, and set-up maintenance during the 
production run (Change tool bit, change cutters, tighten bolts, for 
Layup process putting a new cutting blade in a craft knife, obtaining a 
heat gun and plugging it in, etc.) 

An example from Autoclave: 

Setup values include clocking in, getting tool cart, verifying part numbers, 
getting supplies (e.g., airweave, FEP, nylon bagging, zinc chromate tape, 
vacuum probes), and all walk times. 

Manufacturing Labor:  
Direct 

The direct action time, which includes picking up the part, putting part 
into the machine tool, all physical operations (both manual and 
machine), and removing the part.  Also included is idle time:  getting or 
waiting for raw material, process instructions, routing sheets; lost time 
due to breaks, employee service allotment (vacation, sick time, 
absence), and any other nonproductive time. 

Manufacturing Labor:  
Inspection 

The time spent inspecting finished work pieces.  Inspections may range 
from 1st piece inspection to statistical lot inspection to 100% piece 
inspection.  The amount and degree of inspection time is related to the 
specification level (product classification) and to the nature of the 
operation (i.e., more automation, fewer operators), etc. 

Manufacturing Labor:  
Rework 

The time spent when inspection finds correctable deficiencies.  This is the 
time for correcting the defects. Not applicable to Purchased Part elements. 

Part Assembly 
Contribution 

Assembly labor content, from part assembly contribution parameters.   

ADDITIONAL COST 
The non-labor cost (per production unit or total) for material, tooling, vendor, and other 
specified costs.  Additional costs also include custom output categories, which are user 
defined in Options/Set Project Parameters. 

Item Description 

Purchased Cost The cost of items entered as Purchased Part work elements. Applicable 
only to Rollups & Purchased Part elements.  

Material Cost Recurring purchase cost of raw material and components received at the 
manufacturing site.   SEER-MFG defaults assume that the scrap is sold at 
near purchased value, so no scrap costs are estimated.  You may override 
SEER-MFG's prices by entering an alternate amount in the Material Cost 
Per Lb. parameter.  Purchase quantities can reflect handling allowances, 
inspection upon receipt, and placement into inventory if you choose to 
adjust the cost per lb. Not applicable to Purchased Part elements. 
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Tooling Cost Includes all tools required to manufacture the equipment.  Based on the 
Machine/Tooling Process Capability and Tooling Complexity inputs set for 
each work element. Not applicable to Purchased Part elements. 

Other Cost The cost of any other items from the work element's Other Cost inputs. 

Custom Category Cost 
(user defined name) 

The cost (per production unit or total), as specified by the Custom 
Category Output definition. Custom Category Output definitions are 
created as needed for a particular project.  Custom Categories are 
defined in Options / Set Project Parameters.  Calculation of Custom 
Categories is defined in a Custom Calculation template.  

TOTAL COST 
The sum total cost (per production unit or total) of labor and additional non-labor costs.  

CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE 
Displays the currently selected currency, currency code, and exchange rate as defined in the 
project parameters dialog box. 

  Options / Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Item Description 

Currency Displays the name of the currently selected Currency as specified in the 
Project Parameters dialog. 

Code Displays the currently selected Currency Code (symbol) as specified in 
the Project Parameters dialog. 

Rate Displays the currently entered Exchange Rate as specified in the Project 
Parameters dialog. 

Additional Data Section 
The additional data section is applicable to most work element types (excluding Rollups). It is 
used to report specific process outputs for detailed process steps of the selected work element. 

 FIRST SECTION - See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 
 
 ADDITIONAL DATA 
 ----------------------  
 Machining Database                              Labor3-0  
 Manufacturing Index                                 1.13  
 Finished Weight (lb)                                   0  
 Remove Tools (min)           0.00 
 Clean Tools (min)           0.00 
 Prep Tools (min)                0.00 
 Package Tools (min)                    0.00 
 Mark Part (min)           0.00 
 Package Part (min)           0.00 
 TOTAL SET-UP & PROCESS (min)          0.22 
 In Process Inspection (min)          0.00 
 In Process Rework (min)                    0.00 
 Inspection Delay (min)                    0.00 
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 TOTAL DELAY & REWORK (min)          0.00 

 TOTAL SETUP & DIRECT ( n)          0.22 mi  

 Load/Unload (mins)           0.00 
 Tooling Design Cost                     0.00 
 Tooling Fabrication Cost           0.00 
 Other Non-Recurring Tool Cost                    0.00 
 Non-Recurring Tool Material Cost                    0.00 

Additional Data Section of Detail Analysis Report 

Item Description 

Machining Database Shows the currently selected machining database. 

Manufacturing Index mponents of a SEER-MFG See Additional Data, in the Key Co
Estimate section of this chapter. 

Finished Weight mponents of a SEER-MFG See Additional Data, in the Key Co
Estimate section of this chapter. 

Remove Tools (min) o remove tools from the setup after the The time (minutes) required t
production lot is completed. 

Clean Tools (min) e. The time (minutes) required to clean the tools in preparation of storag

Prep Tools (min) 

agents as required. 

The time (minutes) required for preparation of tooling, tool parts and 
accessories prior to process operations. These steps will include setup, 
completion of paper work, cleaning with associated materials (shop rags, 
solvents, abrasive pads, etc.), application of sealant coats, baking of 
sealant coats, and the application of other release 

Package Tools (min) The time (minutes) required to package the tools. 

Mark Part (min)  specified mark types The time (minutes) required to mark the part for the
such as stencils, rubber stamp, electric pencil etc. 

Package Part (min) uired to package the part for inter plant travel.  The time (minutes) req

TOTAL SET-UP & 
PROCESS (min) 

Sum of items above. 

In Process Inspection y 
(min) 

Inspection time (minutes) by the mechanic as a part of the process.  It ma
be visual or more involved, using gauges and calibrated inspection tools. 

In Process Rework (min)  the process.  Direct touch rework time (minutes) by the mechanic as part of
May be visual, or use gauges and calibrated inspection tools. 

Inspection Delay (min) nce to perform pre-The time (minutes) required to notify quality assura
inspection checks, and to wait for the inspection. 

TOTAL DELAY & 
REWORK (min) 

Sum of In-Process Inspection, In-process Rework, and Inspection Delay. 

TOTAL SETUP & DIRECT 
(min) 

Sum of TOTAL DELAY & REWORK and TOTAL SET-UP & PROCESS 
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Non-Destructive Testing The time (minutes) required to inspect the component using an ultrasonic 
non destructive inspection technique. NDT inspection time includes the 
time to locate the component within the inspection / jigging frame, and 
the time spent scanning the component for defects. 

Load/Unload (mins) The time (minutes) required to load and position the part into a jig or 
fixture, and then unload the part after processing is complete. 

Tooling Design Cost The cost per unit for tooling design. 

Tooling Fabrication Cost The cost per unit for tooling fabrication  

Other Non-Recurring 
Tool Cost 

The cost per unit for other non-recurring labor, as defined by the Other 
Non-Recurring hour's parameter. 

Non-Recurring Tool 
Material Cost 

The cost per unit of non-recurring materials used to support the tooling 
efforts.  Non-recurring material is computed as a factor on the tooling 
design and fabrication labor hours. 

 Rollup Report Details 
Specific details for the Rollup detailed analysis report are noted here. 

FIRST SECTION - See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 
 
MIDDLE SECTION: 
                                             Labor&Matl        Set-Up      Lot Tooling       Other          Total         
                                                Cost           Cost            Cost          Cost          Tooling   
                                             -----------    -----------    -----------    -----------    -----------     
+ 1: GFCI Outlet                                  6.16           0.18      63,564.26           0.05     618,380.45     
  - 1.1: GFCI Single Pack                         1.09           0.00          41.34           0.00      41,335.41     
  - 1.2: Outlet Cover                             0.02           0.01         122.66           0.00      61,327.94     
  + 1.3: Outlet Rollup                            5.05           0.17      63,400.26           0.05     515,717.10     
    - 1.3.1: GFCI Assy                            1.34           0.00           0.00           0.00           0.00     
    - 1.3.2: PC Board Assy                        2.52           0.01           0.00           0.00           0.00     
    - 1.3.3: Jumper Wire                          0.01           0.00          18.00           0.00          18.00     
    - 1.3.4: Jumper Wire                          0.01           0.00          18.00           0.00          18.00     
    - 1.3.5: Jumper Wire                          0.01           0.00          18.00           0.00          18.00     
    - 1.3.6: Connector Blade                      0.03           0.01          50.11           0.00      25,054.18     
    - 1.3.7: Prim. Switch Blade                   0.03           0.01          50.11           0.00      25,054.18     
    - 1.3.8: Sec. Switch Blade                    0.03           0.01          50.11           0.00      25,054.18     
    - 1.3.9: Interupter Blade                     0.03           0.01          50.11           0.00      25,054.18     
    - 1.3.10: Insulator                           0.01           0.01      38,239.75           0.00      38,239.75     
    - 1.3.11: Terminal Threading                  0.25           0.00           0.08           0.00          37.87     
    - 1.3.12: Contact Riveting                    0.04           0.00           0.00         400.00           0.00     
    - 1.3.13: Terminal - Hot                      0.05           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.14: Terminal - Grd                      0.05           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.15: Coil Terminal - Grd                 0.03           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.16: Coil Terminal - Hot                 0.03           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.17: Contact Sprg - Left                 0.02           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.18: Contact Sprg - Right                0.02           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.19: Reset Plunger                       0.09           0.00           0.42          10.00         209.66     
    - 1.3.20: GFI Outlet Housing                  0.04           0.01      24,200.07           0.00      24,200.07     
    - 1.3.21: Outlet Mtg Plate                    0.05           0.01          55.60         100.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.22: Test Button                         0.01           0.01          48.00           0.00      24,000.00     
    - 1.3.23: Reset Button                        0.01           0.01          48.00           0.00      24,000.00     
    - 1.3.24: Reset Button Shaft                  0.02           0.00           0.06          10.00          29.40     
    - 1.3.25: Reset Actuator                      0.01           0.01          48.00           0.00      24,000.00     
    - 1.3.26: Reset Actuator Sprin                0.02           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.27: Ground Clip                         0.02           0.01          55.60           0.00      27,799.35     
    - 1.3.28: Ground Wire                         0.05           0.00           0.04           0.00          18.00     
    - 1.3.29: Housing Cover                       0.02           0.01          48.03           0.00      24,017.44     
    - 1.3.30: Board Insulator                     0.02           0.00          13.00           0.00       6,500.00     
                                                                                                                     
BOTTOM SECTION: 
                                                
                      Labor          Labor         Material      Set-up      Tooling       Other         Total           
                    Minutes/Unit    Cost/Unit     Cost/Unit     Cost/Unit   Cost/Unit     Cost/Unit    Cost/Unit       
                    -----------   -----------   -----------   -----------   -----------   -----------   -----------         
Machining              0.4946       0.3462         0.0038       0.0054         0.0001       0.0020       0.3521         
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Fabrication            0.4635       0.3244         0.1662       0.1162         0.0820       0.0100       0.5826         
Electrical Assembly    1.9247       0.0215         0.0520       0.0001         0.0054       0.0000       0.0789         
Assembly               3.3311       2.3318         0.2800       0.0000         0.0083       0.0400       2.6600         
Mold/Cast/Forge/Powder 0.0686       0.0480         0.0637       0.0399         6.2755       0.0000       6.3872         
PC Board               2.8593       0.5719         1.9480       0.0135         0.0000       0.0000       2.5199         
Finish & Heat Treat    0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
Composites             0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
GMU                    0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
Additional Items       0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
Purchased Part         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
Detailed Composites    0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
Tube, Fab, Weld        0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000         0.0000       0.0000       0.0000         
Totals                 9.1417      3.6438         2.5138       0.1750         6.3711       0.0520      12.5807               
                                                                                                                              

Detail Analysis Report — Rollup Example 

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above).  
Additional Data N/A. 

Middle Section This section provides a cost summary of the project or rollup with specific 
cost contributions of the subordinate work elements.  Each work element 
in the selected rollup has a separate row. 
See Middle Section Items, below. 

Bottom Section 
 

Details Aggregated by Work Element Type:  This section of the report 
features SEER-MFG outputs aggregated by work element type.  Specific 
output definitions are the same as for those found in the first section of this 
report.  Outputs for all work elements of the same type are accumulated to 
show allocation of effort and cost by the various product types.  Totals 
across all work element types are displayed at the bottom of this section. 

Middle Section Items 

Item Description 

Labor and Material Cost The total of direct labor, inspection labor, rework labor, and material cost.  
Labor costs are based on the labor rate input and estimated labor minutes. 

Set-Up Cost The cost of all setup labor for the work element.  Labor costs are based on 
the labor rate input and estimated labor minutes for setup. 

Tooling Cost The cost of tooling for the work element. 

Other Cost The cost for any other items sin the work element’s Other Cost inputs. 

Total Cost The sum of all the columns to the left.  This includes all costs for both labor 
and non-labor outputs for the work element. 

 Machining Report Details 
Specific details for the Machining detailed analysis report are noted here.            
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FIRST SECTION - See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 
 
ADDITIONAL DATA SECTION - See Additional Data Section in this chapter (above). 
 
MIDDLE SECTION: 
                              Set-up         Direct        Inspection       Rework        Total        % Of Total 
  Operation Desc.             Minutes        Minutes        Minutes        Minutes        Minutes     Machining Time 
--------------------      --------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- 
Rough Turn (Turn Rough)            6.8154         1.6401         0.1583         0.0155         8.6293         20.73% 
Finish & Cut Groove (Turn Finish)  0.0000         7.2056         1.8734         0.1834         9.2625         22.25% 
Cut Splines (Radial Mill Finish)   6.8154         4.3910         0.8784         0.0860        12.1708         29.24% 
Cut Threads (Turn Finish)          6.8154         3.9692         0.7556         0.0740        11.5633         27.78% 
 
 
INPUT SECTION: 
                                                           Inputs 
                                              Least        Likely          Most 
                                           ----------    ----------    ---------- 
+ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION                   
  - Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly                          2.00 
  - Production Quantity                                          20 
  - Direct Hourly Labor Rate                                  48.00 
  - Setup Hourly Labor Rate                                   48.00 
  - Production Experience/Optimization            Low            Hi           EHi 
  - Product Classification                         Hi            Hi            Hi 
  - Operator Efficiency Factor                                 1.00 
  - Material Origin                                          Forging 
  - Material                                             Steel, Alloy 
  - Raw Forged Part Cost                                    12.7439 
  - Material Yield                             100.00%       100.00%       100.00% 
  - Raw Weight (lb)                            0.0000        0.0000        0.0000 
  - Raw Shape                                              Round, Solid 
  - Raw Dimensions (in)                        18.000         1.750 
  - Finished Weight (lb)                       0.0000        0.0000        0.0000 
+ OPERATIONS                            
  - Rough Turn (Turn Rough)                       Tube        0.6250       7.0000        0.0600             1   YES 
  - Finish & Cut Groove (Turn Finish)   Surface Area %        78.00%       0.0100          0.00             0    NO 
  - Cut Splines (Radial Mill Finish)    Surface Area %        12.00%       0.0100          0.00             6   YES 
  - Cut Threads (Turn Finish)           Surface Area %         8.00%       0.0100          0.00             5   YES 

Detail Analysis Report — Machining Example  

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 

Middle Section This section shows the effort and cost for any machining operations.  The 
first column shows the type of machining operation.  Subsequent columns 
show labor minute breakdown, with percentage of the total labor time. 

Input Section This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes 
entered for each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default 
or knowledge base template values will appear in bold type. Several 
inputs are shown in the report example above. 

 Fabrication Report Details 
Specific details for the Fabrication detailed analysis report are noted here.   
MIDDLE SECTION: 
                                    Dedicated        Progressive 
                                  Tools & Dies           Dies            Totals 
                                ----------------  ----------------  ---------------- 
 TOTALS   
     Production Quantity                  10,000            10,000            10,000 
     Total Cost/Unit                        0.02              2.05              2.07 
     Total Production Cost                212.37         20,537.40         20,749.77 
     
 LABOR MINUTES 
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     Set-Up Minutes/Unit                    0.01              0.01              0.02 
     Direct Minutes/Unit                    0.02              0.18              0.20 
     Inspection Minutes/Unit                0.00              0.01              0.01 
     Rework Minutes/Unit                    0.00              0.00              0.00 
     Total Minutes/Unit                     0.03              0.19              0.22 
     
     Total Set-Up Minutes                  68.97            103.46            172.44 
     Total Direct Minutes                 210.00          1,765.76          1,975.76 
     Total Inspection Minutes               5.70             70.63             76.33 
     Total Rework Minutes                   0.14              0.00              0.14 
     Total Labor Minutes                  284.81          1,939.85          2,224.66 
     
 LABOR COST    
     Set-Up Cost/Unit                       0.00              0.01              0.01 
     Direct Cost/Unit                       0.01              0.12              0.14 
     Inspection Cost/Unit                   0.00              0.00              0.01 
     Rework Cost/Unit                       0.00              0.00              0.00 
     Total Labor Cost/Unit                  0.02              0.14              0.16 
     
     Total Set-Up Cost                     48.28             72.42            120.70 
     Total Direct Cost                    147.00          1,236.03          1,383.03 
     Total Inspection Cost                  3.99             49.44             53.43 
     Total Rework Cost                      0.10              0.00              0.10 
     Total Labor Cost                     199.37          1,357.89          1,557.26 
     
 ADDITIONAL COST    
     Material Cost/Unit                     0.00              0.00              0.00 
     Total Material Cost                    0.00             30.00             30.00 
     
     Tooling Cost/Unit                      0.00              1.91              1.92 
     Lot Tooling Cost                      13.00         19,149.50         19,162.50 
     Lifetime Tooling Cost              6,500.00         19,149.50         25,649.50  
     Other Cost/Unit                        0.00              0.00              0.00 
     Total Other Cost                       0.00              0.00              0.00 

     Detail Analysis Report — Fabrication Example 
Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 

Middle Section This section of the report features labor and cost outputs, (both per unit and 
total) for all labor activities and non-labor costs.  Labor estimates are 
divided into setup, direct, inspection, and rework labor categories.  Effort 
and cost contribution for each fabrication process used is provided.  This 
report subsection appears when more than one fabrication process is used. 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes 
entered for each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default 
or knowledge base template values will appear in bold type. The inputs 
section is not shown in the report example. 

 Electrical Assembly Report Details 
Specific details for the Electrical Assembly detailed analysis report are noted here.            

 FIRST SECTION - See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 
          
 ADDITIONAL DATA   
 ----------------------     
         
 Manufacturing Index                                 1.12     
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 Mark Wire (min)           0.00 

 Cut Wire (min)           0.00 

 Lug & Splice (mi           0.00 n) 
 Strip, Trim, & C n)          0.00 rimp (mi  
 Electrical Solder (min)                    0.00 
 Hi-Pot (min)                     0.00 
 NCDITMCO (min)           0.00 
 Mechanical Assembly )          0.00  (min
 Braiding (min)           0.00 
 Viton Impreg (min)           0.00 
 Insert Pins (min)           0.00 
 Wrap & Pack (min)           0.00 
 Remove Tools (min)           0.00 
 Clean Tools (min)           0.00  
 Prep Tools (min)            0.00     
 Package Tools (min)                    0.00 
 Mark Part (min)           0.00 
 Package Part (min)           0.00 
 TOTAL SET-UP & PROCESS (min)          0.41 
     

Detail Analysis Report — Electrical Assembly Example 

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data ow.  For all other 
nal data see the Additional Data Section in this chapter. 

Additional data items specific to this element type are listed  bel
additio

Middle Section N/A. 

Bottom - Inputs 
 

old type. Several inputs are shown in the report example above. 

This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any parameter notes.  
Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge base template values
will appear in b

Additional Data Items 

Item Description 
The total number of parts to be assembled, from the Parts List input Part Quantity 
section.  This output element is applicable to assembly work elements. 

Mark Wire (min) The time (minutes) required to get wire bundle, mark wires, and put wires 
aside. If thermofit wires and/or cables are used, the mark wire time will 
also include installing sleeves, and heat shrinking the wires and/or cables.  

Cut Wire (min) d tie wire bundle, The time (minutes) required to get wire bundle, coil an
cut wires to the required length, and put wires aside. 

Lug & Splice (min) s 

ng 
on the end type, wire type, wire gauge, and hot striping requirements. 

The time (minutes) required to get wire bundle, unwind wires, strip ends a
required (per recommended strip length by the manufacturer), insert 
prepared end into lug (also jumpers and/or pigtails as required), if solder-
less, insert pin into preset crimp device, squeeze crimp device (per 
manufacturer's instructions), remove from crimp device, and set aside.  If 
solder type, heat outside of lug adding additional solder as required until 
full contact is made, and set aside. The amount of time varies dependi
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Strip, Trim, & Crimp 
(min) 

The time (minutes) required to get wire bundle, strip ends as required 
(per recommended strip length by the manufacturer), strip and trim 
jackets and shields, shrink sleeves, insert prepared end into pin (also 
jumpers and/or pigtails as required), insert pin into preset crimp device, 
squeeze crimp device (per manufacturers instructions), remove from 
crimp device, and finally set aside. The amount of time varies depending 
on the end type, wire type, wire gauge, hot striping, relay panel options, 
and connector shield requirements.  

Electrical Solder (min) The time (minutes) required to strip and pre tin, clean wire ends, apply 
infra red Heat shield, strip and solder, clean and cover cables after 
soldering, install and shrink sleeves, solder coax cable to plugs, solder 
coax cable to crimps, and coil and tie cable for each wire / cable end. 
The amount of time required varies depending on the end type, wire 
type, wire gauge, hot striping, and connector shield requirements. 

Harness Assembly (min) The time (minutes) required to get and straighten wires, route wires on the 
jig board, connect and disconnect connectors (if defined), wrap or tape 
harness wires and/or connectors as defined by the harness wrap type, 
wrap branch intersections, attach brackets, strip, crimp, and insert pins, 
assemble back shells, wrap plugs with tape, brush silicone on knots, apply 
ID tags, mark bracket locations with paint, insert screws, bolts, and 
washers, and putting harness aside. The amount of time required varies 
depending on the wire quantities, amount of wires pinned, connector 
installation factor, the number of branches, wire branch length, harness 
wraps used, end types, bracket spacing, and wire gauge requirements. 

Electrical Test (min) The time (minutes) required to run electrical tests (defined by test type), 
and document the test results. 

Hi-Pot (min) The time (minutes) required to run a high potential test and document 
the test results. 

NCDITMCO (min) The time (minutes) required to run a numerically controlled DITMCO test 
and document the test results. 

Mechanical Assembly 
(min) 

The time (minutes) required to: open bags, remove, and install bolts, 
screws, nuts, and washers. Tie wire bundle and position small sub-
assembly. Position lugs/washers or components into respective holes. 
Group relays on panel. Install relay recepts, install retainer on recept, 
cover blank on recept, and install relay on to recept. Clamp wire bundle, 
clamp electrical components, apply sealant, Install covers on panel, 
apply ID Label, and install plastic caps on plugs. The amount of time 
required varies depending on the connector quantity, the number of 
panel connections, whether pins are obstructed, quantity of panel sub 
assemblies, and the quantiy of panel relay requirements. 
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Braiding (min) The time (minutes) required to positioning the harness (governed by the 
longest branch length parameter), and pulling the braid over the 
harness. The amount of time varies depending braid type selected and 
the number of branches. 

Viton Impreg (min) The time (minutes) required to get harness, wrap connectors and plugs, 
dip harness in viton, and brush viton at branch intersections. 

Insert Pins (min) The time (minutes) required to insert / install harness fitting pins, insert 
crimped cable per pin and close, install seal pins, install pin in relay, install 
pin in access panels, move ID sleeves to wire ends, and shrinking sleeves 
per bundle. This varies depending on the end type selected; relay panel 
options, whether pins are obstructed, and connector installation factor. 

Wrap & Pack (min) The time (minutes) required to wrap and pack the harness assembly for 
interplant travel, protection, storage, or shipment. 

 Assembly Report Details 
Specific details for the Assembly detailed analysis report are noted here.            

 FIRST SECTION - See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above) 
   
 ADDITIONAL DATA 
 ----------------------   
 Manufacturing Index                             2.38  
 Part Quantity                                      0  
 Part Installation Diffi                          N/A  
 MTBF (hrs)                                 20,821.29  
 MTTR (hrs)                                      0.01  
 Remove Tools (min)       0.00 
 Clean Tools (min)       0.00 
 Prep Tools (min)            0.00 
 Package Tools (min)                0.00 
 Mark Part (min)       0.00 
 Package Part (min)       0.00 
 TOTAL SET-UP & PROCESS (min)      1.27 
 In Process Inspection (min)      0.00 
 In Process Rework (min)                0.00 
 Inspection Delay (min)                0.00 
 TOTAL DELAY & REWORK (min)      0.00 
 TOTAL SETUP & DIRECT (min)      1.27 
 Load/Unload (mins)       0.00 
 Tooling Design Cost                 0.00 
 Tooling Fabrication Cost       0.00 
 Other Non-Recurring Tool Cost                0.00 
 Non-Recurring Tool Material Cost                0.00 
 
 MIDDLE SECTION: 
    
                                             Minutes To        % Of Total     
   Part Description      Part Quantity         Assemble       Assembly Time   
 ---------------------  ----------------  ----------------  ----------------  
 PC Board                              1            0.1586             12.50% 
 Bottom Housing                        1            0.1586             12.50% 
 Photo Wheel                           2            0.3173             25.00% 
 Coil Spring                           1            0.1586             12.50% 
 Ball Tensioner                        1            0.1586             12.50% 

Detail Analysis Report — Assembly Example  
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Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data Additional data items specific to this element type are listed  below.  For all other 
additional data see the Additional Data Section in this chapter. 

Middle Section This section of the report lists all parts entered by the user, the minutes needed 
to assemble them, and the percentage of total assembly time. 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge base 
template values will appear in bold type.  Not shown in the report example. 

Additional Data Items 

Item Description 

Part Quantity The total number of parts to be assembled, from the Parts List input 
section.  This output element is applicable to assembly work elements. 

Part Installation 
Difficulty 

The composite difficulty of parts assembly.  This is a qualitative measure 
on the Assembly Difficulty scale gauging the overall assembly difficulty of 
all parts specified in the Parts List input section. 

MTBF (hrs) Mean Time Between Failure, in hours, of the work element.  This reliability 
measure is the expected number of hours between failures experienced 
during normal operation. The inverse of MTBF is often thought of as a 
failure rate.  MTBF does not include scheduled maintenance actions, 
preventive maintenance or induced failures.  Applicable to assembly work 
elements, MTBF is based on the number of assembly parts, the assembly 
difficulty of the parts, and the degree of mechanization used for assembly. 

MTTR (hrs) Mean Time To Repair.  This is the expected number of hours required to 
repair a failed work element.  MTTR includes time spent for disassembly, 
diagnosis, isolation, removal and replacement of failed parts, and re-
assembly.  Applicable to Assembly work elements, MTTR is based on the 
number of assembly parts, the assembly difficulty of the parts, the degree 
of mechanization used for assembly, and original assembly time. 

 Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals Report Details 
Specific details for the Mold/Cast/Forge detailed analysis report are noted here.            

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 
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Middle Section N/A 

Bottom – Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  

 PC Board Report Details 
Specific details for the PC Board detailed analysis report are noted here.                    

 FIRST SECTION: 
  
 Project : GFCI Outlet (GFAULT.MFG)                                                                 
 PC-BOARD: 1.3.2: PC Board Assy                                                                       
                                               Detailed Analysis      
                                                                        Cost for          
                                  Minutes/Unit       Cost/Unit        10000 Units         
                                ----------------  ----------------  ----------------      
 LABOR TOTAL                                2.86              0.57          5,718.54      
          
   Manufacturing Labor Total                2.86              0.57          5,718.54      
       Set-up                               0.07              0.01            134.79      
       Direct                               2.55              0.51          5,098.52      
       Inspection                           0.17              0.03            336.99      
       Rework                               0.07              0.01            148.24      
          
       PCB Direct Minutes Breakdown               
          PCB Assembly                      1.54              0.31          3,086.82      
          PCB Test                          1.01              0.20          2,011.69      
          Blank Board (Fabricat             0.00              0.00              0.00      
          
   Assembly Labor Contribution              0.00              0.00              0.00      
          
 COMPONENT COST (Model Calculated or user entered             1.95         19,480.00      
 [Component Cost Range                                1.84  -    2.44]                    
          
 ADDITIONAL COST                                              1.95         19,480.00      
       Material                                               1.95         19,480.00      
       Tooling                                                0.00              0.00      
       Other                                                  0.00              0.00      
          
 TOTAL COST                                                   2.52         25,198.54          
  
 CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE    
      Currency                                          US Dollars 
      Code                                                     USD                   
      Rate                                                    1.00         
 
 ADDITIONAL DATA - See Additional Data Section in this chapter (above)          
             
 MIDDLE SECTION:         
                                Assembly & Test      Components          Totals           
                                ----------------  ----------------  ----------------      
 TOTALS   
     Production Quantity                  10,000            10,000            10,000      
     Total Cost/Unit                        0.57              1.95              2.52      
     Total Production Cost              5,718.54         19,480.00         25,198.54      
          
 LABOR MINUTES                
     Set-Up Minutes/Unit                    0.07              0.00              0.07      
     Direct Minutes/Unit                    2.55              0.00              2.55      
     Inspection Minutes/Unit                0.17              0.00              0.17      
     Rework Minutes/Unit                    0.07              0.00              0.07      
     Total Minutes/Unit                     2.86              0.00              2.86      
          
     Total Set-Up Minutes                 673.97              0.00            673.97      
     Total Direct Minutes              25,492.59              0.00         25,492.59      
     Total Inspection Minutes           1,684.93              0.00          1,684.93      
     Total Rework Minutes                 741.21              0.00            741.21      
     Total Labor Minutes               28,592.70              0.00         28,592.70      
          
 LABOR COST                   
     Set-Up Cost/Unit                       0.01              0.00              0.01      
     Direct Cost/Unit                       0.51              0.00              0.51      
     Inspection Cost/Unit                   0.03              0.00              0.03      
     Rework Cost/Unit                       0.01              0.00              0.01      
     Total Labor Cost/Unit                  0.57              0.00              0.57      
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     Total Set-Up Cost                    134.79              0.00            134.79      
     Total Direct Cost                  5,098.52              0.00          5,098.52      
     Total Inspection Cost                336.99              0.00            336.99      
     Total Rework Cost                    148.24              0.00            148.24      
     Total Labor Cost                   5,718.54              0.00          5,718.54      
          
 ADDITIONAL COST              
     Material Cost/Unit                     0.00              1.95              1.95      
     Total Material Cost                    0.00         19,480.00         19,480.00      
          
     Tooling Cost/Unit                      0.00              0.00              0.00      
     Lot Tooling Cost                       0.00              0.00              0.00      
     Lifetime Tooling Cost                  0.00              0.00              0.00      
          
     Other Cost/Unit                        0.00              0.00              0.00      
     Total Other Cost                       0.00              0.00              0.00      

Detail Analysis Report — PC Board Example 

Report Section  Description 

First Section items specific to this element type are noted below, for all other First Section 
data see the First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter above. 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 

Middle Section - 
PC Board Labor 
and Cost Details 

This section of the report features labor and cost outputs (both per unit and 
total) for all specific labor activities and non-labor costs.  Labor estimates are 
detailed into Board Fabrication and Assembly & Test for setup, direct, 
inspection, and rework labor categories. 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  The inputs section is not shown. 

First Section Items 

Item Description 

PCB Test Time to perform qualification testing of design, specification, and 
logistics requirements. 

PCB Assembly Time to assemble fabricated and purchased components onto a printed 
circuit board or card.  Includes the lay-out, placement, insertion, soldering 
and integration of all components and connectors (connections). 

Blank Board Fabrication Fabrication. production time to set-up, lay-out, fabricate, test, inspect 
and rework the blank board.  This includes the fabrication and rework of 
all elements required for the final blank board  May include curing, 
finishing, drilling, etc. 

COMPONENT COST 
Cost/Unit 

The cost per production unit for all discrete and integrated circuit 
components used for the PCB.  Component cost is based the "Optional 
Component Cost" inputs, or defined under the "Bill Of Materials" inputs.  
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COMPONENT COST Cost 
For XXX  Units 

The cost of all discrete and integrated circuit components for "XXX" 
production units, as specified by the Production Quantity input. 
Component cost is based the "Optional Component Cost" inputs, or 
defined under the "Bill Of Materials" input section.  

Component Cost Range Provides a probable range for the expense of discrete and integrated 
circuit components.  If component costs are specified in the "Bill Of 
Materials" input section, no cost range is required.  If component costs 
are based on those entered (or defaulted) in the "Optional Component 
Cost" inputs, a range is presented here to account for  the many factors 
that drive electronic component costs independent of the type of 
component (e.g. discrete, ASIC, FPGA, etc.).  These factors may include 
competitive pricing and posturing, the buyer’s purchasing power, 
(quantity, reputation, etc.), market availability, geographic proximity, 
delivery requirements, and other peculiar market conditions. 

 Finish & Heat Treat Report Details 
Specific details for the Finish & Heat Treat detailed analysis report are noted here.   

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 

Middle Section N/A 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  

Composites Report Details 
Specific details for the Composites detailed analysis report are noted here.            

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 

Middle Section N/A 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  
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Detailed Composites Report Details 
Specific details for the Detailed Composites detailed analysis report are noted here.            

 FIRST SECTION: 
  
 Project : Mouse Base Assembly (MOUSE.MFG)                                                             10/24/xx                
 DETAILED-COMPOSITES: 1.2: C Channel                                                                 5:03:42 PM               
                                                                                                                              
                                               Detailed Analysis                                                              
                                                                                                                             
                                                                        Cost for                                              
                                  Minutes/Unit       Cost/Unit ($)       1 Unit                                               
                                ----------------  ----------------  ----------------                                           
 LABOR TOTAL                              591.06              0.00              0.00                                          
                                                                                                                              
   Manufacturing Labor Total              591.06             0.00              0.00                                           
       Set-up                             156.00              0.00              0.00                                           
       Direct                             403.28              0.00              0.00                                          
       Inspection                          31.78              0.00              0.00                                          
       Rework                               0.00              0.00              0.00                                          
                                                                                                                             
   Assembly Labor Contribution              0.00              0.00              0.00                                           
                                                                                                                              
 ADDITIONAL COST                                            120.11            120.11                                          
       Material                                              43.86             43.86                                          
       Tooling                                                0.00              0.00                                          
       Other                                                76.25             76.25                                          
                                                                                                                               
 TOTAL COST                                                 120.11            120.11                                          
                                                                                                                              
 CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE                                                                                                     
       Currency                                  US Dollars                                                                  
       Code                                                    USD                                                            
       Rate                                                   1.00                                                             
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                              
 ADDITIONAL DATA                                                                                                              
 -------------------                                                                                                         
 Finished Weight (kg)                                          0.74                                                            
 Material Placement (min)                                      8.15                                                           
      Cutting Time (min)                                       2.48                                                           
      Layup Time (min)                                         5.67   
      Additional Ply (min)                                     3.12                                                           
 Tool Closing (min)                                           79.06                                                           
 Cure Cycle (min)                                            284.63                                                            
 Remove Part (min)                                            12.07                                                            
 Part Finish (min)                                            17.11                                                           
 Hot Ply Forming (min)                                         0.07                                                           
 Tool Cleaning (min)                                           2.19                                                           
 NDT Inspection Time (min)                                   18.79                                                           
 Mark Part (min)                                               0.00                                                           
 Package Part (min)                                            0.00                                                           
 TOTAL SETUP & DIRECT (min)                                  559.28                                                           
 Prepreg Material Cost                                        43.86                                                           
 Core Material Cost                                            0.00                                                           
 Lightning Strike Mtl. Cost                                    0.00   
 Additional Ply Material Cost                                  5.23                                                           
 Number of Layers                                                 8                                                           
 Number of Plies per Layer                                        1                                                            
                                                                                                                              
 MIDDLE SECTION:                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                               
                                   Additional        Structural                                                               
                                      Items           Composites         Totals                                               
                                ----------------  ----------------  ----------------                                           
 TOTALS                                                                                                                      
     Production Quantity                       1                 1                1                                           
     Total Cost/Unit                        0.00            120.11            120.11                                           
     Total Production Cost                  0.00            120.11            120.11                                          
                                                                                                                              
 LABOR MINUTES                                                                                                                
     Set-Up Minutes/Unit                    0.00            156.00            156.00                                          
     Direct Minutes/Unit                    0.00            403.28            403.28                                           
     Inspection Minutes/Unit                0.00             31.78             31.78                                          
     Rework Minutes/Unit                    0.00              0.00              0.00                                          
     Total Minutes/Unit                     0.00            591.06            591.06                                          
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     Total Set-Up Minutes                   0.00            156.00            156.00                                          
     Total Direct Minutes                   0.00            403.28            403.28                                          
     Total Inspection Minutes               0.00             31.78             31.78                                         
     Total Rework Minutes                   0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Total Labor Minutes                    0.00            591.06            591.06                                         
                                                                                                                            
 LABOR COST                                                                                                                  
     Set-Up Cost/Unit                       0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Direct Cost/Unit                       0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Inspection Cost/Unit                   0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Rework Cost/Unit                       0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Total Labor Cost/Unit                  0.00             0.00              0.00                                          
                                                                                                                              
     Total Set-Up Cost                      0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Total Direct Cost                      0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Total Inspection Cost                  0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Total Rework Cost                     0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Total Labor Cost                       0.00              0.00              0.00                                          
                                                                                                                             
 ADDITIONAL COST                                                                                                             
     Material Cost/Unit                     0.00             43.86             43.86                                         
     Total Material Cost                    0.00             43.86             43.86                                         
                                                                                                                            
     Tooling Cost/Unit                      0.00              0.00              0.00                                          
     Lot Tooling Cost                       0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
     Lifetime Tooling Cost                  0.00              0.00              0.00                                         
                                                                                                                             
     Other Cost/Unit                       0.00             76.25             76.25                                         
     Total Other Cost                       0.00             76.25            76.25                                          

Detail Analysis Report — Detailed Composites Example 

Report Section  Description 

First Section  The first section of the Detail Analysis report contains a breakdown of 
manufacturing time and costs. The format of this report section is commensurate 
with most of SEER-MFG work element types. The output definitions specific to the 
detailed composites module are described below. 

Additional Data Additional data items specific to this element type are listed  below.  For all other 
additional data see the Additional Data Section in this chapter. 

Middle Section - 
Labor and Cost 
Details 

This section of the report features labor and cost outputs (both per unit and total) 
for all specific labor activities and additional items costs.  Labor estimates are 
detailed for setup, direct, inspection, and rework labor categories. 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge base 
template values will appear in bold type. It is not shown in the report example. 

First Section Items 
Item Description 

Manufacturing Labor Total 

Set-up The setup time (minutes) required to manufacture the component. This is 
the time to prepare the material/tape/fiber for layup onto the mold tool, 
and may include setup times for some or all of these elements: preparing 
the material cut equipment, ultrasonic NDT equipment, hot ply forming 
press or oven, or autoclave for curing the component resin, and the setup 
time for part finish equipment.  Impacted by the setup complexity, and 
setup amortization quantity. 
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Note: Setup time values for the above machines and processes are stored 
in the composites.ini file and can be adjusted as required.  

Direct The direct process/action time (minutes) required to manufacture the 
component. It includes material placement time, tool closing time, and 
remove part time, and may include times for some or all of the following 
elements: cure cycle, hot ply forming, part finish, and tool cleaning.  
Note: The rates and factors in composites.ini do not include idle time, such 
as lost time due to breaks, employee service allotment (vacation, sick time, 
absence).  Use labor calibration to account for these. 
For definitions of each direct time element, see Middle Section — 
Additional Data below. 

Inspection The time (minutes) for inspecting the finished components, which may 
include any or all of the following elements: NDT inspection (see Middle 
Section — Additional Data for definition), dimensional check (manual or 
automated), in-process inspection, and quality assurance inspection.  

Rework This is the time (in minutes, as a percentage of the direct time value) spent 
correcting deficiencies discovered by inspection. 

Additional Cost 

Material Cost Recurring purchase cost of some or all of the following raw materials: 
material/tape/fiber, resin (RTM, LRI, and RFI only), binder (RTM, LRI, and 
RFI only), core (if selected), and lightning strike mesh (if selected).  
Note (all processes): To overwrite SEER-MFG's default material prices, 
enter a new amount in Material Cost Per Lb/Kg. Purchase quantities can 
reflect handling allowances, inspection upon receipt, and placement into 
inventory, if you adjust the cost per pound or kilogram. 
For RTM, LRI, and RFI, SEER-MFG default resin and binder prices may be 
overwritten by entering an alternate amount in the respective Resin Cost 
Per lb./kg and Binder Cost Per in3/m3 parameters.  

Tooling Cost Includes both the mold tool fabrication/manufacture and material costs. 
Mold tool manufacture time includes a machine setup time, a machine 
roughing process time, and a machine finishing process time. The mold 
tool machine time is affected by complexity of the part. Tooling cost is 
impacted by tooling complexity and the tooling amortization quantity. 
Note: SEER-MFG default tool material prices may be overwritten by 
entering an alternate amount in the Tool Cost parameter. 

Other Relates to the consumable items associated with the manufacture of the 
component, but not accounted for within the man-hours or material cost 
categories. Other cost includes the following items: vacuum bagging cost, 
release agent cost, breather film or ply cost, and sealant tape cost.  
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Additional Data Items 

Item Description 

Finished Weight The weight of the finished product. This value is computed analytically by 
SEER-MFG. Finished Weight is expressed in either pounds or kilograms, 
depending on the measurement system (imperial or metric) selected. 

Material Placement The sum of both material cutting time and material layup time (minutes). 

Cutting Time The time required (minutes) to cut the material (e.g., prepreg, semipreg, 
tape, or fiber, depending on the process used), the cores (if specified), and 
the lightning strike mesh (if specified).  
Note: The ATL process will only display a cutting time if cores and lightning 
strike mesh are specified.  

Layup Time The time (minutes) required to lay up materials onto the respective mold 
tools. For HLU, layup time comprises the layup/positioning time of the 
material (usually a manual operation) onto the mold tool, for both the 
the main part and optional buildups. 
For ATL, the layup time comprises the time required to automatically lay 
up/position the tape onto the mold tool, for both the main part and 
optional buildups, using a computer controlled layup head. The layup time 
also includes preparing the machine (e.g., prepare the tape layer, align the 
mold tool, etc.), loading the tape (including time to change rolls), head 
rotation, head movement between plies, and actual tape layup.  
For RTM, LRI, and RFI, layup time comprises the layup/positioning time 
(usually a manual operation) of the fiber onto the mold tool for both the 
main part and optional buildups. If a non-prebindered material is specified, 
then layup time will also include a fiber binding time. For RFI only, if a non-
semipreg material is used, layup time will also include a resin binding time.  
Note (all processes): If cores and lightning strike mesh are specified, 
then layup time will include a core preparation and layup time, and 
lightning strike mesh layup time.  

Additional Ply (min) The time (minutes) required to lay additional ply materials and/or  
inserts onto the respective mold tools. 

Tool Closing The time (minutes) required to bag the component and mold tool.  
For HLU, ATL, RFI, LRI, tool closing comprises the time to apply breather 
film and release film, to apply the vacuum bagging across the component 
and mold tool, to apply the sealant tape around the edge of the 
component/mold tool, to check the mold seals (e.g., for leaks), and to 
apply the vacuum and leave the component to consolidate (also known as 
debulking, the process of removing trapped air between plies). 
Note: When ATL and Hot Ply Forming are specified, tool closing includes a 
bagging time and a material positioning time.  
For RTM, tool closing is the time to periodically replace the reusable seal 
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around the perimeter of the mold tool, the time to position and close the 
upper mold tool onto the bottom mold tool, and the time to apply clamps to 
hold the upper and bottom mold tool together. If debulking is required, tool 
closing will also include the time to apply the vacuum bagging across the 
component and mold tool, to apply the sealant tape around the edge of the 
component and mold tool, to check the mold seals (e.g., for leaks), and to 
apply the vacuum and leave the component to consolidate or debulk (i.e., 
the process of removing trapped air between plies).  

Cure Cycle The time (minutes) required to cure the component resin. The cure cycle 
time comprises the following: the time to reach an initial cure 
temperature, the time duration at the initial cure temperature, the time 
to reach the final cure temperature, the time duration at the final cure 
temperature, and the time required to cool the oven or autoclave down. 

Remove Part The time (minutes) required to remove the part from the mold tool after 
the curing process, which includes moving the component out of the tool 
and around the work shop by overhead crane or trolley.  

Part Finish The time (minutes) required to machine a profile around the periphery of 
the part, and resin seal the machined edges. 

Hot Ply Forming The time (minutes) required to complete the hot ply press forming cycles. 
Hot ply forming cycles include positioning the forming tool, closing the 
press, the component time within the press, and the time the operator 
spends attending the press.  

Tool Cleaning The time (minutes) required to clean the mold tool. Tool cleaning time 
considers the part complexity and includes the time needed to remove 
cured resin from the mold tool surface and to apply release agents to the 
freshly cleaned mold surface. For RTM, tool cleaning time includes the 
above, but considers both sides of the tool, and the time required to 
remove resin from the resin feed channels (specified by the number of 
injection ports). 

NDT Inspection The time (minutes) required to inspect the component using an 
ultrasonic nondestructive inspection technique (NDT). NDT inspection 
time includes the time to locate the component in the inspection / 
jigging frame and the time spent scanning the component for defects. 

Prepreg Material Cost HLU:  prepreg material cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.   

Tape Material Cost ATL:  tape cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.   

Fiber Material Cost RTM, LRI, RFI:  fiber cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.    

Resin Cost RTM, LRI, RFI:  resin cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.    

Binder Cost RTM, LRI, RFI:  binder cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.   
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Core Material Cost Core material cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.   

Lightning Strike Mtl. 
Cost 

Lightning strike mesh cost per unit, with optional fabric waste allowance.   

Additional Ply Material 
Cost 

Additional Ply material cost per unit. 

Number of Layers The computed number of layers required to achieve the specified part 
thickness. Based on the part thickness (or average part thickness) 
divided by the material thickness. Material Thickness is specified in the 
COMPOSITES.INI file. 

Plies per Layer The computed number of plies required to make a single layer. Based on 
part width (or average part width) divided by the material width specified. 

 Tube, Fab, Weld, & Processing Report Details 
Specific details for the Tube, Fab, Weld, & Processing detailed analysis report are noted here.            

 FIRST SECTION - See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above)                                                   
                                                                                                                               
 ADDITIONAL DATA                                                                                                             
 -------------------  
 Saw Tube (min)                                                0.00                                                            
 Bend Tube (min)                                               0.79                                                            
 Prepare Tube Ends (min)                                      1.79                                                            
 Weld Tube / Sheet (min)                                       3.09                                                            
 Pressure Test (min)                                           3.22                                                            
 Witness Mark (min)                                            0.24                                                            
 Straighten Tube (min)                                         6.76                                                            
 Anodize (min)                                                0.00                                                            
 Other Processing (min)                                        0.26                                                           
 Mask (min)                                                    0.51                                                            
 Paint (min)                                                   0.46                                                            
 TOTAL SETUP & DIRECT (min)                                   17.77                                                            
 Non-Destructive Testing (min)                                 0.00                                                            
 Total Welds (Qty)                                            4.00                                                            
 Total Joints (Qty)                                            4.00                                                            
 Total Parts (Qty)                                             0.00                                                            
 Total Branches (Qty)                                          4.00                                                            
 Total Branch Length                                           6.00                                                            
 Total Weld Length                                           15.68                                                            
 Total Witness Marks (Qty)                                     1.00                                                           
 Special Handling (Frequency)                                  0.00                                                            
 Prepared Tube Ends (Qty)                                      2.00                                                            
 Other Processing Operations (Qty)                             3.00                                                            

Detail Analysis Report - Tube, Fab, Weld, & Processing Example 

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data Additional data items specific to this element type are listed  below.  For all other 
additional data see the Additional Data Section in this chapter. 

Middle Section N/A. 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  The inputs section is not shown. 
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Additional Data Items 
Item Description 

Saw Tube (min) The time (minutes) required to get tube, position tube in machine, saw 
cut tube, and then set tube aside.  

Bend Tube (min) The time (minutes) required to get the tube, lubricate tube and insert 
over mandrel, bend tube, rotate tube ready for next bend (manual or 
automated), and remove the tube after the operation is complete. If tube 
is hot formed, then additional time is included for pre heating the tube. 

Prepare Tube Ends 
(min) 

The time (minutes) required to get the tube, position the tube prepare the 
tube end (process specific e.g. bead, swage etc.), and set the tube aside.  

Weld Tube / Sheet (min) The time (minutes) required for a Fitter to take parts to a weld booth, wire 
brush details as necessary, place details to be assembled into fixture, 
adjust parts for proper fit, clamp parts, and gives parts to the welder. The 
Welder tack welds or completely welds details together (process specific 
e.g. chamber weld, sheet weld etc.), and gives them back to the Fitter. 

Pressure Test (min) The time (minutes) required to get the tube, plug opening, connect to 
hydraulic test rig, perform test, and remove tube. 

Witness Mark (min) The time (minutes) required to place witness marks in specific areas to 
aid location of details during the welding process. 

Straighten Tube (min) The time (minutes) required to check and straighten tubes after processing 
e.g. check welded parts, joints, welds, tube ends, branches etc. 

Anodize (min) The time (minutes) required to prepare and anodize tubes and/or tube 
assemblies as directed by engineering. 

Other Processing (min) The time (minutes) required to prepare and process (e.g. alodine, chromate 
etc.) tubes/tube assemblies as directed by engineering.  

Mask (min) The time (minutes) to mask (plug holes, tape and/or kraft paper etc.) 
tubes/ tube assemblies for final painting as directed by engineering. 

Paint (min) The time (minutes) to apply paints for aircraft using manual spraying . 

  Additional Items Report Details 
Summarizes any additional costs that you have specified in Additional Items parameters. 

Specific details for Additional Items detailed analysis report are noted here.   

Report Section  Description 

First Section  See First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter (above). 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 
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Middle Section N/A 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  

 Purchased Part Report Details 
Specific details for Purchased Parts detailed analysis report are noted here.                           

 FIRST SECTION: 
  
 Project : GFCI Outlet (Outlet.MFG)                                                                     
 PURCHASED-PART: 1.1: Purchased Part                                                          
                                               Detailed Analysis                                                              
                                                                                                                               
                                                                        Cost for                                               
                                  Minutes/Unit       Cost/Unit ($)      30 Units                                               
                                ----------------  ----------------  ----------------                                           
 LABOR TOTAL                               14.34             0.00              0.00                                           
                                                                                                                               
   Manufacturing Labor Total               14.34              0.00              0.00                                           
       Set-up                               5.23              0.00              0.00                                           
       Direct                               0.15              0.00              0.00                                           
       Inspection                          8.96              0.00              0.00                                           
                                                                                                                              
   Assembly Labor Contribution              0.00              0.00              0.00                                           
                                                                                                                               
 ADDITIONAL COST                                             80.00          2,400.00                                           
       Purchased                                             80.00          2,400.00                                           
                                                                                                                              
 TOTAL COST                                                  80.00          2,400.00                                          
                                                                                                                          
 ADDITIONAL DATA - See Additional Data Section in this chapter (above)                                                        

Detail Analysis Report - Purchased Part Example 

Report Section  Description 

First Section Data specific to this element type are noted here, for all other First Section data 
see the First Section – Detail Analysis in this chapter above. 

Additional Data  See ADDITONAL DATA section in this chapter (above). 

Middle Section N/A 

Bottom - Inputs This section provides all the detailed input settings plus any notes entered for 
each parameter.  Inputs that have been changed from default or knowledge 
base template values will appear in bold type.  The inputs section is not shown 
in the report example. 

First Section Items 

Item Description 

Purchased The cost of items entered as Purchased Part work elements. Applicable 
only to Rollups & Purchased Part elements. 
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Trade-off Analysis Report 
Tracks changes to inputs and corresponding estimate outcomes.  The Trade-off Analysis 
Report contains the same selection of estimates as does the Quick Estimate report although 
unlike the Quick Estimate report, all estimate selections are always active.  When you select 
Options / Set Reference, the Trade-off Analysis report will keep your baseline estimates 
displayed while showing changes in these estimates due to changes in parameters.  The 
bottom portion of the Trade-off Analysis report shows the actual parameter changes made. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 
Finishing 

 
Composites 

 
Additional Items

 
Purchased Part

 
Det. Composites

 
Tube, Fab, Weld  

 
                                               Trade-Off Analysis     
          
                                     Estimate          Reference          Diff.           
                                  ---------------   ---------------       ------          
 Total Minutes/Unit                          2.88              1.76           64%         
 Total Labor Cost/Unit                       2.01              1.23           64%         
 Material Cost/Unit                          2.11              0.11         1747%         
 Labor&Matl Cost/Unit                        4.13              1.34          207%         
          
 Total Labor&Matl Cost                  20,635.80          6,722.36          207%         
          
 Total Tooling Cost                         25.01              0.00          100%         
 Total Other Cost                            0.00              0.00            0%         
 Total Production Cost                  20,660.81          6,722.36          207%         
 Total Cost/Unit                             4.13              1.34          207%        
 Manufacturing Index                         9.88              5.15           92%         
 Part Quantity                                 24                24            0%         
 Part Installation Difficulty                 VLo               VLo            0%         
          
 MTBF (hrs)                          1,373,486.16      1,125,808.33           22%         
 MTTR (hrs)                                  0.02              0.01           63%         
          
                                                  Inputs                                     Reference                  
                                     Least        Likely          Most            Least        Likely          Most     
                                  ----------    ----------    ----------       ----------    ----------    --------   
 + PRODUCT DESCRIPTION        
   - Product Classification             Hi            Hi            Hi              Nom           Nom           Nom   
 + MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY                           -------                                          YES                 
   + Summary Parts List           Quantity     Unit Cost    Difficulty         Quantity     Unit Cost    Difficulty   
     + 21350PCBoard                -------       -------                              1        0.0000                 
       + Assembly Details     
         - Standard Part                             YES                                           NO                 
         - Part Fragile                              YES                                           NO                 
         - Tweezers Required                         YES                                           NO                 
         - Hoists, Hydraulic Lifts                   YES                                           NO                 
         - Grasp Required                            YES                                           NO                 
   - Tooling Cost (Optional)                       12.50                                         0.00                 
 + WELDING                                           YES                                           NO                 
   - Seam Length (in)                 2.00          2.00          2.00             0.00          0.00          0.00   
   - Material Cost Per Welded Assembly (Optional) 2.0000                                       0.0000                 
   - Tooling Cost (Optional)                       25.00                                         0.00                 
 + BRAZING                                           YES                                           NO                 
   - Tooling Cost (Optional)                       25.00                                         0.00                 
 + MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION  
   - Tooling Complexity                VHi           VHi           VHi              Low           Low           Low   

Trade-off Analysis Report 
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Estimate vs. Reference Columns 
Item Description 

Estimate The estimate for the selected work element. 

Reference The most recently set reference for a work element of the same type as 
the current element.  If no reference has been set, this column will not 
appear.  Use the Set Reference button on the toolbar or select Set 
Reference from the Estimate menu. 

Difference The percentage difference between the current and reference estimates. 

Per Unit Outputs 
Item Description 

Total Minutes/Unit Labor minutes per production unit for setup, direct, inspection and rework. 

Total Labor Cost/Unit Cost of the setup, direct, inspection and rework labor per production 
unit.   Labor cost is calculated from labor rate and estimated labor effort.   
May be fully burdened if the rate includes burden factors (i.e., overhead). 

Material Cost/Unit The cost of all material used per production unit.  Material costs are 
based on various optional material cost inputs. 

Labor & Material Cost / 
Unit 

The total of setup, direct labor cost, inspection labor cost, rework labor 
cost and material cost per production unit.  Labor costs are based on the 
labor rate input and estimated labor minutes. 

Total Outputs 
Item Description 

Total Labor & Material 
Cost 

The total of setup, direct, inspection, and rework labor cost and material 
cost per production unit.  Labor costs are based on the labor rate input 
and estimated labor minutes. 

Total Tooling Cost The portion of the Total Tooling Cost assigned to this production lot:   
Total Tooling Cost divided by the Tooling Amortization Quantity.  If Tooling 
Amortization Quantity is zero, Lot Tooling Cost equals Total Tooling Cost. 
Generally production lot refers to the work element production quantity.   
However, if a tooling configuration supports production of other items, it 
is based on Tooling Amortization Quantity. 

Total Other Cost The total of other cost items, from the optional Other Costs input. 

Total Production Cost The total of all labor and additional costs for all production units.  
Includes setup, direct, inspection and rework labor plus material, lot 
tooling, and other specified costs. 
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Total Cost / Unit The total of all labor and additional costs per production unit.  Includes 
setup, direct, inspection and rework labor plus material, lot tooling, and 
other specified costs. 

Other Outputs 
Item Description 

Production Quantity The production quantity for the work element, taken from the Production 
Quantity input.  Only active for the Machining work element. 

Manufacturing Index The manufacturing capability independent of the product being produced.  
It decreases towards 1 as your manufacturing capability improves. 

Finished Weight Finished Weight of the workpiece.  Only active at the work element level, 
and for nonassembly elements with a Finished Weight parameter.  When 
you specify some parameters, such as material, shape and dimension, or 
gauge and weight, finished weight is automatically calculated. 

Part Quantity The total number of parts to be assembled, from the Parts List input 
section.  This output element is applicable to assembly work elements. 

Part Installation 
Difficulty 

The composite difficulty of parts assembly.  Qualitatively gauges the 
overall assembly difficulty  for all parts from the Parts List input section, 
using the Assembly Difficulty scale. 

MTBF (hrs) Mean Time Between Failure, in hours, of the work element:  the 
expected number of hours between failures during normal operation. The 
inverse of MTBF is often thought of as a failure rate.  MTBF does not 
include scheduled maintenance actions, preventive maintenance or 
induced failures.  Applicable to assembly work elements, MTBF is based 
on the number of assembly parts, the assembly difficulty of the parts, 
and the degree of mechanization used for assembly. 

MTTR (hrs) Mean Time To Repair, in hours, of the work element.  This maintainability 
measure is the expected number of hours required to repair a failed 
work element.  MTTR includes time spent for disassembly, diagnosis, 
isolation, removal and replacement of failed parts, and reassembly.  
Applicable to assembly work elements, MTTR is based on the number of 
assembly parts, the assembly difficulty of the parts, the degree of 
mechanization used for assembly, and the original assembly time. 
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 Cost Contribution Summary Report 
A summary that gives an indication of the potential for quality attainment, within and across 
work elements.  While the report itself is available only at the project and rollup levels, it 
includes percentage contribution figures for all types of subordinate work element types.   

There may be slight differences between the sample below and what your system provides. 

Project : Mouse Base Assembly (MOUSE.MFG)                                                              8/08/xx   
 PROJECT: 1: Mouse Base Assembly                                                                     2:55:41 PM   
              
                                           Cost Contribution Summary      
              
 Project Name: Mouse Base Assembly                    
 Rollup Name: Mouse Base Assembly 
              
                                                            Rollup Cost   Project Cost                   Rejection    
                              Unit Cost       Quantity     Contribution   Contribution      Yield           Rate      
                             ------------   ------------   ------------   ------------   ------------   ------------  
   + 1: Mouse Base Assembly         20.76              1                                        100%          0.15%   
     - 1.1: Base Assembly           14.43          5,000           70%            70%           100%          0.00%   
     - 1.2: Mouse PC Board           6.00        100,000           29%            29%           100%          0.15%   
     - 1.3: Mouse Base Housing       0.12          5,000            1%             1%           100%          0.00%   
     - 1.4: Ball Tensioner           0.07          5,000            0%             0%           100%          0.00%   
     - 1.5: Ball Holder              0.08          5,000            0%             0%           100%          0.00%   
     - 1.6: Photo Wheel              0.06          5,000            0%             0%           100%          0.00%  

Cost Contribution Summary Report 

Cost Contribution Summary Report Details 
Item Description 

Unit Cost All costs for the work element, including labor, materials, tooling, etc. 

Project Cost 
Contribution 

The percentage of the total project cost from the work element. 

Rollup Cost Contribution The percentage of the rollup cost from the work element.  The selected 
rollup cost appears in the first row. 

Yield The percentage of the overall production lot (including items with rework) 
that passes inspection and is suitable for customer acceptance. 

Rejection Rate The percentage of the overall production lot (including items with rework) 
that does not pass inspection and is not suitable for customer 
acceptance.  Rejection Rate = 1 - Yield. 
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DFM/DFA Cost Avoidance Report 
This report shows areas where cost and effort may be reduced. Design, manufacturing, and 
assembly alternatives are run against the baseline work element analysis to show cost and effort 
trends.  The specific alternatives will depend on the work element type and key processes used. 

Applicable To: 

 

Molding 

 

PC Board 

 

Machining 

 

Fabrication 

 

Elec. Assembly

 
Assembly  

Project : Mouse Base Assembly (MOUSE.MFG)                                                              8/08/xx                
 ASSEMBLY: 1.1: Base Assembly                                                                        3:40:26 PM               
       
                                             DFM/DFA Cost Avoidance                    
       
 ASSEMBLY                  
 Consider simplifying assembly items to reduce labor time and assembly cost.           
       
 Description             Qty  Reduced Setting                                Time Saved    Tooling %    Overall %    
                                                                              Per Unit      Saved        Saved       
                                                                             -----------------------------------     
 PC Board                  1  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0156        1.14%        1.13%     
 Bottom Housing            1  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0156        1.14%        1.13%     
 Photo Wheel               2  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0312        2.27%        2.27%     
 Coil Spring               1  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0156        1.14%        1.13%     
 Ball Tensioner            1  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0156        1.14%        1.13%     
 Tensioner Wheel           1  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0156        1.14%        1.13%     
 Ball Holder               1  Low, Utilizing stationary parts                   0.0156        1.14%        1.13%     
       
 OVERALL ASSEMBLY DIFFICULTY                   
 Consider simplifying assembly items to reduce labor time and assembly cost.           
       
 Element Name                    Reduced     Time Saved   Tooling %    Overall %       
                                 Setting      Per Unit     Saved        Saved          
                                             ----------------------------------        
 Base Assembly                     Low           0.13        0.00%        0.72%        
                                   VLo           0.27        0.00%        1.56%        
       
 FASTENERS                 
 Consider alternative design of assembly to reduce labor time.     
       
 Setting         Fasteners   Time Saved    Tooling %    Overall %  
                   Entry      Per Unit      Saved        Saved     
                             -----------------------------------   
 Eliminate All        0         0.0000        0.00%        0.00%   
 Alternative 1        0         0.0000        0.00%        0.00%   
 Alternative 2        0         0.0000        0.00%        0.00%   

DFM/DFA Cost Avoidance Report (Mold/Cast/Forge Example) 

DFM/DFA Report Details 
Item Description 

Input Category — 
Analysis Type 

The input or input category used to generate the alternative settings.  

Alternative Parameter 
Settings 

The actual values for the alternative inputs.  The alternatives are 
generated from the work element’s current settings. 
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Savings Potentials  

Time Saved Per Unit The number of labor minutes per production unit saved if the alternative 
was implemented. 

Tooling % Saved The percentage of tooling cost saved if the alternative was implemented. 

Overall % Saved The percentage of total cost saved if the alternative was implemented.  
This includes both labor cost and nonlabor cost. 

Production Lot Report 
The Production Lot report shows cost and labor hours allocated into production lots for the 
currently selected work element.  Outputs are divided among setup, direct, inspection, rework, 
and additional costs.  Additional Costs for each lot include any Tool, Material, Purchased, 
Other, Custom, and/or Assembly Labor contribution.  

To display the Production Lot report, select Choose Available Reports either from the Reports 
menu or from the right-mouse context menu in any report window.  Place a checkmark in the 
Production Lot report checkbox.      

Rollup / Project Level Production Lot Report 
At the rollup level the production quantity parameter is used to specify up to 20 production 
lots. Production lot quantities define the hours and cost for each lot; as a lot quantity is 
entered, time and costs for that lot are displayed on the production lot report and chart.  

Work Element Level Production Lot Report 
At the work element level, the production lot report requires that learning curve analysis be 
turned on and that learning curve steps be defined.  The switch for Learning Curve Analysis is 
found in the Project Parameters under the Options menu.   

Inputs describing learning steps are found in the Labor Calibration section of the parameters.  
Up to 20 unique steps may be entered.   

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 

Finishing 

 

Composites 

 

Additional Items

 

Purchased Part

 

Det. Composites

 

Tube, Fab, Weld  
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 Project : Item A ()                                                                                    8/08/xx 
 DETAILED COMPOSITES: 1.1: Unit 1                                                                    5:03:39 PM 
                                                                                                                
                                                 Production Lot                                                            
 Learning Method: Unit                                                                                          
 Lot 1: Units 1-100 at 90%                                                                                      
                                                                                                                
                           Unit Hours        Total Hours          Unit Cost        Total Cost                   
                         -------------      -------------       ------------     -------------                  
 TOTAL                           13.71           1,371.01           1,373.13         137,313.11                 
                                                                                                                
 Set-up                           0.11              10.92              10.92           1,091.67                 
 Direct                          11.33           1,133.41           1,133.41         113,341.16                 
 Inspection                       1.13             113.34             113.34          11,334.12                 
 Rework                           1.13             113.34             113.34          11,334.12   
 
 Additional Cost                                                        2.12            212.06                            
                                                                                                                

Production Lot Report 

Report Columns 
Item Description 

Unit Hours The average hours per unit for the given production lot. 

Total Hours The total hours for all the production units in the given production lot. 

Unit Cost The average cost per unit for the given production lot. 

Total Cost The total cost for all units in the given production lot. 

Report Rows 
Item Description 

Lot Each defined production lot has a section showing the lot number, 
production units, and learning curve factor applied to that lot.   

TOTAL The total of setup, direct inspection and rework hours or cost for the 
given production lot. 

Setup The hours or cost of setup for the given production lot. 

Direct The hours or cost of direct labor for the given production lot. 

Inspection The hours or cost of QA inspection for the given production lot. 

Rework The hours or cost of rework for the given production lot. 

Additional Cost Includes any additional lot costs i.e. Purchased Costs, Material Costs, 
Tooling, Other, Custom, and Assembly Labor Contribution costs. 
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Lot Tooling Report 
The lot tooling report shows cost and labor hours for tooling design and fabrication. Outputs 
are divided among tooling design, fabrication and material. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 

Finishing 

 

Composites 

 

Additional Items

 

Purchased Part

 

Det. Composites

 

Tube, Fab, Weld  

  
Hours Cost 
NON-RECURRING 36.29 5,550.00 
      
   Tooling Design 12.81 1,665.00 
   Tooling Fabrication 23.48 3,052.50 
   Other Non-Recurring 0.00 0.00 
   Non-Recurring Material N/A 832.50 
      
Lifetime Tooling Set 36.29 5,550.00 

Lot Tooling Report 

Report Columns 
Item Description 

Hours The total hours for either tooling design, fabrication or other non-
recurring labor specified. 

Cost The cost for the non-recurring labor plus any non-recurring material 
cost. 

 Report Rows 
Item Description 

NON-RECURRING The total of design, fabrication, other non-recurring, and non-recurring 
labor and material costs. 

Tooling Design The hours or cost for tooling design. 

Tooling Fabrication The hours or cost for tooling fabrication. 

Other Non-Recurring The hours or cost for other non-recurring labor, as defined by the Other 
Non-Recurring hours input. 
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Non-Recurring Material The cost of non-recurring materials used to support the tooling efforts. 
Non-recurring material is computed as a factor on the tooling design 
and fabrication labor hours. 

Life Time Tooling Set The hours and cost for the initial set of life time tooling. 

Hourly Labor Rate Details Report 
This report is only available when you select Use Labor Rate Calculator in the Direct Hourly 
Labor Rate or Setup Hourly Labor Rate dialog box.  It displays a detailed breakdown of the 
calculated hourly labor rate costs based on the Labor Rate Calculator inputs. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 

Finishing 

 

Composites 

 

Additional Items

 

Purchased Part

 

Det. Composites

 

Tube, Fab, Weld  

 
Currency used to Compute Rate: US Dollars 
Labor Rates Reported in: US Dollars 
Exchange Rate: 1.00 
    
Direct Hourly Labor Rate: 105.48 
Setup Hourly Labor Rate: 113.26 
    
Equipment Ownership Costs/Hr 21.87 
     Fixed Equipment Cost/Hr 18.89 
     Insurance Cost/Hr 2.97 
    
Equipment Operating Costs/Hr 9.57 
     Electricity Cost/Hr 0.65 
     Consumable Cost/Hr 3.68 
     Repair & Maint. Cost/Hr 0.74 
     Floor Space Cost/Hr 4.50 
    
Labor Costs/Hr   
     Direct Cost/Hr 35.50 
     Setup Cost/Hr 40.82 
     Indirect Direct labor cost/Hr 16.46 
     Indirect Setup labor cost/Hr 18.93 
    
Building Costs/Hr 13.68 
     Factory Floor Space Cost/Hr 12.23 
     Office Floor Space Cost/Hr 1.44 
    
Staff & Admin Costs/Hr 7.70 
    
Shipping Cost/Hr 0.70 
    
ADDITIONAL DATA   
------------------------------------   
Total Machine Hours/Yr 1,919.00 

Hourly Labor Rate Details Report 
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Item Description 

Currency used to 
Compute Rate: 

Displays the Currency selected in the Currency used to Compute Rates 
section of the Labor Rate Calculator. 

Labor Rates Reported 
in: 

Displays the Project Parameter currency selection from Options Menu / 
Set Project Parameters. 

Note: If the Multi-Currency option is used (set in the Project Parameter 
dialog box), it displays the Work Element Currency selection. 

Exchange Rate:  Displays the Exchange Rate used to compute the reported hourly rates. 

The exchange rate is computed based on the project level or element 
level exchange rate. If the Multi-Currency option is used in the project 
parameters dialog, the work element currency exchange rate is used. 
Exchange Rate = 

Project or Element Currency Exchange Rate ÷Currency 
Used to Computed Rate Exchange Rate. 

Note: Exchange rate values are stored in the [CURRENCY-AND-
EXCHANGE-RATE] table in the MFGData.INI file. 

Direct Hourly Labor 
Rate: 

Displays the computed Direct Hourly Labor Rate to be applied into the 
Direct Hourly Labor Rate dialog box. 
Direct Hourly Labor Rate = 

Total Equipment Operating Costs Per Hr + 
Direct Cost Per Hr + 
Indirect Labor Cost Per Hr + 
Total Building Costs Per Hr + 
Staff And Admin Cost Per Hr + 
Shipping Cost Per Hr  

Setup Hourly Labor 
Rate: 

Displays the computed Setup Hourly Labor Rate to be applied into the 
Setup Hourly Labor Rate dialog box. It is computed based on the 
Exchange Rate. 
Setup Hourly Labor Rate = 

Total Equipment Operating Costs Per Hr + 
Setup Cost Per Hr + 
Indirect Setup Labor Cost Per Hr + 
Total Building Costs Per Hr + 
Staff And Admin Cost Per Hr + 
Shipping Cost Per Hr 

Equipment Ownership Costs/Hr 

Equipment Ownership 
Costs/Hr 

Displays the calculated cost per hour of owning the factory floor 
equipment. 
Equipment Ownership Costs/Hr = 

Fixed Equipment Cost/Hr + 
Insurance Cost/Hr 
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Fixed Equipment 
Ownership Costs/Hr 

Displays the calculated cost per hour of owning the factory floor 
equipment. 
IF Amortize Across Shop Floor = "YES"  

THEN  

Hours = Total Shop Floor Operating Hours  

ELSE  

Hours = Total Machine Hours  

END IF 

Fixed Equipment Cost /Hr =  

((Equipment Investment Cost * (1 – Salvage Value %)) * 
(Interest Rate % * (1 + Interest Rate) ^ Depreciation 
Period / ((1 + Interest Rate %) ^ Depreciation Period 
- 1)) + (Equipment Investment Cost * Salvage Value % * 
Interest Rate %)) / Hours / Availability% / 
Equip.Utilization% 

Insurance Cost/Hr  Displays the calculated cost per hour of insuring the factory floor 
equipment. 
IF Amortize Across Shop Floor = "YES"  

THEN 

Hours = Total Shop Floor Operating Hours 

ELSE 

Hours = Total Machine Hours 

END IF  

Fixed Equipment Cost /Hr = 

Equipment Investment Cost * Insurance Rate % / Hours 

Equipment Operating Costs/Hr  

Equipment Operating 
Costs/Hr  

Displays the calculated cost per hour of operating the factory floor 
equipment. 
Equipment Operating Costs/Hr = 

Electricity Cost/Hr + 
Consumable Cost/Hr + 
Repair & Maint. Cost/Hr + 
Floor Space Cost/Hr 

Electricity Cost/Hr The cost per hour of electricity required to run the equipment. 
Electricity Cost/Hr = 

Electricity Per Hour * Electricity Cost Per Hour / (1 
– Scrap Rate %) * Equip. Utilization % 
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Consumable Cost/Hr  Additional costs per hour required to run the equipment, oil, filters, belts, 
etc. 
Consumable Cost/Hr = 

Consumables * Fixed Equipment Cost Per Hour /(1 – 
Scrap Rate %) * Equip. Utilization % 

Repair & Maint. Cost/Hr The cost per hour of repairing and maintaining the equipment. 
Repair & Maint. Cost/Hr = 

Repair & Maintenance * Fixed Equipment Cost Per Hour / 
(1 – Scrap Rate %) * Equip. Utilization % 

Floor Space Cost/Hr The cost per hour of the floor space. 
Floor Space Cost/Hr = 

Rental Cost * Foot Print Length * Foot Print Length / 
Total Machine Hours / Shop Floor Utilization % / (1 - 
Scrap Rate %) / Availability % / Equip. Utilization % 

Labor Costs/Hr 

Direct Cost/Hr Cost per hour of pay to operators, before any payroll deductions. 
Direct Cost/Hr = 

Direct Hourly Rate * Direct Operators * (1 + Labor 
Wrap %) 

Setup Cost/Hr Cost per hour of pay to setup operators, before any payroll deductions. 
Setup Cost/Hr = 

Setup Hourly Rate * Setup Operators * (1 + Labor Wrap 
%) 

Indirect Direct labor 
cost/Hr 

Cost per hour of pay to indirect staff, before any payroll deductions. 
Indirect Direct labor cost/Hr = 

Direct Hourly Rate * Direct Operators *Indirect Labor 
% * (1 + Labor Wrap %) 

Indirect Setup labor 
cost/Hr  

Cost per hour of pay to indirect setup staff, before any payroll deductions. 
Indirect Setup labor cost/Hr = 

Setup Hourly Rate * Setup Operators *Indirect Labor % 
* (1 + Labor Wrap %) 

Building Costs/Hr  

Building Costs/Hr  Total Cost per hour of the building. 
Building Costs/Hr = 

Factory Floor Space Cost/Hr +Office Floor Space 
Cost/Hr 
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Factory Floor Space 
Cost/Hr 

Cost per hour of factory floor space. 
Factory Floor Space Cost/Hr = 

Expense Cost Per Sqft/Sqm * Shop Floor Area / Shop 
Floor Operating Hours Per Year / Shop Floor 
Utilization% / (1 – Scrap Rate %) / Availability % / 
Equip. Utilization % 

Office Floor Space 
Cost/Hr 

Cost per hour of office floor space. 
Office Floor Space Cost/Hr = 

Expense Cost Per Sqft/Sqm * Office Floor Area / Shop 
Floor Operating Hours Per Year / Shop Floor 
Utilization% / (1 – Scrap Rate %) / Availability % / 
Equip. Utilization % 

Staff & Admin Costs/Hr 

Staff & Admin Costs/Hr Cost per hour of staff and administration. 
Staff & Admin Costs/Hr = 

Total Staff & Admin Costs (p.a) /Shop Floor Operating 
Hours Per Year 

Shipping Cost/Hr 

Shipping Cost/Hr Cost of shipping per hour. 
Shipping Costs/Hr = 

Shipping Costs (p.a) /Shop Floor Operating Hours Per 
Year  

ADDITIONAL DATA  

Total Machine Hours/Yr Total hours of machine use per year. 
Total Machine Hours/Yr =  

Annual Hours Per Shift * Shifts 

Multi-Currency Summary Report 
Summarizes currencies for the next lower level elements. It will only display costs when the 
Multi-Currency option is turned on in the Project Parameter dialog box. 

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 
Finishing 

 
Composites 

 
Additional Items

 
Purchased Part

 
Det. Composites

 
Tube, Fab, Weld 
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Currency US Dollars   
Exchange Rate 1.00   
Code USD   
Symbol $   
      
  Unit Cost Total Cost 
      
Total Labor 8,286.94 8,286.94 
Material 194.53 194.53 
Tooling 500.00 0.00 
Purchased 0.00 0.00 
Other 0.00 0.00 
----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
      
Currency Euros   
Exchange Rate 0.76   
Code EUR   
Symbol '   
      
  Unit Cost Total Cost 
      
Total Labor 91.12 91.12 
Material 106.92 106.92 
Tooling 42.00 0.00 
Purchased 0.00 0.00 
Other 0.00 0.00 
----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
     

Multi-Currency Summary Report 

Item Description 

Currency Displays the selected element currency name or currency names from 
lower level elements. 

Exchange Rate Displays the exchange rate of the respective currency. 

Code Displays the currency code of the respective currency. 

Symbol Displays the currency symbol of the respective currency. 

Report Columns 
Item Description 

Unit Cost The average cost per unit for the given production lot(s). 

Total Cost The total cost for all units in the given production lot(s). 

Report Rows 
Item Description 

Total Labor Summarizes Labor Costs from the next lower level elements with the 
same currency. Total Labor Cost includes Setup, Direct, Inspection, 
Rework, and Assembly Contribution. 

Material Summarizes Material Costs from the next lower level elements with the 
same currency. 
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Tooling Summarizes the Tooling Cost from the next lower level elements with 
the same currency. 

Purchased Summarizes the Purchased Cost from the next lower level elements 
with the same currency. 

Other Summarizes any Other Costs from the next lower level elements with 
the same currency. 

Input Reports 
There are several reports to assist you in documenting and tracking your SEER-MFG analysis.  
These input reports are used to view, print or copy inputs.  

Applicable To: 

 
Rollup 

 
Molding 

 
PC Board 

 
Machining 

 
Fabrication 

 
Elec. Assembly 

 
Assembly 

 
Finishing 

 
Composites 

 
Additional Items

 
Purchased Part

 
Det. Composites

 
Tube, Fab, Weld  

Inputs Report 
Lists the input parameters.  Select this report when you want a printed copy of your SEER-MFG 
inputs as they appear on the parameter view.  

Inputs with Notes Report 
Lists work element, input parameters, and input notes, if entered. 

Project : Mouse Base Assembly (MOUSE.MFG)                                                             10/24/xx           
 PC-BOARD: 1.2: Mouse PC Board                                                                       5:24:39 PM           
                                                                                                                          
                                               Inputs with Notes                                                          
                                                                                                                          
                                               Least        Likely          Most                                          
                                            ----------    ----------    ----------                                        
 + PRODUCT DESCRIPTION                                                                                                    
   - Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly                          1.00                                                      
   - Production Quantity                                     100,000                                                      
   + Direct Hourly Labor Rate                                  42.00                                                      
   + Setup Hourly Labor Rate                                   42.00                                                      
   - Production Experience/Optimization            VHi+          EHi-          EHi 
 NOTE. Agreed upon setting                                        
   - Product Classification                        Nom           Nom           Nom                                        
 + ASSEMBLY & TEST                                               YES                                                      
   - Hand Solder Joints                              0             0             0                                        
   - Coaxial Connections                             1             1             1                                        
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   + NUMBER OF COMPONENTS                                                                                                 

     - Surface Mounted Discretes                     0             0             0                                        

     - Surface Mounted IC's                          0             0             0                                        
     - Leaded Discretes                             22            22            22                                        
     - Leaded IC's                                   1             1             1                                        
   + INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TYPES                                                                                             
     - % Off-The-Shelf Common IC's                0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                                       
     - % ASIC Gate Arrays                         0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                                       
     - % FPGA Circuits                            0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                                       
     - % Custom Microchips                      100.00%       100.00%       100.00%                                       
     - % Unspecified (info. only)                 0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                                       
   - Percent of Machine Inserted Parts          100.00%       100.00%       100.00%                                       
   - Fasteners and Screws Used                       0             0             0                                        
   - Soldering Method                               Hi            Hi            Hi                                        
   - Test Method                                      Automated Module Tester                                             
   - Certification Level                                   D - Commercial                                                 
   - Tooling Cost (Optional)                                    0.00                                                      
   - Tooling Amort. Quantity (Optional)                            0                                                      
   - Other Cost (Optional)                                      0.00                                                      
 + COMPONENTS                                                    NO                                                      
+ MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION                                                                                              
   - Set-up Complexity                             Low           Low           Low                                        
   - Tooling Complexity                            Low           Low           Low                                        
 + OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION                                                                                              
   - Set-up Amortization Quantity (Optional)                       0                                                      
 + TOOL DESCRIPTION                                                                                                       
   - Tool Length (in)                             0.00          0.00          0.00                                        
   - Tool Width (in)                              0.00          0.00          0.00                                        
   - Tool Area (sqin)                             0.00          0.00          0.00                                        
   - Number of Parts                                 0             0             0                                        
   - Number of Accessories                           0             0             0                                        
   - Tool Prep                                                    NO                                                      
   - Clean, Package & Store                                       NO                                                      
   + Initial Tool Fabrication & Design                           YES                                                      
     + Tooling Type Selection                                                                                             
       - MFG Default Tool Set                                    YES            YES                                       
     - Tool Design Hourly Labor Rate                          130.00                                                      
     - Tool Fabrication Hourly Labor Rate                     130.00                                                      
     - Tool Labor Calibration                                   1.00                                                      
     - Tool Material Cost Factor                  1.00          1.00          1.00                                        
     - Other Non-Recurring Hours                                0.00                                                      
 + INSPECTION/REWORK                                                                                                      
   - In-Process Inspection                        0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                                       
   - In-Process Rework                            0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                                       
   - <<QA Inspection>>                                                                                                    
   - <<Rework>>                                                                                                           
   - Inspection Delay                                             NO                                                      
   + Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)                                NO                                                      
 + MARK PART                                                      NO                                                      
 + PACKAGE PART                                                   NO                                                      
 + LABOR CALIBRATION                                            1.00                                                      
   - Prior Production Units                                   10,000                                                      
   - Stop Learning                                            10,000                                                      
 - PROBABILITY (RISK)                                          50.00%                                                     
 + PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION                                     NO                                                      
                                                                                                                          
Unit Note                                                                                                                
 ---------   
 Estimate for new customer 

Inputs with Notes Report (PC Board Example) 
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Inputs vs. Knowledge Base Report 
Compares current parameter settings to knowledge base defaults.  Dashed lines indicate 
parameters that are unchanged.   Not available at the project or rollup level.         

Project : Race Car (RACECAR.MFG)                                                                       8/08/xx 
COMPOSITES: 1.2.1: Body Lay-up                                                                      4:36:53 PM 
 
                                       Inputs vs. Knowledge Base 
 
                                                        Inputs                                    Knowledge Base 
                                         Least        Likely          Most         Least        Likely          Most 
                                     ----------    ----------    ----------   ----------    ----------    ---------- 
+ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION         
  - Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly                 -------                                     1.00 
  - Production Quantity                                    10                                       50 
  - Direct Hourly Labor Rate                            48.00                                    50.00 
  - Setup Hourly Labor Rate                             48.00                                    50.00 
  - Production Experience/Optimization  -------       -------       -------          Low           Nom            Hi 
  - Product Classification                   Hi            Hi            Hi          VHi           VHi           VHi 
  - Binder                                            Epoxy                           Polyester or Vinyl Resin 
  - Fiber Filament                                Carbon (PAN)                         Glass (E-glass S-glass) 
  - Material Cost Per Lb.                              2.7500                                   2.5000 
  - Material Yield                       95.00%        95.00%        95.00%       80.00%        80.00%        80.00% 
  + Process                                            -----                                  Lay-up 
    - Finished Weight (lb)              -------       -------       -------       0.0000        0.0000        0.0000 
    - Dimensions                      14,000.000        0.060                      0.000         0.000 
    - Layers                                  5             5             5            1             1             1 
    - Shape Complexity                   -------       -------       -------         Nom           Nom           Nom 
    - Gel Coat                                         -------                                     YES 
    - Trim Type                                      Hand Trim                        Simple Die/Water Jet 
    - Automation                                         -------                                    NO 
+ ADDITIONAL ITEMS                                       -------                                    NO 
+ MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION   
  - Set-up Complexity                    -------       -------       -------         Low           Low           Low 
  - Tooling Complexity                   -------       -------       -------         Low           Low           Low 
+ OPTIONAL COST INPUTS        
  - Tooling Cost (Optional)                           5,000.00                                    0.00 
  - Tooling Amort. Quantity (Optional)                      10                                   1,000 
  - Set-up Amortization Quantity (Optional)            -------                                       0 
  - Other Cost (Optional)                              -------                                    0.00 
+ TOOL DESCRIPTION                                                                                                           
   - Tool Length (in)      -------       -------       -------        0.00          0.00          0.00           
   - Tool Width (in)   -------       -------       -------        0.00          0.00          0.00           
   - Tool Area (sqin)   -------       -------       -------        0.00          0.00          0.00           
   - Number of Parts   -------       -------       -------           0             0             0           
   - Number of Accessories   -------       -------       -------           0             0             0           
   - Tool Prep                                         -------                NO                         
   - Clean, Package & Store          -------                                      NO                         
   + Initial Tool Fabrication & Design                     YES                                                                
     + Tooling Type Selection                                                                                                 
       - MFG Default Tool Set                              YES           YES                                                  
     - Tool Design Hourly Labor Rate                   -------               130.00                         
     - Tool Fabrication Hourly Labor Rate              -------               130.00                         
     - Tool Labor Calibration                          -------                          1.00                         
     - Tool Material Cost Factor  -------       -------       -------        1.00          1.00          1.00           
     - Other Non-Recurring Hours                       -------                          0.00                        
 + INSPECTION/REWORK                                                                                                          
   - In-Process Inspection    -------       -------       -------       0.00%         0.00%         0.00%           
   - In-Process Rework     -------       -------       -------       0.00%         0.00%         0.00%           
- <<QA Inspection>>                                                                                                           
   - <<Rework>>                                                                                                               
   - Inspection Delay                                  -------                  NO                         
   + Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)                     -------                     NO                         
 + MARK PART                                           -------                        NO                         
 + PACKAGE PART                                        -------                     NO    
+ LABOR CALIBRATION                                    -------                                    1.00 
  - Prior Production Units                                   1                                  10,000 
  - Stop Learning                                           10                                  10,000 
- PROBABILITY (RISK)                                   -------                                  50.00% 
+ PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION                           -------                                      NO   

Inputs vs. Knowledge Base Report (Composites Example) 
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Inputs vs. Reference Report 
Compares the inputs to those of the most recently set reference.  Inputs are shown as dashed 
lines if they are the same as the reference. 

   Project : Mouse Base Assembly (MOUSE.MFG)                                                              8/08/xx 
MOLD/CAST/FORGE/POW: 1.6: Photo Wheel                                                              12:08:25 PM 
 
                                             Inputs vs. Reference 
 
                                                           Inputs                                     Reference 
                                          Least        Likely          Most      Least        Likely          Most 
                                       ----------    ----------    ---------- ----------    ----------    ---------- 
+ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    
  - Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly                   -------                                         1.00 
  - Production Quantity                                 -------                                        5,000 
  - Molding Hourly Labor Rate                           -------                                        50.00 
  - Molding Hourly Vendor Rate                          -------                                         0.00 
  - Production Experience/Optimization    -------       -------       -------       Nom           Nom           Nom 
  - Material                                            -----                                        Nylon 
  - Raw Material Cost Per Lb.                            2.1200                                       2.1000 
  - Material Yield                        -------       -------       -------    100.00%       100.00%       100.00% 
  + Process                                             -----                           Injection Molding 
    - Finished Weight (oz)                -------       -------        0.0842    0.0832        0.0832        0.0832 
    - Cavities                            -------       -------       -------         8             8             8 
    - Machine Capacity (Injections/Hour)       17            17            17       100           100           100 
    -      Mold Close/Open Time (sec)                     32.00                                  0.00 
    -      Cooling Time (sec)                            146.00                                   0.00 
    -      Ejection Time (sec)                            20.00                                   0.00 
    -      Material Flow Rate (in³/min)                  132.00                                   0.00 
    -      Mold Cavity Size (in³)                         14.00                                   0.00 
    - Wall Thickness                      -------       -------       -------       Nom           Nom           Nom 
    - Wall Thickness Uniformity           -------       -------       -------       Nom           Nom           Nom 
+ MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION   
  - Set-up Complexity                     -------       -------       -------       Low           Low           Low 
  - Tooling Complexity                    -------       -------       -------       Nom           Nom           Nom 
+ OPTIONAL COST INPUTS   
  - Tooling Cost (Optional)                             -------                                  0.00 
  - Tooling Amort. Quantity (Optional)                  -------                             2,000,000 
  - Set-up Amortization Quantity (Optional)             -------                                     0 
  - Other Cost (Optional)                               -------                                  0.00 
+ TOOL DESCRIPTION                                                                                                                
   - Tool Length (in)       -------       -------       -------      0.00          0.00          0.00                
   - Tool Width (in)    -------       -------       -------      0.00          0.00          0.00               
   - Tool Area (sqin)    -------       -------       -------      0.00          0.00          0.00                
   - Number of Parts    -------       -------       -------         0             0             0                
   - Number of Accessories    -------       -------       -------         0             0             0                
   - Tool Prep                                          -------                   NO                              
   - Clean, Package & Store            -------                                    NO                              
   + Initial Tool Fabrication & Design                  -------                                   YES                              
     + Tooling Type Selection                                                                                                     
       - MFG Default Tool Set                             YES           YES                                                      
     - Tool Design Hourly Labor Rate                    -------                           130.00                              
     - Tool Fabrication Hourly Labor Rate               -------             130.00                              
     - Tool Labor Calibration                           -------               1.00                              
     - Tool Material Cost Factor   -------       -------       -------      1.00          1.00          1.00                
     - Other Non-Recurring Hours                        -------                        0.00                              
 + INSPECTION/REWORK                                                                                                             
   - In-Process Inspection     -------       -------       -------     0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                
   - In-Process Rework      -------       -------       -------     0.00%         0.00%         0.00%                
- <<QA Inspection>>                                                                                                               
   - <<Rework>>                                                                                                                   
   - Inspection Delay                                   -------                         NO                              
   + Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)                      -------                             NO                              
 + MARK PART                                            -------                      NO                              
 + PACKAGE PART                                         -------                             NO    
+ LABOR CALIBRATION                                     -------                                  1.00 
  - Prior Production Units                              -------                                10,000 
  - Stop Learning                                       -------                                10,000 
- PROBABILITY (RISK)                                    -------                                50.00% 
+ PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION                            -------                                    NO 

Inputs vs. Reference Report (Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals Example) 
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 Project/Rollup Cost Risk Report 
This report uses the results of project- or rollup-level Monte Carlo sampling to give a 
statistically defensible estimate of the relative contribution of various work element 
description uncertainties towards overall uncertainty in production cost.  Available only when 
you select Enable Project/Rollup Cost Risk Calculations from the Options menu. 

Project : Mouse Base Assembly (MOUSE.MFG)                                                              8/08/xx        
 PROJECT: 1: Mouse Base Assembly                                                                     4:38:56 PM        
                   
                                       Rollup Total Production Cost Risk                                               
                                                                                                                       
  Work Elements:           Independent                 Dependent                                                       
 Confidence Level          Total Cost                 Total Cost                                                       
 ----------------         ----------------           ----------------                                                  
 10%                                  19.85                      19.54                                                 
 20%                                  20.14                      19.95                                                 
 30%                                  20.36                      20.28                                                 
 40%                                  20.62                      20.58                                                 
 50%                                  20.87                      20.88                                                 
 60%                                  21.38                      21.61                                                 
 70%                                  22.56                      22.53                                                 
 80%                                  23.27                      23.40                                                 
 90%                                  24.28                      24.63                                                 
                                                                                                                       
 Mean                                 20.87                      20.88                                                 
 StdDev                                1.89                       2.23                                                 
                                                                                                                       
 (Based on 100 iteration sampling)                                                                                     
                                                                                                                       
 WBS Allocation Of Most Likely Production Cost                                                                         
                                                                                                                       
                                                         Median Prod Cost         % of Total     (StdDev)              
 + : Mouse Base Assembly                                              20.87                       (           1.89)    
   - 1.1: Base Assembly                                               14.76          70.75%       (           1.89)    
   - 1.2: Mouse PC Board                                               5.79          27.73%       (           0.21)    
   - 1.3: Mouse Base Housing                                           0.12           0.58%       (           0.00)    
   - 1.4: Ball Tensioner                                               0.06           0.30%       (           0.00)    
   - 1.5: Ball Holder                                                  0.07           0.35%       (           0.00)    
   - 1.6: Photo Wheel                                                  0.06           0.29%       (           0.00)         

Project/Rollup Cost Risk Report 

Top section 
Item Description 

Columns 

Confidence Level Statistical confidence levels, from 10% through 90%, representing the 
probability of the outcome lying below the corresponding Independent 
and Dependent Cost estimates. 

Independent Cost The cost outcomes of work elements are completely independent of one 
another.  At the project level, this means that the cost outcomes of all 
work elements are completely unrelated to one another.  For example, if 
one work element cost is at the predicted 10% level, other work element 
costs can still vary between 1% and 99% of their predicted costs. 
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Dependent Cost The cost outcomes of work elements are completely correlated.  At the 
project level, this means that a single probability determines outcomes 
of all work elements.  For example, if one work element cost is at the 
predicted 10% level, then all work element costs will be at that level. 
Note:  For these columns, all work elements have independently 
predicted probability distributions of possible cost outcomes. 

Rows 

Mean The mean of the total costs for the column indicated. 

StdDev The standard deviation of the total costs for the column indicated. 

Bottom section 
Item Description 

Columns 

Prod Cost SEER-MFG calculates Production Cost by repeatedly summing samples 
of the work elements below until the total number of samples is large 
enough to yield accurate estimates.  The estimate given is the median  —   
the halfway point when the sample points are ordered by size. 

For underlying work elements, Production Cost is the overall 
development cost (the topmost number) multiplied by the percent 
contribution of that element to the total.  This percentage contribution is 
determined as an average on the basis of repeated sampling. 

Std Dev. The standard deviation of the given line item. 

Rows 

Line Items The work elements lying at or below the current level of indentation.  This 
will vary depending on the current indentation level and the rollup. 

 

Custom Reports 
Add custom reports by using MFG’s Flexible Export feature to export parameters to a report. 

  Report / Create Custom Report in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 File / Flexible Export in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
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Charts Summary 
SEER-SEM has five basic types of chart.  Charts contain hotspots; click on a hotspot to see a 
pop-up window with details about that region of the chart.  The following charts are available: 

Chart Description 

Cost Allocation Chart Depicts the division of costs for a specific work element. 

Cost Analysis Chart Assesses cost for a variety of approaches to the current process. 

Cost Risk Chart Gives the probabilistic expectation of cost for a selected factor. 

Cost Sensitivity Graphically displays the cost impact of varying a specific parameter. 

Production Lot Graphically displays the production lot report details — i.e., the 
manufacturing total labor cost allocated into production lots. 

Direct Hourly Labor Rate Overall direct hourly labor rate and a percentage breakdown of the major 
costs included in hourly labor rate. 

Setup Hourly Labor Rate Overall setup hourly labor rate and a percentage breakdown of the major 
costs included in hourly labor rate. 

Cost Allocation 
Displays the allocation of costs by category.  Pie slices represent the allocation to labor, 
material, molding, tooling, purchased parts, and other costs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Cost Allocation Chart 

Cost Analysis 
The Cost Analysis Charts vary depending on the model chosen.  For some models, such as 
Machining, the chart shows the cost of production using alternative raw stock.  For other 
models, such as PC Board, the chart graphically summarizes the cost of the various 
methods used. 
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Cost Analysis Chart — Machining 

 
Cost Analysis Chart — PC Board 

Cost Risk 
This chart displays the likelihood of various levels of production cost.  The probability given is 
the chance of actual cost lying below estimated cost. 

 
Cost Risk Chart 

Cost Sensitivity 
Displays the effect on cost of varying the current parameter.  This chart lets you carry out 
classic sensitivity and trade-off analyses on a parameter-by-parameter basis. 
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Cost Sensitivity Chart 

Production Lot 
The production lot chart graphically displays the production lot report details — i.e., the total 
labor allocated into production lots. For rollups, Up to 20 unique production lots may be 
defined with production lots.  For work elements, the production lot chart requires the learning 
curve analysis option to be on, with up to 20 learning curve steps defined.  The switch for 
Learning Curve Analysis is in the Project Parameters under the Options menu.  Outputs for 
each production lot are divided among setup, direct, inspection, and rework, and additional 
costs. Additional Costs for each lot include any Tool, Material, Purchased, Other, Custom, 
and/or Assembly Labor contribution. 

 Options / Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

To view specific lot details, click and hold down the left mouse button on the lot you want to view.  
A chart popup note will appear showing details related to that specific lot (see example below).  

 

Production Lot Report Chart 
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Direct Hourly Labor Rate / Setup Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate charts are only available when you select the Use Labor Rate Calculator 
option in the Direct Hourly Labor Rate and/or Setup Hourly Labor Rate dialog box. 

The charts display the overall hourly labor rate and a percentage breakdown of the major costs 
included in hourly labor rate. 

 

Hourly Labor Rate Chart 

Item Description 

Staff & Admin Staff and administration costs as a percentage of the overall direct or 
setup hourly labor rate. 

Direct Labor (Direct Hourly labor rate chart only.) Direct labor costs as a percentage 
of the overall direct hourly labor rate. 

Setup Labor (Setup Hourly labor rate chart only.) Setup costs as a percentage of the 
overall setup hourly labor rate. 

Indirect Labor Indirect labor costs as a percentage of the overall direct or setup hourly 
labor rate. 

Equip. Ownership Equipment ownership costs as a percentage of the overall direct or 
setup hourly labor rate. 

Equip Operating  Equipment operating costs as a percentage of the overall direct or 
setup hourly labor rate. 

Building Building costs as a percentage of the overall direct or setup hourly labor 
rate.  

Shipping Shipping costs as a percentage of the overall direct or setup hourly 
labor rate. 
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Guidance on Specific Parameters 

Exchange Rate 
The exchange rate parameter allows you to translate cost estimates between currencies.  You 
can, for example, use this feature to determine US dollar equivalents when evaluating 
production work in other countries. 

If you leave material and tooling cost inputs blank, SEER-MFG will initially compute those costs 
in US dollars, then apply the exchange rate to carry out any necessary conversions.  The 
default value is automatically set by the Currency Selection; it can also be set manually. 

 
Hourly labor rates and all optional costs must already be in the appropriate local currency 
when you enter them. 
 

 Options / Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Tooling Amortization Quantity 
The user can increase or decrease the tooling cost per unit based on the tooling amortization 
setting. For example, if you have 100 production units and a Life Time Tooling cost of $1000 
dollars, with amortization quantity at zero, SEER-MFG will divide $1000 by 100 units and add 
$10 dollars a unit to the total unit cost. 

 To add tooling costs for multiple sets of tooling based on the amortization entry: 

1. Assume that your company needs to produce 100 units in a compressed schedule, and it 
will require multiple sets of tooling.   Assume also that the Life Time Tooling cost for the 
first set of tools is $1000 dollars, which will only last for 10 units.  

2. Set the tooling amortization to 10 and SEER-MFG will allocate the equivalent of ten sets of 
tooling, and amortize them over the 100 production units. SEER-MFG uses the 
amortization as follows: 

Production lots = Production Quantity ÷ Tooling Amortization Quantity = 100 ÷ 10 = 10  
Total Tooling cost = Tooling Cost for 1 lot (AKA - Life Time Tooling Cost) * Production Lots 
 = $1000 * 10 = $10,000 
Tooling Cost /Unit = Total Tooling Cost ÷ Production Quantity = $10,000 ÷ 100 = $100 

Optional Costs 
All models contain optional cost inputs for material, tooling and other expenses.  If you have 
cost information that you know is accurate, or if you know of costs that SEER-MFG will not 
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calculate, then you should consider making entries into the optional cost parameters.   Entry of 
these costs is not required; for some models, optional costs are even calculated automatically 
if left blank. 

Material Costs.  Enter the cost (prior to their use) of all materials to be used in production.  
These costs include the following: 

 Basic material costs.  SEER-MFG usually calculates basic material costs. 
 Scrappage, yield and other costs that are not ordinarily considered.  When SEER-MFG 

models calculate material costs automatically, it is only for items such as raw stock, and 
not the many secondary materials that may be involved. 

 Materials that are intermediate inputs to production.  These may include disposable jigs, 
shipping materials, and power, lubricants and sealants for machinery. 

Note that some material cost parameters specify entry on a per unit or a per pound (kilogram) 
basis, while others ask for costs over the full production run.  You should adjust your entries 
accordingly. 

Tooling Costs.  SEER-MFG usually calculates assembly costs only (the exception is die 
construction in the Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals model).  Some examples of tooling 
costs: 

 Custom tooling for machine tools, modifications of assembly and mounting machines, etc. 
 Die construction. 

If the labor for tooling changeovers is a constant proportion of assembly costs, you can burden 
the hourly labor rate with this cost as well. 

Unlike material costs, tooling costs are to be specified for the full production run. 

Other Costs.  Other costs may include any costs that do not come under the heading of 
material and tooling costs.  These include inventory, finance, cleaning, fuel, etc. 

Probability and Risk 

Every SEER-MFG Estimate is Probabilistic 
SEER-MFG projects outcomes, producing a range of probable results, rather than a single 
number representing an absolute prediction.  Ranges are a natural result of the uncertainty in 
your inputs — recall that most parameters are entered in a Least/Likely/Most format. 

In SEER-MFG, calculations are obtained by taking parametric inputs, comparing them to 
historical actuals, and running them through various equations to obtain an estimate.  Now, 
imagine that you know the parametric inputs with absolute certainty — you will then be able to 
predict with absolute certainty: 
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Normally, however, you are not absolutely certain of the parametric inputs in your work 
elements, and will have specified each as a range, from least likely to most likely.  SEER-MFG 
uses these inputs to develop probability distributions, then sends these distributions through 
SEER-MFG’s analytic machinery: 

 
The result is a probabilistic estimate.  In other words, given a likely range of inputs, SEER-MFG 
will predict a likely range of outcomes. 

Probability at the Work Element Level 
The picture above shows the probability distributions of parameters.  How are these 
distributions constructed?  Recall that parameters specified as a range have three inputs, 
Least/Likely/Most.  SEER-MFG uses these inputs to construct a PERT mean, or triangular, 
distribution (PERT mean =(Least + 4 * Likely + Most)÷6).  Such distributions are shown below.  
Least is the lowest obtainable value, Most is the highest possible value and Likely is the most 
likely value.  PERT distributions are very common in risk analysis work and have characteristics 
that are similar to normal distributions. 
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The key to the above distributions is variation in the Least, Likely and Most inputs.  If there 
were no variation in the parameter inputs, then the distributions above would all be flat lines.  
The resulting estimate would be a CERTAINTY — estimates at 1% probability, 99% probability 
and everything between would be the same.  The more that inputs vary, the greater the 
variation in estimated outcomes will be. 

Probability at the Project and Rollup Levels 
Estimates at the work element level are thus not single numbers at all, but ranges.  At the 
project or rollup levels, SEER-MFG totals all work element estimates in order to summarize the 
ranges presented at the work element level. 

The Probability Parameter 
In most SEER-MFG reports, estimates appear at a specific probability level.  Set this level using 
the Probability (Risk) parameter, near the bottom of the work element parameter list. 
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Probability (Risk) Parameter Example 

It is likely that you will adjust the Probability (Risk) parameter to suit the goals and priorities of 
the estimate.  Probability may be set differently for each work element, and so you can use a 
mix of probability settings.  Why do so?  Let’s say that certain elements are more critical — 
these might be specified with conservatively high probability levels.  Setting probability 
differently in different parts of a project can have a potentially significant impact, so make 
certain that you carefully document your ground rules and assumptions before doing so. 

Probability and Intuition 
Setting estimate probability lets you control precisely the amount of confidence or risk involved 
in a final estimate.  This table shows the association between probability and intuition: 

Management Says Probability Level 

“Make sure your estimate is very conservative” 90% 

“Let’s be very optimistic about things” 30% 

“Give me a most likely estimate” 50% 

The Probablility (Risk) parameter corresponds to the probability of successful completion given 
the inputs that you have provided.  When probability is high, risk is low and when probability is 
low, risk is high.  For example: 

 If probability is set to 30%, SEER-MFG produces an estimate with a 70% chance of its 
being exceeded in reality. 

 If probability is set to 90%, there is only a 10% chance of its being exceeded in reality. 
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Probability-Based Risk Charts 
You can see the full range of probabilistic outcomes for yourself using the Cost Risk Chart. 

 

More goes right 
than wrong.  
80% chance of 
exceeding this 
cost. 

Almost 
everything 
goes right. 

Almost 
everything 
goes wrong. 

50% probability 
provides the 
most likely 
outcome. 

 Cost Risk Chart  

Strategies 

Range Inputs 
Various parameters support input over a range labeled Least/Likely/Most.  For example, the 
Production Experience parameter uses slider inputs for a qualitative range: 

 
Parameter Input Dialog Box with Sliders 

Take advantage of the range format.  For instance, if your tools are arranged in a cell, but you 
are estimating the cost of producing a single piece within one work element, then adjust the 
sliders to represent the most and least capable machines.  If you have a distribution of skill 
levels among your staff, you can also represent production experience as a range. 
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Entering Production Quantities 
Two quantity parameters are provided: 

Production Quantity.  Entered at the work element level.  This parameter refers to the total 
quantity of items processed at this level. 

Quantity per Next Higher Assembly.  Also entered at the work element level, although this 
parameter matters only for project rollups.  This parameter refers to the number of units — 
produced at the work element level — that are required for each assembly at the rollup level. 

Why are there two quantity parameters?  Here are a couple of scenarios: 

 One finished unit may require several identical items.  For example, a knife handle may 
require two plastic halves, or a mounting may require multiple brackets.  Quantity per Next 
Higher Assembly specifies the need for several identical items in a higher assembly. 

 The number of items that result from a certain process may not equal the number actually 
used.  Imagine that you are making a specialty item that requires a plastic part.  It may not 
be economical to make a limited number of these parts, but you know that you can use 
the excess for another job.  In this case, production quantity is higher than the needed 
quantity.  Setting production quantity independently lets you take a detailed, process-level 
look at quantities, recognizing that single projects do not exist in a vacuum. 

Report and chart tabulation depends on the project level at which they are tabulated; the 
quantity specified at that level is one of the determinants. 

  Production Quantity in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 Quantity Per Next Higher Assembly in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
 Chapter 7:  SEER-MFG Outputs 

One Work Element or More? 
A lot of operations (of one category), one work element...  This is probably the most common 
setup.  For example, an item that goes through several lathe operations, then milling, and then 
drilling might require only one work element.  This would be true if the operations are carried 
out in quick succession. 

Two types of processes, two work elements...  In SEER-MFG, each work element is assigned 
a process type.  If your product requires more than one process type (electrical and 
mechanical assembly, for example), create a work element for each process  --  one each, in 
this example, for the appropriate electrical and mechanical assembly operations. 

Two work elements, one type of process...  There may be times when you need more than 
one work element to describe the same category of processes.  This could happen, for 
example, when you are doing work in two essentially separate facilities, or at different times.  
Each set of operations then becomes a separate work element. 
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Costs: Burdened Hourly or Lump Sum? 
A model's Hourly Labor Rate parameter may actually include much more than wages.  If you 
wish to account for the time value of your equipment, assign wages (on an hourly basis) to this 
parameter.  As an alternative, you may enter tooling costs in the Tooling Cost or Other Cost 
parameters.  (Entering amounts in these parameters overrides the tooling costs that the model 
automatically computes.)  A further strategy is splitting costs up among all three parameters. 

Configuration Files 
Configuration files end in .INI.  In SEER-MFG, they control the choices available in certain drop 
down boxes.  These choices may be modified by changing the files’ contents.  If you edit .INI 
files, you will need to restart SEER-MFG to have the changes take effect. 

Note. *.INI files are stored in the SEER Application Data files directory 

  SEER-MFG Directories in chapter 1: Introduction 
 Options / Set Paths in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Customizing SEER-MFG Operation Data 
If you open the file MFGData.ini in a text editor such as Notepad, you can rename and add 
custom operations and materials.  By editing the [Operations] section of the .INI file, you can: 

 rename existing operations 
 change default tolerances 
 add new operations 

For example, let’s say your factory has two radial milling machines and you want to add 
another radial mill operation with slightly different tolerances.  You could rename the existing 
Radial Mill Rough operation and then add a new operation. 
Operation Name Tolerance %Matl Removed Reference Operation 
Radial Mill Rough= 0.030 0 1 
Radial Mill Finish= 0.010 0 1 

MFGData.ini (before) 

Operation Name Tolerance %Matl Removed Reference Operation 
Radial Mill A Rough= 0.030 0 1 
Radial Mill A Finish= 0.010 0 1 
Radial Mill B Rough= 0.025 0 1 
Radial Mill B Finish= 0.008 0 1 

MFGData.ini (after) 
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Customizing Materials 
SEER-MFG uses a separate material.ini file that enables you to 

 rename existing materials 
 change default material costs 
 add new materials 

Existing material.ini entries can serve as guidelines for new entries.  For example, you might 
want to add a new resin (with characteristics similar to polypropylene and polyethylene) to the 
Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals model.   

Modifying Material.ini Directly 
First find the [MOLD/CAST/FORGE/POWDEREDMETALS-MATERIALS] section of the material.ini 
file, which gives you the definitions of the material’s parameters: 
[MOLD/CAST/FORGE/POWDEREDMETALS-MATERIALS] 
;     Material Description is the name to appear in the input list 
;     c1 Raw Material Cost $/lb 
;     c2 Moldability (multiplicative adjustment on minutes) 
; Material Name    C1 C2 

Notice that noncommented lines have the general format: 
 Material Name = c1 c2 c3 . . . cn 

where Material Name is the name that will appear in the choice list in SEER-MFG and c1, c2, 
etc. are the various costs and coefficients associated with that material.  
Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals has only two coefficients. 

Find the place you wish to insert your new material and enter its name and coefficients. 
[MOLD/CAST/FORGE/POWDEREDMETALS-MATERIALS] 
;     Material Description is the name to appear in the input list 
;     c1 Raw Material Cost $/lb 
;     c2 Moldability (multiplicative adjustment on minutes) 
; Material Name    c1 c2 
Polyethylene=     0.65 1.00 
Polypropylene=    0.60 0.92 

Material.ini (before) 

[MOLD/CAST/FORGE/POWDEREDMETALS-MATERIALS] 
;     Material Description is the name to appear in the input list 
;     c1 Raw Material Cost $/lb 
;     c2 Moldability (multiplicative adjustment on minutes) 
; Material Name    C1 C2 
Polyethylene=    0.65 1.00 
Polyhexylene=    0.75 0.98 
Polypropylene=    0.60 0.92 

Material.ini (after) 
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Customizing Detailed Composites 
SEER-MFG uses a separate composites.ini file (for Detailed Composites processes) that lets 
you: 

 rename existing materials 
 change default material costs 
 add new materials 
 modify process rates 
 modify or add new equipment 
 modify or add consumables 
 modify or add new tooling materials and rates. 

Modifying Composites.ini Directly 
The composites.ini file may be modified directly by editing it in a text editor such as Notepad.  

 SEER-MFG must be restarted before changes will be recognized.  
 Entries should be space delimited.   
 Do not use tabs to separate values.  

Guidelines and Limitations to Composites.ini Changes 

General  
 The sequence of the list is the display sequence.  It doesn't have to be alphabetical.  

Generally you would want to put the most common selections at the top of the list.  
 The first entry in a list is the default name to appear in SEER-MFG.  It is not recommended 

that this be changed.  If it is changed, old projects that were created using old defaults 
may cause unused parameter or operation lists to be displayed.  This will not impact your 
estimate, but can be unsightly.  

 Names are case insensitive.    
 Names that are more than 31 characters will be truncated when saved.  
 Carefully review material selections for existing SEER-MFG files when you have changed 

the composites.ini file. Labor minutes and material cost may be zero if there is a missing 
or changed material selected.   

Adding Entries  
 You can add new entries to a list in any sequence — beginning, middle or at the end.  
 An entry added to the top of the list may cause unused entries to appear in the 

Parameters window.  
 With the exception of [HLU-PART-FAMILY] and [PROCESS-TIME-STANDARDS], you can add 

new list items and modify existing lists. 
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Deleting Entries  
 Doing this may impact old SEER-MFG files which use a deleted entry.  Be careful.  

Changing an Entry 
 A renamed entry will be treated as a new entry. 
 If you modify a value that serves as a user override (e.g., Core Material Cost), the values 

will not change unless you refresh that material entry. 
 If a value is not tied to a default value which can be changed in the parameters, it will 

automatically be used. 

Modifying *.INI files Using the MFGTools - INI File Manager 
Excel Template 

 Another option is to edit a copy of the MFGTools - INI File Manager Excel template, then save it 
to the material.ini or composites.ini file. (The MFGTools - INI File Manager Excel template is in 
the Tools directory in your SEER-MFG Documents directory). 

  SEER-MFG Directories in chapter 1: Introduction 
 Options / Set Paths in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

1. Select the Material-INI, MFGData-INI, or the Composites-INI worksheet of the workbook. 

2. Make appropriate changes to the list of materials. You can do any of the following: 

 change the material cost per lb. or kg for any material; 
 change any other specification for any material, process, or equipment; 
 add new entries to existing lists (in any sequence — beginning, middle or end); 
 delete table entries from the list of material (unless specified otherwise). 

3. Click the Save button at the top of the respective sheet to save changes made. 

4. Restart SEER-MFG for changes to be recognized. 

Parts Database 
Suppose that you have to create an estimate for an assembly that includes many purchased 
parts, but you don't know their cost. Typing in the part numbers and costs will take time, and 
you are likely to make mistakes.  For most users, the most convenient alternative is to import 
a parts database in text or Excel format, using the Tools menu's Import Text File or Import 
Excel File option.  If, however, your company keeps its parts information in a Microsoft Access 
database, you can use open database connectivity (ODBC) to import the data. 

  Mechanical Assembly in chapter 3:  Assembly 
 Tools / Import Text Files and Tools / Import Excel files in chapter 6: Command 

Reference. 
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To use a Microsoft Access parts database, press the Access Database button in the Add Next 
Part Here dialog box; you should see the following dialog box. 

 
Search Database Dialog Box with Sample Database 

Parts may be searched either by part number or by description.  After you select the criterion, 
enter the associated keyword in the text box.  Alternatively, you may list all parts in the 
database by pressing ENTER without typing any search words. 

The database shown above is a sample, installed with SEER-MFG.  To use your own database, 
select it in the Data Sources (ODBC) administrator dialog box, usually located in the Windows 
Control panel under Administrative Tools.  You will see a dialog box like the one below. 

 
ODBC Data Source Administrator 

 To make a new connection: 

1. Click Add from the System DSN tab. 
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2. Select Microsoft Access Driver. 

3. Click Finish.  

 

Create New Data Source 

You will see the ODBC Microsoft Access Setup dialog box.  
 

 

ODBC Microsoft Access Setup 

4. Type in the data source name and an optional description.  

5. To connect to the database, click on Select and select the appropriate database file.  
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Custom Calculations 

A Powerful Extension to SEER-MFG 
Have you ever wanted to customize the parameters and outputs of SEER-MFG?  Custom 
Calculations allow you to define new parametric inputs and new computations to attach to the 
existing SEER-MFG framework.  These make SEER-MFG completely extensible, allowing you to 
customize it for your purposes.  Here are a few examples to illustrate how powerful this 
capability is: 

 You are using new or nonstandard methods that you want to incorporate into SEER-MFG. 
 Placement of Space Shuttle tiles not yet a SEER-MFG parameter? 
 Create a new parameter, or modify an existing one. 

 You want to estimate things that are normally outside the scope of SEER-MFG estimates. 
 Time spent at the loading dock?  
 Team new and existing parameters with new outputs. 

 You have an excellent understanding of your methods and your own formulas will work 
best. 

  A special gear grinding machine that you have kept records on for hundreds of jobs?   
 Simply create a new parameter and specify these formulas. 

 You have developed more ways to build Design for Manufacturability into project workups. 
 Sent the staff through SEER-MFG training and they’re bursting with new ideas? 
 Designate new parameters and estimators to translate theory into practice. 

Custom Calculations can be used flexibly, and you will probably discover many more uses for 
them.  Let us know about the ideas that you have, and what solutions you develop. 

Custom Calculations Overview 
Custom calculation commands are on the SEER-MFG Custom Calc menu. Custom calculation 
templates load directly into Excel; once you understand the basics behind the templates, you 
can use your knowledge of Microsoft Excel to create your own custom calculations. 

To create, modify, or delete a custom calculation, use the SEER-MFG Custom Calc menu 
commands.  To enter equations and/or modify custom calculations, you use the Excel SEER 
Custom Calc menu commands, along with standard Excel menu commands. 

Custom calculations created in SEER-MFG version 4.2 and earlier have the extension .CCT. 
They are compatible with the Excel based custom calculation interface.   

 Custom Calc Menu in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
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Custom Calculation Interface 

SEER Custom Calc Menu Options 
The Excel SEER Custom Calc menu has the following options: 

Option Description 

Paste Custom Calc 
Inputs 

Paste and dynamically link parameters from SEER-MFG to your custom 
calculation template. 

Important:  Excel's Paste command will not create a persistent 
link from SEER-MFG to your to your custom calculation template. 
To create a persistent link, you must select SEER Custom Calc / 
Paste Custom Calc Inputs from the Excel menu bar.   

Save Custom Calc Opens the Save Dialog box, allowing you to save custom calculations. 

Save As Custom Calc… Save new custom calculations and new versions of existing custom 
calculation templates.  The default template extension is .XLS.  We 
recommend that you use .XLS, .XLSX, or XLSM, and that you save any 
older .CCT templates with one of the above extensions.  

Exit Closes the Excel workbook containing the Custom Calculations template.  
If the custom calculations template has been modified since you last 
saved it, SEER-MFG asks if you want to save it again.  

Yes  Saves changes in the custom calculations template. 
No Discards changes to the custom calculations template.  
Cancel  Keeps the custom calculations template open. 

Exit Without Saving Closes the custom calculations template without saving, even if you 
have modified your template since last saving it. 

SEER Custom Calc Help Brings up the help file, which describes in detail how to create, use, and 
modify your custom calculations templates. 

About SEER Custom 
Calc 

Displays the version, serial number, expiration date, and other relevant 
SEER-MFG Custom Calc program information.  Copy this information and 
have it ready before you call for technical support  

SEER 
Custom Calc 
Menu 

Excel 
Window / 
Interface 
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Creating Custom Calculations 
Creating custom calculations consist of three main steps: 

Step Description 

Add Custom Output 
Categories 

This step is optional.  If you design custom equations to modify standard 
SEER-MFG output categories only (e.g., Direct Minutes/Unit), you do not 
need to perform this step. 

Add User Defined 
Parameters 

This step is also optional, although much of the power of custom 
calculations does depend on it.  User defined parameters are displayed 
in SEER-MFG at the end of the parameter list under User Defined 
Parameters.  Like all SEER-MFG parameters, they may be linked to 
custom equations and custom output values in your custom calculation 
templates. If you plan to modify custom output values with existing 
SEER-MFG parameters only, you do not need to follow this step. 

Enter Custom Equations Enter custom equations in the custom calculation template.  Custom 
equations usually make reference to linked SEER-MFG parameters 
(including user defined parameters), and create custom outputs values, 
which are reported in SEER-MFG. 

Add Custom Output Categories 
1. In SEER-MFG, Select Options / Set Project Parameters.   You will see the Project 

Parameters dialog box. 

2. Click on the Edit button in the box labeled Custom Output Categories.  You will see the Edit 
Custom Output Categories dialog box. 

 

Edit Custom Output Categories Dialog Box 

3. After entering each new name, select Add. 

4. When you are finished, click on OK. 
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You can add up to 10 custom output categories per project. They will be visible in custom 
calculation templates starting from cell A13, and will be included in SEER-MFG Detailed 
Analysis report and optionally in the Quick Estimate report. 

 

Custom Output Categories 

Add Custom Input Parameters 
1. From the SEER-MFG menu bar, select Custom Calc / Create New Custom Calc; this will 

open the Custom Calculation template in a new Excel window. 

 

Add up to 10 
user defined 
parameters.

Custom output 
categories appear in 
the custom 
calculation template. 

Custom Calculations User Defined Parameter Entry Section 

2. Enter user defined parameter names, starting from cell B33.  You can add as many as 10 
per template. The example above shows a template with one user defined parameter. 
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3. Select the SEER-MFG Parameter window. Scroll to the User Defined Parameters section at 
the bottom of the window. Select and copy all the user defined parameter inputs.   

 

Select and copy 
user defined 
parameters in 
SEER-MFG. 

User Defined Parameters in the Parameter Window 

 
User defined parameters are not seen in a work element unless a custom calculation 
template is attached and in use.  User defined parameters are functionally similar to 
standard SEER-MFG parameters.   

4. Activate the custom calculation template.  Select cell A50, then select SEER Custom Calc 
/ Paste Custom Calc Inputs. 

 
Link SEER-MFG Parameters to Custom Calculation Templates 

 
Important:  Excel's Paste command will not persistently link SEER-MFG to your custom 
calculation template. To create a persistent link, you must select SEER Custom Calc / Paste 
Custom Calc Inputs from the Excel menu bar.   

Do not directly modify the newly pasted parameter names or values.  These values are stored 
in standard spreadsheet cells, so you can refer to them, like any other Excel spreadsheet cell.  

In the above example, we pasted only one user defined parameter as a custom calculation 
input, but you can paste any number of parameters as custom calculation inputs and refer to 
them in your custom equations. This is the key to creating powerful custom calculations. 

Enter Custom Equations 
You can enter custom equations in any noncritical cells in a custom calculation template (i.e., 
cells not used for names or values), including those on other worksheets, if required.  You may 
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also add images and help text to your templates, just as you can with a regular Excel 
spreadsheet model. 

 
To be consistent with standard SEER-MFG Least/Likely/Most parameter inputs, we 
recommend using PERT mean equations for user-defined Least/Likely/Most parameters. 

 

Use PERT Mean for each 
Least/Likely/Most 
parameter. 

Use PERT Mean Equation for Each Least/Likely/Most Input 

1. Enter equations for the custom outputs and custom output categories in cells C6 through 
C22.  Column B holds unmodified outputs that can be referenced in your custom 
equations. The contents of C6 through C22 will be displayed in SEER-MFG reports.   

In the example below, the custom output Burden Labor Cost/lb. will appear on the 
Detailed Analysis Report under the Custom Category Cost heading, and optionally on the 
Quick Estimate report. 

Note:  Column B holds unmodified SEER-MFG outputs that can you can also reference 
within your custom equations. If, for example, you add the formula =B7+10 to cell C7, the 
reported SEER-MFG Direct Minutes/Unit will be increased by 10 minutes per unit. 

 

User-defined 
formula. 

Custom outputs 
displayed in 
SEER-MFG. 

Equations Correlating Inputs and Outputs 

2. Save the template by selecting SEER Custom Calc / Save Custom Calc. 
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Sample Custom Calculation Templates 
The SEER-MFG \samples directory includes the file Custom Calc - Examples.MFG.  It contains 
three work elements, each of which has a custom calculation file attached. 

Work Element Description 

Layers Adjustment - 
Custom Calc 

The Layers Adjustment work element has a user defined parameter 
called % Inner Layer Only Holes (e.g., 10). The user defined input and 
custom equations are stored in Custom Calc - LAYERS.xls. 

Panel Adjustment - 
Custom Calc 

The Panel Adjustment work element has a user defined parameter called 
Panel Unitization % (e.g., 85). The user defined input and custom 
equations are stored in Custom Calc - PANEL.xls. 

Rework Adjustment - 
Custom Calc 

The Rework Adjustment work element has a user defined parameter 
called Rework Reduction % (e.g., 20, 50).  The user defined input and 
custom equations are stored in Custom Calc - RWRKRDT.xls.  

To view or edit the custom calculation samples, first select a work element in SEER-MFG, then 
select Custom Calc / Edit Attached Custom Calc. This will open the attached custom 
calculation template in Excel. 

Each of the example custom calculation templates includes pop-up comments to help you 
visualize and understand how the custom calculation file was constructed. Use these 
examples to generate ideas for building your own custom calculations. 

Server Mode 
You can automatically run SEER-MFG from another application or from a DOS batch file, 
instructing it to execute a string of commands, which can be stored in a text file or in the 
Windows clipboard.  This mode of operation allows you to quickly and automatically build and 
edit projects that have input data coming from other sources; it is called server mode because 
it allows SEER-MFG to act as an estimating server to other applications. 

SEER-MFG logs server mode actions in a series of text files named recording*.txt (where * 
denotes the recording file number, which ranges from 1 - 99).  Server mode log files are stored 
in the user's Temp directory, usually found in the following location: C:\Documents and 
Settings\<user name>\Local Settings\Temp. 
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Executing Server Mode Commands from SEER-MFG 
You can use the following SEER-MFG Tool menu options to execute server mode. 

Option Description 

Run Commands from 
Clipboard 

Work elements, knowledge bases and parameter values may be batch-
input into SEER-MFG via a command string from the Clipboard.  The 
format for the command string is similar to .INI file syntax.  Command 
strings are not case sensitive.  The command string format is a single 
word command, followed by a tab, followed by values.  Where a 
command includes more than one value, tabs are used to delimit values. 
There is no limit to the number of commands that may be issued; each 
command, however, must be on a separate line. 

Run Command File Unlike its clipboard-based sister command, Tools / Run Command File 
accepts batch inputs via a file.  This command is otherwise similar to 
Tools / Run Commands from Clipboard.  

 

 See appendix A:  Server Mode Commands for a detailed explanation of individual 
server mode commands, and for instructions for using server mode commands 
from another application, or from the DOS prompt. 

Material Costs 
The cost of material per unit weight, stored in the INI data files, has been gathered from 
material suppliers and from published data at various points in time. Where possible, costs are 
verified with clients. Of course, no standard database of material costs takes into 
consideration variation in purchase quantities, negotiating power, or market fluctuations. The 
default database for material costs included with the software is useful for analysis 
comparisons weighing design alternatives. You may need to edit this database to align 
material cost estimates with your specific costs if you are verifying quotations or estimating 
overseas prices. 
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Chapter 9 

Common Process Parameters 
SEER-MFG’s various work element types contain some parameters in common — Production 
Quantity, for example, under the Product Description heading.  In order to avoid duplication, 
we have assembled common parameters in this chapter.  Later work element chapters make 
reference to this chapter when they list common parameters. 

Contents 

General Tab....................................................................................................................... 3 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION ..........................................................................................................3 

Quantity per Next Higher Assembly .................................................................................................. 3 
Production Quantity ........................................................................................................................... 4 
Setup Amortization Quantity (Optional) ............................................................................................ 4 
Tooling Amortization Quantity (Optional) .......................................................................................... 4 
Direct Hourly Labor Rate ................................................................................................................... 5 
Setup Hourly Labor Rate ................................................................................................................... 6 
Production Experience/Optimization.............................................................................................. 11 
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LABOR CALIBRATION .............................................................................................................14 
Prior Production Units...................................................................................................................... 14 
Stop Learning................................................................................................................................... 15 
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Add Next Step Here ......................................................................................................................... 16 

PROBABILITY (Risk) ...............................................................................................................16 
Probability Ratings........................................................................................................................... 16 

FINANCIAL FACTORS .............................................................................................................17 
Labor Wrap....................................................................................................................................... 17 
Purchase Part Wrap......................................................................................................................... 18 
Material Wrap .................................................................................................................................. 18 
Tooling Cost Wrap............................................................................................................................ 18 
Other Cost Wrap .............................................................................................................................. 18 
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Profit ................................................................................................................................................. 18 

Process Specific Tab ...................................................................................................... 19 
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MATERIAL .............................................................................................................................. 19 
Material Cost ....................................................................................................................................19 
Material Utilization Factor................................................................................................................20 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS................................................................................................................ 20 
Add Next Operation Here.................................................................................................................20 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION........................................................................................... 21 
Set-up Complexity ............................................................................................................................21 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION .............................................................................................. 21 
Other Costs (Optional) .....................................................................................................................22 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION.......................................................................................... 22 
Assembly Hourly Labor Rate............................................................................................................23 
Weight...............................................................................................................................................23 
Pickup...............................................................................................................................................23 
Insertion ...........................................................................................................................................23 
Orientation........................................................................................................................................24 
Fasteners..........................................................................................................................................24 
Fastener Type...................................................................................................................................24 
Difficulty - Part Related ....................................................................................................................37 
Difficulty - Environment Related......................................................................................................38 
Mechanization..................................................................................................................................38 
Required Part ...................................................................................................................................38 
Functional Test Required.................................................................................................................38 

Tooling Tab...................................................................................................................... 39 
TOOL DESCRIPTION ............................................................................................................... 39 

Size Factor........................................................................................................................................40 
Tool Length.......................................................................................................................................40 
Tool Width.........................................................................................................................................40 
Tool Area...........................................................................................................................................40 
Number of Parts...............................................................................................................................41 
Number of Accessories....................................................................................................................41 
Tooling Complexity ...........................................................................................................................41 
Tool Prep ..........................................................................................................................................42 
Tool Clean, Package & Store ...........................................................................................................42 
Initial Tool Fabrication & Design .....................................................................................................42 
Add Next Tool Here ..........................................................................................................................43 
Tool Design Hourly Labor Rate........................................................................................................50 
Tool Fabrication Hourly Labor Rate.................................................................................................50 
Tooling Labor Calibration.................................................................................................................50 
Tool Material Cost Factor.................................................................................................................51 
Other Non-Recurring Hours .............................................................................................................51 
Tooling Cost (Optional).....................................................................................................................51 

Inspection/Rework Tab .................................................................................................. 51 
INSPECTION / REWORK ........................................................................................................ 52 
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In-process Inspection ...................................................................................................................... 52 
In-process Rework ........................................................................................................................... 53 
QA Inspection................................................................................................................................... 53 
Rework ............................................................................................................................................. 54 
Inspection Delay .............................................................................................................................. 54 
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)........................................................................................................ 55 

Mark/Package Tab......................................................................................................... 62 
MARK PART ...........................................................................................................................62 

Add Next Here.................................................................................................................................. 62 
Mark Part Operations ...................................................................................................................... 63 

PACKAGE PART......................................................................................................................64 
Add Next Here.................................................................................................................................. 64 
Package Part Operations................................................................................................................. 66 
 

General Tab 
The General tab is on the left side of the Inputs window.  It contains general project-estimation 
inputs common to most work elements. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

  
Production Description Input Parameters 

Quantity per Next Higher Assembly 
The number of items that will be incorporated into a larger assembly.  The costs associated 
with the quantity specified will be summed up to the next higher level of project indentation, 
either a rollup or project element. 

Changing Quantity per Next Higher Assembly will have no effect on calculations performed in 
this work element, but only at the rollup and project levels.  Changing this input from the 
default setting of 1 is only needed if you want to accumulate costs at the next higher level. 

Default:  1 
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 Entering Production Quantities in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Production Quantity 
Production quantity is the lot size for the current work element over a single production run.  
The Production Quantity parameter influences the efficiency of all machining processes.  As 
production quantity rises, unit time decreases, reflecting improvements in production that 
occur as a natural outgrowth of longer runs.  These improvements include more 
mechanization, fewer setups and other gains to continuity.   

Default:  1 

 Quantity per Next Higher Assembly parameter (below) 

Setup Amortization Quantity (Optional) 
The quantity of parts or assemblies over which the setup (i.e. preparation of the machinery 
and the work area) will be amortized shared or divided. Typically, this is the number of units in 
which a setup is required as part of the production run. The greater the amortization quantity, 
the lower the setup cost will be per production unit. This is also known as build quantity, batch 
size or lot quantity, the number of parts that are made at one time and is typically less than 
the total production quantity. 

Use this parameter to model the case where multiple setups are required for the production 
quantity specified. Setup amortization quantity should be the number of production units per 
setup. 

If this input is zero, the current input for Production Quantity will be used. 

Note: Investment Casting: In the case of Investment Castings, the Set-up amortization quantity 
should be set to be equal to the number of parts per tree. Investment casting requires a 
unique set-up for each casting cycle. 

Tooling Amortization Quantity (Optional)  
Optional entry of an alternate amortization quantity for the production tooling.  The model 
assumes that all of the tooling costs are amortized over the current production lot (entered in 
the Production Quantity parameter).  However, if you replace your tooling at a different rate 
than your production run, then you could reflect the difference by specifying a tooling 
amortization quantity.  If this entry remains zero, the estimated tooling costs will be amortized 
over the current production quantity (entered in the Production Quantity parameter). 
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When rating Tooling Amortization Quantity, consider the following:   
If you have a regular amortization schedule for your tools, convert it to the expected number of 
units produced over that period, and enter this into the Tooling Amortization parameter. 

If you replace tooling only as necessary, enter a number that reflects the expected useful life 
of the tool.  This may come from manufacturer's specifications or,  more accurately, from your 
own records, if available. 

As an example, assume a production quantity of 100 units in a compressed schedule with 
multiple sets of tooling, and a life time tooling cost of $1000 for the first set of tools, which will 
only last for 10 units. Set the tooling amortization to 10 and SEER-MFG will allocate the 
equivalent of ten sets of tooling and amortize them over the 100 production units. SEER-MFG 
uses the amortization as follows: 

Production lots = Production Quantity ÷ Tooling Amortization Quantity  
 = 100 ÷ 10  
 = 10 
Total Tooling cost = Tooling Cost for 1 lot (AKA - Life Time Tooling Cost) * Production Lots  
 = $1000 * 10  
 = $10,000 
Tooling Cost /Unit = Total Tooling Cost ÷ Production Quantity  
 = $10,000 ÷ 100  
 = $100 

Direct Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for the manufacturing / run-time work completed within this work 
element.  The hourly labor rate may be entered directly, either as the average cost of 
employees doing the work, or the labor rate at which you will bid.  You may include direct labor 
expenses, overhead, burden, or any combination of labor rates. 

Alternatively, you may enter labor rate details and have SEER-MFG compute the direct hourly 
labor rate using the following. The labor rate detail parameters may be turned on from within 
the Project Parameters dialog. 

Direct Hourly Labor Rate =  (Direct Labor Rate x Direct Operators) +  
Direct Machine / Facility Rate +  
In-Direct Overhead Rate 

Note: If you have two machine operations described in one work element that are run by one 
operator at the same time, and choose to enter a Direct Hourly Rate, then a regular (1 person, 
1 machine) direct labor rate should be halved for the work element. See Multi-Man and Multi-
Machine Scenarios below for details. 
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 Labor Rate Details in this chapter (below) 
Options / Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Setup Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for setup work completed within this work element.  The setup hourly 
labor rate may be entered directly, either as the average cost of employees doing the work, or 
the labor rate at which you will bid.  You may include setup labor expenses, overhead, burden, 
or any combination of labor rates.  

Alternatively, you may enter labor rate details and have SEER-MFG compute the setup hourly 
labor rate using the following. The labor rate detail parameters may be turned on within the 
Project Parameters dialog. 

Setup Hourly Labor Rate =  (Setup Labor Rate x Setup Operators) +  
Setup Machine / Facility Rate +  
Setup In-Direct Overhead Rate 

Note: If you have two machine operations described in one work element that are run by one 
operator at the same time, and choose to enter a Setup Hourly Rate, then a regular (1 person, 
1 machine) setup labor rate should be halved for the work element. See Multi-Man and Multi-
Machine Scenarios below for details. 

 Labor Rate Details in this chapter (below) 
Options / Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 

Labor Rate Details 
Labor Rate Detail parameters may be turned on and off from within the Project Parameters 
Dialog. You can optionally choose to display labor rate details for both Direct and Set-up or 
choose either Direct or Setup. 

  

Turn Labor Rate 
Details on and 
off. 

Project Parameters Dialog Box 
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When Direct and/or Setup Labor Rate Detail options are checked in the Project Parameters 
dialog box, a message will appear asking whether you want to use any previous detailed labor 
rate parameter values. If you choose, yes, any previously entered detailed labor rate values will 
be used to compute the hourly labor rate.  

When Labor Rate Detail parameters are used: 

 Additional parameters are displayed in the parameter window. 
 The Hourly Labor Rate parameters display computed values only.   

The Hourly Labor Rate parameter names will be colored and surrounded by <<>> 
brackets. You can change the computed parameters color… by selecting SEER-MFG 
Output Parameters Color… from the View menu. 

 
Detailed Labor Rate Parameters 

Detail Rate parameters may be turned on and off using the following Server Mode commands: 

 SetDirectRateDetails On/Off 
 SetSetupRateDetails On/Off 

When Exporting Commands for an Entire Project, the SetDirectRateDetails and 
SetSetupRateDetails server mode commands are automatically exported.  

When merging sub-projects, SEER-MFG provides a cautionary note to inform you whether 
updates will be made to the subproject being merged. 

 File / Merge Subproject in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
Tools / Export Commands in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
Options / Set Project Parameters in chapter 6:  Command Reference 
Server Mode in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Direct Labor Rate 
This is the direct labor rate of the factory/plant operator(s) also known as run time operators.  
The direct labor rate can include the following: 
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 direct hourly rate for the appropriate skill grade 
 insurance 
 pension 
 shift allowance 
 holiday allowance 
 training allowance 
 sick pay allowance 

It normally does not include: 

 overhead rates 
 profit 

The actual items included may alter dependent on Country and industry. 

Direct Machine / Facility Rate 
This is the cost of the machine during run time and may include: 
 machine replacement value 
 installation 
 utility cost 
 scheduled maintenance cost 
 cost of money 
 cost of floor space 

All of the above should be factored by: 
 % utilization 
 % uptime 
 std hours available to recover the above costs 
 depreciation period 
 floor space required to install and run the machine including stillage 

The actual items included may alter dependent on Country and industry, and the rate should 
not include profit. 

In-Direct Overhead Rate 
Aimed mainly at high volume or process industry. Only use this when costs normally included 
within the direct machine / facility rate need to be defined separately. 

Direct Operators 
Enter the number of operators per machine / process, examples: 

 If the machine / process requires two operators, enter 2 
 ne operator runs four machines, enter 0.25 O

 Multi-Man and Multi-Machine Scenarios in this chapter (below) 
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Setup Labor Rate 
This is the setup labor rate of the factory/plant operator(s).  The setup labor rate can include 
the following: 

 setup hourly rate for the appropriate skill grade  
 insurance 
 pension 
 shift allowance 
 holiday allowance 
 training allowance 
 sick pay allowance 

It normally does not include: 

 overhead rates 
 profit 

The actual items included may alter dependent on Country and industry. 

Setup Machine / Facility Rate 
This is the cost of setting the machine / process during run time and may include: 

 machine replacement value 
 installation 
 utility cost 
 scheduled maintenance cost 
 cost of money 
 cost of floor space 

All of the above should be factored by: 

 % utilization 
 % uptime 
 std hours available to recover the above costs 
 depreciation period 
 floor space required to install and run the machine including stillage 

The actual items included may alter dependent on Country and industry, and the rate should 
not include profit. 

Setup In-Direct Rate 
Aimed mainly at high volume or process industry. Only use this when costs normally included 
within the setup machine / facility rate need to be defined separately. 
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Setup Operators 
Enter the number of setup operators per machine / process, examples: 

 If the machine / process requires two operators, enter 2 
 One operator runs four machines, enter 0.25 

 Multi-Man and Multi-Machine Scenarios in this chapter (below) 

Multi-Man and Multi-Machine Scenarios 

Multi-Man Machining 
Typical multi-man machining scenarios are when a process requires more than one operator to 
complete the task. Usually a single machine or line will be in action and several operators will 
be required to load and unload the components being processed, typical examples are: 

 Large Hydraulic presses 
 Foam injection lines 
 Large assembly tasks 

To model a multi-man machining scenario in SEER-MFG, you would enter the number of 
Operators to represent how many operators were working on one machine. 

 Number of operators required to complete process 
Calculated Rate = (1 x 60)+100+50 = 200 (2 x 60)+100+50 = 270 (4 x 60)+100+50 = 390 

Labor Rate 60 60 60 

Machine / Facility Rate 100 100 100 

Indirect Overhead Rate 50 50 50 

Operators 1 2 4 

Multi-Machine Manning 
A typical multi-machine manning scenario is where one operator will run one or more 
machines or, one operator will undertake more than one task concurrently, for example:  

 Running two or more CNC machines 
 Running a deburr operation during the machine cycle 
 Injection Molding 

To model a multi-machine manning scenario in SEER-MFG, you would enter a fraction in the 
Operators parameter to represent how many machines are being operated. 

 Number of operators required to complete process 
Calculated Rate = (1 x 60)+100+50 = 200 (0.5x60)+100+50 = 180 (0.25x60)+100+50 = 165 

Labor Rate 60 60 60 

Machine / Facility Rate 100 100 100 
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Indirect Overhead Rate 50 50 50 

Operators / Machine 1 0.5 0.25 

Machines being run 1 2 4 

Production Experience/Optimization 
Manufacturer's experience with the work element product and methods used to produce it.  
Production experience will relate to the effectiveness of the production floor operations, the 
condition and applicability of the tooling used, and overall product quality. 

 
Users often overrate this parameter due to pride in their own and their immediate coworkers' 
abilities. Crews, however, are usually made up of many people with differing levels of 
experience. We recommend that you attempt to be realistic in your assessment. 

Production Experience/Optimization Ratings 

Rating Description 

Extra High Industry Leader.  A recognized leader in performing the specified 
process. At least 10 years of experience lets the producer provide highly 
customized methods and techniques in producing the item.  Substantial 
experience in floor supervision and shop management assures a most 
effective production flow, with a rejection rate under 0.5%. 

Very High Highly Experienced in the Specified Activities or Processes.  At least 5 
years experience in production of identical or very similar items.  The 
producer possesses state-of-the-art tooling, and has applicable 
experience in their use. Top-quality floor and tooling maintenance 
assures highly efficient production, with a rejection rate under 2%. 

High Experienced in These Activities or Processes.  The producer has at 
least 3 years experience with the specified process. Tooling procurement 
and fabrication decisions are made by experienced management, and 
there is experienced floor supervision and tooling maintenance. 

Nominal Experienced in Similar Activities or Processes.  The producer has at 
least 1 year experience with processes similar to that being used for this 
work element.  Tooling procurement decisions are reviewed by 
experienced management, and there is adequate floor supervision and 
tooling maintenance. 

Low Little or No Experience in These Activities or Processes.  The producer 
has limited experience with the specified process, and is unfamiliar with 
some of the work. Tooling procurement is based largely on vendor 
recommendations, and floor supervision and tooling methods are 
relatively unpracticed.  
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Production Experience Rating Factors 
Use the following tables to assist you in determining a proper production experience rating: 

Factor:  Overall Reputation 
Rating Description 

Low Novice producer, products or capability not established. 

Nom Minimal recognition of ability to produce similar products. 

High Known as reputable producer of similar products. 

Very High Known as an established, reliable producer of quality products. 

Extra High Recognized leader, products seen as best in class. 

Factor:  Work Product Experience 
Rating Description 

Low Little to none. 

Nom Similar products. 

High Very similar products. 

Very High Identical or very similar products. 

Extra High Identical products. 

Factor:  Process Experience 
Rating Description 

Low Limited.     

Nom 1+ year with similar processes. 

High 3+ years. 

Very High 5+ years. 

Extra High 10+ years. 

Factor:  Production Floor Supervision And Management Methods 
Rating Description 

Low Unpracticed. 

Nom Basic but adequate. 

High Experienced. 

Very High Top quality. 

Extra High Top quality, substantial experience, efficient operations. 
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Factor:  Rejection Rate 
Rating Description 

Low  
Nom  
High  
Very High Under 2%. 
Extra High Under 0.5%. 

Factor:  Tooling Procurement and Applicability 
Rating Description 

Low Decisions based totally on vendor suggestions. 

Nom Vendor suggestions and experienced management review. 

High Decisions made by experienced management. 

Very High State-of-the-art tooling and capital equipment. 

Extra High State-of-the-art, customized and optimized for product, highly 
efficient modern equipment. 

Product Classification 
This parameter should be set to the reliability level that most closely describes product 
application. Since achieving these levels impacts the manufacturing process, SEER-MFG uses 
the Product Classification parameter to adjust for the increases and decreases that occur in 
setup, direct, inspection and rework labor as well as tooling costs. This parameter is entered 
as a range so that you can intuitively bracket your assessment. 

Rating Description 

Very High Items designed and built for very specialized high end, high reliability 
applications. Examples are aircraft, military and space equipment. 

High Intended for industrial or high-end consumer use, requiring more testing 
and inspection in order to achieve the required reliability. Examples are 
computers, power plants, machine tools, industrial and mass 
transportation vehicles, etc. 

Nominal Intended for consumer applications, typically for home or business. 
Examples are home appliances, vehicles, etc. 

Low Intended for consumer applications, typically for the home. Examples 
would be household furnishings, fixtures, etc. 

Very Low Intended for low level consumer applications, such as toys, simple 
household items. 
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LABOR CALIBRATION 
Labor calibration parameters are optional inputs that adjust computed labor time to match 
special factors influencing labor efficiency, such as individual facility arrangements, 
management practices, etc.  Most often, you will use labor calibration to increase the SEER-
MFG labor estimates from the industrial labor standards to one that is meaningful for your 
projects, company experience, and actual history.  Labor calibration may also be used to 
remove some set component of labor from SEER-MFG's analysis. 

Labor calibration parameters display in two configurations, depending on whether Learning 
Curve Analysis is checked in the Options / Set Project Parameters dialog box. 

 
Labor Calibration (Learning Curve Analysis Not Activated) 

 
Labor Calibration (Learning Curve Analysis Activated) 

Prior Production Units 
Leaving this at 0 means learning benefits will begin at unit number 1 of the production 
quantity entered, which would represent the first time these items have been produced. If you 
insert a quantity, the model will start applying the learning curve entered one unit larger than 
that of the number entered. Example, if the user enters 100 the model will apply the learning 
curve entered from unit 101. This parameter should be used to account for parts or units that 
have been built where learning has already occurred.  

Caution: if units have been built in the past but a great deal of time has elapsed between the 
building of those parts or assemblies, you may not have enough continuity to reap full learning 
benefits of prior production units.  

If you want to report out a particular unit number, set prior production units equal to the sum 
of step learning quantities. Example, if you want SEER to report out the unit time for T150 (the 
one hundred and fiftieth production unit) , set prior production units to 150, and the sum of 
step learning quantities to 150. 
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Stop Learning 
This input may be used for the ending point of a range of production units for which SEER-MFG 
measures learning. 

SEER-MFG typically computes labor time with no special adjustments for learning.  You may 
use this input to specify the ending point, or quantity at which learning stops.  If you are using 
a traditional learning curve, the Stop Learning input can be thought of as the quantity at which 
maximum production efficiency is reached. 

If this value is more than the default value, your per unit labor times may decrease, depending 
on your production quantity.  If you enter a value less than the default, you may see an 
increase in your per unit labor time.  The Stop Learning input will impact your estimate only if it 
is less than the Production Quantity input. 

The Stop Learning input should be greater than or equal to the Prior Production Units input.   

Stepped Learning 

  
Stepped Learning Parameters 

Multiple learning curve steps can be defined to model differing rates of cost improvement.  
Each step can be thought of as a production lot and is defined by a number of production units 
and a learning curve factor.  In the example above, the first 100 units will learn at a rate of 
90%, the next 250 units will learn at 95%, and the last 500 units will have no learning at all.  

The Production Quantity input governs the overall quantity for which unit costs are based.  The 
learning step quantities determines the rate at which learning, or cost improvement, takes place.  
If the production quantity exceeds the total quantity in the learning steps, SEER-MFG assumes no 
more learning for units beyond the sum of the steps.  In the above example, if the Production 
Quantity input exceeds 850 (=100+250+500), then learning for units beyond 850 will be 100%. 

If learning stops at a specific quantity, you can enter a learning step which defines 100% 
learning beyond that quantity.  For example, if learning curve is 90% for the first 1000 units, 
and then stops, the learning steps could look like this: 
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Stop Learning at a Specific Quantity 

If learning does not start until a specific quantity, you can enter steps to model this.  For 
example, if learning does not begin until the 100th unit, and will be 92% thereafter, the 
learning steps would look like this: 

 
Start Learning at a Specific Quantity 

Add Next Step Here 
Enter the quantity and the learning curve percent that will be applied to labor. 

PROBABILITY (Risk) 
The confidence, or probability, that actual cost and time will not exceed the SEER-MFG 
analysis.  As the probability increases, cost and time will generally increase.  This input allows 
you to capture the uncertainty expressed in the least, likely, and most input ranges.  The table 
below offers a description of probability levels.  The default value of risk is 50%. 

Probability Ratings 
Rating Description 

90% Offers very high confidence; often used as a worst case estimate.  
Assumes most things occur at a worst case scenario. 

80% Moderate confidence; potentially appropriate for fixed price bids. 

50% Most typically used; represents a most likely work element estimate. 

20% Low confidence; produces a very optimistic estimate.  Assumes most 
things are at a best case. 
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The following cost risk chart offers a pictorial display of probability levels versus cost 
estimates. Risk is determined by the range of the least, likely, and most in the input 
parameters.  If your inputs have no ranges, the risk chart will be a straight horizontal line. 

 

Almost 
everything 
goes right. 

 

Cost vs. Risk Chart 

Almost 
everything 
goes wrong. 

50% probability 
provides the 
most likely 
outcome. 

More goes right 
than wrong.  
80% chance of 
exceeding this 
cost. 

 Probability and Risk in chapter 8:  Special Topics 
 

FINANCIAL FACTORS 
The Financial Factor wrap rate parameters allow you to include cost wrap rates to labor, 
material, tooling, other, purchased, and custom costs, as well as profit.  Typically wrap rates 
are used to cover the expenses of operating a business that are not directly linked to the 
company's products or services. They include salaries, rent and payments to utilities generally 
known as overhead.   

When performing financial factor calculations at the project level, wrap percentages entered at 
a lower work element level are used in place of percentages entered at the project level. This 
allows you to apply a single set of wrap rates for an entire project, and use specific wrap rates 
at lower level elements if required. Alternatively, you can enter element specific wrap rates and 
none at the project element. This provides a highly flexible structure for applying wrap rates 
and/profits to your SEER-MFG projects. 

All of the Financial factor parameters are applied as percentages. 

Labor Wrap 
The labor wrap rate is applied as a percentage and is used to adjust labor related costs. It is 
typically used to include wraps and fees not normally included with the Direct and Setup hourly 
labor rates e.g. indirect labor, fixed charges, payroll expense, travel and conference expenses, 
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material and supplies, sundry utilities, and redistribution of services (e.g. personnel, outside 
services, maintenance, security). 

Purchase Part Wrap 
The purchased part wrap rate is applied as a percentage and is used to adjust purchased part 
costs. It is typically used to account for items such as procurement, receiving, accounts 
payable, warehousing, and inventory control costs etc.Note:  Available at Project level only. 

Material Wrap 
The material wrap rate is applied as a percentage and is used to adjust material costs. It is 
typically used to account for items such as procurement, receiving, accounts payable, 
warehousing, inventory control, material needed to replace lost or scrapped parts, cost of bulk 
materials such as adhesives, taps, paints, and solder etc. 

Tooling Cost Wrap 
The tooling cost wrap rate is applied as a percentage and is used to adjust tooling costs. It is 
typically used to account for items such as labor needed to issue and move parts and tools, 
procurement of tooling material etc. 

Other Cost Wrap 
The other cost wrap rate is applied as a percentage and is used to adjust any user entered 
other costs. 

Custom Category Wrap 
The custom category wrap rate is applied as a percentage and is used to adjust any custom 
user computed costs from custom calculation templates. 

Profit 
Profit generally is the making of gain in business activity for the benefit of the owners of the 
business. In SEER-MFG it is applied as a single percentage and applied to all costs. The Profit 
percentage is applied on top of, and after any other financial wrap rate percentages. 

The Financial Factor parameters are available at the Project level, and all other element types 
except Rollups. 
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Process Specific Tab 
The Process Specific tab is to the right of the General tab.  It contains inputs which are specific 
to individual work elements or processes.  Some inputs on the Process Specific tab, however, 
are common to most work elements.  There are listed here. 

MATERIAL 
The following inputs are common to many SEER-MFG work elements.  They are usually 
included under the MATERIAL category heading, although they may be listed in different 
categories, depending on the work element type. 

Material Cost  
The cost of raw material. Depending on the Material Origin input, material is entered by weight 
(lb. or kg) or per part.  A default material cost (per lb., kg or part) will appear in this input and is 
based on the Material selection input. You may overwrite this default material cost if desired.   
The Material Cost is multiplied by production quantity (and Raw Weight for Raw Stock) to 
obtain total material cost.  The material cost may have to be adjusted if you change the 
currency or unit of measure midway through a SEER-MFG analysis. 

Made From Material Cost Input Description Total Material Cost 

Raw Stock Material Cost/ Lb. (Kg.) Raw material cost (per lb. or kg.) 
including fractional adjustment 
for scrap costs. 

Material Cost x Raw 
Weight x Production Qty 

Sand Casting Sandcast Part Cost Casting cost, with inspection.  
One casting per finished unit.   

Material Cost x  
Production Qty 

Die Casting Diecast Part Cost Casting cost, with inspection.  
One casting per finished unit.   

Material Cost x  
Production Qty 

Investment 
Casting 

Investment Cast Part 
Cost 

Casting cost, with inspection.  
One casting per finished unit.   

Material Cost x  
Production Qty 

Forging Forged Part Cost Forged part cost, with inspection.  
One casting per finished unit.   

Material Cost x  
Production Qty 

 Material Costs in chapter 8: Special Topics 
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Material Utilization Factor 
A multiplier used to calculate the total material usage and thereby costs within a process. The 
Material Utilization Factor is the ratio of the amount of material purchased to the amount used 
as a finished part or assembly. Your input should include materials usage items such as 
scrap/excess material, rework material, cook-off, etc. All material costs will be multiplied by 
the Material Utilization Factor. 

Note: For rough machining operations, material removed by the operation is already 
considered in the material cost and does not need to be factored into this input.  

The Material Utilization Factor can be entered as a Least/Likely/Most range. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
Additional Items allows you to add any extra manufacturing operations not accounted for in 
the work element and to describe them in terms of labor, material, and tooling costs. You may 
enter labor times or cost inputs as required.   Enter Y (for yes) to add operations. 

 
Additional Items Input Parameters 

Use this section to add one or more operations not covered by the process model.  For 
example, if you have a special finish treatment or a patented process step that is performed 
only by your organization, you can insert the costs associated with it in this section and place a 
note to describe it. 

Add Next Operation Here 
Calls the dialog box that enables you to add operations. 

Option Description 

Description A name to identify the operation. 

Set-Up Min/Lot Minutes required for setup for this production lot. 

Direct Min/Unit Minutes per unit of direct labor for this operation. 

Inspection Min/Unit Minutes per unit for inspection labor associated with this operation. 

Rework Min/Unit Minutes per unit for rework labor associated with this operation. 

Material Cost/Unit Additional cost per unit for materials associated with this operation. 

Tooling Cost Additional cost of tooling required for this operation. 
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MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 
The MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION category may contain a variety of inputs, depending on 
the work element These parameters cover the setup and tooling complexity for the 
manufacturing process.  The Set-Up Complexity parameter is common to most SEER-MFG work 
elements.  Other MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION inputs are described in the chapters for 
individual work elements. 

 
Manufacturing Description Input Parameters 

Set-up Complexity 
Rates sophistication of manufacturing setup; adjusts setup labor output. Should be similar to 
Machine/Tooling Process Capability. For multiple tools, enter a least, likely, and most range. 

Rating Description 

Very High Fully automated CNC operation, automated feed of raw material, part 
time operator. May do more than one operation at a time. 

High Numerically controlled machining, mechanized stock movement, tools, 
finished parts, tolerances computer controlled. One operation at a time. 

Nominal Custom designed holding fixtures, tools and tool holders. Manual 
insertion, placement, control and removal of the work piece. 

Low Some custom designed holding fixtures, standard tools. Manual 
insertion, placement, control, and removal of the work piece. 

Very Low Standard fixtures, tools. Manual insertion, placement, control, removal. 

 Machine / Tooling Process Capability in chapter 10:  Machining 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 
The OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category may contain a variety of inputs for optional cost 
inputs for material, tooling and other expenses, depending on the work element. If you have 
cost information that you know is accurate, or if you know of costs that SEER-MFG will not 
calculate, then you should consider making entries into the optional costs parameters.  Entry 
of these costs is not required — for some models, optional costs are calculated automatically if 
left unentered.  The Other Costs (Optional)  parameter is common to most SEER-MFG work 
elements.  Other OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION inputs are described in the chapters for 
individual work elements 
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Optional Input Parameters 

 Optional Costs in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Other Costs (Optional)  
Optional throughput costs associated with the work element to be added to this process, in 
addition to labor, materials, and tooling.  This input may be used for purchased labor, purchased 
services, inventory costs, royalties, purchased items, nondestructive testing or evaluation (e.g., x-
ray, dye penetrant, digital x-ray, ultrasonic), or any other fixed costs not estimated with SEER-
MFG.  If entered, other costs will be included in the amortized unit cost outputs and the program 
total.  Costs that involve very complex relationships can be defined as a Custom Output Category. 

Note: Don’t forget to add a parameter note to label this additional cost input for your records. 

 See Add Custom Output Categories in chapter 8:  Special Topics 
 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
When you set the Part Assembly Contribution parameter to Yes, SEER-MFG displays a set of 
part assembly parameters, which it uses to compute the costs generated by assembling this 
part into a larger unit.  These costs are labeled as assembly contribution, and shown as a 
separate line item in the detailed analysis report; they are not included in the part's 
manufacturing cost.  If a rollup includes parts which have parts assembly data, it will provide a 
summary of all of the assembly contributions, and thus total assembly cost. 

 
Part Assembly Contribution Parameters 
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Assembly Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for assembly work completed in this work element.  SEER-MFG computes 
labor requirements in minutes and multiplies it by the labor rate (converted to minutes) to 
obtain cost.  Enter the labor rate as either the average cost of employees doing the work, or 
the labor rate at which you will bid.  You may include direct labor expenses, overhead, burden, 
or any combination of labor rates. 

Weight 
The weight range of the part. Choices are under 1 pound, 1 to 5 pounds, 5 to 15 pounds, 15 
to 40 pounds, over 40 pounds. 

Pickup 
The difficulty involved in picking up the part. 

Option Description 

Distance The part's location in relation to the assembly station.  Choices are under 
4 inches,  4 to 12 inches, 12 to 24  inches, 2 to 5 feet, over 5 feet.  If over 
5 feet is selected, the Over 5 feet box is active for parameter entry. 

Over 5 feet Specific pickup distance if over 5 feet. 

Grasp Required Enter Y (for Yes) if the part must be grasped before movement to the 
assembly station. Normally a grasp is required, unless parts are fed in a 
mechanized movement sequence. 

Insertion 
The difficulty of inserting the part into the larger assembly.  

Option Description 

Drop in easy Part is released without positioning. 

Light fit, .01" clearance Part is positioned in loose cavity. 

Light fit, hand push Positioned in cavity; light hand or finger pressure required to seat part. 

Tight fit, hand push Positioned in opening of cavity; forceful hand push required to seat part. 

Release and position Part is released and positioned on assembly bench. 

Clamp/unclamp in  
fixture 

Part is released, placed into assembly fixture, and removed after all 
assembly operations are completed. 
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Threaded part 1 - 3 turns Part is a threaded part; must be started in threaded opposite and 
followed by up to 3 turns. 

Threaded part 4 - 8 turns Part is a threaded part; must be started in threaded opposite and 
followed by up to 8 turns. 

Press fit Part is positioned in opening of the cavity; it is then pressed in with either 
a punch, a hammer, or another suitable external tool. 

Orientation 
The direction from which the inserted part approaches the assembly into which it is inserted.   

Option Description 

None No orientation is required. 

Top > down Part is positioned into assembly in a simple top to bottom movement. 

Sideways Part is positioned into assembly in a horizontal movement, somewhat 
obstructed by other parts. 

Bottom > top Part is positioned into assembly in 3 or more movements (vertical 
downward, horizontal sideways and vertical upward) due to significant 
obstructions caused by other parts. 

Fasteners 
Number of fasteners required to attach the part to its assembly. 

Fastener Type 
The type of fasteners used to attach the part to its assembly.   

Option Description 

None No fasteners are used. 

Air/Power Gun S/W/N A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed with an air or power gun. 
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Cotter Pin A cotter pin or equivalent is installed. 

  

Machine Screw into 
Tapped Hole 

A machine screw is installed into a tapped hole. 

 

Open-End Wrench A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed with an open-end wrench. 

 

Ratchet S/W/N A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed w/ratchet-socket wrench. 

 

Self Tapping Screw A self-tapping (sheet metal) screw. 
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Snap (C) Ring A snap ring, C ring or equivalent is installed. 

 

Spintite S/W/N A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed with a spintite. 

 

Thumb Screw A thumb screw or wing nut. 

 

Bearing (small)  A rotating support between moving parts to allow them to move easily. 
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Bent Nail/Delcron  Allows insertion of fasteners in honeycomb panel, revents crushing. 

 

Bushing (Insert) A cylindrical metal lining used to reduce friction. 

 

Bushing (Insert -Shrink 
Fitted) 

A cylindrical metal lining used to reduce friction with the shrink fitted 
insertion method used. 

Bushing (Insert-
Staking) 

A cylindrical metal lining used to reduce friction with the staking insertion 
method used. 

Composi-LOK Blind installed Hi-lock for composite materials, with built-in o-ring seals.  
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Cherry Rivet Cherry rivet (a brand name) is the first blind rivet for aircraft assembly.  

 

Cam Lock (Stud Only) A cam lock stud is used with Dzus fastening systems, which attach covers 
and doors that can be removed and re-attached.  

 

Dome Nuts A nut receptacle that has a sealed or solid crown or dome typically a metal 
block with internal screw thread to be fitted onto a bolt.  

 

Drivematic Rivets - St,Ti A stainless steel or titanium rivet (typically headless) installed using a 
machine to complete insertion and bucking of the raw rivet stud.  

 

Drivematic Rivets – 
Alum 

An aluminum rivet (typically headless) installed using a machine to 
complete insertion and bucking of the raw rivet stud. 
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Drivematic Spray Dot 
Only 

Sprayed location dots for Drivematic rivet hole patterns. No rivets are 
installed  --  only drill patterns.  

Drivematic Tack Rivets A small, temporary aluminum Drivematic rivet.  

Dzus Receptacle For covers and doors that can be removed and re-attached.  

  

  

Eddie Bolt (Jo Bolt) Screws into a fixed nut when only one side is accessible.  

 

Eyelet and Washer Fastener with a wire, cord or rope passing through the eyelet. 
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Gang Channels (3 inch) A 3-inch long fastening device, which has a channel shape and contains 
multiple nutplates floating within the channel. 

 

Gang Channels (6 inch) A 6-inch long fastening device with floating nutplates in a channel. 

Gang Channels (12 
inch) 

A 12-inch long fastening device with floating nutplates in a channel. 

Grommet (Flex or Split) Per half:  Flexible metal or composite ring lining a hole.  Reduces wear, 
permits attachment of cords, lines, or shafts etc.  

  

Grommet (Complex) Complex grommet. 

  

Grommet Plate A flat, or nearly flat, piece of metal or composite covering a grommet.  
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Heli-Coil (Insert Only) Removable threaded insert in larger threaded hole; protects the threaded 
hole from wear.  

 

 

Hi-Lock Bolt High strength fastener and special nut (typically with collar that detaches at 
proper torque, or requiring a calibrated wrench).  

 

Hinge Pin A pin or shaft that joins each half of a hinge together.  
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Lock Bolt (Huck Bolt) A fastener that screws into a nut to join parts together when both sides of 
the mating parts a accessible.  

  

Lock Bolt (Blind) (Huck 
Bolt) 

A fastener that screws into a nut to join parts together when only one side 
of the parts being joined is accessible.  

 

Lube fitting (Install 
only) 

Installation of a fitting designed to allow lubrication of mating surfaces. 
Typically called a grease or Zerk fitting.  
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Misc Bolts (Yokes, etc.) Miscellaneous fasteners that screw into a nut, and which may have a yoke 
or eyelet.  

 

Nuts, Bolts or Washers 
(Hand) 

Hand Installed nuts, bolts and washers (per each)  
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Nuts, Bolts or Washers 
(Power) 

Power Installed nuts, bolts and washers. (per each).   

Nutplates Threaded nut in a retaining plate held by two rivets. 

 

 

Nutplates (Duct) Nutplate designed for engine inlet and exhaust applications.  

"O" Ring High-pressure gaskets consisting of a flat rubber or plastic ring.  

 
 

Radius blocks Mounting brackets or fillers, round on one or both sides.  
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Rivets Blind Self-
Plugging 

A rivet that is installed from one side only  by insertion into the hole and 
pulling on an attached stem.  

 

Rivets, Solid A rivet installed using a squeezer or without manual backup.  

 

Rivets, Solid  w/backup A rivet installed using manual backup. Rivets are heavy pins through holes, 
with a head at one end and the other end hammered flat.  

 

Rivnut® A captive nut inserted into a surface hole.  
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Safety Wire Used to wire light bolts or fittings so they do not back out or loosen.  

 

Screws Fastener with threaded shank and slotted, hex, star or Phillips head.  

  

Scrivets Non-structural typically non-metallic, pressed in place, then secured using a 
plastic center screw.  

 

Snap Fastener Two parts are snapped together with installed snap fasteners. 
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Spacers Spacers separate mating components / devices from each other.  

 

Studs  Stud only: fastener with a flattened boss on one end. 

 

Difficulty - Part Related 
Qualities of the part that affect its contribution to assembly difficulty.   

Quality Description 

Flexible Part is not rigid; bends or folds easily. 

Slippery Part's surface is coated with slippery substance, making grasp difficult. 

Fragile Part is highly vulnerable; must be handled gently, with great care. 

Sticky Parts surface is sticky, making part release and positioning difficult. 

Sharp Corners/Edges Due to the sharp corners and edges, part handling and positioning is 
slowed down in order to avoid hurting operator or damaging other parts 
in the assembly. 
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Difficulty - Environment Related 
Tools and environments required to accomplish the assembly.   

Requirement Description 

Clean Room Protective operator clothing, gloves and boots required in a clean room . 

Tweezers Due to part size or shape, tweezers are required in handling the part. 

Optical Aids Part size or assembly precision specified requires the use of optical aids 
such as microscopes, collimators, etc. 

Hoist, Hydraulic Lifts Part size or location require hoist, lift, other mechanical manipulators. 

Mechanization 
The extent to which assembly is automated. 

Rating Description 

Very High Automated/Robotic Assembly (complete automated loading and feeding 
of all components). 

High Mechanically aided or machine-aided positioning and loading. 

Nominal Conveyorized movement of parts and assemblies. 

Low Organized layout of parts, tools and assemblies. 

Very Low Manual bench assembly. 

Required Part 
Enter Y (yes) if this part is essential to the assembly. Select N (no) if you believe this part can 
be eliminated, as part of a value engineering effort. 

Functional Test Required 
Enter Y (yes) if a functional test is required, usually for mechanisms with moving parts.  The 
cost of such testing will be computed automatically.  

Selection Description 

None No functional test required. 

Go/No Go Test This test is applied to electronic items.  A simple power-on, power-off 
test is applied and response is monitored on a test set. 

Dynamic Test The assembly is turned on and exercised through its significant 
functions.   For example, an engine test. 

Full Functional Test The assembly is fully exercised through all of its functions. 
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Tooling Tab 
The Tooling tab contains tool-related inputs common to most work elements.  Significant 
variations from the common Tooling inputs (particularly those involving Detailed Composites) 
are described in the chapters for the affected work elements. 

TOOL DESCRIPTION 
The tool description parameters are used to calculate: a) the tool preparation operations 
carried out by mechanics prior to tool loading, and; b) the operations required to clean, 
package and store the tools after use.  

 
Tool Description Parameters 

By "tool" these parameters refer to holding devices, jigs, dies, molds, etc. and any tool 
accessories.  When Tool Prep is entered as Y (Yes), this indicates whether to include the costs 
and time required for preparation of the tools, tool parts, and accessories prior to process 
operations. Types of preparation operations include:  

 removal from the transportation dolly 
 setup, and making adjustments to the tool 
 completion of paper work  
 cleaning with associated materials (shop rags, solvents, abrasive pads, etc.), 
 application of sealant coats 
 baking of sealant coats, and 
 application of other release agents as required. 
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When Clean, Package, Store is entered as Y (Yes), this indicates whether to include the costs 
and time required for: 

 tearing down tools  
 logging paper work  
 cleaning associated materials (plastic wrap, shop rags, solvents, abrasive pads, etc.) 
 application of protective coatings  
 application of other cleaning agents as required 
 packaging the tools for storage, until they are needed again for the next production lot 

Size Factor 
The size factor parameter may optionally be used to estimate the tool size surface area 
(holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) in relation to the part size surface area. Many times the 
user will not know or have the exact tool size. The tool size factor can be used to approximate 
the tool size by entering the size relationship of the part and tool. An entry of 1.25 assumes 
that the tool (holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) surface area is 25% larger than the part size 
surface area.  

As an alternative to the Size Factor, tool size may be entered directly using the Tool Length, 
Tool Width or Tool Area parameters. When using the tool dimensions to specify a tool size, the 
Size Factor parameter is grayed out. This means that it isn’t being used. If no part dimensions 
have been defined for this work element the size factor parameter will also be ignored. 

 Tool Length, Tool Width, Tool Area in this chapter (below) 

Tool Length 
The tool's true length (in or mm) if known; otherwise, the tool area measurement or size factor.  

 Size Factor in this chapter (above) 

Tool Width 
The tool's true width (in or mm) if known; otherwise, the tool area measurement or size factor.  

 Size Factor in this chapter (above) 

Tool Area 
The overall surface area (in2 or mm2) of the tool (holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) is calculated 
from the tool length and tool width inputs. However, you can override this measurement by using 
the Area parameter. Area is used to calculate tooling costs and preparation and cleaning time. 
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If length or width are in least, likely and most format, the calculated area will be the product of 
PERT means for the two inputs.  The PERT mean is defined as (least + 4* likely + most)/6. 

 Size Factor in this chapter (above) 

Number of Parts 
The quantity of tool parts making up the primary Fixture, Jig, Die, Mold etc. Used to develop the 
handling, prep, and clean up time values.  The number of parts helps to define the complexity 
of the Tool Prep, Clean, Package and Store calculations. 

Note. If multiple parts are being built with one tool, the part length, width and area inputs 
should describe the true part size (length, width, area) of ALL the parts being built 
simultaneously or configured on the single tool. 

Number of Accessories 
The quantity of tool Accessories to be used in conjunction with the primary Fixture, Jig, Die, 
Mold etc. Used to develop the handling, prep, and clean up time values. 

The number of accessories helps to define the complexity of the Tool Prep, Clean, Package 
and Store calculations. A judgment call may be required, based on similar parts or assemblies 
in actual factory conditions. Tool accessories are defined as parts that are ‘added’ to primary 
tool. They typically have to be attached (for example, clamped) to the base tool. An example 
might be a drill template that would be jig-pinned to a final assembly tool. 

Tooling Complexity 
Rates the complexity of the tooling.  VLow- results in zero tooling cost.  This input adjusts the 
tooling cost of the model.  Often multiple tools are used, so setting a range for least, likely, and 
most is recommended. 

Rating Description 

Very High Very complex tool, with complex movements within. 

High Complex tool, mechanized movements. 

Nominal Moderately complex tool. 

Low Simple tool. 

VLow Standard tools augmented with few changes. 

VLow- No tooling cost. 
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Tool Prep 
This parameter is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if labor and materials for tool preparation 
(holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) should be included in the estimate. Enter N (No) if tool 
preparation is not required. 

Entering Yes indicates whether to include the costs and time required for preparation of the 
tools (holding device, jig, die, mold etc.), tool parts, and accessories prior to process 
operations. Tool preparation activities include: removal from the transportation dolly etc., 
making adjustments to the tool, setup, completion of paper work, cleaning with associated 
materials (shop rags, solvents, abrasive pads, etc.), application of sealant coats, baking of 
sealant coats, and the application of other release agents as required. 

Tool Clean, Package & Store 
This parameter is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if tool clean, package and store is required 
for this work element. Enter N (No), if tool clean, package and store is not required. 

Entering Yes indicates whether to include the costs and time required to clean, package, and 
store the tools (holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) after process operations are completed. This 
includes tearing down, logging paper work, and cleaning associated materials (plastic wrap, 
shop rags, solvents, abrasive pads, etc.), application of protective coatings, and application of 
other cleaning agents as required, and packaging the tools for storage, until they are needed 
again for the next production lot. 

Initial Tool Fabrication & Design 
Initial tool fabrication and design is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if initial tool fabrication and 
tool design cost is to be computed. Entering Yes will reveal additional tooling parameters. 
Enter N (No), if tool fabrication & design costs are not required. You can also set the Tooling 
Complexity range to VLow-, and turn off tooling cost estimates.  

The Additional Data section of the Detailed Analysis report displays tooling cost per unit using 
the following categories: 

 Tooling Design Cost 
 Tooling Fabrication Cost 
 Other Non-Recurring Tool Cost 
 Non Recurring Tool Material Cost 

The lot tooling report is used to display the lot tooling costs for the selected element. 

 See chapter 7: SEER-MFG Outputs. 
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Add Next Tool Here 
You can add up to 25 tools using the "Add Next Tool Here" parameter, which opens the Add 
Next Tool Here entry dialog.  As you complete tool list descriptions, the "Add Next Tool Here" 
title reappears in the parameter input window.  This title remains as the final title in your list of 
tools, indicating a blank description in order to accommodate additional tools as required. 

  
Tool Description Add Next Tool Here Dialog 

By default, "MFG Default Tool Set" is inserted as the first tool list item. When it is present, MFG 
computes default tool cost estimates. If it is removed from the list, default tooling estimates will 
no longer be computed. The following parameter entries are used to describe each Tooling Type: 

Option Description 

Tooling Type Choose a tool from the Tooling Type list options to add a tool cost 
estimate for the selected tool. 
Note. Tooling Type list options for each element are controlled and 
defined in the MFGData.INI file which may be customized as 
required. Custom Tools may be added to the MFGData.INI file.  

Tooling Type Master List in this chapter (below) 
Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics. 

Description Enter a description for the selected tool type. 

Fab. Hours Enter Y (Yes) to include tool fabrication hours, enter N (No) to 
exclude fabrication hours for the selected tool type. 

Design Hours Enter Y (Yes) to include tool design hours, enter N (No) to exclude 
tool design hours for the selected tool type. 
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Tooling Type Master List 
The following list is provided by default. Data and rates for each of these options are listed in 
the MFGData.INI file, which may be customized as required. 
Tooling Type Description 
Arbor Press Insert Is a forming tool consisting of an upper and lower insert mounted in 

a standard die set in an Arbor Press and used to form extrusions or 
sheet metal-formed sections. 

Autoclave Bag 
(Reusable) 

A flexible bag made of elastomeric or rubber-like material used to 
cover a lay-up during cure cycle.  The bag seals the lay-up against 
the bond jig and holds vacuum pressure during the cure cycle.  This 
tool may be a unique tool or at certain facilities, a detail of the 
Bonding Jig. 

AFT - Assembly Facility 
Tool 

Used in conjunction with a Floor Assembly Jig to locate details, drill 
details, trim details, while in the assembly fixture. 

AFT - (Metallic) See AFT – Assembly Facility Tool. 

AFT - (Laminate) See AFT – Assembly Facility Tool. 

Bench Assembly Jig A bench-located assembly jig built to support several detail parts or 
small assemblies in properly related position so that drill and 
fastening operations, trim operations, power drill operations and 
hand operations can be easily accomplished during the production 
process. 

Bonding Jig (Invar) Used to cure composites and laminate structures, to moldline and 
conventional contours. May be used in autoclaves at pressure and 
temperature using the vacuum bag method, or in circulating hot-air 
ovens, could also be air cure. Types of material tool could be made 
from many materials. Such as steel, aluminum, Invar, Composite 
materials. Could be hand lay-up from source tool, solid materials 
with machined moldline. 

Bonding Jig (Laminate) Used to cure composites and laminate structures, to moldline and 
conventional contours. May be used in autoclaves at pressure and 
temperature using the vacuum bag method, or in circulating hot-air 
ovens, could also be air cure. Types of material tool could be made 
from many materials. Such as steel, aluminum, Invar, Composite 
materials. Could be hand lay-up from source tool, solid materials 
with machined moldline. 
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Bonding Jig (Metallic) Used to cure composites and laminate structures, to moldline and 
conventional contours. May be used in autoclaves at pressure and 
temperature using the vacuum bag method, or in circulating hot-air 
ovens, could also be air cure. Types of material tool could be made 
from many materials. Such as steel, aluminum, Invar, Composite 
materials. Could be hand lay-up from source tool, solid materials 
with machined moldline. 

Blank/Pierce Die A tool normally made of steel used in a blanking or toggle press.  
The Blank/Pierce Die blanks the perimeter and may also pierce 
holes in the part.  A Blank/Pierce Die may be for sheet metal parts 
or laminates. 

Caul Sheet A tool consisting of a contoured steel or laminated sheet used in 
the autoclave cure process to provide a smooth surface against the 
lay-up.  This tool may be a unique tool or at certain facilities, a 
detail of the Bonding Jig. 

Clamping Fixture Can be very simple like vise jaws for holding parts to be machined, 
or very complex, such as used for a rubber bladder to push and 
hold inlet duct skins in position while doing assembly work, like 
Fitting, drilling, riveting. 

Check Fixture A tool used to simplify the inspection of parts / assemblies too 
complex to efficiently check by normal measuring devices. It usually 
consists of a structure that will hold a part in a fixed position by 
means of index points and will enable the user to easily inspect the 
part through use of feelers or indicators. 

Compression Mold Die 
(Heated) 

Tool can be made of Aluminum and or Steel usually consisting of a 
male and female halves, with multiple machined pieces to form a 
production part. 

Compression Mold Die 
(Press) 

Tool can be made of Aluminum and or Steel usually consisting of a 
male and female halves, with multiple machined pieces to form a 
production part. 

Chem-Mill Template Templates trimmed to locate and define edges of overmask for 
chem-milling operations. 

Clean Up and Buck Is a secondary assembly jig holding parts of an assembly to prevent 
movement or distortion during secondary operations. This is usually 
a lower cost tool and may be used as a tool to reduce the time 
span on a more expensive jig. 

Drill Jig Is a fixture with clamps and supports mounted on a firm base and 
used for holding a part during drilling or reaming operations. Drill 
guides are furnished in the form of hardened bushings enabling the 
user to obtain accurate hole locations. 
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Dummy part A duplication or modification of a production assembly or detail 
part and used to provide dimensional authority for the 
manufacturing of related contract tools. 

Drill Plate An apply type tool containing bushed holes for the purpose of 
adding special holes. They are often used on an assembly where 
pre-drilled holes would not be acceptable. 

Drill Template A flat template that carries a hole pattern probably with bushings. 

Developed Template A computer graphics model-developed flat pattern of a sheet metal 
part. It locates and defines trim lines, holes, joggles, flanges, 
beads, lightening holes, cutouts and tool holes. 

Floor Assembly Jig A Floor Assembly Jig is a large, stationary, floor-mounted, line-
position assembly tool of heavy aluminum or steel construction that 
supports several parts or subassemblies in properly related 
position while the entire group is fastened into one complex 
structure. 

Form Block A forming tool, usually a male block, over which a part is formed by 
using mechanical or hydraulic pressure to force a caged rubber pad 
against the part and block. A Form Block for simple forming 
consists of a simple block shaped to the part configuration. 
Complex parts may require several stages of forming using form 
blocks with multiple components. Difficult to form parts may 
require aids such as Dams, Shrink Bars, Draw Bars, and special 
Pressure Pads. 

Form Mold Die A forming tool consisting of a male or a female die, or a 
combination of both. 

Handling Fixture Hoist 
Tool 

A lifting device made of wire, rope, steel, nylon strap, or webbing 
and is used as a connector between a hoist and an assembly for 
the purpose of transferring that assembly to a different location. 

Handling Fixture Line 
Accessory 

An accessory tool not usually required for the basic purpose of a 
handling fixture or jig, but consists of supplement details that will 
aid personal in the use of the basic tools, i.e., travel plates and 
special detachable details. 

Handling Fixture Line 
Dolly 

A structure made for the sole purpose of supporting or transporting 
a heavy assembly or detail. 

Inspection Apply 
Template 

A template used to check the location of a detail such as Hats on a 
Skin. 

I/R Control Tool This tool can control Mold Line, holes, and periphery. Usually used 
to control Doors, Covers or openings. 
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Master A control tool used to establish basic contours, trim lines, hole 
patterns, hinge center lines, and used for dimensional control 
during the construction of mating production tools. 

Master Facility A tool normally made from a master control tool (the master may be 
electronic or a hard physical tool).  Used to establish basic contour, 
control trim lines, hole patterns, hinge center lines and dimensional 
control during Plastic Apply Templates etc. 

Master Model A three-dimensional mockup of the contoured surface of a section 
of the airplane. It may contain trim lines and hole patterns for the 
purpose of mastering interchangeable contoured parts. 

Mandrel A tool used to form the internal or male shape of a preform or part.  
The tool may be used in the manufacture of the preform or the 
fabrication of the final part. 

MCM - Machine Control 
Medium 

A computer routine which mathematically describes the shape as a 
section of the airplane or part and may be used as a direct source 
of information for basic dimensions. Usually the Mold Line. 

MCM - (Gerber Ply Cut) See Also MCM – Machine Control Medium 

MCM - (Laser Ply 
Locator) 

See Also MCM – Machine Control Medium 

MCM - (Machine Part) See Also MCM – Machine Control Medium 

MCM - (Sheet Metal 
Part) 

See Also MCM – Machine Control Medium 

MCM - (Composites 
Trim) 

See Also MCM – Machine Control Medium 

MCM - (Tow Placed) See Also MCM – Machine Control Medium 

Mill Fixture (Core) A fixture with clamps and supports mounted on a firm base and 
used for holding a part during machining operations. In many 
cases, set blocks are mounted on the base to assist the operator in 
setting cutter height or position. 

Mill Fixture (Laminate) A fixture with clamps and supports mounted on a firm base and 
used for holding a part during machining operations. In many 
cases, set blocks are mounted on the base to assist the operator in 
setting cutter height or position. 

Mill Fixture (Metallic) A fixture with clamps and supports mounted on a firm base and 
used for holding a part during machining operations. In many 
cases, set blocks are mounted on the base to assist the operator in 
setting cutter height or position. 
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Master Layout A computer graphics model-developed flat pattern of a sheet metal 
part. It locates and defines trim lines, holes, joggles, flanges, 
bends, lightening holes, cutouts and tool holes. 

Masking Template A flat or slightly contoured template that carries holes that control 
the fastener pattern locations and may be used to trim mask 
materials on part for painting or other applications. 

Plastic Apply Template Templates that are made to nest against formed parts. May have 
hole patterns with drill bushings. May have built in Router guide 
bars. 

Profile Template A template that contains all or part of a production part profile 
and/or contour and is adapted to a specific cutting machine that is 
follower-controlled (e.g., Wadkin, Bridgeport or Marwin Router). It 
may also produce multiple parts according to their size and the 
length of the Router bed being used. 

Process Holding Fixture A structure small to very large used to hold parts or assemblies. 
Used for paint, ultrasonic check, and leak check. 

Profile Mill Fixture A fixture with clamps and supports mounted on a base and used for 
holding parts in position while it is being machined. A Profile Mill 
Fixture will usually have index points and set block and/or 
accommodation for holding a duplicating pattern, if required. 

Portable Router Tool Usually a lightweight fiberglass shell tool that applies to a 
contoured part, locates to tooling holes and is clamped in place.  
The tool edge is set-back from the trim line for a router cutter 
guide. 

Steel Rule Die A tool used to blank sheet metal, prepreg or dry lamina to a specific 
shape. Usually made of a wood base with sharp steel blades.  The 
die is used in a type of blanking press and performs similar to a 
cookie cutter. 

Superplastic Hot Form 
Die 

Used in a mechanical or hydraulic press having electrically heated 
platens and capable of providing the loads required for complete 
peripheral seal around the edges of the part and also to counteract 
the argon gas pressure during forming. The die may be either male 
or female. 

Spar Mill Fixture A holding fixture, consisting of a series of guide bars and clamps, 
used for holding long narrow bars or extrusions in a fixed position 
suitable for the cutting action of the spar mill. 

Sample Part A duplication or modification of a production detail part and used to 
provide dimensional authority for the manufacturing of related 
contract tools. Locate Plys, Hats, Cutouts, make cull plates. 
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Stretch Block A forming tool consisting of a male form block around which 
extrusions, formed sheet stock, flat sheet, or strip stock in a verity 
of constant or variable section shapes are formed by stretching 
and/or wrap forming. Typical shapes such as L-,T-,C-,Z-,H-, and hat-
sections are formed on Stretch Form Blocks. Blocks may be single 
or multiple stage. A Stretch Form Block may also include provisions 
for elevated-temperature forming 

Stretch Form Block 
(Plastic) 

A forming tool consisting of a male form block around which 
extrusions, formed sheet stock, flat sheet, or strip stock in a verity 
of constant or variable section shapes are formed by stretching 
and/or wrap forming. Typical shapes consisting of compound with 
reverse contour are formed on Stretch Form Blocks and usually 
require a punch and die section to run on a stretch-draw press. 
Blocks may be single or multiple stage. A Stretch Form Block may 
also include provisions for elevated-temperature forming. 

Trunnion Assembly Jig A Trunnion Assembly Jig is the same as a Floor Assembly Jig above 
except it has a Trunnion mounted on two ends that are usually 
mounted to the floor, to rotate assemblies. 

Tube Control Media A computer routine which mathematically describes the shape as a 
section of the airplane or part and may be used as a direct source 
of information for basic dimensions.  NC program to control bends 
and tubing assembly forming. 

Trim & Drill Fixture A trim (drill, contour) fixture is a tool that holds or positions a part 
for trimming or trimming and drilling operations. Edge trim guides 
are provided for scribing or routing. Drill bushings are added, if hole 
pattern is required. Trim fixtures are usually used in conjunction 
with a hand Router. Probably mounted on a Trunnion. 

Tube Form Die Bend Die - A rounded solid shaped cavity that accepts the tube, 
which is cut to a specific centerline radius. The outside edge is 
usually cut to one half of the tubing diameter. The pressure die and 
bend clamp dies then press the tube against it. While usually made 
out of hardened steel, they can be made from many materials 
including wood, plastic and aluminum. The bend die can be 
designed to produce a maximum of 180 degrees of bend. 

Tooling Machine Control 
Medium 

A computer routine which mathematically describes the shape as a 
section of the airplane or tool, and may be used as a direct source 
of information for basic dimensions. Usually the Mold Line. 

Transfer Mold Forming This is mainly used as a source tool for making Bond Jigs. In place 
of a Master and is similar in use to a Master Facility tool. 
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Tubing Swage Die The forming by swaging converts kinetic energy into impact energy 
and then into forming forces, applied by the die to the workpiece. 
The work is fed lengthwise into the machine and the reduced end 
will increase the length during the forming process. 

Three types Rotational, Stationary and Die closing all are covered 

Tube Weld Fixture A Tube Weld Fixture is a supporting structure with provisions for 
holding two or more tube details of a welded tube assembly in 
proper relationship and in a position to facilitate the welding 
operation. 

Vacuum Form Tool 
(Layup Tool) 

A tool that is lower cost than a Bond Jig, used to Layup a composite 
part, then transferred to the Bond Jig to cure. This frees up the 
Bond Jig. It acts as a rate tool. 

Weld Fixture A Weld Fixture is a supporting structure with provisions for holding 
two or more details of a welded assembly in proper relationship 
and in a position to facilitate the welding operation. 

Work Stand A platform or portable stairway used to support workers in their 
activities around a contract tool. 

Tool Design Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for tool design work required for this work element.  Tool design labor 
hours are computed and then multiplied by the labor rate to obtain cost. The labor rate may be 
entered as just the direct labor cost, the fully burdened labor cost, or any combination of 
expenses. 

Tool Fabrication Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for tool fabrication work required for this work element.  Tool fabrication 
labor hours are computed and then multiplied by the labor rate to obtain cost. The labor rate 
may be entered as just the direct labor cost, the fully burdened labor cost, or any combination 
of expenses. 

Tooling Labor Calibration 
This is a factor that adjusts the computed non-recurring labor time. The tool labor calibration 
factor is a simple multiplier, used to adjust for the delta between ideal standard values and 
the actual tool design and fabrication scenario, which may be more expensive, and fraught 
with risks and unknowns. The tool labor calibration is sometimes referred to as a variance to 
standard or simply an adjustment factor to add or reduce the tooling estimate. 

Also if the user wants to Zero out the computed tooling hours and dollars simply insert a Zero 
“O” and no computed tooling cost will not be reported or added to your estimate..  
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Tool Material Cost Factor  
A factor to be used against tooling fabrication labor hours to calculate tooling material cost. 
The tooling fabrication labor hours are multiplied by this factor to calculate tooling material 
cost. This generates a tool material cost parametrically based on your entry. A default value is 
supplied however the user should increase or decrease this value depending on the material 
being used for the tooling being produced. 

The factor entry should be changed to whatever currency you are using, dollars being the 
default. Regardless of what currency you are in, the factor is always based on the computed 
tooling hours. The tooling material cost is not currently impacted by exchange rate; it is up to 
the user to enter a factor they want to get a material cost in the currency they are in. 

Other Non-Recurring Hours 
This is an optional input for adding additional non-recurring labor hours. The entry hours will 
be multiplied by the tooling fabrication labor rate to compute a cost associated with these 
hours. If you only want to add these hours and not use the estimated hours, simply input a 
zero "0" into the tool labor calibration entry and the tooling estimate will only reflect the non-
recurring hours entered. 

Tooling Cost (Optional)  
Total costs of tooling for production.  Tooling costs may be available from vendor quotes, in-
house records, etc.  If entered, the costs of tooling will be included in the program total and in 
amortized unit cost outputs. 

 Tooling Amortization Quantity parameter in this chapter (below) 
 

Inspection/Rework Tab 
The Inspection/Rework tab contains inspection and rework-related inputs common to most 
work elements.  As with the Tooling tab, significant variations from the common 
Inspection/Rework inputs (particularly those involving Detailed Composites) are described in 
the chapters for the affected work elements. 
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INSPECTION / REWORK 

 

Inspection / Rework Parameters 

Inspection / Rework parameters enable you to reflect the manufacturing quality approach in 
your own production environment. The parameter choices include:  

 In-Process Inspection 
 In-Process Rework 
 QA Inspection 
 Rework 
 Inspection Delay 

Some organizations will use all of the parameters in the manufacturing processes, while 
others will only use some of them. You must know your organization's approach to the 
manufacturing processes and set the percentages that reflect its history. 

For example, some organizations use hands-on labor personnel for in-process inspection as they 
manufacture. Others use only official quality assurance people to do inspections.  The same is 
true for rework.  Rework varies by process, but in most cases there is in-process rework  by the 
mechanic.  Mistakes may not be caught until the process is complete, requiring "official" rework, 
so named because it requires records about the disposition of the rework efforts.  Finally, 
inspection by quality personnel necessarily introduces delays into the manufacturing process.  
Often mechanics have to wait and are not productive while an inspection is being completed. 

In-process Inspection 
In-process inspections by the mechanic are a direct charge and are set as a percentage of the 
process time. The mechanic performs in-process inspection during the process operational 
cycle time. Typically a visual check but can be as extensive as using gages and calibrated 
inspection tools. 
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An example is fasteners or fastener holes that will be sample checked to insure that great 
quantities are not drilled or installed incorrectly. 

In-process inspections by the mechanic are a direct charge and are set as a percentage of the 
direct process time. This is not inspection time for QA, which is included in QA inspection. 
Enter the percentage of total direct process time devoted to in-process inspection, usually 
based on the historical average at your facility or company but possibly based on your 
knowledge of the specific process. 

In-process Rework 
In-process rework by the mechanic is a direct charge and is set as a percentage of the process 
time. In-process rework accounts for the rework and repair that is accomplished by the 
mechanic during the process operational cycle time and completed before the part or 
assembly is submitted to QA for inspection. 

QA Inspection 
The percentage of touch time that represents the historical average at your facility or 
company, expressed as a percentage of the total setup and direct time value. By default QA 
Inspection is computed by SEER-MFG, which you may override by un-checking the Use SEER-
MFG computed values checkbox.  

QA inspection describes that function of management relative to all planning procedures, 
inspections, examinations, and tests required during procurement, production, receipt, 
storage, and issue that are necessary to provide the user with an item of the required quality.  
QA Inspection often includes quality control functions. Examples of QA Inspection activities: 

 Quality Assurance Management 
 Management, Planning and Budget Control 
 Systems and Procedures Audit 
 Contamination Control 
 Material Review Board (MRB) 
 Quality Engineering 
 Procurement Control 
 Supplier Control 
 Receiving Inspection 
 Inspection Operations 
 Manufacturing Inspection 
 Tool Inspection 
 Technical Services (e.g. inspection planning) 
 Quality Control 
 Laboratory and Measurement Standards 
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Rework 
Rework covers all second time effort to rework and repair, replace components, retouch up, 
disassemble, and reassemble, etc., once the part, equipment, has been initially built, but is 
rejected by inspection or test. This is particularly applicable to assembly labor where rejections 
due to workmanship tend to be random, and are not directly related to a particular unit. 

Actual Rework is a percentage of the total setup and direct labor time. By default Rework is 
computed by SEER-MFG, but you may override this by un-checking the Use SEER-MFG 
computed values checkbox and entering your own least likely most values. 

Inspection Delay 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if operator delay due to QA inspection should be included in the 
estimate. Enter N (No) if inspection delay is not required. Inspection delay calculations change 
depending on the work element type, for example in: 

Work Element Inspection Delay Cost Drivers 

Machining The number of operations. 

Fabrication The number of operations; if Tube Bending = Yes, the number of bends. 

Electrical Assembly If Cable = Yes, (the number of Coaxial Connections + number of connectors 
+ number of Polymer Jackets + number Braided Jackets). 
If Basic Harness = Yes, (the number of Coaxial Connections + number of 
connectors + number of Polymer Jackets + number Braided Jackets). 
If Detailed Harness = Yes, (the number of connectors + totally wire 
quantity). If Relay Panel, add the number of panel relay connections + 
number of panel sub assemblies + number of panel relays. 
If Part Preparation = Yes, the average trim and forms per part 

Assembly If Mechanical Assembly, the total number of parts.  
If Brazing and Oven = Yes, one inspection delay will apply.  
If Brazing and Oven = No, the number of parts to join will apply.  
All other processes use the number of parts to join. 

Mold/Cast/Forge 
Powder Metals 

If Injection Molding, the number of cavities.  
If Rotational Molding, the units per cycle.  
If Thermoform Molding, the number of parts per sheet.  
If Sand Casting, the number of cores.  
If Die Casting, the number of cavities.  
If Investment Casting, the number of parts per tree.  
If Forging, the number of stages.  
If Powdered Metals, the number of internal cross sections. 
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PC Board If Board Fabrication = Yes, the number of layers.  
If Assembly and Test = Yes, one inspection delay will apply.  
If Components = Yes, the number of components. 

Finish & Heat Treat The number of operations. 

Composites The number of layers. 

Purchased Part The quantity of parts. 

Tube, Fab, Weld & 
Processing 

The number of bends + total number of welds. 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) 
The NDT parameter is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if NDT is to be computed, or N (No) if it is 
not required. Non Destructive Testing is an umbrella term for a range of testing technologies 
that do not damage the component under test (for example: ultrasonic, X ray, holographic).  

NDT time is added to inspection. 

Entering Y (Yes) allows you to add up to ten NDT operations, using Add Next Here. 
The following parameter entries are used to describe an NDT operation: 
Field Description 

NDT Type Choose an NDT Type from the available options.  
Note. NDT Type data may be customized. The configurable data is stored in 
[NDT-TYPE] table in the MFGData.INI file.  
See:  NDT Type, below. 

Load/Unload Choose from either Load/Unload, Load Only, Unload Only, or None. 

Load & Unload (default) Calculates the time required to load and position 
the part to be inspected into a jig or fixture, and then unload 
the part after inspection is complete. Calculations are based 
on the Part Area. 

Load Only Calculates the time required to load and position the part to 
be inspected into a jig / fixture,  based on the Part Area. 

Unload Only Calculates the time required to unload the part after 
inspection is complete, based on the Part Area. 

None Select this option if load and unload time is not required. 

Description Enter a description for the NDT operation). 

Part Area (in2 / 
mm2) 

Enter the total surface area  (in2 / mm2) of the part being inspected. 

Point Qty Total number of dimensionally critical points for the part being inspected. 
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Scan % Enter the percentage of the part that will be scanned. 

Re-Inspection % Enter the percentage of points or scan part area that requires re-inspection 

Dead Head % Enter the percentage of time that the machine lays idle (i.e. tool change, rapid 
traverse of the tool etc.). Entering a percentage will increase the overall NDT 
time. 

Transducers Scanning large components with a scanning head containing a single 
transducer can take several hours. Where possible, it is the practice to use 
scanning heads containing more than one transducer, to allow multiple paths 
to be scanned simultaneously. NDT Transducers has a default value of 1. Enter 
a larger number to reduce the time taken for NDT scanning (for example: Two 
transducers will reduce the scanning time by half, three transducers will 
reduce the scanning time by 2/3 etc.). 

Insp. Interval The inspection interval is used to define the frequency at which parts will be 
inspected/tested. For example if NDT testing is required every 10 parts; enter 
10, if NDT testing is required every 20 parts; enter 20 etc. Inspection interval 
defaults to 1. Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact inspection 
interval is not known. Increasing the inspection interval reduces the 
inspection/testing time required per part and vice versa 

Setup (min) The setup time for the process. A default time is read from the MFGData.INI 
file, which may be modified as required. 

Rate (min/point) The rate at which each point is inspected. A default rate is read from the 
MFGData.INI file, which may be modified as required. 

Scan (sqin/min or 
sqmm/min) 

The scan rate in sqin/min or sqmm/min. A default rate is read from the 
MFGData.INI file, which may be modified as required. 

Note:  The Detailed Composites work element has its own set of NDT inputs. 

 Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics. 

 Non-Destructive Testing, in chapter 18, Detailed Composites. 

NDT Type 
Choose an NDT Scan type from the following list of default options. The following list is 
provided by default. Data and rates for each of these options are listed in the MFGData.INI file, 
which may be customized as required. 

Scan Type Description 

None (default) No NDT scanning is required. 

Pulse Echo The scanning head directs a stream of ultrasonic energy into the front 
face of the component, and detects the energy reflected from defects 
and the rear face of the component. 
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Submerge Tank An ultrasonic scanning process in which the part is immersed in a tank of 
water, which acts as a couplant, displacing air and allowing more 
efficient transmission of ultrasound to the test specimen.   
Other couplants, such as oil or glycerin, may be used on occasion. 

Water Spray An ultrasonic scanning process in which water is sprayed onto the part to 
act as a couplant. 

Manual CMM Portable coordinate measurement machines (PCMMs), are manually 
positioned three-dimensional computer aided measuring machines 
consisting of a series of fixed-length links coupled by rotary joints.  
Portable CMMs use optical encoders at each joint to measure the angle 
and provide accurate measurement results. Typical machines consist of 
cylindrical links that are connected to three revolute joint combinations. 
Some models provide a spherical measuring envelope using the 
articulating arm length as a radius.  

 

Example Manual CMM 

Layout Table All manual operations are completed on an inspection table for 
dimensional checks with hand inspection tools. 

N/C, Hand input CMM See Manual CMM and Full N/C CMM (DEA) for general process 
description. 

Full N/C CMM (DEA) Coordinate Measurement Systems that include CNC Coordinate 
Measurement Machines (CMM) and CNC Machine Tools with Probing 
capabilities, coupled with Process Monitor software or standalone 
measurement devices.  
Coordinate Measurement Systems and their supporting NC Programs are 
typically used to profile and inspect the process and output of Parts 
production. Other uses include the reverse engineering of Tools which 
have no existing design models, by uploading coordinate measurement 
results from the CMS to a CAD system. CMS activities can generally be 
partitioned into: Inspection Data Request Management, NC Program 
Creation, Job Execution, Inspection Data Analysis and Verification. 

 

http://www.cimcore.com/main/products_detail.php?id=1094674050�
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NC Program Creation is the NC modeling process using a CAD/CAM 
system, the pre-planning phases, probe and tool path selection, program 
source creation, MCD (Machine Control Data) generation, verification 
(simulation) and storage, and inspection plan creation.  
Job Execution includes job setup, including probe calibration and 
qualification, part alignment, management of MCD on the Machine 
Controllers; job execution, including the running of NC programs for 
production and for tryout (TTO), measuring mirror image parts. 
Inspection Data Analysis is the export (optionally), and the analysis of 
inspection data. 
Verification is the viewing of the inspection results, the inspection 
(acceptance) of the part, including best fitting of a part for inspection, 
and the verification ("buy off") process for changed NC programs. 

Full N/C CMM (AWI) See Full N/C CMM (DEA) for general process description. 

Fanamation See Full N/C CMM (DEA) for general process description. 

5-Axis Mill See Full N/C CMM (DEA) for general process description. 

Comparator Optical Comparators are ideal for measurement and inspection of 
medium sized soft and/or flat parts including electronic industry parts.  
A standard tungsten halogen light source offers the best edge definition. 
Standard electronic digital angle measurement eliminates operator error 
with respect to reading vernier type scales. They typically feature a 
floating zero reset and absolute/incremental register, also selectable 
standard degrees/minutes or degrees/decimal.  
Lens turrets are also available that can hold up to 3 lenses at a time. 

Theodolite A CAT (Computer Aided Theodolite) Measurement System consists of 
portable optical/electronic instruments and a computing device which 
measures and calculates horizontal and vertical angles. Two or more 
theodolites are sighted on a target. The resulting angular readings are then 
calculated by a computer to obtain X, Y, and Z positions of the target in 
relation to the established set points. The computer displays and records 
the information almost instantaneously. Positions of multiple targets can 
be accumulated and put together in a dataset called a survey (these values 
are one sigma values). 
Computer-aided theodolite systems are similar to standard surveyor's 
transits, which measure angles in degrees from varying positions to various 
objects. The angles obtained are then used to trigonometrically calculate 
the distances and positions of the objects. Transits are typically used to 
establish property lines, determine land topography, and assess the 
levelness and linearity of buildings.  
In the CAT system, the angle measurements are electronically encoded and 
sent to a centralized PC. The computer software then uses the angle data 
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to calculate three-dimensional coordinates for each point measured.  
Although a point can be calculated from the angle data obtained by only 
two theodolite stations, there is often a "sighting error." This error indicates 
the difference between where one theodolite station measured the angles 
of a point and where the other theodolite station measured the angles of 
the same point. With only two stations, this error is inherent in all of the 
measurements. The measurement error is greatly reduced by the use of 
four or more theodolite stations since the redundant calculations tend to 
minimize the overall sighting error. Environmental conditions affect the 
accuracies and repeatability’s of the CAT system. Floor vibrations decrease 
the accuracy and repeatability of the survey. Temperature changes, 
especially those resulting in expansion and contraction, also influence the 
data accuracy and repeatability.  

Photogrammetry Photogrammetry is based on a three-dimensional coordinate measurement 
based on the principle of triangulation. Pictures are taken from at least two 
different locations, with the help of self-adhesive retroreflective targets 
placed at strategic measurement point locations in the evaluation area. 
The measurement points of each are converged, and lines of sight from 
each camera location to the points of interest of the object are defined. The 
intersection of these pairs of lines can then be triangulated to produce the 
3D coordinate of the point on the object. In theory there is no limit to the 
number of points that can be triangulated. A typical measurement may 
involve as few as a dozen points or as many as several thousand.  
Photogrammetry is the science of obtaining precise coordinate 
measurements from photographs. Photogrammetry uses film photographs 
taken with specially designed, high -accuracy-film cameras. The 
Photogrammetry Target Certification is a Machine Vision System with a 
microscope lens, video camera, fiberoptic illumination, framegrabber and 
custom software that runs on a PC. Because targets degrade with use, they 
must be recertified by Calibration and Certification every six months to 
verify target accuracy and reflectivity. The System provides a faster, easier 
and more accurate process than the prior manual method.  
To use the system, the operator places the target to be inspected into the 
holding fixture under the camera. A mouse is used to select commands to 
take a picture and locate the centroid of the target. The operator rotates 
the target 360 degrees and takes a measurement every 90 degrees. The 
shift in position in the target's centroid is measured to determine target 
error. CAT systems have ± 0.0001" (±0.0025mm) ±6 sigma accuracy. 
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Hyscan Hyscan systems map surface information in a continuous high speed 
non-contact fashion. Advanced laser surface mapping technology 
employs a non-contact laser scanner to digitize existing parts three 
dimensionally. Scanning cameras are typically mounted to CMM, CNC, or 
other translating device and can be moved in 5 axes enabling data 
capture from multiple views. The laser scanner produces a high 
definition X, Y, Z, point cloud that is post processed in supplementary 
software specifically designed for point cloud data analysis.  
Primary system components include the scanning unit, work station, and 
post processing software. Hyscan systems can collect as many as 
10,000 points per second with accuracy ranges from ±0.001" to 
±0.0005" (±0.0254mm to ±0.0127mm) (3 sigma). A 3 sigma rating 
means that 99.7% of the data points are accurate. Scanner pan and tilt 
positioning features can be manual or automated.  
Two key areas targeted for Hyscan implementation are inspection and 
reverse engineering. Inspection includes comparison of scanned point 
cloud data to Unigraphics or Catia models for first article inspection, 
production QA, and loft verification. Reverse engineering applications 
include creation of Unigraphics or Catia models from existing parts or 
models and creation of stereo lithography models from existing parts.  

N/C DITMCO Allows time for automated testing performed in a numerically controlled 
mode to document test results of continuity, voltage surge, Hi-Pot, etc. 

DITMCO Allows time for automated testing performed in a manual mode to 
document test results of continuity, voltage surge, Hi-Pot, etc. 

Continuity Allows time to manually check continuity (ringing out) by performing end to 
end resistance checks. A continuity test checks for good connections. You 
do a continuity test by seeing if current will flow from one point to another 
point. If current flows easily enough then the points are connected. 

X-Ray Digital Radiography (DR) produces a projection image similar to real-time 
radiography. In digital radiography‚ data are collected by moving the x-ray 
source and linear detector array along the entire length of the object; or 
the object can be moved past the stationary x-ray source and detectors 
similar to the technique used by airport baggage scanners. A narrow fan 
beam of x rays are projected through the object and strikes a narrow line 
of detector elements.  
These lines of attenuated x-ray data are collected at brief time intervals. 
The x-ray measurements are then digitized and the image is 
reconstructed and displayed as a 2-D image on the computer screen.  
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X-Ray Process 
Digital radiography is used in security applications such as cargo and 
large vehicle screening as well as in industrial nondestructive testing 
applications, and in medical imaging. 

ZYGlow/Penetrant A non-destructive testing system using a dye penetrant and ultraviolet 
light to check non-magnetic parts for faults and cracks. 
Penetrant solution is applied to the surface of a precleaned component. 
The liquid is pulled into surface-breaking defects by capillary action. 
Excess penetrant material is carefully cleaned from the surface. A 
developer is applied to pull the trapped penetrant back to the surface 
where it is spread out and forms an indication. The indication is much 
easier to see than the actual defect. Used to locate cracks, porosity, and 
other defects that break the surface of a material and have enough 
volume to trap and hold the penetrant material. Liquid penetrant testing 
is used to inspect large areas very efficiently and will work on most 
nonporous materials. Large surface areas or large volumes of 
parts/materials can be inspected rapidly and at low cost. Parts with 
complex geometry are routinely inspected. Indications are produced 
directly on surface of the part providing a visual image of the 
discontinuity. Equipment investment is minimal.  
Detects only surface breaking defects. Surface preparation is critical as 
contaminants can mask defects. ZYGLOW/Penetrant Testing requires a 
relatively smooth and nonporous surface; post cleaning is necessary to 
remove chemicals and requires multiple operations under controlled 
conditions. Chemical handling precautions are necessary (toxicity, fire, 
waste) when performing the inspection. 
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Mark/Package Tab 
The Mark/Package tab contains marking and packaging-related inputs common to most work 
elements.  Mark/Package inputs are the same for all work elements that use them. 

MARK PART 
This parameter is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to include time to mark parts for identification 
and interplant travel.  

 

Mark Part Parameters 

Add Next Here 
You can add up to 10 mark part type configurations using the ‘Add Next Here’ 
parameter, which opens the mark part dialog entry box. As you a complete a mark type 
description, the ‘Add Next Here’ title reappears in the parameter window.  This title 
remains as the final title in your list of mark part types, indicating a blank description in 
order to accommodate additional mark part types as required. 

Note. Mark operation data may be customized. The configurable data is stored within the 
MFGData.INI file. 

 Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics. 

 

Mark Part Add Next Here Dialog Box 
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The following parameter entries / descriptions are required for each mark part type: 

Option Description 

Operation Type Choose an operation type from the available options to add a mark setup 
and direct time to the overall setup and direct time: 

Mark Part Operations in this chapter (below) 
Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics.  

Description Enter a description for the marking operation. 

Quantity Enter the quantity as required for the selected operation type. 

Setup (min) Enter the setup minutes required for the selected mark part operation. A 
default value is read from the MFGData.INI file which may be customized 
as required.  

Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics.  
Rate (min/each) Enter the direct rate/time required for the selected mark part operation. 

A default value is read from the MFGData.INI file which may be 
customized as required.  

Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics.  

Mark Part Operations 
The following list of operations is provided by default. Data and rates for each of these options 
are listed in the MFGData.INI file, which may be customized as required. 

Option Description 

Electric Pencil Enter the total quantity of alphanumeric characters to engrave. 

Label (Electro-Etch) Enter the total quantity of alphanumeric characters to etch. 

Fabricate Name Plate Enter the size of the name plates that require engraving (plan view area), 
and the fabrication quantity. 

Foil Name Plate Enter the quantity of foil name plates to apply. 

Metal Stamps Enter the total quantity of stamp operations and if required the total 
quantity of repetitive stamp operations. For example, if one label has 3 
zeros, enter 3 for Rep. Stamp Qty. 

Adhesive Nameplate Enter the quantity of adhesive nameplates to attach. 

Rubber Stamp Enter the total quantity of stamp operations. 

Hand Write ID/Tag Enter the quantity of hand written tags. Relates to writing a typical part 
number and related information directly on the part with a white paint 
marker, cado pen, or similar smooth flowing hand implement. 
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Machine Make Stencil The total quantity of alphanumeric machine made stencil characters. 

DYMO Label Maker Enter the total quantity of alphanumeric DYMO label characters. 

Hand Make Stencil Enter the total quantity of alphanumeric hand made stencil characters. 

Apply Stencil-Brush Enter the quantity of stencils to brush and the stencil size (plan view area). 

Apply Stencil-Spray Enter the quantity of stencils to spray and the stencil size (plan view area). 

Adhesive Decals Enter the quantity of adhesive decals to attach. 

Cemented Decals Enter the quantity of cemented decals to attach and the decal size (plan 
view area). 

Blind Rivet Decals Enter the total quantity of blind rivets. 

Panograph Engraving Enter the quantity of panograph operations, the average alphanumeric 
character size, and the number of lines per operation. Choose whether a 
template is required, and whether the template requires fabrication. 

Silk Screen Fab Enter the quantity of silk screens and the number of lines per screen. 
Default rates are suitable for silk screens up to 288 sqft (0.1858 sqm). 

Fill Engraving Enter the quantity of engraved / etched alphanumeric characters to fill. 

PACKAGE PART 
This parameter is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to define package part operations using the Add 
Next Here parameter, and to calculate a time to package the part for interplant travel, protection, 
storage, or shipment. Package part may also be used to calculate a time to open, unpack, and 
load parts into boxes, bags, or containers. Enter N (No) if package part time is not required. 

 

Package Part Parameters 

Add Next Here 
You can add up to 10 package part type configurations using the ‘Add Next Here’ parameter, 
which opens the package part dialog entry box. As you complete a part package description, 
the ‘Add Next Here’ title reappears in the parameter window.  This title remains as the final 
title in your list of package part types, indicating a blank description in order to accommodate 
additional package part types as required. 

Note. Parts or packages are assumed to be within reach of the mechanic. Package Part 
operation data may be customized. The configurable data is stored within the MFGData.INI file. 

 Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics. 
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Package Part Add Next Here Dialog Box 

The following parameter entries / descriptions are required for each mark type: 

Option Description 

Description Enter a package description. 

Quantity The number of operations or layers of wrap, as required. 

Package Type Choose an operation type from the available options to add time to 
package part setup and direct time to the overall setup and direct time: 

Package Part Operations in this chapter (below)  
Pack / Remove Choose from the following options: 

Pack & Remove Depending on the operation, adds the time to open and 
close, screw and unscrew, pack and remove, or wrap and unwrap the part. 
Pack Only Depending on the operation, adds the time to close, 
screw, pack, or wrap the part. 
Remove Only Depending on the operation, adds the time to open, 
unscrew, remove, or unwrap the part. 

Setup (min) The setup minutes required for the operation. A default value is read 
from the MFGData.INI file which may be customized as required.  

Pack Rate The direct rate/time required for the operation. A default value is read 
from the MFGData.INI file which may be customized as required.  

Remove Rate The direct rate/time required for the operation. A default value is 
read from the MFGData.INI file which may be customized as 
required.  

 

 Configuration Files in chapter 8: Special Topics. 
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Package Part Operations 
The following list of operations is provided by default. Data and rates for each of these options 
are listed in the MFGData.INI file, which may be customized as required. 

Option Description 

Screw Cap Time required to screw and/or unscrew caps by hand. 

Friction Lid Time required to close lids by hand pressing and/or pry lids open. 

Dust Cap Time required to close caps by hand pressing and/or remove caps by 
hand. 

Canister V Band Clamp Time required to install using a hammer, and/or pry open using a 
screwdriver. 

Cardboard Box Time required to pack, and/or unpack a single part from a cardboard 
box. 

Poly or Corrugated Bag Time required to cut the bag sleeve and insert a single part, and/or cut 
the bag sleeve to remove a part. 

Clear Plastic Sleeve Time required to open the sleeve and insert a single part, and/or cut the 
sleeve to remove a single part. 

Envelope Time required to open the flap and insert a single part, and/or tear the 
flap to remove a single part. 

Bubble Wrap Time to wrap the part in bubble wrap (according to the part wrapping 
area), and tape closed, and/or the time to unwrap the bubble wrap and 
remove the part. It does not include part marking. 

Brown Paper Time to wrap the part in brown paper (according to the part wrapping 
area), and tape closed, and/or the time to unwrap the brown paper and 
remove the part. It does not include part marking. 
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Chapter 10 

Machining 

 
The Machining process type estimates costs associated with various machining operations, 
which transform a workpiece by applying mechanical mass-reducing techniques.  Many 
machining operations are supported.  Time and cost estimates are presented for raw stock, 
sand, die and investment castings, and forgings.  Parameters common to more than one work 
element type may be found in chapter 9:  Common Process Parameters.  The parameters 
described here are those on the Process Specific tab of the Inputs window, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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Engineering Description Inputs 

Ra

 Finished Weight, or  
, Raw Dimensions and Material Selection. 

Ra
rial. 

 if you enter Raw Shape and Raw Dimensions.  

Ra
 material’s measure ments depend on the Shape input. 

w Weight  
Weight (lb. or kg) of the raw material. If not entered, it will be computed based on either 

 Raw Shape

w Shape  
The shape of the raw mate

 Rectangular  
 Round, Solid  
 Round, Tube 
 Rectangular, Tube  
 Irregular Cross Section  

Raw Weight and Finished Weight are calculated

w Dimensions  
The raw ments.  Exact measure
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Shape Dimensions Required 

Rectangular Length, Width, and Height. 

Round, Solid Length and Diameter. 

Round, Tubular Length, Outside Diameter, and Wall Thickness. 

Rectangular, Tube Length, Width, Height, and Thickness. 

Irregular Cross Section Length and Area (in2 or mm2). 

Raw Weight and Finished Weight are calculated if you enter Raw Shape and Raw Dimensions.  

  
e computed based on either: 

, Raw Dimensions and Material Selection. 

MATERIAL 

Finished Weight
The total weight of the finished item. If not entered, it will b

 Raw Weight, or  
 Raw Shape

 

Material Inputs 

Material Origin  
ter describes thThis parame e beginning form of the machined item: 

Material Type Description 
Item is to be machined from raw stock, such as bars or plates. Raw Stock 

Sand Casting Item is to be produced from a sand casting (green, dry, core, etc.). All 
secondary machining steps are to be input for a final configuration. 

Die Casting Item is to be produced from a die casting (with a permanent mold and 
cast under high pressure). All secondary machining steps are to be input 
for a final configuration. 

Investment Casting ial, Item is to be produced from an investment casting (any type of mater
including plastic, wax, rubber, etc.). All secondary machining steps are to 
be input for a final configuration. 
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Forging om a forging, where the basic shape of the part is Part is machined fr
provided by the forging. Forging (process) is the shaping of heated metal 
parts by plastic deformation, usually with one or more strokes of a power 
hammer or press. 

For all ordinary machining estimates, Raw Stock should be entered as a starting point,. I
work-element is machined from a sand casting, die casting, investment casting, or forging,
separate work element should be entered describing that operation.  
The reason for sand casting, die casting, investment casting and forging to appear as a 
material origin selection, is to fa

f the 
 a 

cilitate for rapid trade-off analysis between these various 

 

try for castings or forgings, and also 
specifies this as a starting configuration in the machining work-element, the material cost can 

ounted if the user does not zero out the material cost in the machining model, 

Ma
d 

The list below provides standard material cate
y be expanded a mized by editing SEER- . 

processes. Notice that the material cost per pound reflects the mold cast or forging 
operational costs and the material costs, much higher than the raw stock costs. This is done to
facilitate the tradeoff analysis. 

It is also noted if the user prepares a work element en

be double c
additionally the tooling costs may also be overstated. 

terial  
The primary work element material.  It influences material and machining costs, and finishe
weight if Dimensions are specified, and sets the Material Cost default.   

gories available in SEER-MFG.  The material 
selection list ma nd custo MFG’s material.ini file

Standard SEER-MFG Materials 

 Cast  

n 
 

st 
t  

i Temp) 

 
n  

ening 

lloys  

lloys, Cast 

/16, 5.7 

Aluminum Alloys 
Aluminum Alloys
Boron/Silicone BMI  
Carbides, Machinable  
Carbon Carbo
Carbon Metal-matrix
Carbons & Graphites 
Composites  
Copper Alloys, Ca
Copper Alloys, Wrough
Glass Epoxy 
Glass Polyester 

Rubber  
Steel, C & Fe Alloy (H
Steel Cast, Alloy 
Steel Cast, Austenitic Mn
Steel Cast, Carbo
Steel Cast, Precip. Hard
Steel Cast, Stainless 
Steel Cast, Tool  
Steel Cast, NiCr Alloy  
Steel, Cntrl Expan Alloys 
Steel, FM Cntrl Expan Alloys  
Steel, FM Magnetic Alloys 

Steel, Magnetic A
Tin Alloys, Cast  
Titanium A
Titanium Alloys 
Titanium Powder 
Uranium 
Zinc Alloys, Cast 
Zirconium Alloys  
Al 5052 Core, 1/8, 3.1  
Al 5052 Core, 1/8, 8.1  
Al 5052 Core, 3/16, 3.1 
Al 5052 Core, 3
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Glasses & Ceramics  
Honeycomb < 0.5” (Al face)  
Honeycomb < 0.5” (Cm face)  

 
 1.0” (Cm 

raphite  

con 
  

ast 
m Alloys  

st  

Plastics  
r Metal Alloys 

ys P/M 
l Alloys 

perature Alloys 

ining Alloy 
g Carbon  

ining SS  

s 

. Hardening SS 
Steel, Stainless  
St
Steel, Tool 

4, 2.3  
4, 5.2  

-3.0 
HRH-10-3/16-4.0 
HRH-10-3/16/OX-3.0  
HFT-1.8-3.0 

Honeycomb 0.5” to 1.0” (Al face)
Honeycomb 0.5” to
face) 
Iron Cast, Compacted G
Iron Cast, Ductile  
Iron Cast, Grey 
Iron Cast, High Sili
Iron Cast, Malleable
Iron Cast, White  
Lead Alloys, C
Magnesiu
Magnesium Alloys, Ca
Manganese 

Powde
Precious Materials  

Steel Refractory Allo
Steel Beryllium Nicke
Steel Hi Tem
Steel Nickel Alloys 
Steel High Strength  
Steel, Alloy  
Steel, Armor Plate  
Steel, Carbon Steels  
Steel, Free Mach
Steel, Free Machinin
Steel, Free Mach
Steel, Maraging 
Steel, Nitinol Alloy
Steel, Nitriding  
Steel, Precip

eel, Structural 

Al 5052 Core, 1/
Al 5052 Core, 1/
HRP-3/16-4.0  
HRP-3/16-5.5  
HRP-3/16-8.0  
HRP-3/16-12.0 
HRP-1/4/OX-4.6  
HRH-10-1/8-1.8  
HRH-10-1/8-3.0  
HRH-10-1/8-4.0  
HRH-10-1/8-5.0  
HRH-10-1/8-8.0  
HRH-10-1/8-9.0  
HRH-10-3/16-2.0 
HRH-10-3/16

Machining Material List 

  Material Cost in chapter 9:  Common Process Parameters 
 Customizing Material Selections in chapter 8:  Special Topics 

Material Cost Per Lb. 

Material Cost in chapter 9:  Common Process Parameters 

Material Utilization Factor 

 Material Utilization Factor in chapter 9:  Common Process Parameters 
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OPERATIONS   
Machining methods transform a workpiece using mechanical mass-reduction techniques.  An 
entry should be made for each machining operation required.   

 

Operation Input Dialog 

Machining Databases 
You can select a machining database in the Options / Set Project Parameters dialog box; your 
choice of database will affect the default settings, calculations, and in some cases, the 
available inputs for many of the machining operations listed below. Galorath recommend using 
the newest database. Older databases are retained to insure estimates created in earlier 
versions of SEER-MFG are maintained in the most recent SEER version. 

Labor1-0 is the database which was used by versions of SEER-MFG prior to version 6.1.  You 
can also select Labor2-0, Labor3-0 or Labor4-0; all of which are more sensitive to machining 
small parts, and light, hard-to-machine materials such as titanium. 

Labor2-0 impacts the following machining operations: Radial Mill (Rough & Finish), End Mill 
(Rough & Finish), Turn (Rough & Finish), Bore (Rough & Finish), Shape (Rough & Finish), High 
Speed (Rough & Finish), Surface Grind (Rough & Finish), Chemical Mill, Centerless Grind, 
Cylindrical Grind, and Screw Machine.If you use machining details with the Radial Mill, End 
Mill, Shape, Turn, and Bore operations, Labor 2-0 sets a direct relationship between the 
Machining Details dialog box's Process Speed and Feed fields and the estimated machining 
time (Direct Minutes) for the operation, as shown in the Detailed Analysis report.   
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Labor3-0 incorporates all of the updates from Labor2-0, with additional refinements.  Drill, 
Ream, Tap, Surface Grind (Rough and Finish), Cylindrical Grind, and Centerless Grind 
operations have additional input fields and use updated algorithms to produces estimates 
based on commonly used feeds and feeds. Surface Skim (Rough and Finish), Profile (Rough & 
Finish), Pocket (Rough and Finish), T-Sections, Angled Faces, and Stinger Run Out, use new 
default machine detail settings based on commonly used feed and speed settings. 

The Labor4-0 database is an extension of the Labor3-0 database which adds machine detail 
inputs to High Speed Rough and Finish operations. 

 Appendix C: Machining Databases 

Common Inputs 
The following inputs are used by all machining operations (with the exception of Additional 
Items, which uses Description, but not Set-up or Load/Unload): 

Input Description 

Description Machining description for the operation performed.  This description will 
appear in the parameter view as an identifier for the operation.  

Set-up If setup is required for this operation, check this box.   

Load/Unload If loading and unloading is required for this operation, check this box.  

Radial Mill (Rough and Finish)  
Milling:  General Description.  Milling removes material from the workpiece with cutting tools, for 
a wide variety of geometries, often with excellent final tolerances.  Use for close fitting between 
moving parts, for flat surfaces, slots, grooves, keyways, screwdriver slots, contoured surfaces, 
rack gears, circular gears, ratchets, sprockets, cams, or for an accurate fit.  In radial milling, 
material is removed by the periphery of the tool.  Generally, the milling cutter rotates about the 
horizontal axis.  SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Radial Mill Rough and Finish. 
Radial Milling uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed and the complexity of 
the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal Definition.  
See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   
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Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

End Mill (Rough and Finish)  
A multi-point cutting process in which material is removed by both the end and the periphery of 
the tool.  Generally, the end mill cutter rotates about an axis perpendicular to the part surface.  
SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both End Mill Rough and End Mill Finish. 

End Milling uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Radial Milling (above) for a general description of milling operations 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 
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Chemical Mill   
An electro-chemical process that removes material from metallic parts immersed in a tank of 
heated and agitated reagents.  Used mainly for parts having large surface areas requiring 
small amounts of metal removal.  The long duration of the process is supported by part-time 
labor, so this process is generally less costly than equivalent machining. 

Chemical Mill uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 

Shape (Rough and Finish)   
A very versatile metal removal process.  A cutting tool (usually single-point) reciprocates across 
the face of a stationary workpiece to produce a plane or sculpted surface, usually on smaller 
workpieces or smaller surfaces on a larger workpiece.   Single-point cutting tools can be made 
and sharpened more easily than multi-point tools.  Some otherwise inaccessible surfaces, 
such as deep internal slots and contours in blind holes, can be machined by shaping. 

SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Shape Rough and Shape Finish. 

Shape uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   
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Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Turn (Rough and Finish)   
A lathe operation which removes material from internal and external axes or surfaces by the 
shear process.  The workpiece rotates about its center axis and the centerline of the machine 
spindle.  Common cutting modes include facing, straight turning, taper, grooving, cutoff, 
threading, and tracer turning. 

SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Turn Rough and Turn Finish. 

Turn uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 
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Bore (Rough and Finish) 
A process that enlarges an existing hole and produces an accurate internal cylindrical surface 
by removing metal with a rigidly mounted single-point cutting tool that moves parallel to the 
axis of the workpiece.  The rigidity of the spindle and the boring tool determine the accuracy of 
the cut.  In boring, either the workpiece remains stationary as the cutting tool rotates and is 
fed into the workpiece or the workpiece rotates and the boring tool is fed into the workpiece.  
SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Bore Rough and Bore Finish. 

Bore uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Surface Grind (Rough and Finish)  
Primarily a finishing process, used to produce highly accurate, smooth surfaces.  A number of 
workpiece geometries are possible using grinding, including both flat and formed surfaces.  
Parts may be surface-ground for several reasons — to produce a flat surface, a desired 
dimension (a highly accurate one), a smooth surface finish, a profiled surface, or a sharpened 
cutting tool.   

SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Surface Grind Rough and Surface Grind Finish. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Surface Grind uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 
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Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no 
special finish is specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

High Speed Machining (Rough and Finish)   
High speed machining is like radial milling, but uses machining speeds greater than 10K RPM.  
Rough operations consider the amount of material removed. Finish operation also considers 
tolerance and surface finish.  You can enter data for both High Speed Rough and Finish. 
High Speed Machining uses these inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Enter as the total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute 
smooth finish.  If the machining operations are completed only for the 
required dimensions, and there is no special finish specified, enter 0. 
Used by Finish operation only. 

Maximum RPM The maximum RPM of the machine. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 

Cyl. Grind (Rough and Finish)  
Cylindrical Grind Rough is used to remove the bulk of material prior to the finish operation. 
Cylindrical Grind Finish is primarily a finishing process, used to produce highly accurate, 
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smooth surfaces.  Cylindrical grinding is ideal for pins, shafts, rings, tubing, long slender parts.  
If infeed is used, the capability of producing multi-diameter or formed surfaces is available for 
tapered parts, parts with steps, valve tapers, arbors, yoke pins, shackle bolts, and distributor 
shafts are some examples. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Cylindrical Grind uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Finish Enter as the total RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute 
smooth finish.  If the machining operations are completed only for the 
required dimensions, and there is no special finish specified, enter 0. 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.   

% of Length Ground The percentage of the length to be ground. 
Note:  Available with Labor1-0 and Labor2-0 machining databases only. 

Diameter Enter the work-piece starting diameter (in or mm). 
Note:  Available with Labor3-0 machining database and higher. 

Length Enter the length of the grind required (in or mm).  
Note:  Available with Labor3-0 machining database and higher. 

Depth Enter the surface depth (per radius) of grind required (in or mm).  
Note:  Available with Labor3-0 machining database and higher. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Centerless G. (Rough and Finish)  
Centerless Grind Rough is used to remove the bulk of material prior to the finish operation. 
Centerless Grind Finish is used to produce highly accurate, smooth surfaces.  Centerless 
grinding is ideal for pins, shafts, rings, tubing, long slender parts.  If infeed is used, the 
capability of producing multi-diameter or formed surfaces is available for tapered parts, parts 
with steps, valve tapers, arbors, yoke pins, shackle bolts, and distributor shafts are some 
examples. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Centerless Grind uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 
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Input Description 

Finish Enter as the total RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute 
smooth finish.  If the machining operations are completed only for the 
required dimensions, and there is no special finish specified, enter 0. 

Tolerance Total departure from the absolute dimension specified.  For example, ± 
0.005 (in. or mm) tolerance is entered as 0.01.   

Length Enter the length of the grind required (in or mm). 
Note:  Available with Labor3-0 machining database and higher. 

Depth Enter the surface depth (per radius) of grind required (in or mm).Note:  
Note:  Available with Labor3-0 machining database and higher. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Screw Machine    
A process using radial, axial, and turret tools on internal and external workpiece surfaces in a 
predetermined, automatic sequence.  The rotating stock can be fed out more than once, and a 
pick-off attachment can hold the workpiece stationary after cutoff while an auxiliary rotating 
cutter machines a screwdriver slot, flats, cross holes, or other features that require stationary 
stock.  Screw machines can produce internal and external steps and tapers, axial holes with 
countersinks, counterbores, and internal threads, external threads, intricate external forms, 
knurls, cross holes, slots, wrench flats, recesses, undercuts, and trepanned holes. 

Screw Machine uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For 
example, ± 0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish Total RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
If the machining operations are completed only for required dimensions, 
with no special finish specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish operation only. 

Removal Definition Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity 
of the operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal 
Definition.  See the Removal Definitions section of this chapter.   

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Removal Definitions (this chapter) 
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Electrical-Discharge Machining (EDM)  
Applies pulsating high frequency electric current between the tool point and the workpiece.  
Sparks jump the gap and vaporize small areas of the workpiece, removing metal without touching 
it, allowing delicate operations on thin workpieces made of super-hard metals, producing intricate 
shapes unobtainable by any other machining process.  Allows tolerances of 0.002 to 0.005 in. 
(0.0508 to 0.127 mm) and surface finishes of 8 to 100 microinches (0.2032 to 2.54 microns). 

EDM uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Cut Depth The depth (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut.   

Cut Width Width (in. or mm) of the cut.   

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 

Drill  
Drilling is a process in which a round hole is produced or enlarged by an end-cutting rotating 
tool.  Drill types including Twist, Countersink, Subland, and Spade. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Drill uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Definition 

Drill Type The type of drill.  Used by the Drill operation. See the Drill Type list, below. 
Note:  Custom drill types may be defined in the MFGData.INI file when 
using machining database Labor3-0 or higher. 

Number of Holes Total number of holes to be drilled.  Tools, diameters and depths vary. 

Hole Depth The average depth (in. or mm) of holes to be drilled. 

Hole Diameter The diameter (in. or mm) to be drilled. 

Center Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the drilled hole center location.  Optional; if 
left at 0, the Machine/Tooling Process Capability input will be considered.  
Note:  Available with Labor1-0 and Labor2-0 machining databases only. 

Pecking Enter Y (YES) to include additional time for periodically retracting the tool to 
clear chips and/or flood the hole with coolant. Peck drilling is often used for 
holes that are three or more times deeper than the drill diameter. Enter N 
(NO) if pecking is not required. 

Ream Enter Y (YES), to include additional time for reaming the drilled hole. 
Alternatively, you can define a separate Ream operation using the Ream 
operation type. Enter N (NO) if additional Reaming time is not required. 
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Drilling:  Drill Types 
Drill Type Description 

Countersink Includes countersink, counterbore, or center drill. 

Spade A spade drill creates multi-diameter holes. 

Subland A subland drill creates large holes. 

Twist A twist drill creates consistent diameter holes. 

Carbide Tip For high speed drilling on hard materials, providing a longer tool life. 

Diamond Tip Used on extremely hard materials such as ceramics. 

Center Drill Used during milling operations to accurately start holes. Also used 
with lathes to center drill stock for mounting in the lath 

Flat Bottom Drill Used to bore precise, flat bottomed holes. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Ream   
Reaming enlarges and smoothes a hole.  Typical reamer types are straight-flute or tapered. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Ream uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Definition 

Number of Holes Total number of holes to be reamed.  Tools, diameters and depths vary. 

Hole Diameter The diameter (in. or mm) to be reamed. 

Bottom Tap Indicates if the holes are bottom tapped. 
Note:  Available with Labor1-0 and Labor2-0 machining databases only. 

Hole Depth The average depth (in. or mm) of holes to ream. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Tap   
Uses a special cutting tool (a tap) to thread an existing hole, by hand, or with drill presses, 
lathes, or automatic screw machines. The existing hole's diameter should be slightly smaller 
than the major diameter of the thread. 
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This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Tap uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Definition 

Number of Holes Total number of holes to be tapped.  Tools, diameters and depths vary. 

Hole Diameter The diameter (in. or mm) to be tapped. 

Bottom Tap Indicates if a blind hole is to be tapped. 

Depth Enter the tapping depth required (in or mm). 

TPI (Threads Per Inch) / 
Pitch (mm) 

Enter the number of Threads per Inch (imperial) or thread Pitch (mm 
metric). 

Ream Enter Y (YES), to include additional time for reaming the drilled hole. 
Alternatively, you can define a separate Ream operation using the Ream 
operation type. Enter N (NO) if additional Reaming time is not required. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Hacksaw  
Slower than band sawing, but saw blades and equipment are less costly. 

Hacksaw uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Thickness Width  (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Blade Life Cutting hours before blade is replaced.  Default if blank is 20 hours. 

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 

Band Saw   
The workpiece moves into a continuous-band saw blade.  Can produce irregular or curved 
cuts. 

Band Saw uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Thickness Width  (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Blade Life Cutting hours before blade is replaced.  Default if blank is 20 hours. 

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 
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Radial Saw   
The workpiece moves into a rotating circular saw blade. 

Radial Saw uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Thickness Width  (in. or mm) of the cut. 

Blade Life Cutting hours before blade is replaced.  Default if blank is 20 hours. 

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 

Broaching   
A multi-point cutter (broach) cuts/finishes internal or external surfaces such as square holes, key 
ways, splines, etc.  Stock removal is built into the tool by having each successive tooth cut deeper 
into the material.  A single pass of the broach into the clamped workpiece produces the required 
shape cut. Types of broaching operations include Manual Screw Rack, Vertical Push Type - 
Simplex, Vertical Push Type - Duplex, and Horizontal Hydraulic Pull-Type. 

Broach uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Broach Type The type of multi-point cutter (broach) used.  See Broach Type list, below. 

Length The broach length (in. or mm), containing all the cutting teeth. This 
length will travel in full engagement with the work-piece. 

Number of Passes The number of times the work-piece is repositioned (rotated) or 
broaching is repeated to duplicate the broached shape. 

Tool Type The type of broach tool material used.  See Tool Type list, below. 

Lubrication Method During the broaching process, due to the friction between the tool and the 
workpiece, lubrication is employed.  See Lubrication Method list, below. 

Broach Types 
Broach Type Description 

Manual Screw - Rack 
Type 

A simple manually operated arbor press type vertical machine. The 
broach is pushed through the workpiece by manual means. 

Vertical Push type - 
Simplex 

A hydraulically or electro-magnetically operated vertical machine.  A 
workpiece is installed into the machine, the broach is pushed 
through, withdrawn, and the part is then manually removed. 
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Vertical Push type - 
Duplex 

A hydraulically or electro-magnetically operated double ram machine 
containing two identical broaches.  While one broach enters one 
workpiece, a second broach is retracted from another workpiece, so 
that the operator does not have to wait for the retraction. 

Horizontal Hydraulic 
pull-type 

Hydraulically operated, highly mechanized broach capable of long 
broaches and large-scale production. 

Tool Types 
Tool Type Description 

High-speed Steel (HSS) The most commonly used material. 

Carbide This material increases tool life and somewhat reduces broaching 
time due to its increased hardness. 

Ceramic This material has the longest life and best cutting speed.  It is 
expensive, and is used for large production quantities. 

Lubrication Methods 
Lubrication Method Description 

Flood Floods the workpiece with coolant from nozzles. 

Submerge Broaching is performed in a compartment filled with the 
lubricant/coolant which submerges the workpiece. 

Submerge & Jet Spray Like Submerge, with added lubrication and cooling provided by jets. 

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 

Automated Production Equipment   
Custom designed and built automatic equipment performing multiple operations. It can be a 
combination of automated machine tools, with fully automated load, unload, and transfer 
functions, or a dedicated machine with multiple machining operations.  Production capability 
depends on the throughput design.  Staffed by a full-time or part-time operator. 

Automated Production Equipment uses the following inputs, in addition to Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Hourly Production Rate The number of items produced per hour. 

Number of Operators The number of operators assigned to the equipment.  Use a decimal 
input (e.g., 0.2) if only a part-time operator is required. 

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 
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Additional Items  

 See Additional Items in chapter 9:  Common Process Parameters 

Gear Hobbing    
A helical cutting tool (the hob) progressively generates several gear teeth.  Both hob and 
workpiece revolve constantly in a timed relationship, maintaining a proportional feed rate.  
Several gear blanks can be machined simultaneously, with one operator on several machines. 

Gear Hobbing uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Diametral Pitch Gear teeth/pitch diameter (in. or mm) ratio; describes  tooth size, shape. 

Number of Teeth The total number of teeth on each gear.  

Gear Width The thickness (in. or mm) of the gear blank. 

Hob Diameter Cutter's outside diameter (in. or mm). Depends on gear's diametral pitch.   

Helix Angle Angle of the gear tooth on a helical gear.  Should be 0 for a spur gear. 

Number of Blanks Number of gear blanks hobbed in one operation.  

Support Factor % Percentage of operator time spent on the gear hobbing machine 
(examples: 100% = full-time operator, 50% = half of operator’s time).   

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 

Deburr   
Manual processes to remove burrs and sharp edges.  Deburring can be modeled based on 
linear distance, holes, or a combination of both.  

Deburr uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Length The total linear distance (in. or mm) of edges requiring deburring. 

Number of Holes The total holes to be deburred.  Tools, diameters and depths can vary. 

Hole Diameter The average diameter (in. or mm) of the holes that require deburring.   

Rate Enter a deburr rate in imin/in or min/mm. 

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 
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Core    
This operation covers the fabrication of metallic and nonmetallic cores of various densities.  
You can customize and combine the fabrication process steps, depending on the core 
fabrication requirements. If the core requires cutting of the outer surfaces, contour cuts, 
chamfer cuts, pockets or edges, additional machining process steps should be included.  Core 
uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Part Area The area (sq. in. or sq. cm) of the part being fabricated.   

Prep Enter Y (Yes) if preparation of the core for machining operations is 
required. May use double-sided tape or an air-chucking device. This 
process also includes all setup, masking. and run-time operations.   

Form Enter Y (Yes) if forming is required. Core is typically formed into a radius 
or contour by applying heat and pressure while it is on a mold form tool. 
Includes setup and direct times for Heat/Pressure Form (min.), as well 
as tasks required to prepare the core for the forming operation.   

Pot The percentage of overall part area of the core part that will be potted.  
Potting is the injection of potting compound into the core cells, typically 
using Pro-Seal, from an air-powered gun.  Potting makes areas of the 
core solid, so fasteners or reinforcements can be applied.   

Splice Enter Y (Yes) if two or more pieces of core are to be joined. Core splicing 
is usually done prior to bond, trim, machine, contour, or form operations.  
Incidental tasks include preparing the core's edges, preparing materials, 
and cleaning the area to be spliced. The process assumes edge splices, 
and is based on the core measurements you provide as Part Area data.   

Clean Enter Y (Yes) if cleaning of the core with acetone is required. Includes job 
check-in, get/aside parts to the area, get/aside wand, get/aside parts to 
work table, setup for cleaning, and blowing the core clean.  

Reticulate The percentage of core overall part area to be reticulated.  Includes all of 
the tasks required for reticulation. Reticulation is a form of bonding that 
uses less adhesive and adds less weight than other bonding processes. 
Core is typically bonded into a sandwich, with a top and bottom skin. In 
reticulation, a sheet of adhesive is first placed on the reticulation tool, 
the core is secured on top of the adhesive, and a sheet of adhesive is 
placed on the top of the core. Heat softens the adhesive into a liquid and 
air blows through core from below. Droplets form on the edges of the 
core cells, while excess adhesive is blown away. After reticulation, a skin 
is attached to the glued side of the core.  

 Common Inputs (this chapter) 
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Surface Skim (Rough and Finish)   
Surface skimming is also known as face milling.  This method is used to machine material 
from the face of a component.  The rough operation is used to remove the majority of material 
required. SEER-MFG assumes that the finishing operation is performed in a single pass.  The 
speed and feed of the cutter reflect this. 

SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Surface Skim Rough and Surface Skim Finish. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Surface Skim uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 
Length of the area (in. or mm) to be machined.  

 

Surface Skim Cutter Path Length 

Length 
  Length 

Width 1 Width 2 

Width 2 
Width 1 

Finish Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Enter as the total 
RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
Used by Finish only. 

Width 1 Maximum or start width (in. or mm) of area to be machined.   

Width 2 Minimum or finished width (in. or mm) of area to be machined.   

Average Depth Depth of cut (in. or mm) or the average depth of cut if the part is 
tapered.  Used by Rough only. 

 

Surface Skim Average Depth 

Avg Depth 
of Cut 
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Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Profile (Rough and Finish)   
Also known as edge milling.  This method is used to machine material from the sides of a 
component or from around a profile of a feature, either roughly, or to a specified finish. It can 
involve scanning with a ball nose cutter, or edge milling with the edge of a cutter. 

SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Profile Rough and Profile Finish. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Profile uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Thickness Average thickness/depth (in. or mm) to be machined. This determines 
how many passes are required. 

Periphery Length (in. or mm) of cut around component or feature.   

 

Part Periphery 

Profile Type The type of machine used to finish the profile.  The feed rate for the cutter 
is determined by the spindle speed, number of cutting teeth, and the 
required surface finish. Spindle speed and number of teeth are optional 
inputs which can be changed using Machining Details.  Used by Finish 
only.  See Profile Type list, below. 
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Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Total RMS (Root Mean 
Square) departure from absolute smooth finish.  Used by Finish only. 

Finish 

Number of identical or similar faces to be machined.  Used by Finish only. Number of Faces 
Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Profile Types 
Profile Type Description 

Scan This process uses a ball nose cutter to machine around the periphery 
of a component or feature. Complex 3 dimension curves / 5 axis 
machining features are achieved traversing the cutter in small 
intervals across the thickness or depth of the component or feature.  
This operation is also used where the thickness of the component or 
feature is greater than the length of available cutters or, due to the 
length of the cutter, stability during machining becomes an issue. 

 
Profile Scan with Ball Nose Cutter 

The distance between the traverses of the cutter is relative to the 
cusp height, which is dependent on the required surface finish and 
the cutter diameter. 

  
Cusp Height and Distance between Traverses 

Cutter path length is calculated as the product of the periphery of 
the component or feature and the number of passes for the depth, 
which is dictated by the axial depth of cut.  The default Profile Type. 

Cusp Height 

Distance between traverses 
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Edgemill 3 axis Simple profiling requiring 3 axis machining. 

Edgemill 5 axis Complex profiling requiring 5 axis machining.  The feed rate is 
reduced by 10% to accommodate the increased complexity in 
movement of the machine tool spindle. 

 

Edgemill 3 & 5 Axis 

 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Pocket (Rough and Finish)   
Pocket is used to rough machine pockets into a component.  For pocket rough, both the 
number of cutting levels and the number of passes are used to calculate a direct time.  The 
majority of the material is removed using the pocket rough operation.  Pocket finish is used to 
finish machine pockets into a component. An allowance for 1 cutting pass of the base, and 
side walls (if required) is made.   

SEER-MFG allows you to input data for both Pocket Rough and Pocket Finish. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Pocket uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Finish Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Enter as the total 
RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  Used 
by Finish only. 

Finish Sides Select this option if the side walls of the pocket require machining.  Used 
by the Finish operation only. 

Number of Pockets Number of pockets with same or similar dimensions.   

Pocket Height Enter the finished height (length) of the pocket (in. or mm).  Used by Pocket. 
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Pocket Depth Enter the finished depth (in. or mm) of the pocket.  

 
Pocket Depth 

Pocket Width Enter the finished width (in. or mm) of the pocket.  

 
Pocket — Calculate Cutter Path Length 

Aspect Ratio Available only when you select Uniform or Non Uniform from the Pocket 
Complexity list (see below).  The percentage width of the side of the pocket 
opposite to that specified in Pocket Width. 

 
Pocket Aspect Ratio 
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Pocket Complexity Select the complexity  of the pocket (default complexity is simple).  

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

Pocket Complexity 
Pocket Complexity Description 
Simple Square or Rectangular. 
Uniform Tapering pocket mirrored about its center line. 
Non Uniform Tapering pocket. 
Semi Circle Semicircular or semi-elliptical. 
Circle/Ellipse Circular or elliptical. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

End Mill Slot (Rough and Finish)   
Used to produce a slot into a component where both cutting edges and base of the cutter are 
engaged. This can be used for a variety of operations from a slot for an O ring to routing out 
profiles or apertures. 
For End Mill Slot Rough, cutter path length for the slot is calculated as the product of the inputted 
length or the circumference of a circle, the depth of the slot, and the axial depth of cut. 
For End Mill Slot Finish, cutter path length for the slot is calculated in a similar manner, with 
radial depth of cut replacing the axial depth of cut. 
This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

End Mill Slot uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Finish Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Enter as the total 
RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
Used by Finish only. 

Length Length (in. or mm) of slot to be machined (for irregular Pockets).  
Note: Length is only used when Diameter is zero; otherwise Diameter will 
be used to calculate direct time. 
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Diameter Circular slots — enter center line diameter of slot.  
Note: If Diameter is greater than zero, the Length input value will not be 
used for direct time calculations.   

Depth Average finished depth of slot.   

 
Geometry of End Mill Slot 

The slot width (in or mm).  
Note. The cutter diameter is assumed to be the same as the slot width. 

Width 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Angled Faces    
This method is used to machine the inside face of an internal angle.  

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

Angled Faces uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Finish Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Enter as the total 
RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
Used by Finish only. 

Number of Faces Number of identical or similar faces to be machined.   

Face Length Length (in. or mm) of the face to be machined.   

Height Overall (vertical) height (in. or mm) of the face. 
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Angle Angle (degrees) of faces relative to one another (0° to 90°).  Cutter path 
length is calculated as the product of the face length, the height of the 
angled face, the cutter diameter, and the radial depth of cut.   

 
Angled Faces Basic Cutting Geometry 

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

T-Sections    
Also known as Slotting.  Creates undercuts in a component to produce a T-section. 

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 

T-Sections uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Finish Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Enter as the total 
RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
Used by Finish only. 
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Column Thickness Average thickness or width (in. or mm) of the column.   

Length Length (in. or mm) of the section to be machined. 

T Sections Number of identical or similar sections to be machined.   

Crown Thickness Average thickness or width (in. or mm) of the crown.   

Height Average height (in. or mm) of the column. 

 
T-Sections Basic Cutting Geometry 

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  
To use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in 
the Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 

Stringer Run Out    
Allows two height features of a component to be blended together using a constant radius. A 
ball nose cutter scans the surface to create the required blend.  This is a finishing operation, 
so most material should be removed using the surface skim rough operation.   

This operation may be impacted by the Machining Database selection in the Options / Set 
Project Parameters dialog box. 
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Stringer Run Out  uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Inputs: 

Input Description 

Finish Desired surface finish (microinches or micrometers). Enter as the total 
RMS (Root Mean Square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  
Used by Finish only. 

Width Width (in. or mm) of the feature to be blended.  

Height Height (in. or mm) of the feature to be blended. 

Radius Required radius (in. or mm) of the blend.  This cutter traverses in small 
intervals across the width of the component or feature. The distance 
between the traverses is relative to the cusp height, which is dependent 
on the required surface finish and the cutter diameter.    

 

 
Basic Geometry of Stringer Run Out Operation 

Width 

Height 

Radius 

Distance Between 
Traverses 

Cusp Height 

Details/Use Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To 
use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the 
Machining Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 
 Machining Details (this chapter) 
 Appendix C:  Machining Databases 
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Thread Cutting 
Thread Cutting is a machining process that uses a single or multi point cutting tool to produce 
a uniform helical thread form on the internal or external surface of a cylinder or cone. 

External threads can be cut with the work-piece either mounted between centers or held in a 
chuck. For internal thread cutting, the work-piece is held in a chuck. The cutting tool is usually 
ground to the proper shape and mounted securely in a tool holder. The tool moves longitudinally 
while the precise rotation of the work-piece determines the lead of the thread. The threads are 
formed by taking a series of light cuts (passes), until the desired thread depth is reached. 

Single point thread cutting is a versatile method for creating special form threads. This type of 
cutting is usually selected when only a few threads are required or, when special thread forms 
are desired. 

 

External Thread Cutting (Left) Internal Thread Cutting (Right) 

Machines used for single point threading are engine lathes and CNC lathes; CNC being most 
commonly used. 

  

Example Lathe 
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The following parameter entries are used to describe the Thread Cutting operation: 

Item Description 

Thread Diameter  Enter the diameter of the hole or cylinder to thread (in/mm). 

Thread Length  Enter the total length of the thread to be cut (in/mm). 

Threads Per Inch or 
Pitch  

Enter the number of Threads Per Inch (TPI) (Imperial mode) or Thread 
Pitch (mm). Thread Pitch (Metric mode) relates to the distance between 
threads and is measured in millimeters. This input is used to compute 
the number of passes which you can view or overwrite using the 
machine details option. 

Number of Passes This parameter is only available when ‘user specified’ passes is turned 
on in the project parameter dialog. An initial value is computed, but you 
may override this and enter your own number of passes. 

Select setup and/or load-unload to include additional time in the estimate for these functions. 

  Common Inputs (this chapter) 

Thread Milling 
Thread Milling is a cutting process that uses either a single or multi insert/flute milling cutter 
to produce uniform helical threads on the internal or external surface of a cylinder of cone.  

Thread mills look similar to taps, but function differently. Taps feed into the part utilizing the 
chamfer and the first full thread beyond the chamfer, to cut and enlarge the thread to a 
finished size. Thread mills have no chamfer. The mill is moved along the axis of the spindle 
deep enough to produce the full thread depth required. The thread mill is then moved to 
circumference of the part until the threads cut into the sidewalls. The thread mill is moved in a 
360° circular motion until it is back to its starting position. During the circular motion, the 
thread mill is lifted or moved along the spindle axis one thread pitch or lead to produce a 
thread. This ‘lifting’ movement in conjunction with the circular motion is called ‘helical 
interpolation’. Machines must have a helical interpolation program to utilize a thread mill.  

 

Thread Milling Internal (Left) External (Right) 
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Thread mills are far more versatile than taps. For production threading up to 0.375 inches (9.525 
mm), taps are considered more efficient. Beyond this, thread mills offer a more economical 
solution. Thread mills can produce right or left hand, internal or external threads, single or 
multiple lead threads with the same mill. Materials can range from soft, non-ferrous alloys to 
heat-treated steels, or tough alloys such inconel and titanium, where tap breakage often occurs. 

Pipe threads are easily produced without leaving the normal ‘stop lines’ and creating the 
troublesome stringy chips normally produced by taps. In addition, thread mills can produce full 
threads to within one pitch of the bottom of the drilled hole. 

Thread milling is more efficient than single-point threading, when the thread has a course pitch, 
when it is near a shoulder or other interference, or when large diameter threads are required. 

The following parameter entries are used to describe the Thread Milling operation: 

Field Description 

Thread Quantity Enter the quantity of like threads to cut on the workpiece.  

Thread Diameter (in or 
mm) 

Enter the diameter of the hole or cylinder to thread (in/mm). 
See  appendix D:  Thread Standards 

Thread Type Select the thread type.  Choices include:  External or Internal.  

Setup & Load/Unload A check mark in setup and/or load-unload will include additional time in 
the estimate for these functions. 

Thread Mills  
Thread mills are most commonly found in solid carbide, with either straight or helical flutes. They 
are also available with indexable carbide inserts, or premium high-speed steel with helical flutes.  

 
Example Thread Mills (Carbide Left, Indexable Center, High Speed Steel Right) 
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Ideally all thread mills are coated with TiN, TiCN, or TiAlN depending upon the application. 
Indexable inserts are typically used for sizes 0.75 inches (19.05 mm) or larger, and 
accommodate a variety of threads per inch or Pitch (mm) by replacing the insert. Solid carbide 
is generally used for production threading and for materials up to 62 Rc. HSS thread mills are 
recommended for materials softer than 30/32 Rc, less rigid setups, interrupted bores and 
machines that have a limited speed capability. 

Thread Rolling 
Thread Rolling is a cold forming process in which a plain cylindrical blank is rolled between 
hardened steel dies which contain the thread profile to be transferred to the blank. As the 
thread shaped ridges on the dies penetrate the blank material, material is displaced from the 
bottom of the thread and forced radially out to form the thread crests.  

Thread rolling is faster than conventional thread cutting or milling, provides a higher quality, 
accurate threaded part (because the thread is cold worked), and also uses less material. 
Thread rolling is usually three to five times faster than thread cutting and is highly repeatable.  

The type of operation described here is the Axial Thread Rolling process. 

 

Typical Axial Thread Rolling Head 

In a single pass, three (up to six) rollers, synchronized by a planetary gear system, impart the 
desired OD thread shape, depth and pitch onto a workpiece. Generally, the rotation of the 
workpiece rotates the rollers. For CNC turning applications, a thread rolling head is usually 
placed in the tool turret.  

The thread form on axial rolls consists of straight annular rings that are ground to the pitch of 
the thread to be produced. The rolls are positioned in the head at a skew angle that is 
approximate to the thread's helical (lead) angle. The skew angle produces a forward motion, 
making the roller head self-feeding and self-opening. Because it traverses the workpiece, an 
axial head can produce threads that are longer than itself.  
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The following parameter entries are used to describe the Thread Rolling operation: 

Field Description 

Thread Diameter (in or 
mm) 

Enter the diameter of the hole or cylinder to thread (in/mm). 
See  appendix D:  Thread Standards 

Thread Length (in or 
mm) 

Enter the total length of the thread to be cut (in/mm). 

Threads Per Inch or 
Pitch (mm) 

Enter the number of Threads Per Inch (TPI) (Imperial mode) or Thread 
Pitch (mm). Thread Pitch (Metric mode) relates to the distance between 
threads and is measured in millimeters.  
See  appendix D:  Thread Standards 

Setup & Load/Unload A check mark in setup and/or load-unload will include additional time in 
the estimate for these functions. 

Lapping 
Lapping is a final abrasive finishing operation that produces extreme dimensional accuracy, 
corrects minor imperfections of shape, refines surface finish, and produces a close fit between 
mating surfaces. Most lapping is done with a tooling plate or wheel (the lap), and fine-grained 
loose abrasive particles suspended in a viscous or liquid vehicle such as soluble oil, mineral 
oil, or grease. It is comparable to sanding or grinding, except that sanding and grinding use 
abrasives which are fixed (bonded abrasives) whereas lapping employs abrasives which are 
suspended in a liquid carrier, and are free to move about. Lapping is sometimes referred to as 
'Free Abrasive Machining'. A typical lapping machine is shown below. 

 

Lapping Machine 
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The principal use of the lapping process is to obtain surfaces that are truly flat and smooth. 
Lapping is also used to finish round work, such as precision plug gages, to tolerances of 
0.0005 to 0.00002 inches (0.0127mm to 0.000508 mm). Lapping machines typically consist 
of a rotating table, called a lapping plate, and three or four conditioning or ‘truing’ rings. 
Lapping plates can range anywhere from 12 to 144 inches (300 to 3658 mm) in diameter.  
The work piece is held inside the conditioning rings, which distribute wear on the lapping plate 
and hold the work piece in place. A pressure between 1 to 10lbs per square inch (PSI) (0.2 to 
0.7Bar) is applied to the work pieces. The lapping plate rotation speed varies depending on 
surface finish requirements. For critical parts, rotation maybe as low as 10 to 15 RPM, for 
polishing, rotation, speed may be increased to 150 RPM. 

 

Lapping Process Scematic 

Lapping is best suited to hard materials such as cast iron, mild steel, stainless steel, tool steel 
etc. Satisfactory results can be obtained for materials such as aluminum and brass. 

The following parameter entries are used to describe the Lapping operation: 

Field Description 

Surface Finish Enter the required surface finish in micro-inches or micro-meters. Typically 
between 2 to 16 micro-inches (0.0508 to 0.4064 micro-meters). 

Surface Area Enter the surface area, square-inches or square millimeters, where the 
specified surface finish is applicable. 

Parts/Operation Enter the number of work-pieces that will be lapped simultaneously.  

Operator Attendance Enter the percent of operator’s time assigned to the lapping operation. If a full-
time operator is assigned, 100% should be entered. 

Springs & Coils 
Industrial coiling machines can comfortably handle hot steel wire or bar up to 3 inches (75 
mm) in diameter. Cold wire can typically be coiled up to 0.75 inches (18 mm) in diameter. 
Custom springs have reportedly been made from bars as much as 6in (150 mm) thick. Hot 
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steel wire after being coiled is immediately removed from the coiling machine and plunged 
into oil to cool it quickly and harden it. At this stage, the steel is too brittle to function as a 
spring, and it must subsequently be tempered. 

Springs and Coils may be fabricated on a dedicated spring-winding machine, a lathe, an 
electric hand drill, with the mandrel secured in the chuck, or a winding machine operated by 
hand cranking. A guiding mechanism, such as the lead screw on a lathe, must be used to align 
the wire into the desired pitch (distance between successive coils) as it wraps around the 
mandrel. 

The inputs required for this operation include: 

Name Description 

Description (Optional) used to describe the operation being performed. 

Quantity Enter the number of like springs required. 

Coil Diam. Enter the spring or coil diameter (in or mm). 

No. of Coils Enter the number of spring coils required. 

Coil Rate The coil rate is a computed value based on the material type selection. 

Note. The computed rate can be overwritten when the Use Computed 
Rate is unchecked. 

Dead Head % Enter a percentage to capture none coiling time. For example, tool 
changes, it is entered as a percentage in relation to actual winding 
time.  

The dead time percent is added to the Direct cutting time to calculate 
the overall operation time. 

Use Computed Rate By default, this is option is checked. When checked, the spring coiling 
rate is automatically computed based on the material type.  

When set to NO, the rate input is enabled allowing you to enter a known 
coiling rate value 

Set-up A check mark in set-up will include additional time in the estimate for 
this function. 

Load/Unload A check mark in load/unload will include additional time in the Direct 
labor estimate for this function. It is also reported in the Additional Data 
section of the Detailed Analysis report. 
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Wire Winding 
The process of winding solid wire around spools or cores. The coils are formed when a solid 
wire is wound around a core or form (usually copper wire). One loop of wire is usually referred 
to as a turn, and a coil consists of one or more turns. Coils are often coated with varnish 
and/or wrapped with insulating tape to provide additional insulation and secure them in place.  

The inputs required for this operation include: 

Item Description 

Description (Optional) used to describe the operation being performed. 

Quantity  Enter the number of like spools required. 

Spool Diam. Enter the diameter (in or mm) of the spool core onto which the wire is 
wound. 

Spool Len. Enter the length (in or mm) of the spool onto which the wire is wound. 

Finish Diam. Enter the required finished diameter (in or mm) of the winding.  

Rate The winding rate is a computed value based on the material type 
selection. 

Note. The computed rate can be overwritten when the Use Computed 
Rate is unchecked.  

Dead Head % Enter a percentage to capture none winding time. For example, tool 
changes, it is entered as a percentage in relation to actual winding time.  

The dead time percent is added to the Direct cutting time to calculate 
the overall operation time.  

Length  The length of the wire required to fill the spool.  

This is a computed value based on the wire diameter defined in the Raw 
Dimensions inputs. If a wire diameter is not defined, the Length 
parameter will remain at zero.  

Once the length is determined, you can use that in the raw dimensions 
to compute the wire material costs.  

Use Computed Rate  By default, this option is checked. When checked, the winding rate is 
automatically computed based on the selected material type.  

When set to NO, the rate input is enabled allowing you to enter a known 
winding rate value. 

Set-up  A check mark in set-up will include additional time in the estimate for 
this function.  

Load/Unload  A check mark in load/unload will include additional time in the Direct 
labor estimate for this function. It is also reported in the Additional Data 
section of the Detailed Analysis report. 
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Honing 
Honing is an abrasive machining process used in the manufacture of precision bores to improve 
the geometry, surface finish and dimensional control of the finished part. It's usually a secondary 
machining operation that finishes a part, relieves stress, or corrects some feature such as out-of-
round, undersize tapers, or misaligned bores. 

A typical production cycle is to drill, ream, heat treat, and then hone. Sometimes the operation 
may only require drilling and honing. The honing operation typically removes from 0.001 to 0.010 
inches (0.03 - 0.3 mm) of material in a process that competes effectively as a finishing process 
with boring and grinding. 

Typical applications are the finishing of cylinders for internal combustion engines, air bearing 
spindles and in gear manufacturing.  

Types of honing tools are many and various but all consist of one or more abrasive stones that 
are held under pressure against the surface they are working on. 

Honing tools are simultaneously rotated and reciprocated to remove small amounts of material 
with each pass. Special cutting fluids are used to give a smooth cutting action and to remove the 
material that has been abraded. Machines can be portable, simple manual machines, or fully 
automatic with gauging depending on the application. 

Modern advances in abrasives have made it possible to remove much larger amount of material 
than was previously possible. Honing has displaced grinding in many applications where "through 
machining" is possible. External honing is also possible for cylindrical shafts and rods. 

The inputs required for this operation include: 

Name Description 

Description (Optional) used to describe the operation being performed. 

Stone Type Aluminum Oxide and Silicon Carbide are the most commonly used 
abrasive types. By default the following types are provided: Aluminum 
Oxide, Borazon, Diamond, and Silicon Carbide. 
Aluminum Oxide Used on ferrous metals, except cast iron.  
Silicon Carbide Used on cast iron as well as all other non ferrous 
materials. 
Borazon Used on tool steels, chromium-plated steels, and ceramics.  
Diamond Used on carbides, ceramics, and high-alloyed steels. 
Honing stones and removal rate factors can be modified within the 
[STONE-TYPE] section of the MFGData.INI file. 

Quantity Enter the number of bores or external cylinders that require honing per 
workpiece. 
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Diameter Enter the bore or shaft diameter (in or mm). Honing is typically used with 
diameters ranging from 0.5 to 24 inches (12 to 600 mm). Although it is 
possible to hone workpeices with diameters ranging from 0.0625 to 60 
inches (0.5 to 1500mm). 

Length Enter the bore or shaft length (in or mm). Typically within the range of 
0.375 to 30 inches. Although it is possible to hone workpeices with 
lengths ranging from 0.015 to 400 inches (0.4 to 10,000 mm). 

Rem. Depth Enter the amount of material to be removed (in or mm). This will typically 
be within the range of 0.001 to 0.01 inches (0.0254 to 0.254mm).  

Stone Qty. Enter the amount of stones used within the honing tool.  

Manual Stroke operations use smaller hone diameter tools, and would 
typically be within the range of 1 to 3 stones. 

Power Stroke operations use larger hone diameter tools, and would 
typically comprise 3 to 15 stones. 

Rate Rate is a computed value, based on the material type, the honing stone 
type, and honing stone quantities.  

Note. The computed rate can be overwritten on the machine details 
screen. 

Set-up A check mark in set-up will include additional time in the estimate for 
this function. 

Load/Unload A check mark in load/unload will include additional time in the Direct 
labor estimate for this function. It is also reported in the Additional Data 
section of the Detailed Analysis report. 

Details/Machining 
Details.. 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine 
attributes such as speed, feed, and cutter types. Otherwise, machine 
effectiveness depends on the Machine Tooling/Process Capability 
parameter. To use machining details, check the Use Machining Details 
checkbox in the Machining Operations dialog box and click the Details 
button. 

Removal Definition   
The dimensions and quantity of the material being removed. 

Removal Definition is used by: 

Radial Mill Shape Surface Grind 

End Mill Turn High Speed 

Chemical Mill Bore Screw Machine 
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Removal Definition Dialog Box 

 
Removal Definition Dialog Box 

When you select any of the rough-operation removal definitions, the Removal Definition dialog 
box will appear.  Depending on which definition you choose, it will change so you can enter in 
dimensions, weight, percentage, or volume.   

Removal Definition Inputs: Rough Operations 
Rough operations (Radial Mill, End Mill, Shape, Turn, Bore, Surface Grind, and High Speed) 
use the following removal definitions, each of which has its own inputs: 

Definition Inputs Description 

Material % Material % Percent of material removed. 

Weight Weight Weight of material being removed. 

Volume Volume Volume of material being removed. 

Rectangular Length, Width, Depth Dimensions of  rectangle to be removed. 

Cylinder Diameter, Length Dimensions of  cylinder to be removed. 

Tube Start Diameter, Length, 
End Diameter 

Dimensions of  tube to be removed. 
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Sphere Radius Dimensions of  sphere to be removed. 

Partial Sphere Radius, Height Dimensions of  partial sphere to be removed. 

Wedge from Sphere Radius, Angle Dimensions of  wedge to be removed. 

Arc Radius, Chord, Thickness Dimensions of  arc to be removed. 

Cone Max Diameter, Length Dimensions of  cone to be removed. 

Parabolic Cone Max Diameter, Length Dimensions of  cone to be removed. 

Removal Definition Inputs: Finish Operations 
Finish operations (Radial Mill, End Mill, Shape, Turn, Bore, Surface Grind, High Speed, 
Chemical Mill and Screw Machine) use these definitions, each of which has its own inputs: 

Definition Inputs Description 

Surface Area %* Surface Area % Surface area percentage affected by machining. 

Surface Area Surface Area Surface area affected by machining. 

Surface Area Dim. Length, Width (Diameter 
for Bore and Turn 
operations) 

Dimensions of surface area affected by 
machining. 

*Only applicable for Labor1-0 machining database. 

Removal Definition Inputs:  Pockets 
Rough and finish operations use the Pocket removal definition.  Pockets are often machined 
into metal or composite parts.  The indentations involve two types of milling operations: 

 First, material is removed to create the shape and depth of the indentation.  This is a 
rough milling operation, where the amount of material removed is the greatest cost driver.   

 The second phase of the operation is to obtain the specified surface finish.  This is 
basically a finish milling operation.  The run time of this operation is greatly dependent on 
the specified tolerance and surface finish.   

As a minor cost driver, the surface area impacts machining time.  If more than one pocket of 
identical dimensions and tolerances is specified, the machining time is a multiple of a single 
pocket’s machining time. 

Pocket removal uses these inputs: 

Pocket Inputs Description 

No. of Pockets The number of pockets being modeled for this operation.  Each pocket is 
considered a single machining step, but a single setup and load/unload 
will be considered for this operation.  Model separate operations for 
multiple setups and load/unloads. 
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Avg. Volume The average volume of the pockets being machined. 

Complexity Grade pocket complexity according to following table. 

Pocket Complexity 
Pocket Complexity Description 

VHi Machined into a manifold. 

VHi- Machined into a frame with irregular cross sections. 

Hi Machined into a support or longeron; access is limited. 

Nom+ Machined into fitting; irregular shape impacts machining. 

Nom Machined into a bulkhead; some restrictions to access. 

Nom- Machined into web. 

Low+ Machined into rib; the cross section restricts machining. 

Low Machined into a spar; limberness impacts machining speed. 

Low- Machined into intercostal member; some tool movement restrictions. 

VLo+ Machined into a beam, tool movements somewhat restricted. 

VLo Machined into a simple plate. 

Machining Details  
Machining details are optional inputs used by several machining operations.  They adjust 
machine run times based on specific speeds, feeds, cutter types, and other machine 
attributes.  Otherwise, the overall effectiveness of the machining operation is determined by 
the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter. 

To use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the Machining 
Operations dialog and click the Details button. 

 

Machining Details Inputs 
The actual machining detail inputs vary, depending on the machining operation.  Some 
machining detail inputs are common to all operations.  Others are used by some, but not all 
machining operations, and some are specific to a single type of operation.    

When machining details are used, they appear in two forms:  as input fields in the Machining 
Details dialog box, and as parameters in the Process Specific tab, under the Machining Details 
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category heading, directly beneath the operation to which they apply.  There will be a separate 
machining details parameter list for each operation that uses them.   

[screeshot of dialog box with caption] 

There are four subcategory headings under the Machining Details category heading.  Three of 
these subcategories, MACHINE TOOL RELATED, LOAD/UNLOAD RELATED, and SETUP 
RELATED, include inputs which are common to most or all of the operations that use 
machining details.  The fourth category,  TOOL RELATED, includes inputs which vary depending 
on the operation.   

Machining details are listed below by the subcategory heading under which they fall.  For the 
first three categories, the lists are fairly short, and the inputs are listed in the order in which 
they appear in the Process Specific tab.  The list of inputs under the TOOL RELATED category 
heading is much longer, and they are listed in alphabetical order.  In all cases, the description 
also tells which operations use the machining detail.  The machining operation descriptions 
earlier in this chapter list the machining details used by each operation. 

MACHINE TOOL RELATED 

Machining Tool Model 
A database of machine specifications. The LABOR5-0 machining database (and for metallic 
operations , the earlier databases as well) includes the following load/unload related data: 
Clean Machine Bed, Raise Machine Bed, and Pallet Load. It also includes the following setup 
related data: Tool and Fixture minutes. These time values are used within the load and unload 
calculations. The user is able to update this database, which is found in the [MACHINING-
DETAILS] section of the MFGData.ini file. 

Max Tool Speed 
The maximum cutting speed (ft./min. or m./min.) of the selected machine tool model. This 
value is calculated based on the selected machine tool model and the largest cutter diameter 
input. If this value is less than the process speed, a warning message appears.  

Maximum Tool Speed is calculated as: 
MaxToolSpeed (Imperial) = Diameter * pi * RPM / 12 
MaxToolSpeed (Metric) = Diameter * pi * RPM / 1000 

Max hp 
The maximum power of the selected machine tool. This number is provided for informational 
purposes and is not used in any calculations. 
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LOAD/UNLOAD RELATED 

Machine Type 
Select the type of machine. This is used for calculation of the load/unload time 

Type Description 

Gantry Fixed bed where the machine has to be stopped to load/unload the 
component. 
Load and unload time = Time to Clean Machine Bed + Load 
Component + (Number of Clamps * Time to Apply Clamps) 

Pallet Where a machine has 2 or more pallets allowing a component to be 
loaded unloaded while the machine is in operation. 
Load and unload time = Time to Clean Machine Bed + Load 
Component + (Number of Clamps * Time to Apply Clamp) + 
Time to Load Pallet 

Raiseable bed Where the machine bed is horizontal for loading/unloading then raised 
to the vertical position for the machining operations. The machine has 
to be stopped to load/unload the component. 
Load and unload time = Time to Clean Machine Bed + Load 
Component + (Number of Clamps * Time to Apply Clamp) + 
Time to Raise Machine Bed 

Note:  You can specify the Time to Clean Machine Bed, Time to Load Pallet, and Time to Raise 
Machine Bed within the [MACHINING-DETAILS] section of the MFGData.ini file. 

Load/Unload related inputs are only used as part of the direct time calculation if the 
Load/Unload checkbox on the OPERATIONS dialog box is checked. When checked, the 
calculated Load/Unload time is added to Direct time. 

  

Pallet Machine Type Gantry Machine Type 
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Load/Unload 
Select the load/unload method being used. Default choices include  

Method Description 

Manual Workpiece is loaded and unloaded manually. Typically for parts weighing 
less than 60 lbs (27kgs). 

Crane  A machine for lifting and lowering the workpiece and moving it 
horizontally, with the hoisting mechanism an integral part of the machine. 

Hoist  A device for lifting and lowering the workpiece typically via chains and 
pulleys. 

Jib   A crane having a horizontal jib on which a trolley moves, bearing the 
workpiece load. 

Load/Unload related inputs are only used as part of the direct time calculation if the 
Load/Unload checkbox on the OPERATIONS dialog box is checked. When checked, the 
calculated Load/Unload time is added to Direct time. 

Load/Unload data are stored in the [LOAD-UNLOAD-METHOD] table in the MFGData.INI file, 
which may be modified as required. See Also: How to Modify the MFGData.INI file. 

Clamping Method 
User input, specifying the hold-down mounting of the workpiece to the machine bed. Strap 
Clamp is provided as the default, but you may overwrite this if required. The following options 
are available: 

Method Description 

 Strap clamp  A type of clamp that reaches over the workpiece to hold it in place. Strap 
clamps are often used when extra toughness is required. 

Vice clamp  A workholding device with one fixed jaw and one moveable jaw. Vices are 
often used to hold simple rectangular or cubic workpieces on a mill or 
machining center. 

Pneumatic vice clamp  A clamping system that uses high-pressure air to power clamps and hold 
the workpiece in place. 

Bolts   Workpeice is held in place by bolts. 

Vacuum  Workpiece is held in position by use of vacuum. 

Mechanized holding Workpeice is held in place by using a special clamping system. 

Air Cylinder Air assisted clamp system used to hold the workpiece in place. 

Foot Air Clamp A foot operated air assisted clamp system holding the workpiece in place. 

Cam Clamp A clamp that uses a gradually curved surface to lock itself in place. Cam 
clamps may be dislodged by excessive vibration. 
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The clamping / mounting method data are stored within the [CLAMP-METHOD] table of the 
MFGData.ini file. You can add your own clamp methods and also modify the associated 
clamping time values. The time from the selected method will be multiplied by the Number of 
Bolts / Clamps specified.  

Load/Unload related inputs are only used as part of the direct time calculation if the 
Load/Unload checkbox on the OPERATIONS dialog box is checked. When checked, the 
calculated Load/Unload time is added to Direct time. 

See SEER-MFG Document and Application Data File Locations to find the location of 
MFGData.ini. 

Clamps/Bolts 
Enter the number of Clamps and/or bolts used to secure the component to the machine bed / 
fixture. Four Clamps/Bolts are provided as a default value but you may overwrite this if 
required. Clamps/Bolts are used in the load and unload time calculations. The number 
specified will be multiplied by the appropriate time value associated to the clamping method 
selected.  

Load/Unload related inputs are only used as part of the direct time calculation if the 
Load/Unload checkbox on the OPERATIONS dialog box is checked. When checked, the 
calculated Load/Unload time is added to Direct time. 

SETUP RELATED 

Setup Tool 
Tool (mins) refers to the time required to setup the machine tool ready to carry out the 
required operations.  

Tool (mins) data are read from the [MACHINING-DETAILS] table in the MFGData.INI file. Each 
Machine Tool Model can have a different default tool setup time. 

Tool (mins) are only added to the setup time calculation if the Set-up checkbox on the 
OPERATIONS dialog box is checked. 

See Also: How to Modify the MFGData.INI file. 

Setup Fixture 
Fixtures are customized workholding devices used on machine tools to position and hold a 
part during various machining operations.  
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Fixtures are typically built to hold a specific part design.Fixture (mins) refers to the time 
required to setup the fixtures ready to carry out the required operations.  

Fixture (mins) data are read from the [MACHINING-DETAILS] table in the MFGData.INI file. 
Each Machine Tool Model can have a different default fixture setup time. 

Fixture (mins) are only added to the setup time calculation if the Set-up checkbox on the 
OPERATIONS dialog box is checked. 

See Also: How to Modify the MFGData.INI file. 

TOOL RELATED 

Axial DOC 
The depth of cut that the cutter will take during a pass. MFG has default cutter information 
and the Axial DOC has been selected for various operations, but these can be overwritten. 

 

Axial Depth of Cut Examples 

Used by:  Angled Faces, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial Mill, 
Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections 

Cross Feed 
The lateral feed (in. or mm.) of the grinding wheel or table. For softer materials it would 
normally represent 20 to 30% of the wheel width. For harder materials, it might only represent 
10 to 15% of the wheel width. Typical values are 0.08 to 0.3 inches (2 to 8 mm). 

A default value is computed, which you may overwrite as required. 

Used by:  Surface Grind 
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Cut Diameter 
Cut Diameter (in or mm) typically refers to the start diameter of the workpiece. It will 
automatically default to the start diameter entered on the main operation dialog.  

A different cut diameter may be entered, for example, an average of the start and end 
diameter.  

 In Turning, as the workpiece diameter gets smaller, the RPM increases.  
 In Boring, as the bore diameter gets larger, the RPM decreases.  

For both Turning and Boring, sing an average cut diameter provides an average RPM for the 
entire depth of cut.  

When the Cut Diameter value is changed, the RPM value is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Bore, Turn 

Cutter Diameter (in) 
The cutter tool diameter (in. or mm.).  

Smaller and larger diameters are also available. You may overwrite the calculated value as 
required. When the cutter diameter value is changed, the RPM and Radial DOC is 
automatically recomputed.  

Operation Default/Remarks 

Angled Faces Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm)  
Note: for Angled Faces, Radial DOC is not recomputed.  

End Mill Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm) 

End Mill Slot Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm) 

High Speed Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm) 

Pocket Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm) 

Profile Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm) 

Radial Mill Typical values: 2.5 to 6 inches (60mm - 150mm) 

Stringer Run Out Typical values: 0.25in – 3in (6mm - 75mm)  

Surface Skim Typical values: 0.63in - 6.3in (2.54mm - 160mm) 

Thread Mill Typical values: 0.5 to 4 inches (12mm - 100mm)  
Note: for Thread Mill, Radial DOC is not recomputed. 

T-Sections Typical values: 0.5 to 4 inches (12mm - 100mm)  
Note: for T-Sectionsl, Radial DOC is not recomputed. 
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Used by:  Angled Faces, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial Mill, 
Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections, Thread Milling 

Cutter Tool / Cutting Tool 
The type of cutting tool to be utilized. For many operations, choices include: High Speed Steel, 
Carbide, Ceramic cutting tools. The type of cutter chosen has a direct effect on the spindle 
speed, and hence the feed rate of the tool. 

For some operations, the name of the input changes to "Cutter Tool"; these operations use a 
more detailed tool list. 

The default High Speed cutter tool list includes Carbide (CRB) and High Speed Steel (HSS) End 
Mill and Face Mill cutters in several sizes. High Speed cutter tool data is stored in the [CUTTER-
TOOLS] table of the MFGData.INI file. Upon selection of a cutter tool, the Cutter Diameter and 
Teeth/Flutes parameter values are read from data stored in the MFGData.INI file. Users can 
override/enter their own cutter diameter and teeth/flutes values. 

Used by:  Angled Faces, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial Mill, 
Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections, Thread Milling 

Dead Time % 
Enter a percentage to capture none cutting time. For example, tool changes, and rapid 
traverse of the tool between features, etc. It is entered as a percentage in relation to actual 
cutting time.  

The dead time percent is added to the Direct cutting time to calculate the overall operation 
time. 

Used by:  All 

DOC (in) 
Enter the depth of cut (in. or mm.) made during each pass or stroke. This helps to determine 
the overall number of passes required to achieve the overall cutting depth required. 

Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.  

A default value is computed, which you may overwrite as required. 

Operation Default/Remarks 

Bore Typical values, rough operations: 0.79 to 0.12 inches (2 to 3 mm) 

Typical values, finish operations:  0.02 to 0.04 inches (0.5 to 
1mm)Available when you select Diameter or Face from the Type list. 
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Centerless Grind Typical values, rough operations: 0.001 to 0.007 inches (0.025 to 0.18 
mm) 

Cylindrical Grind Typical values, rough operations: 0.001 inches (0.025 mm) 

Typical values, finish operations: 0.0001 to 0.0005 inches (0.003 to 
0.0125mm) 

Shape Typical values, rough operations:  0.79 to 0.12 inches (2 to 3 mm) 

Typical values, finish operations: 0.02 to 0.04 inches (0.5 to 1mm) 

Surface Grind Typical values, rough operations: 0.0017 to 0.0032 inches (0.042 to 
0.083 mm) 

Typical values, finish operations: 0.0002 to 0.0005 inches (0.004 to 
0.012mm) 

Turn Typical values, rough operations:  0.79 to 0.12 inches (2 to 3 mm) 

Typical values, finish operations:  0.02 to 0.04 inches (0.5 to 
1mm)Available when you select Diameter or Face from the Type list. 

Used by:  Centerless Grind, Cylindrical Grind, Bore, Shape, Surface Grind, Turn  

Feed (in) 
The maximum feed or tool advance, (in. or mm.) per revolution. Typical ranges are .005-.02 
inches per revolution (or 0.127 - 0.508 millimeters per revolution). 

Used by:  Shape 

Feed Per Tooth 
The advancement of the cutter per tooth per revolution (in. or mm.).  

Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.  

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Feed per Tooth value is 
changed, Feed Rate is automatically recomputed. 

Operation Default/Remarks 

Angled Faces Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

End Mill Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

End Mill Slot Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 
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High Speed Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

Pocket Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

Profile Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

Radial Mill Typical values, rough:  0.006 to 0.008 inches (0.15 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

Surface Skim Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

T-Sections Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

Stringer Run Out Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm) 

Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm) 

Thread Milling Typical values, 0.0003 to 0.01 inches (0.08 to 0.254 mm) 

Used by:  Angled Faces, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial Mill, 
Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections 

Feed Rate (in/min) 
The feed rate is the speed at which the cutting tool travels (in. per min or mm. per min, or for 
Thread, Turning, and Boring operations, in. per rev or mm. per rev.) along the workpiece.  

For all operations except those listed below, Feedrate is calculated from the Spindle speed 
(RPM), Feed Per Tooth (FPT) and Teeth/Flutes on the cutter. 
Feedrate = Spindle speed (RPM) x Feed Per Tooth (FPT) x Number of 
Teeth/Flutes 
For Boring, Drill, Ream, Tap, Thread Cutting, Thread Rolling, and Turning, feedrate is calculated 
from the Spindle speed (RPM), and Feed Per Rev. 
Feedrate = Spindle speed (RPM) x Feed Per Rev 
You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Feed Rate value is changed, the 
Feed Per Rev input is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Angled Faces, Bore, Drill, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial 
Mill, Ream, Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections, Tap, Thread Cutting, Thread Milling, 
Thread Rolling, Turn 
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Feed Wheel Angle 
The drive/regulating wheel angle of inclination provides axial thrust that feeds the work-piece 
past the grinding wheel. Larger angles produce higher through feed rates and vice versa. 

You may overwrite the default value as required. When the Feed Wheel Angle is changed, the 
Through Feed input is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Centerless Grind 

Feed/Insert (in) 
The maximum feed or tool advance, (in. or mm.) per insert per cutter revolution.  
Typical values are 0.0003 to 0.01 inches (0.08 to 0.254 mm).  
Cutter diameters smaller than 0.125 inches (3mm) use small feeds. Cutter diameters greater 
than 0.75 inches (19mm) use larger feeds. 
You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Feed/Insert value is changed, 
the Feed Rate input is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Thread Milling 

Feed/Rev (in) 
The maximum feed or tool advance, (in. or mm.) per workpiece revolution.  
Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.  
You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Feed/Rev value is changed, the 
Feed Rate input is automatically recomputed. 

Operation Default/Remarks 

Turn Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm)  
Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm)  

Bore Typical values, rough:  0.004 to 0.008 inches (0.1 to 0.2 mm)  
Typical values, finish:  0.002 to 0.004 inches (0.05 to 0.1mm)  

Drill Typical values:  0.002 to 0.01 inches (0.05 to 0.25 mm)  

Ream Typical values:  0.008 to 0.02 inches (0.2 to 0.5 mm)  

Tap Typical values, determined by the Threads Per Inch or Pitch 

Thread Cutting Typical values, determined by the Threads Per Inch or Pitch 

Thread Rolling Typical values, determined by the Threads Per Inch or Pitch 

Used by:  Drill, Turn, Bore 
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Gauge Time (mins) 
Specify time required to check diameters using a gauge.  

Note, this is only required if gauge testing is carried out while the operation is stopped. 

Used by:  Honing 

Insert Length (in) 
The length of the thread mill inserts (in. or mm.).  

Longer inserts mean fewer orbits of the cutter are required to complete the entire length of 
thread. For example, a 2 inch length thread, with a 1 inch length cutter insert would require at 
least 2 orbits. 

Used by:  Thread Milling 

Inserts 
The number of inserts on the cutter. The number of inserts input is used as part of the Feed 
Rate calculation. Default Insert values are provided for, which you may overwrite as required.  

When the Inserts value is changed, Feed Rate is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Thread Milling 

Op. Attendance % 
The amount of time the operator is present during the operation. The default value is 100%, 
but you can enter a lower percentage as required. Reducing the Operator Attendance % will 
reduce the overall cycle time/cost for the operation. 

Used by:  Honing 

Parts/Billet 
Enter the number of parts to be machined from each billet. This will reduce the load and 
unload time per part, if load and unload time is specified. 

Used by:  All 

Radial DOC (in) 
For End Mill, High Speed, Pocket, and Surface Skim, the effective cutting diameter (in. or mm.) 
that the cutter will take during a pass. Default Radial Depth of Cut values are provided for 
each operation, which you may overwrite as required. 
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Note: For the above operations, the Radial Depth of Cut is usually a fraction of the cutter 
diameter, a typical value is 0.65 x the cutter diameter, but this can change depending on the 
material being cut, power of the machine etc. 

For radial milling, Radial DOC refers to depth of cut (in. or mm.) per pass. For profile it refers to 
the profile depth of cut (in. or mm.) that the cutter will take during a pass. 

Typical values for rough operations are 0.79 to 0.12 inches (2 to 3 mm), for finish operations, 
0.02 to 0.04 inches (0.5 to 1mm). 

Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values. A default value is computed, which 
you may overwrite as required. 

Used by:  Angled Faces, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial Mill, 
Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections 

Rate (in³/min) 
The rate at which material is removed expressed in cubic inches per minute or cubic 
millimeters per minute. 

Used by:  Honing 

Return Speed Ratio 
In shaping the cutter cuts in one direction, and requires a return stroke before it can start the 
next cut. A return speed ratio determines how much time it takes to make the return stroke. A 
value of 1 suggests the return stroke takes as long as the cutting stroke. This is hardly ever the 
case.  

A return stroke usually takes a fraction of the cutting stroke time. A return speed ratio of 0.5 
assumes the return stroke time is twice as fast as the cutting stroke, and therefore takes half 
the time. 

Used by:  Shape 

RPM 
The spindle speed is calculated from either the tool surface cutting speed, and the diameter of 
the cutting tool, or the workpiece surface speed and workpiece diameter.  

For Radial Mill, End Mill, High Speed, Drill, Ream, Tap, Surface Skim, Profile, Pocket, End Mill 
Slot, Angled Faces, T-Sections, Stringer Run Out, and Thread Milling, RPM is calculated from 
the workpiece surface speed, and the workpiece diameter. 
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For Turning, Boring, Thread Cutting, Thread Rolling, and Cylindrical Grind, RPM is calculated 
from the workpiece surface speed, and the workpiece diameter. 

For Centerless Grind, RPM is calculated from the grinding wheel surface speed, and the 
grinding wheel diameter. 

As an example: 

If the tool surface speed is 820 feet/min (250 meters/min) with a cutter diameter of 2.95 
inches (75mm), then RPM is computed as follows: 
RPM (Imperial) = (820 * 12in) / (Pi * 2.95in) = 1061 
RPM (Metric) = (250 * 1000mm) / (Pi * 75mm) = 1061 
For all operations, you may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the RPM value is 
changed, the Speed input is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Angled Faces, Bore, Drill, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial 
Mill, Ream, Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections, Tap, Thread Cutting, Thread Milling, 
Thread Rolling, Turn 

Run Out (in) 
The grinding wheel clearance distance (in. or mm.) at the end of a pass.  

A default value is provided, which you may overwrite as required. 

Used by:  Cylindrical Grind, Surface Grind 

Spark Out (in) 
Also called dwell time, it is an intentional time delay during which the grinding wheel remains 
in contact with the workpiece until no more sparks occur. The additional time is measured by 
an assumed extra travel distance, by default; this is the same as the wheel width (in. or mm.). 

Used by:  Surface Grind 

Speed (SFPM) 
The surface speed (ft./min. or m./min.) of the cutting or milling tool. If the value specified 
exceeds the machine tool capacity, a warning message appears.  

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the speed value is changed, RPM 
and Feed Rate are automatically recomputed. 

For all operations except Drill, Ream, Stringer Run Out, Tap, harder to machine materials such 
as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine materials such as aluminum use 
the higher range values.  
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Operation Default/Remarks 

Angled Faces Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.).  

Bore Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.). 

Drill Typical values:  for Twist Drill, 16 to 131 feet per min. (5 to 40 meters 
per min.). Speeds for carbide drills can be 4 or 5 times these values.  

Speed factors are stored in the [DRILL-TYPES] table in MFGData.INI . 

End Mill Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.). 

End Mill Slot Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.). 

High Speed Typical values:  425 to 3000 feet per min. (130 to 910 meters per 
min.).  

Pocket Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.).  

Profile Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.).  

Radial Mill Typical values:  23 to 200 feet per min. (7 to 60 meters per min.).  

Ream Typical values:  8 to 66 feet per min. (2.5 to 20 meters per min.).  

Shape Typical values:  82 to 263 feet per min. (25 to 80 meters per min.).  

Note: For the Shape operation, when the speed value is changed, 
Strokes Per Min is automatically recomputed, rather than RPM and 
Feed Rate.  

Stringer Run Out Typical values:  200 - 2000 feet per min (or 60.96 - 609.6 meters per 
min).  

Surface Skim Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.).  

Tap Typical values:  12 to 33 feet per min. (3.5 to 10 meters per min.).  

Thread Cutting Typical values:  10 to 70 feet per min. (3 to 21 meters per min.).  

Note: For Thread Cutting, this input represents the speed of the 
workpiece surface relative to the edge of the cutting tool during a cut 
(ft./min. or m./min.), rather than the speed of the cutting tool.  

Thread Milling Typical values: 135 to 945 feet per min. (41 to 288 meters per min.).  

Thread Rolling Typical values:  40 to 280 feet per min. (12 to 85 meters per min.).  

Note: For Thread Rolling, this input represents the speed of the 
workpiece surface relative to the edge of the cutting tool during a cut 
(ft./min. or m./min.), rather than the speed of the cutting tool.  

T-Sections Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.).  

Turn Typical values:  164 to 1280 feet per min. (50 to 390 meters per min.). 
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Used by:  Angled Faces, Bore, Drill, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial 
Mill, Shape, Ream, Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections, Tap, Thread Cutting, Thread 
Milling, Thread Rolling, Turn 

Spindles Used 
Some machines have more than 1 spindle, allowing 2 or more identical components to be 
machined at the same time. Therefore 2 or more components can be manufactured in the 
time of 1. Thus the direct manufacturing time is divided by the number of spindles.  
Enter the number of spindles being utilized (Note: this may be less that the number of spindles 
on the machine). 

 

Example Showing Three Spindles Operating 

Used by:  All 

Stroke Length (in) 
Overall stroke length required (in. or mm.). This may also include the distance for over travel. 

Used by:  Shape 

Strokes Per Min 
Enter the number of cutting strokes the ram makes per minute.  

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Strokes Per Min value is 
changed, the surface speed value is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Shape 
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Table Speed (SFPM) 
The speed (ft./min. or m./min.) at which the table is moved during the grinding process. A 
default value is provided, which you may overwrite as required. 

Used by:  Surface Grind 

Teeth/Flutes 
The number of cutting teeth or flutes on the cutter. The number of teeth input is used as part 
of the Feed Rate calculation. Default Number of Teeth values are provided for each operation, 
which you may overwrite as required.  When the Teeth/Flutes value is changed, Feed Rate is 
recomputed. 

Used by:  Angled Faces, End Mill, End Mill Slot, High Speed, Pocket, Profile, Radial Mill, 
Stringer Run Out, Surf. Skim, T Sections 

Through Feed (in) 
The movement of the work-piece as it travels past the grinding wheel (in. or mm.). Wheel RPM 
is computed based on the Drive Wheel Diameter and Drive Wheel Surface Speed. The drive 
wheel angle provides the part's through feed rate. 
Through Feed = Drive Wheel Dia * Pi * RPM * SIN(Drive Wheel Angle) 
You may overwrite the calculated value as required. 

Used by:  Centerless Grind 

Tool Change (mins) 
The average minutes required, to change the tool.  

Note:  This is only required if tool changes are carried out while the operation is stopped. 

Used by:  Honing 

Tool Changes 
The number of times that the honing tools are changed during the operation.  The initial value 
shown is computed based on the amount of material removed. You can enter any known value 
as required. You can enter a fraction to amortize a portion of the tool change minutes across 
multiple parts. 

Used by:  Honing 
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Traverse Feed/Rev (in) 
The maximum feed or tool advance, (in. or mm.) per workpiece revolution. Typical values are 
0.12 to 0.16 inches (3 to 4 mm).  

Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.  

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Feed/Rev value is changed, the 
Traverse Rate input is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Cylindrical Grind 

Traverse Rate (in) 
The traverse rate is the speed at which the work travels past the rotating grinding wheel (in. or 
mm.). Traverse rate is calculated from the work speed (RPM), and Traverse Feed Per Rev. 
TraverseRate = Work speed (RPM) x Traverse Feed Per Rev 
You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Traverse Rate value is changed, 
the Traverse Feed Per Rev input is automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Cylindrical Grind 

Use Computed Rate 
By default, this is option is set to YES. When set to YES, the material removal rate is 
automatically computed based on the material type, stone type, and stone quantity.  

When set to NO, the Rate input is enabled allowing you to enter a known removal rate value. 

Used by:  Honing 

Wheel Diameter (in) 
The drive/regulating wheel diameter (in. or mm.), usually made of plastic or rubber bond, 
determines the rotational speed of the work-piece and through-feed rate of the work-piece. 

You may overwrite the default value as required. When the Wheel Diameter value is changed, 
Wheel RPM and Through Feed are automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Centerless Grind 

Wheel RPM 
The drive wheel revolutions per minute are calculated from the drive wheel surface speed, and 
the drive wheel diameter. You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Wheel 
RPM value changes, the Wheel Speed and Through Feed inputs are automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Centerless Grind 
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Wheel Speed (SFPM) 
The speed of the of the drive/regulating wheel surface (ft./min. or m./min.). It is a uniform rate 
at which the regulating wheel revolves against the work-piece. The drive wheel surface speed 
determines the work-piece surface speed (which is practically identical).  

Typical values are 20 to 137 feet per minute (6 to 42 meters per minute). 

Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.  

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Work speed value is changed, 
Wheel RPM and Through Feed are automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Centerless Grind 

Wheel Width (in) 
The grinding wheel width (in. or mm.). A default value is provided, which you may overwrite as 
required. When the Wheel Width value is changed, the Run Out and Spark Out inputs are 
automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Surface Grind 

Work RPM 
The workpiece revolutions per minute are calculated from the work surface speed, and the 
workpiece diameter. 

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the RPM value is changed, the Work 
Speed and Traverse Rate inputs are automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Cylindrical Grind 

Work Speed (SFPM) 
The speed of the workpiece surface (ft./min. or m./min.). Typical values are 33 to 148 feet per 
minute (10 to 45 meters per minute). 

Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine 
materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.  

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. When the Work speed value is changed, 
Work RPM and Traverse Rate are automatically recomputed. 

Used by:  Cylindrical Grind 
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MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

 

Manufacturing Description Inputs 

Set-up Complexity  
 Manufacturing Description in chapter 9 – Common Process Parameters. 

Machine/Tooling Process Capability  
Manufacturing tooling capability which will be applied to this workpiece. Vary the input sliders 
as necessary to bracket your assessment. 

Note:  Machine/Tooling Process Capability affects direct time only if machining details are not 
used. 

Rating Description 

Very High Fully automated operation, automated feed of raw material, part-time 
operator. May do more than one operation at a time. 

High Numerically controlled machining, mechanized movement of stock, tools, 
finished parts, tolerances are computer controlled. One operation is 
done at a time. 

Nominal Custom designed holding fixtures, tools and tool holders. Manual 
insertion, placement, control and removal of the workpiece. 

Low Some custom designed holding fixtures, standard tools. 

Very Low Universal holding fixtures and standard tools. 

Machine Tool Condition  
The general condition of the tools to be used with this item. Vary the input sliders as necessary 
to bracket your assessment. 

Rating Description 

Very High Machine tools in as new condition. 

High Well maintained, usually less than 5 years old, with minimum play in 
movements. 
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Nominal Well maintained, feed and cutting depth can be maintained to about 
80% of optimum (new condition). 

Low Measurable play in movements, requires increased operator skill to 
maintain tolerances. 

Very Low Poorly maintained, with significant play in movements. Requires much 
operator skill, will reduce yield on precision parts. 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 

Other Cost (Optional) 
 Other Cost (Optional) in chapter 9 – Common Process Parameters. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
 PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION in chapter 9 – Common Process Parameters. 

Common Process Parameters 
 Parameters not specific to machining operations are listed in chapter 9: Common 

Process Parameters.  
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This page can be used for notes and comments. 

 


